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Preface
With the growing use of information technology and the recent advances in web
systems, the amount of data available to users has increased exponentially. Thus, there is
a critical need to understand the content of the data. As a result, data-mining has become
a popular research topic in recent years for the treatment of the “data rich and information
poor” syndrome. Currently, application oriented engineers are only concerned with their
immediate problems, which results in an ad hoc method of problem solving. Researchers,
on the other hand, lack an understanding of the practical issues of data-mining for realworld problems and often concentrate on issues (e.g. incremental performance
improvements) that are of no significance to the practitioners
In this volume, we hope to remedy these problems by (1) presenting a theoretical
foundation of data-mining, and (2) providing important new directions for data-mining
research. We have invited a set of well respected data mining theoreticians to present
their views on the fundamental science of data mining. We have also called on
researchers with practical data mining experiences to present new important data-mining
topics.
This book is organized into two parts. The first part consists of four chapters
presenting the foundations of data mining, which describe the theoretical point of view
and the capabilities and limits of current available mining techniques. The second part
consists of seven chapters which discuss the new data mining topics.
The first part of the book includes four chapters. The first chapter, authored by T.
Poggio and S. Smale, is entitled “The Mathematics of Learning: Dealing with Data.”
The authors present the mathematical formula of learning theory. In particular, they
present an algorithm for supervised learning by training sets and show that the algorithm
performs well in a number of applications involving regression as well as binary
classification. The second chapter, by H. Tsukimoto, is entitled “Logical Regression
Analysis: From Mathematical Formulas to Linguistic Rules.” He presents a solution for
solving the accurate prediction and comprehensive rules in supervised learning. The
author has developed a data mining technique called Logical Regression Analysis which
consists of regression analysis, and the Approximation Method, that can provide
comprehensive rules and also accurate prediction. The paper also shows how to apply
the techniques for mining images. The third chapter, by T.Y. Lin, is entitled “ A
Feature/Attribute Theory for Association Mining and Constructing the Complete Feature
Set” The author points out the importance of selecting correct attributes in data mining
and develops a theory of features for association mining (AM). Based on the
isomorphism theorem in AM, he concludes that it is sufficient to perform AM in
canonical models, and constructs the complete feature set for every canonical model.
Using the isomorphism theorem, the complete feature set can be derived for each relation.
Though the number of possible features is enormous, it can be shown that the high
frequency patterns features can be derived within polynomial time. The fourth chapter is
entitled “A new theoretical framework for K-means-type clustering,” and is authored by J.
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Peng and Y. Xia. The authors present generalized K-means type clustering method as the
0-1 semi-definite programming (SDP). The classical K-means algorithm, minimal sum
of squares (MSSC), can be interpreted as a special heuristic. Moreover, the 0-1 SDP
model can be further approximated by the relaxed and polynomially solvable linear and
semi-definite programming. The 0-1 SDP model can be applied to MSCC and to other
scenarios of clustering as well.
The second part of the book, from Chapters 5 to 11, present seven topics covering
recent advances in data mining. Chapter 5, entitled “Clustering via Decision Tree
Construction,” is authored by B. Liu, Y. Xia, and P. Yu. They propose a novel clustering
technique based on supervised learning called decision tree construction. The key idea is
to use a decision tree to partition the data space into cluster (or dense) regions and empty
(or sparse) regions (which produce outliers and anomalies). This technique is able to find
“natural” clusters in large high dimensional spaces efficiently. Experimental data shows
that this technique is effective and scales well for large high dimensional datasets.
Chapter 6, “Incremental Mining on Association Rules,” is written by Wei-Guang Teng
and Ming-Syan Chen. Due to the increasing use of the record-based databases where data
is being constantly added, incremental mining is needed to keep the knowledge current.
The authors propose incremental mining techniques to update the data mining on
association rules. Chapter 7, is entitled “Mining Association Rules from Tabular Data
Guided by Maximal Frequent Itemsets” and authored by Q. Zou, Y. Chen, W. Chu, and
X. Lu. Since many scientific applications are in tabular format, the authors propose to
use the maximum frequency itemset (MFI) as a road map to guide us towards generating
association rules from tabular dataset. They propose to use information from previous
searches to generate MFI and the experimental results show that such an approach to
generating MFI yields significant improvements over conventional methods. Further,
using tabular format rather than transaction data set to derive MFI can reduce the search
space and the time needed for support-counting. The authors use spreadsheet to present
rules and use spreadsheet operations to sort and select rules, which is a very convenient
way to query and organize rules in a hierarchical fashion. An example was also given to
illustrate the process of generating association rules from the tabular dataset using past
medical surgery data to aid surgeons in their decision making. Chapter 8, entitled
“Sequential Pattern Mining by Pattern-Growth: Principles and Extensions,” presents the
sequential pattern growth method and studies the principles and extensions of the method
such as (1) mining constraint-based sequential patterns, (2) mining multi-level, multi
dimensional sequential patters, and (3) mining top-k closed sequential patterns. They also
discuss the applications in bio-sequence pattern analysis and clustering sequences.
Chapter 9, entitled “Web Page Classification,” is written by B. Choi and Z. Yao. It
describes systems that automatically classify web pages into meaningful subject-based
and genre-based categories. The authors describe tools for building automatic web page
classification systems, which are essential for web mining and constructing semantic web.
Chapter 10 is entitled “Web Mining – Concepts, Applications, and Research Directions,”
and was written by Jaideep Srivastava, Prasanna Desikan, and Vipin Kumar. The authors
present the application of data mining techniques to extract knowledge from web content,
structure, and usage. An overview of accomplishments in technology and applications in
web mining is also included. Chapter 11, by Chris Clifton, Murat Kantarcioglu, and
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Jaideep Vaidya is entitled, “Privacy-Preserving Data Mining.” The goal of privacypreserving data mining is to develop data mining models that do not increase the risk of
misuse of the data used to generate those models. The author presents two classes of
privacy-preserving data-mining. The first is based on adding noise to the data before
providing it to the data miner. Since real data values are not revealed, individual privacy
is preserved. The second class is derived from the cryptographic community. The data
sources collaborate to obtain data mining results without revealing anything except those
results.
Finally, we would like to thank the authors for contributing their work in the
volume and the reviewers for commenting on the readability and accuracy of the work.
We hope the theories presented in this volume will give data mining practitioners a
scientific perspective in data mining and thus provide more insight into their problems.
We also hope that the new data mining topics will stimulate further research in these
important directions.
Wesley W. Chu and T. Y. Lin
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Part I

Foundations of Data Mining

The Mathematics of Learning: Dealing with Data?
Tomaso Poggio1 and Steve Smale2
1

CBCL, McGovern Institute, Artificial Intelligence Lab, BCS, MIT, tp@ai.mit.edu
Toyota Technological Institute at Chicago and Professor in the Graduate School,
University of California, Berkeley, smale@math.berkeley.edu

2

Summary. Learning is key to developing systems tailored to a broad range of data analysis
and information extraction tasks. We outline the mathematical foundations of learning theory
and describe a key algorithm of it.

1 Introduction
The problem of understanding intelligence is said to be the greatest problem in science today and “the” problem for this century - as deciphering the
genetic code was for the second half of the last one. Arguably, the problem
of learning represents a gateway to understanding intelligence in brains and
machines, to discovering how the human brain works and to making intelligent machines that learn from experience and improve their competences as
children do. In engineering, learning techniques would make it possible to
develop software that can be quickly customized to deal with the increasing
amount of information and the flood of data around us. Examples abound.
During the last decades, experiments in particle physics have produced a
very large amount of data. Genome sequencing is doing the same in biology. The Internet is a vast repository of disparate information which changes
rapidly and grows at an exponential rate: it is now significantly more than
100 Terabytes, while the Library of Congress is about 20 Terabytes. We believe that a set of techniques, based on a new area of science and engineering
becoming known as “supervised learning” – will become a key technology
to extract information from the ocean of bits around us and make sense of
it. Supervised learning, or learning-from-examples, refers to systems that are
trained, instead of programmed, with a set of examples, that is a set of inputoutput pairs. Systems that could learn from example to perform a specific
task would have many applications. A bank may use a program to screen
loan applications and approve the “good” ones. Such a system would be
?

Reprinted by permission from Notices of the AMS, 50(5), 2003, pp.537–544
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trained with a set of data from previous loan applications and the experience
with their defaults. In this example, a loan application is a point in a multidimensional space of variables characterizing its properties; its associated
output is a binary “good” or “bad” label. In another example, a car manufacturer may want to have in its models, a system to detect pedestrians that
may be about to cross the road to alert the driver of a possible danger while
driving in downtown traffic. Such a system could be trained with positive
and negative examples: images of pedestrians and images without people.
In fact, software trained in this way with thousands of images has been recently tested in an experimental car of Daimler. It runs on a PC in the trunk
and looks at the road in front of the car through a digital camera [36, 26, 43].
Algorithms have been developed that can produce a diagnosis of the type of
cancer from a set of measurements of the expression level of many thousands
human genes in a biopsy of the tumor measured with a cDNA microarray
containing probes for a number of genes [46]. Again, the software learns the
classification rule from a set of examples, that is from examples of expression patterns in a number of patients with known diagnoses. The challenge,
in this case, is the high dimensionality of the input space – in the order of
20, 000 genes – and the small number of examples available for training –
around 50. In the future, similar learning techniques may be capable of some
learning of a language and, in particular, to translate information from one
language to another. What we assume in the above examples is a machine
that is trained, instead of programmed, to perform a task, given data of the
form (xi , yi )m
i=1 . Training means synthesizing a function that best represents
the relation between the inputs xi and the corresponding outputs yi . The central question of learning theory is how well this function generalizes, that is
how well it estimates the outputs for previously unseen inputs.
As we will see later more formally, learning techniques are similar to fitting a multivariate function to a certain number of measurement data. The
key point, as we just mentioned, is that the fitting should be predictive, in the
same way that fitting experimental data (see figure 1) from an experiment in
physics can in principle uncover the underlying physical law, which is then
used in a predictive way. In this sense, learning is also a principled method
for distilling predictive and therefore scientific “theories” from the data. We
begin by presenting a simple “regularization” algorithm which is important
in learning theory and its applications. We then outline briefly some of its
applications and its performance. Next we provide a compact derivation of
it. We then provide general theoretical foundations of learning theory. In particular, we outline the key ideas of decomposing the generalization error of
a solution of the learning problem into a sample and an approximation error component. Thus both probability theory and approximation theory play
key roles in learning theory. We apply the two theoretical bounds to the algorithm and describe for it the tradeoff – which is key in learning theory and
its applications – between number of examples and complexity of the hypothesis
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Fig. 1. How can we learn a function which is capable of generalization – among the many
functions which fit the examples equally well (here m = 7)?

space. We conclude with several remarks, both with an eye to history and to
open problems for the future.

2 A key algorithm
2.1 The algorithm
How can we fit the “training” set of data Sm = (xi , yi )m
i=1 with a function
f : X → Y – with X a closed subset of IRn and Y ⊂ IR – that generalizes, eg
is predictive? Here is an algorithm which does just that and which is almost
magical for its simplicity and effectiveness:
1. Start with data (xi , yi )m
i=1
0
2. Choose a symmetric, positive definite function Kx (xP
) = K(x, x0 ), continn
uous on X×X. A kernel K(t, s) is positive definite if
i,j=1 ci cj K(ti , tj ) ≥
0 for any n ∈ IN and choice of t1 , ..., tn ∈ X and c1 , ..., cn ∈ IR. An example of such a Mercer kernel is the Gaussian
K(x, x0 ) = e−
restricted to X × X.
3. Set f : X → Y to
f (x) =

m
X
i=1

kx−x0 k2
2σ 2

.

(1)

ci Kxi (x).

(2)
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where c = (c1 , ..., cm ) and
(mγI + K)c = y

(3)

where I is the identity matrix, K is the square positive definite matrix
with elements Ki,j = K(xi , xj ) and y is the vector with coordinates yi .
The parameter γ is a positive, real number.
The linear system of equations 3 in m variables is well-posed since K is positive and (mγI + K) is strictly positive. The condition number is good if mγ
is large. This type of equations has been studied since Gauss and the algorithms for solving it efficiently represent one the most developed areas in numerical and computational analysis. What does Equation 2 say? In the case
of Gaussian kernel, the equation approximates the unknown function by a
weighted superposition of Gaussian “blobs” , each centered at the location
xi of one of the m examples. The weight ci of each Gaussian is such to minimize a regularized empirical error, that is the error on the training set. The
σ of the Gaussian (together with γ, see later) controls the degree of smoothing, of noise tolerance and of generalization. Notice that for Gaussians with
σ → 0 the representation of Equation 2 effectively becomes a “look-up” table
that cannot generalize (it provides the correct y = yi only when x = xi and
otherwise outputs 0).
2.2 Performance and examples
The algorithm performs well in a number of applications involving regression as well as binary classification. In the latter case the yi of the training
set (xi , yi )m
i=1 take the values {−1, +1}; the predicted label is then {−1, +1},
depending on the sign of the function f of Equation 2. Regression applications are the oldest. Typically they involved fitting data in a small number
of dimensions [53, 44, 45]. More recently, they also included typical learning
applications, sometimes with a very high dimensionality. One example is
the use of algorithms in computer graphics for synthesizing new images and
videos [38, 5, 20]. The inverse problem of estimating facial expression and
object pose from an image is another successful application [25]. Still another
case is the control of mechanical arms. There are also applications in finance,
as, for instance, the estimation of the price of derivative securities, such as
stock options. In this case, the algorithm replaces the classical Black-Scholes
equation (derived from first principles) by learning the map from an input
space (volatility, underlying stock price, time to expiration of the option etc.)
to the output space (the price of the option) from historical data [27]. Binary classification applications abound. The algorithm was used to perform
binary classification on a number of problems [7, 34]. It was also used to perform visual object recognition in a view-independent way and in particular
face recognition and sex categorization from face images [39, 8]. Other applications span bioinformatics for classification of human cancer from microar-
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ray data, text summarization, sound classification3 Surprisingly, it has been
realized quite recently that the same linear algorithm not only works well
but is fully comparable in binary classification problems to the most popular
classifiers of today (that turn out to be of the same family, see later).
2.3 Derivation
The algorithm described can be derived from Tikhonov regularization. To
find the minimizer of the the error we may try to solve the problem – called
Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM) – of finding the function in H which
minimizes
m

1 X
(f (xi ) − yi )2
m i=1
which is in general ill-posed, depending on the choice of the hypothesis space
H. Following Tikhonov (see for instance [19]) we minimize, instead, over
the hypothesis space HK , for a fixed positive parameter γ, the regularized
functional
m
1 X
(yi − f (xi ))2 + γkf k2K ,
(4)
m i=1
where kf k2K is the norm in HK – the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space
(RKHS), defined by the kernel K. The last term in Equation 4 – called regularizer – forces, as we will see, smoothness and uniqueness of the solution.
Let us first define the norm kf k2K . Consider the space of the linear span of
Kxj . We use xj to emphasize that the elements of X used in this construction
do not have anything to do in general with the training set (xi )m
i=1 . Define an
inner product
in
this
space
by
setting
hK
,
K
i
=
K(x,
x
)
and
extend linx
xj
j
Pr
early to j=1 aj Kxj . The completion of the space in the associated norm is
the RKHS, that is a Hilbert space HK with the norm kf k2K (see [10, 2]). Note
that hf, Kx i = f (x) for f ∈ HK (just let f = Kxj and extend linearly). To
minimize the functional in Equation 4 we take the functional derivative with
respect to f , apply it to an element f of the RKHS and set it equal to 0. We
obtain
m
1 X
(yi − f (xi ))f (xi ) − γhf, f i = 0.
(5)
m i=1
Equation 5 must be valid for any f . In particular, setting f = Kx gives
f (x) =

m
X

ci Kxi (x)

(6)

i=1
3

The very closely related Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier was used for
the same family of applications, and in particular for bioinformatics and for face
recognition and car and pedestrian detection [46, 25].
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where
ci =

yi − f (xi )
mγ

(7)

since hf, Kx i = f (x). Equation 3 then follows, by substituting Equation
6 into Equation 7. Notice also that essentially the same derivation for a
generic loss function V (y, f (x)), instead of (f (x) − y)2 , yields the same Equation 6, but Equation 3 is now different and, in general, nonlinear, depending on the form of V . In particular, the popular Support Vector Machine
(SVM) regression and SVM classification algorithms correspond to special
choices of non-quadratic V , one to provide a ’robust” measure of error and
the other to approximate the ideal loss function corresponding to binary
(miss)classification. In both cases, the solution is still of the same form of
Equation 6 for any choice of the kernel K. The coefficients ci are not given
anymore by Equations 7 but must be found solving a quadratic programming problem.

3 Theory
We give some further justification of the algorithm by sketching very briefly
its foundations in some basic ideas of learning theory. Here the data (xi , yi )m
i=1
is supposed random, so that there is an unknown probability measure ρ on
the product space X × Y from which the data is drawn. This measure ρ defines a function
fρ : X → Y
(8)
R
satisfying fρ (x) = ydρx , where ρx is the conditional measure on x × Y .
From this construction fρ can be said to be the true input-output function
reflecting the environment which produces the data. Thus a measurement of
the error of f is
Z
(f − fρ )2 dρX
(9)
X

where ρX is the measure on X induced by ρ (sometimes called the marginal
measure). The goal of learning theory might be said to “find” f minimizing
this error. Now to search for such an f , it is important to have a space H
– the hypothesis space – in which to work (“learning does not take place in a
vacuum”). Thus consider a convex space of continuous functions f : X → Y ,
(remember Y ⊂ IR) which as a subset of C(X) is compact, and where C(X) is
the Banach space of continuous functions with ||f || = maxX |f (x)|. A basic
example is
H = IK (BR )
(10)
where IK : HK → C(X) is the inclusion and BR is the ball of
R in HK .
Pradius
m
1
2
Starting from the data (xi , yi )m
=
z
one
may
minimize
(f
(x
i ) − yi )
i=1
i=1
m
over f ∈ H to obtain a unique hypothesis fz : X → Y . This fz is called the
empirical optimum and we may focus on the problem of estimating
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Z

(fz − fρ )2 dρX

9

(11)

X

It is useful towards this end to break the problem into steps by defining
a
R
“true optimum” fH relative to H, by taking the minimum over H of X (f −
fρ )2 . Thus we may exhibit
Z
Z
2
(fz − fρ ) = S(z, H) +
(fH − fρ )2 = S(z, H) + A(H)
(12)
X

X

where

Z
S(z, H) =

(fz − fρ )2 −

X

Z

(fH − fρ )2

(13)

X

The first term, (S) on the right in Equation 12 must be estimated in probability over z and the estimate is called the sample errror (sometime also the
estimation error). It is naturally studied in the theory of probability and of empirical processes [16, 30, 31]. The second term (A) is dealt with via approximation theory (see [15] and [12, 14, 13, 32, 33]) and is called the approximation
error. The decomposition of Equation 12 is related, but not equivalent, to the
well known bias (A) and variance (S) decomposition in statistics.
3.1 Sample Error
First consider an estimate for the sample error, which will have the form:
S(z, H) ≤ 

(14)

with high confidence, this confidence depending on  and on the sample size
m. Let us be more precise. Recall that the covering number or Cov#(H, η) is
the number of balls in H of radius η needed to cover H.
Theorem 3.1 Suppose |f (x)−y| ≤ M for all f ∈ H for almost all (x, y) ∈ X ×Y .
Then
P robz∈(X×Y )m {S(z, H) ≤ } ≤ 1 − δ
m


)e− 288M 2 .
where δ = Cov#(H, 24M

The result is Theorem C ∗ of [10], but earlier versions (usually without a
topology on H) have been proved by others, especially Vapnik, who formulated the notion of VC dimension to measure the complexity of the hypothesis space for the case of {0, 1} functions. In a typical situation of Theorem 3.1
the hypothesis space H is taken to be as in Equation 10, where BR is the ball
of radius R in a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) with a smooth
K (or in a Sobolev space). In this context, R plays an analogous role to VC
dimension[50]. Estimates for the covering numbers in these cases were provided by Cucker, Smale and Zhou [10, 54, 55]. The proof of Theorem 3.1 starts
from Hoeffding inequality (which can be regarded as an exponential version
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of Chebyshev’s inequality of probability theory). One applies this estimate to
the function X ×Y → IR which takes (x, y) to (f (x)−y)2 . Then extending the
estimate to the set of f ∈ H introduces the covering number into the picture.
With a little more work, theorem 3.1 is obtained.
3.2 Approximation Error
R
The approximation error X (fH − fρ )2 may be studied as follows. Suppose
B : L2 → L2 is a compact, strictly positive (selfadjoint) operator. Then let E
be the Hilbert space
{g ∈ L2 , kB −s gk < ∞}
with inner product hg, hiE = hB −s g, B −s hiL2 . Suppose moreover that E →
L2 factors as E → C(X) → L2 with the inclusion JE : E ,→ C(X) well
defined and compact. Let H be JE (BR ) when BR is the ball of radius R in E.
A theorem on the approximation error is
Theorem 3.2 Let 0 < r < s and H be as above. Then
2r

2s
1 s−r −r
kfρ − fH k ≤ ( )
kB fρ k s−r
R

2

We now use k · k for the norm in the space of square integrable functions on
1/2
X, with measure ρX . For our main example of RKHS, take B = LK , where
K is a Mercer kernel and
Z
LK f (x) =
f (x0 )K(x, x0 )
(15)
X

and we have taken the square root of the operator LK . In this case E is HK
as above. Details and proofs may be found in [10] and in [48].
3.3 Sample and approximation error for the regularization algorithm
The previous discussion depends upon a compact hypothesis space H from
which the experimental optimum fz and the true optimum fH are taken. In
the key algorithm of section 2 , the optimization is done over all f ∈ HK
with a regularized error function. The error analysis of sections 3.1 and 3.2
must therefore be extended. Thus let fγ,z be the empirical optimum for the
regularized problem as exhibited in Equation 4
m

1 X
(yi − f (xi ))2 + γkf k2K .
m i=1
Then

Z

(fγ,z − fρ )2 ≤ S(γ) + A(γ)

(16)

(17)
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where A(γ) (the approximation error in this context) is
−1

A(γ) = γ 1/2 kLK 4 fρ k2

(18)

and the sample error is
S(γ) =

32M 2 (γ + C)2 ∗
v (m, δ)
γ2

(19)

where v ∗ (m, δ) is the unique solution of
m 3
4m
v − ln(
)v − c1 = 0.
4
δ

(20)

Here C, c1 > 0 depend only on X and K. For the proof one reduces to the
case of compact H and applies theorems 3.1 and 3.2. Thus finding the optimal
solution is equivalent to finding the best tradeoff between A and S for a given
m. In our case, this bias-variance problem is to minimize S(γ) + A(γ) over
γ > 0. There is a unique solution – a best γ – for the choice in Equation 4. For
this result and its consequences see [11].

4 Remarks
The tradeoff between sample complexity and hypothesis space complexity For a
given, fixed hypothesis space H only the sample error component of the error
of fz can be be controlled (in Equation 12 only S(z, H) depends on the data).
In this view, convergence of S to zero as the number of data increases (theorem 3.1) is then the central problem in learning. Vapnik called consistency of
ERM (eg convergence of the empirical error to the true error) the key problem
in learning theory and in fact much modern work has focused on refining
the necessary and sufficient conditions for consistency of ERM (the uniform
Glivenko-Cantelli property of H, finite Vγ dimension for γ > 0 etc., see [19]).
More generally, however, there is a tradeoff between minimizing the sample
error and minimizing the approximation error – what we referred to as the
bias-variance problem. Increasing the number of data points m decreases the
sample error. The effect of increasing the complexity of the hypothesis space
is trickier. Usually the approximation error decreases but the sample error
increases. This means that there is an optimal complexity of the hypothesis
space for a given number of training data. In the case of the regularization
algorithm described in this paper this tradeoff corresponds to an optimum
value for γ as studied by [11, 35, 3]. In empirical work, the optimum value is
often found through cross-validation techniques [53]. This tradeoff between
approximation error and sample error is probably the most critical issue in
determining good performance on a given problem. The class of regularization algorithms, such as Equation 4, shows clearly that it is also a tradeoff –
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quoting Girosi – between the curse of dimensionality (not enough examples)
and the blessing of smoothness (which decreases the effective “dimensionality”
eg the complexity of the hypothesis space) through the parameter γ. The regularization algorithm and Support Vector Machines There is nothing to stop us
from using the algorithm we described in this paper – that is square loss regularization – for binary classification. Whereas SVM classification arose from
using – with binary y – the loss function
V (f (x, y)) = (1 − yf (x))+ ,
we can perform least-squares regularized classification via the loss function
V (f (x, y)) = (f (x) − y)2 .
This classification scheme was used at least as early as 1989 (for reviews see
[7, 40] and then rediscovered again by many others (see [21, 49]), including
Mangasarian (who refers to square loss regularization as “proximal vector
machines”) and Suykens (who uses the name “least square SVMs”). Rifkin
( [47]) has confirmed the interesting empirical results by Mangasarian and
Suykens: “classical” square loss regularization works well also for binary
classification (examples are in tables 1 and 2).
800
250
100
30
SVM RLSC SVM RLSC SVM RLSC SVM RLSC
0.131 0.129 0.167 0.165 0.214 0.211 0.311 0.309
Table 1. A comparison of SVM and RLSC (Regularized Least Squares Classification) accuracy on a multiclass classification task (the 20newsgroups dataset with 20 classes and high
dimensionality, around 50, 000), performed using the standard “one vs. all” scheme based on
the use of binary classifiers. The top row indicates the number of documents/class used for
training. Entries in the table are the fraction of misclassified documents. From [47].

52
20
10
3
SVM RLSC SVM RLSC SVM RLSC SVM RLSC
0.072 0.066 0.176 0.169 0.341 0.335 0.650 0.648
Table 2. A comparison of SVM and RLSC accuracy on another multiclass classification task
(the sector105 dataset, consisting of 105 classes with dimensionality about 50, 000). The
top row indicates the number of documents/class used for training. Entries in the table are the
fraction of misclassified documents. From [47].

In references to supervised learning the Support Vector Machine method
is often described (see for instance a recent issue of the Notices of the AMS
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[28]) according to the “traditional” approach, introduced by Vapnik and followed by almost everybody else. In this approach, one starts with the concepts of separating hyperplanes and margin. Given the data, one searches for
the linear hyperplane that separates the positive and the negative examples, assumed to be linearly separable, with the largest margin (the margin
is defined as the distance from the hyperplane to the nearest example). Most
articles and books follow this approach, go from the separable to the nonseparable case and use a so-called “kernel trick” (!) to extend it to the nonlinear case. SVM for classification was introduced by Vapnik in the linear,
separable case in terms of maximizing the margin. In the non-separable case,
the margin motivation loses most of its meaning. A more general and simpler
framework for deriving SVM algorithms for classification and regression is
to regard them as special cases of regularization and follow the treatment of
section 2. In the case of linear functions f (x) = w · x and separable data, max1
, which is in turn
imizing the margin is exactly equivalent to maximizing ||w||
2
equivalent to minimizing ||w|| , which corresponds to minimizing the RKHS
norm. The regularization algorithm and learning theory The Mercer theorem was
introduced in learning theory by Vapnik and RKHS by Girosi [22] and later
by Vapnik [9, 50]. Poggio and Girosi [41, 40, 23] had introduced Tikhonov regularization in learning theory (the reformulation of Support Vector Machines
as a special case of regularization can be found in [19]). Earlier, Gaussian Radial Basis Functions were proposed as an alternative to neural networks by
Broomhead and Loewe. Of course, RKHS had been pioneered by Parzen and
Wahba ([37, 53]) for applications closely related to learning, including data
smoothing (for image processing and computer vision, see [4, 42]). A Bayesian
interpretation The learning algorithm Equation 4 has an interesting Bayesian
interpretation [52, 53]: the data term – that is the first term with the quadratic
loss function – is a model of (Gaussian, additive) noise and the RKHS norm
(the stabilizer) corresponds to a prior probability on the hypothesis space H.
Let us define P [f |Sm ] as the conditional probability of the function f given
the training examples Sm = (xi , yi )m
i=1 , P [Sm |f ] as the conditional probability of Sm given f , i.e. a model of the noise, and P [f ] as the a priori probability
of the random field f . Then Bayes theorem provides the posterior distribution as
P [Sm |f ] P [f ]
.
P [f |Sm ] =
P (Sm )
If the noise is normally distributed with variance σ, then the probability
P [Sm |f ] is
2
1 − 1 2 Pm
i=1 (yi −f (xi ))
P [Sm |f ] =
e 2σ
ZL
where ZL is a normalization constant. If P [f ] =
other normalization constant, then
P [f |Sm ] =

1
1
e−( 2σ2
ZD ZL Zr

Pm

1 −kf k2K
Zr e

i=1 (yi −f (xi ))

2

where Zr is an-

+kf k2K )

.
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One of the several possible estimates of f from P [f |Sm ] is the so called Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimate, that is
max P [f |Sm ] = min

m
X

(yi − f (xi ))2 + 2σ 2 kf k2K .

i=1

which is the same as the regularization functional, if λ = 2σ 2 /m (for details
and extensions to models of non Gaussian noise and different loss functions
see [19]). Necessary and sufficient conditions for learnability Compactness of the
hypothesis space H is sufficient for consistency of ERM, that is for bounds of
the type of Theorem 3.1 on the sample error. The necessary and sufficient condition is that H is a uniform Glivenko-Cantelli class of functions, in which case
no specific topology is assumed for H4 . There are several equivalent conditions on H such as finiteness of the Vγ dimension for all positive γ (which
reduces to finiteness of the VC dimension for {0, 1} functions) 5 . We saw
earlier that the regularization algorithm Equation 4 ensures (through the resulting compactness of the “effective” hypothesis space) well-posedness of
the problem. It also yields convergence of the empirical error to the true error (eg bounds such as Theorem 3.1). An open question is whether there is a
connection between well-posedness and consistency. For well-posedness the
critical condition is usually stability of the solution. In the learning problem,
this condition refers to stability of the solution of ERM with respect to small
changes of the training set Sm . In a similar way, the condition number (see
[6] and especially [29]) characterizes the stability of the solution of Equation
3. Is it possible that some specific form of stability may be necessary and
sufficient for consistency of ERM? Such a result would be surprising because,
a priori, there is no reason why there should be a connection between wellposedness and consistency: they are both important requirements for ERM
but they seem quite different and independent of each other.
Learning theory, sample complexity and brains The theory of supervised
learning outlined in this paper and in the references has achieved a remarkable degree of completeness and of practical success in many applications.
4

Definition: Let F be a class of functions f . F is a uniform Glivenko-Cantelli class if for
every ε > 0
lim sup IP{sup |Eρm f − Eρ f | > ε} = 0.
(21)
m→∞

5

ρ

f ∈F

where ρn is the empirical measure supported on a set x1 , ..., xn .
In [1] – following [51, 17] – a necessary and sufficient condition is proved for uniform convergence of |Iemp [f ] − Iexp [f ]|, in terms of the finiteness for all γ > 0 of a
combinatorial quantity called Vγ dimension of F (which is the set V (x), f (x), f ∈
H), under some assumptions on V . The result is based on a necessary and sufficient
(distribution independent) condition proved by [51] which uses the metric entropy
of F defined as Hm (, F ) = supxm ∈X m log N (, F , xm ), where N (, F , xm ) is the
-covering of F wrt lx∞m ( lx∞m is the l∞ distance on the points xm ): Theorem (Dudley,
(,F )
see [18]). F is a uniform Glivenko-Cantelli class iff limm→∞ Hmm
= 0 for all  > 0.
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Within it, many interesting problems remain open and are a fertile ground
for interesting and useful mathematics. One may also take a broader view
and ask: what next? One could argue that the most important aspect of intelligence and of the amazing performance of real brains is the ability to learn.
How then do the learning machines we have described in the theory compare with brains? There are of course many aspects of biological learning
that are not captured by the theory and several difficulties in making any
comparison. One of the most obvious differences, however, is the ability of
people and animals to learn from very few examples. The algorithms we
have described can learn an object recognition task from a few thousand labeled images. This is a small number compared with the apparent dimensionality of the problem (thousands of pixels) but a child, or even a monkey, can learn the same task from just a few examples. Of course, evolution
has probably done a part of the learning but so have we, when we choose
for any given task an appropriate input representation for our learning machine. From this point of view, as Donald Geman has argued, the interesting
limit is not ”m goes to infinity,” but rather ”m goes to zero”. Thus an important area for future theoretical and experimental work is learning from
partially labeled examples (and the related area of active learning). In the
first case there are only a small number ` of labeled pairs (xi , yi )`i=1 – for instance with yi binary – and many unlabeled data (xi )m
`+1 , m >> `. Though
interesting work has begun in this direction, a satisfactory theory that provides conditions under which unlabeled data can be used is still lacking. A
comparison with real brains offers another, and probably related, challenge
to learning theory. The “learning algorithms” we have described in this paper correspond to one-layer architectures. Are hierarchical architectures with
more layers justifiable in terms of learning theory? It seems that the learning
theory of the type we have outlined does not offer any general argument in
favor of hierarchical learning machines for regression or classification. This
is somewhat of a puzzle since the organization of cortex – for instance visual cortex – is strongly hierarchical. At the same time, hierarchical learning
systems show superior performance in several engineering applications. For
instance, a face categorization system in which a single SVM classifier combines the real-valued output of a few classifiers, each trained to a different
component of faces – such as eye and nose –, outperforms a single classifier
trained on full images of faces ([25]). The theoretical issues surrounding hierarchical systems of this type are wide open, and likely to be of paramount
importance for the next major development of efficient classifiers in several
application domains. Why hierarchies? There may be reasons of efficiency –
computational speed and use of computational resources. For instance, the
lowest levels of the hierarchy may represent a dictionary of features that can
be shared across multiple classification tasks (see [24]). Hierarchical system
usually decompose a task in a series of simple computations at each level
– often an advantage for fast implementations. There may also be the more
fundamental issue of sample complexity. We mentioned that an obvious dif-
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ference between our best classifiers and human learning is the number of
examples required in tasks such as object detection. The theory described in
this paper shows that the difficulty of a learning task depends on the size
of the required hypothesis space. This complexity determines in turn how
many training examples are needed to achieve a given level of generalization error. Thus the complexity of the hypothesis space sets the speed limit
and the sample complexity for learning. If a task – like a visual recognition
task – can be decomposed into low-complexity learning tasks, for each layer
of a hierarchical learning machine, then each layer may require only a small
number of training examples. Of course, not all classification tasks have a
hierarchical representation. Roughly speaking, the issue is under which conditions a function of many variables can be approximated by a function of a
small number of functions of subsets of the original variables. Neuroscience
suggests that what humans can learn can be represented by hierarchies that
are locally simple. Thus our ability of learning from just a few examples, and
its limitations, may be related to the hierarchical architecture of cortex. This
is just one of several possible connections, still to be characterized, between
learning theory and the ultimate problem in natural science – the organization and the principles of higher brain functions.
Acknowledgments Thanks to Felipe Cucker, Federico Girosi, Don Glaser,
Sayan Mukherjee, Massimiliano Pontil, Martino Poggio and Ryan Rifkin.
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Logical Regression Analysis:From
mathematical formulas to linguistic rules
Hiroshi Tsukimoto
Tokyo Denki University tsukimoto@c.dendai.ac.jp

1 Introduction
Data mining means the discovery of knowledge from (a large amount of) data,
and so data mining should provide not only predictions but also knowledge
such as rules that are comprehensible to humans. Data mining techniques
should satisfy the two requirements, that is, accurate predictions and comprehensible rules.
Data mining consists of several processes such as preprocessing and learning. This paper deals with learning. The learning in data mining can be divided into supervised learning and unsupervised learning. This paper deals
with supervised learning, that is, classification and regression.
The major data mining techniques are neural networks, statistics, decision
trees, and association rules. When these techniques are applied to real data,
which usually consist of discrete data and continuous data, they each have
their own problems. In other words, there is no perfect technique, that is, there
is no technique which can satisfy the two requirements of accurate predictions
and comprehensible rules.
Neural networks are black boxes, that is, neural networks are incomprehensible. Multiple regression formulas, which are the typical statistical models,
are black boxes too. Decision trees do not work well when classes are continuous [19], that is, if accurate predictions are desired, comprehensibility has to
be sacrificed, and if comprehensibility is desired, accurate predictions have to
be sacrificed. Association rules, which are unsupervised learning techniques,
do not work well when the right-hand sides of rules, which can be regarded as
classes, are continuous [21]. The reason is almost the same as that for decision
trees.
Neural networks and multiple regression formulas are mathematical formulas. Decision trees and association rules are linguistic rules. Mathematical
formulas can provide predictions but cannot provide comprehensible rules. On
the other hand, linguistic rules can provide comprehensible rules but cannot
provide accurate predictions in continuous classes.
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How can we solve the above problem? The solution is rule extraction from
mathematical formulas. Rule extraction from mathematical formulas is needed
for developing the perfect data mining techniques satisfying the two data
mining requirements, accurate predictions and comprehensible rules.
Several researchers have been developing rule extraction techniques from
neural networks, and therefore, neural networks can be used in data mining
[14], whereas few researchers have studied rule extraction from linear formulas.
We have developed a rule extraction technique from mathematical formulas
such as neural networks and linear formulas. The technique is called the Approximation Method.
We have implemented the Approximation Method for neural networks in
a data mining tool KINOsuite-PR[41].
Statistics have been developing many techniques. The outputs of several
techniques are linear formulas. The Approximation Method can extract rules
from the linear formulas, and so the combination of statistical techniques and
the Approximation Method works well for data mining.
We have developed a data mining technique called Logical Regression
Analysis(LRA). LRA consists of regression analysis1 and the Approximation
Method. Since there are several regression analyses, LRA has several versions.
In other words, LRA can be applied to a variety of data, because a variety of
regression analyses have been developed.
So far, in data mining, many researchers have been dealing with symbolic
data or numerical data and few researchers have been dealing with image
data.
One of LRA’s merits is that LRA can deal with image data, that is, LRA
can discover rules from image data. Therefore, this paper explains the data
mining from images by LRA.
There are strong correlations between the pixels of images, and so the
numbers of samples are small compared with the numbers of the pixels, that
is, the numbers of attributes(variables).
A regression analysis for images must work well when the correlations
among attributes are strong and the number of data is small. Nonparametric
regression analysis works well when the correlations among attributes are
strong and the number of data is small.
There are many kinds of images such as remote-sensing images, industrial
images and medical images. Within medical images, there are many types such
as brain images, lung images, and stomach images. Brain functions are the
most complicated and there are a lot of unknown matters, and consequently
the discovery of rules between brain areas and brain functions is a significant
subject. Therefore, we have been dealing with functional brain images.
We have been applying LRA using nonparametric regression analysis to
fMRI images to discover the rules of brain functions. In this paper, for sim1

The regression analysis includes the nonlinear regression analysis using neural
networks
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plification, “LRA using nonparametric regression analysis” is abbreviated to
“LRA”.
LRA was applied to several experimental tasks. This paper reports the
experimental results of finger tapping and calculation. The results of LRA
include discoveries that have never been experimentally confirmed. Therefore,
LRA has the possibility of providing new evidence in brain science.

Data

Regression
Analysis

The Approximation
Method

Rules
predictions
(Predictions)
Fig. 1. Logical Regression Analysis

Section 2 explains the problems in the major data mining techniques and
how the problems can be solved by rule extraction from mathematical formulas. Section 3 surveys the rule extraction from neural networks. Section 4
explains the Approximation Method, which has been developed by the author. The Approximation Method is mathematically based on the multilinear
function space, which is also explained. Section 5 explains the Approximation
Method in the continuous domain. Section 6 discusses a few matters. Section
7 briefly explains the data mining from fMRI images. Section 8 describes the
data mining from fMRI images by Logical Regression Analysis(LRA). Section
9 shows the experiments of calculations.
This paper is mainly based on [32], [33],[35], and [36].
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2 The problems of major data mining techniques
The major data mining techniques, that is, decision trees, neural networks,
statistics and association rules, are reviewed in terms of the two requirements
of accurate predictions and comprehensible rules.
2.1 Neural networks

x
w1
S1
w2

w5

w3
w4

w6

z

S2
y
Input
layer

Hidden
layer

Output
layer

Fig. 2. Neural network

Neural networks can provide accurate predictions in the discrete domain
and the continuous domain. The problem is that the training results of neural networks are sets of mathematical formulas, that is, neural networks are
incomprehensible black boxes.
For example, Fig. 2 shows a trained neural network. In Fig. 2, x and y are
inputs, z is an output, and ti ’s are the outputs of the two hidden units. Each
output is represented as follows:
t1 = S(w1 x + w2 y + h1 ),
t2 = S(w3 x + w4 y + h2 ),
z = S(w5 t1 + w6 t2 + h3 ),
where wi ’s stand for weight parameters, S(x) stands for sigmoid function and
hi ’s stand for biases. The weight parameters are as follows:
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w1 = 2.51, w2 = −4.80, w3 = −4.90,
w4 = 2.83, w5 = 2.52, w6 = −4.81,
h1 = −0.83, h2 = −1.12, h3 = −0.82.
From the above weight parameters and the above formulas, we cannot understand what the neural network has learned. Therefore, the trained neural
network is a black box. What the neural network has learned will be explained
later using a rule extraction technique.
2.2 Multiple regression analysis
There are a lot of statistical methods. The most typical method is multiple
regression analysis, and therefore, only multiple regression analysis is discussed here. Multiple regression analysis usually uses linear formulas, and so
only linear regression analysis is possible and nonlinear regression analysis is
impossible, while neural networks can perform nonlinear regression analysis.
However, linear regression analysis has the following advantages.
1. The optimal solution can be calculated.
2. The linear regression analysis is the most widely used statistical method
in the world.
3. Several regression analysis techniques such as nonparametric regression
analysis and multivariate autoregression analysis have been developed
based on the linear regression analysis.
Linear regression analysis can provide appropriate predictions in the continuous domain and discrete domain. The problem is that multiple regression
formulas are mathematical formulas as showed below.
y=

n
X

ai xi + b,

i=1

where y is a dependent variable, xi s are independent variables, b is a constant, ai s are coefficients, and n is the number of the independent variables.
The mathematical formulas are incomprehensible black boxes. A mathematical formula consisting of a few independent variables may be understandable.
However, a mathematical formula consisting of a lot of independent variables
cannot be understood. Moreover, in multivariate autoregression analysis, there
are several mathematical formulas, and so the set of the mathematical formulas cannot be understood at all. Therefore, rule extraction from linear
regression formulas is important.
2.3 Decision trees
When a class is continuous, the class is discretized into several intervals. When
the number of the intervals, that is, the number of the discretized classes, is
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small, comprehensible trees can be obtained, but the tree cannot provide accurate predictions. For example, Fig. 3 shows a tree where there are two
continuous attributes and a continuous class. To improve the prediction accuracy, let the number of intervals be large. When the number of intervals is
large, the trees obtained are too complicated to be comprehensible.
¿From the above simple discussion, we can conclude that it is impossible to obtain trees which can satisfy the two requirements for data mining
techniques, accurate predictions and comprehensible rules at the same time.
Therefore, decision trees cannot work well when classes are continuous [19].
As a solution for continuous classes, for example, Quinlan presented
Cubist[40]. Cubist generates piecewise-linear models, which are a kind of regression trees. Fig. 4 shows an example. As seen from this figure, the tree is
an extension of linear formulas, and so the tree is a prediction model, that
is, it is incomprehensible. As a result, this solution has solved the inaccurate
prediction problem but has generated the incomprehensibility problem.
2.4 Association rules
Association rules are described as
a ∧ b → c,
where c can be regarded as a class. Association rules do not work well when
“classes” like c in the above rule are continuous. When there are many intervals, the rules are too complicated to be comprehensible, whereas when there
are few intervals, the rule cannot provide accurate predictions, and therefore
some concessions are needed [21]. Some techniques such as fuzzy techniques
can be applied to the above problem [11], but while fuzzy techniques can
improve predictions, they degrade the comprehensibility.

x <5.0

5.0<x

y<3.0

3.0<y y<4.0

[0.0-1.5]

[3.4-5.1] [1.6-3.3]

4.0<y
[5.2-10.0]

Fig. 3. Decision tree with a continuous class
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5.0<x

y<3.0

3.0<y y<4.0

4.0<y

z=ax+by+c

Z=dx+ey+f z=gx+hy+i

z=jx+ky+l

Fig. 4. Regression tree
Table 1. Data mining techniques
type
1
2
3
4
class
discrete discrete continuous continuous
attribute
discrete continuous discrete continuous
neural network
4
4
4
4
linear regression
4
4
4
4
regression tree
4
4
4
4
decision tree
◦
◦
4
4

Table 1 shows the summary.
4 in neural network means that training results are incomprehensible.
4 in linear regression means that training results are incomprehensible.
4 in regression tree means that training results are incomprehensible.
4 means that decision trees cannot work well in continuous classes.
Association rules are omitted in Table 1, because association rules do not have
classes. However, the evaluations for association rules are the same as those
for decision trees.
Thus, we conclude that there is no technique which can satisfy the two
requirements for data mining techniques, that is, the technique which can
provide accurate predictions and comprehensible rules in the discrete domain
and the continuous domain.
2.5 The solution for the problem
The solution for the above problem is extracting comprehensible rules from
mathematical formulas such as neural networks and multiple regression formulas[38].
When rules are extracted from mathematical formulas, the rules are not used
for predictions, but used only for human comprehension. The mathematical
formulas are used to make the predictions. A set of a prediction model and a
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rule(or rules) extracted from the prediction model is the perfect data mining
technique.
How a rule extracted from a prediction model is used is briefly explained.
When a prediction model predicts, it only outputs a class or a figure. Humans
cannot understand how or why the prediction model outputs the class or the
figure. A rule extracted from the prediction model explains how or why the
prediction model outputs the class or the figure.
For example, let a neural network be trained using process data consisting
of three attributes (temperature (t), pressure (p), humidity (h)), and a class,
the quality of a material (q). Let the rule extracted be as follows:
(200 ≤ t ≤ 300) ∨ (p ≤ 2.5) ∨ (70 ≤ h ≤ 90) → q ≤ 0.2.
Assume that the network is used for a prediction, and the inputs for the network are t = 310, p = 2.0, and h = 60 and the output from the network is 0.1,
which means low quality. The above rule shows that the network outputs 0.1,
because the pressure is 2.0, which is below 2.5, that is, p ≤ 2.5 holds. Without
the rule, we cannot know how or why the network outputs 0.1 indicating the
low quality. Note that the rule extracted from the neural network is not used
for the predictions, which are made by the neural network.
An operator can understand that the neural network predicts low quality,
because the pressure is low. Therefore, the operator can raise the pressure
(for example, by manipulating a valve) to raise the quality. If the operator
does not know why the neural network predicts the low quality, the operator
cannot take an appropriate measure to raise the quality.
Because the operator understands how the neural network predicts, the
operator can take an appropriate measure. That is, the extracted rule enables
the operator to take the appropriate measure. If the neural network only
predicts the low quality (without the extracted rule), the operator does not
know what to do to raise the quality. The benefit of the extracted rule is very
large.
2.6 KINOsuite-PR
The rule extraction technique for neural networks has been implemented in
the data mining tool KINO- PR[41]. KINO stands for Knowledge INference
by Observation and PR stands for Predictions and Rules. KINOsuite-PR is
the first commercial data mining tool that has the rule extraction. The rule
extraction technique is called the Approximation Method. Next, the Approximation Method is explained. Before the explanation, the rule extraction from
neural networks is surveyed in Section 3.

3 The survey of rule extraction from neural networks
This section briefly surveys algorithms for rule extraction from neural networks. Some rule extraction algorithms are based on the structurization of
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neural networks, but the rule extraction algorithms cannot be applied to neural networks trained by other training methods such as the back-propagation
method. Some rule extraction algorithms are dedicated to hybrid models that
include symbolic and subsymbolic knowledge.
The rule extraction algorithms mentioned above are outside the scope of
this paper, because, in data mining, it is desired that rules can be extracted
from any neural network trained by any training method.
There are several algorithms for rule extraction from neural networks [1],
[2]. The algorithms can be divided into decompositional algorithms and pedagogical algorithms. Decompositional algorithms extract rules from each unit
in a neural network and aggregate them into a rule. For example, [5] is a
decompositional algorithm. Pedagogical algorithms generate samples from a
neural network and induce a rule from the samples. For example, [6] is a pedagogical algorithm. Decompositional algorithms can present training results
of each unit in neural networks, and so we can understand the training results
by the unit, while pedagogical algorithms can present only the results of neural networks, and so we cannot understand the training results by the unit.
Therefore, decompositional algorithms are better than pedagogical algorithms
in terms of understandability of the inner structures of neural networks.
Rule extraction algorithms are compared in several items, namely network
structures, training methods, computational complexity, and values.
network structure : This means the types of network structures the algorithm
can be applied to. Several algorithms can be applied only to particular
network structures. Most algorithms are applied to three-layer feedforward networks, while a few algorithms can be applied only to recurrent
neural networks, where Deterministic Finite-state Automata(DFAs) are
extracted [17].
training method : This means the training methods the rule extraction algorithm can be applied to. Several rule extraction algorithms depend on
training methods, that is, the rule extraction algorithms can extract rules
only from the neural networks trained by a particular training method
[20],[5]. The pedagogical algorithms basically do not depend on training
methods.
computational complexity : Most algorithms are exponential in computational complexity. For example, in pedagogical algorithms, the total number of samples generated from a neural network is 2n , where n is the number of inputs to the neural network. It is very difficult to generate many
samples and induce a rule from many samples. Therefore, it is necessary
to reduce the computational complexity to a polynomial. Most decompositional algorithms are also exponential in computational complexity.
values : Most algorithms can be applied only to discrete values and cannot
be applied to continuous values.
The ideal algorithm can be applied to any neural network, can be applied
to any training method, is polynomial in computational complexity, and can
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be applied to continuous values. There has been no algorithm which satisfies
all of the items above. More detailed review can be found in [7].

4 The Approximation Method
4.1 The outline
We have developed a rule extraction technique for mathematical formulas, which is called the Approximation Method. We presented an algorithm
for extracting rules from linear formulas and extended it to the continuous
domain[24]. Subsequently, we presented polynomial algorithms for extracting
rules from linear formulas [26] and applied them to discover rules from numerical data [16]. We also developed an inductive learning algorithm based on
rule extraction from linear formulas[29]. The data mining technique through
regression analysis and the Approximation Method is called Logical regression
Analysis(LRA). We have been applying LRA using nonparametric regression
analysis to discover rules from functional brain images[30],[34],[9], [36],[37].
We extended the algorithms for linear formulas to the algorithms for
neural networks [27], and modified them to improve the accuracies and
simplicities[28],[33].
The Approximation Method for a linear formula is almost the same as
the Approximation Method for a unit in a neural network. The Approximation Method for neural networks basically satisfies the four items listed in the
preceding section, that is, the method can be applied to any neural network
trained by any training method, is polynomial in computational complexity,
and can be applied to continuous values. However, the method has a constraint, that is, the method can be applied only to neural networks whose
units’ output functions are monotone increasing. The Approximation Method
is a decompositional method.
There are two kinds of domains, discrete domains and continuous domains.
The continuous domain will be discussed later. The discrete domains can
be reduced to {0, 1} domains by dummy variables, so only these domains
have to be discussed. In the {0, 1} domain, the units of neural networks can
be approximated to the nearest Boolean functions, which is the basic idea
for the Approximation Method. The Approximation Method is based on the
multilinear function space. The space, which is an extension of Boolean algebra
of Boolean functions, can be made into a Euclidean space and includes linear
functions and neural networks. The details can be found in [31] and [33].
4.2 The basic algorithm of the Approximation Method
A unit of a neural network or a linear function is a function. The basic algorithm approximates a function by a Boolean function. Note that “a function”
in the following sentences means a unit of a neural network or a linear function.
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Let f (x1 , ..., xn ) stand for a function, and (fi )(i = 1, ..., 2n ) be the values
of the function. Let the values of the function be the interval [0,1]. The values
of a unit of a neural network are [0,1]. The values of a linear function can be
normalized to [0,1] by some normalization method.
Let g(x1 , ..., xn ) stand for a Boolean function, and (gi )(gi = 0 or 1, i =
1, ..., 2n ) be the values of the Boolean function. A Boolean function is represented by the following formula[3]:
n

g(x1 , ..., xn ) =

2
X

gi ai ,

i=1

P
where
is disjunction, ai is an atom, and gi is the value at the domain
corresponding to the atom. An atom is as follows:
ai =

n
Y

e(xj ) (i = 1, ..., 2n ),

j=1

Q

where
stands for conjunction, and e(xj ) = xj or xj , where x stands for the
negation of x. The domain (x1 , ..., xn ) corresponding to an atom is as follows:
When e(xj ) = xj , xj =1, and when e(xj ) = xj , xj = 0. The above formula
can be easily verified.
The basic algorithm is as follows:
½
1(fi ≥ 0.5),
gi =
0(fi < 0.5).
This algorithm minimizes Euclidean distance. The Boolean function is represented as follows:
2n
X
g(x1 , ..., xn ) =
gi ai ,
i=1

where gi is calculated by the above algorithm.
Example 1
Fig. 5 shows a case of two variables. Crosses stand for the values of a
function and dots stand for the values of the Boolean function. 00, 01, 10 and
11 stand for the domains, for example, 00 stands for x = 0, y = 0. In this case,
there are four domains as follows:
(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)
The atoms corresponding to the domains are as follows:
(0, 0) ⇔ x̄ȳ, (0, 1) ⇔ x̄y, (1, 0) ⇔ xȳ, (1, 1) ⇔ xy.
The values of the Boolean function g(x, y) are as follows:
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Fig. 5. Approximation

g(0, 0) = 0, g(0, 1) = 1, g(1, 0) = 0, g(1, 1) = 1.
Therefore, in the case of Fig. 5, the Boolean function is represented as follows:
g(x, y) = g(0, 0)x̄ȳ ∨ g(0, 1)x̄y ∨ g(1, 0)xȳ ∨ g(1, 1)xy.
The Boolean function is reduced as follows:
g(x, y) =
g(x, y) =
g(x, y) =
g(x, y) =

g(0, 0)x̄ȳ ∨ g(0, 1)x̄y ∨ g(1, 0)xȳ ∨ g(1, 1)xy
0x̄ȳ ∨ 1x̄y ∨ 0xȳ ∨ 1xy
x̄y ∨ xy
y.

Example 2:An example of a linear function
Let a linear function be as follows:
z = 0.3x − 0.5y + 0.6
There are four domains as follows:
(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)
The values of the function at the domains are as follows:
z(0, 0) = 0.6, z(0, 1) = 0.1, z(1, 0) = 0.9, z(1, 1) = 0.4.
By approximating the function to a Boolean function g(x, y),
g(0, 0) = 1, g(0, 1) = 0, g(1, 0) = 1, g(1, 1) = 0.
are obtained. The Boolean function g(x, y) is as follows:
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g(x, y) = g(0, 0)x̄ȳ ∨ g(0, 1)x̄y ∨ g(1, 0)xȳ ∨ g(1, 1)xy
g(x, y) = 1x̄ȳ ∨ 0x̄y ∨ 1xȳ ∨ 0xy
g(x, y) = x̄ȳ ∨ xȳ
g(x, y) = ȳ.
Example 3:An example of a neural network
We show what the neural network in Fig.2 has learned by rule extraction.
Two hidden units and the output unit are as follows:
t1 = S(w1 x + w2 y + h1 ),
t2 = S(w3 x + w4 y + h2 ),
z = S(w5 t1 + w6 t2 + h3 ),
where wi ’s stand for weight parameters, S(x) stands for sigmoid function and
hi ’s stand for biases. The training results by the back-propagation method
with 1000 time repetitions are as follows:
w1 = 2.51, w2 = −4.80, w3 = −4.90,
w4 = 2.83, w5 = 2.52, w6 = −4.81,
h1 = −0.83, h2 = −1.12, h3 = −0.82.
For example,
t1 = S(2.51x − 4.80y − 0.83),
and the values of t1 (1, 1), t1 (1, 0), t1 (0, 1), and t1 (0, 0) are as follows:
t1 (1, 1) = S(2.51 · 1 − 4.80 · 1 − 0.83) = S(−3.12),
t1 (1, 0) = S(2.51 · 1 − 4.80 · 0 − 0.83) = S(1.68),
t1 (0, 1) = S(2.51 · 0 − 4.80 · 1 − 0.83) = S(−5.63),
t1 (0, 0) = S(2.51 · 0 − 4.80 · 0 − 0.83) = S(−0.83).
S(−3.12) ' 0, S(1.68) ' 1, S(−5.63) ' 0, and S(−0.83) ' 0; therefore
t1 ' xy.
In a similar manner, t2 is approximated by the following Boolean function:
t2 = x̄y
z is approximated as follows:

z = t1 t¯2 .

By substituting t1 = xy and t2 = x̄y in the above formula,
z = xyx̄y = xy(x ∨ ȳ) = xȳ ∨ xȳ = xȳ
has been obtained. Thus, we understand that the neural network in Fig.2 has
learned xȳ.
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4.3 Multilinear functions
The computational complexity of the basic algorithm is exponential, which
is obvious from the discussion above. Therefore, a polynomial algorithm
is needed. The multilinear function space is necessary for the polynomial
algorithm[28],[33]. This subsection explains that the multilinear function space
of the domain {0, 1} is a Euclidean space. First, the multilinear functions are
explained. Second, it is shown that the multilinear function space is the linear
space spanned by the atoms of Boolean algebra of Boolean functions. Third,
it is explained that the space can be made into a Euclidean space. Finally, it
is explained that neural networks are multilinear functions.
What multilinear functions are
Definition 1 Multilinear functions of n variables are as follows:
n

2
X

ai xe1i1 · ·xenin ,

i=1

where ai is real, xi is a variable, and ei is 0 or 1.
Example Multilinear functions of 2 variables are as follows:
axy + bx + cy + d.
Multilinear functions do not contain any terms such as
xk11 xk22 · · · xknn ,
where ki ≥ 2. A function

(1)

f : {0, 1}n → R

is a multilinear function, because xki i = xi holds in {0, 1} and so there is
no term like (1) in the functions. In other words, multilinear functions are
functions which are linear when only one variable is considered and the other
variables are regarded as parameters.
The multilinear function space of the domain {0, 1} is the linear
space spanned by the atoms of Boolean algebra of Boolean
functions
Definition 2 The atoms of Boolean algebra of Boolean functions of n variables are as follows:
φi =

n
Y
j=1

where e(xj ) = xj or xj .

e(xj ) (i = 1, ..., 2n ),
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Example The atoms of Boolean algebra of Boolean functions of 2 variables
are as follows:
x ∧ y, x ∧ y, x ∧ y, x ∧ y.
Theorem 1. The space of multilinear functions ({0, 1}n → R) is the linear
space spanned by the atoms of Boolean algebra of Boolean functions.
The proof can be found in [31] and [33].
Example A linear function of the atoms of 2 variables is
axy + bxy + cxy + dxy.
This function is transformed to the following:
pxy + qx + ry + s,
where
p = a − b − c + d,

q = b − d,

r = c − d,

s = d.

A multilinear function
pxy + qx + ry + s
can be transformed into
axy + bxy + cxy + dxy,
where
a = p + q + r + s,

b = q + s,

c = r + s,

d = s.

Now, it has been shown that the multilinear function space of the domain {0, 1} is the linear space spanned by the atoms of Boolean algebra of
Boolean functions. The dimension of the space is 2n . Next, it is shown that
the multilinear function space is made into a Euclidean space.
The multilinear function space of the domain {0, 1} is a Euclidean
space
Definition 3 The inner product is defined as follows:
X
< f, g >=
f g.
{0,1}n

The sum in the above formula is done over the whole domain.
Example In the case of two variables,
< f, g >=
f (1, 1)g(1, 1).

P
{0,1}2

f g = f (0, 0)g(0, 0) + f (0, 1)g(0, 1) + f (1, 0)g(1, 0) +
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Theorem 2. Atoms φi s have unitarity and orthogonality.
< φi , φi > = 1 (unitarity)
< φi , φj > = 0(i 6= j) (orthogonality)
The proof can be found in [31] and [33].
Example An example of unitarity and orthogonality of two variables is as
follows:
P
P
P
< xȳ, xȳ >= {0,1}2 xȳxȳ = {0,1}2 x2 ȳ 2 = {0,1}2 xȳ = 1 · 1̄ + 1 · 0̄ + 0 ·
1̄ + 0 · 0̄ = 1 · 0 + 1 · 1 + 0 · 0 + 0 · 1 = 1.
(The domain is {0,1}, and so x2 = x, ȳ 2 = ȳ.)
X
X
< xy, xȳ >=
xyxȳ =
x2 y ȳ = 0.
{0,1}2

{0,1}2

Definition 4 Norm is defined as follows:
qP
p
2
|f | = < f, f > =
{0,1}n f .
Example
|xȳ| =

√

< xȳ, xȳ > = 1

¿From the above discussion, the space becomes a finite-dimensional inner
product space, namely a Euclidean space.
Neural networks are multilinear functions
Theorem 3. When the domain is {0, 1}, neural networks are multilinear
functions.
Proof As described in this subsection, a function whose domain is {0, 1} is a
multilinear function. Therefore, when the domain is {0, 1}, neural networks,
that is, the functions which neural networks learn are multilinear functions.
¿From the above discussions, in the domain of {0,1}, a neural network is
a multilinear function, a Boolean function is a multilinear function, and the
multilinear function space is a Euclidean space. Therefore, a neural network
can be approximated to a Boolean function by Euclidean distance.
4.4 A polynomial-time algorithm for linear formulas[29]
The condition that xi1 · ·xik xik+1 · ·xil exists in the Boolean
function after approximation
The following theorem holds.
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Theorem 4. Let
p1 x1 + ... + pn xn + pn+1
stand for a linear function. Let
a1 x1 · ·xn + a2 x1 · ·xn + ... + a2n x1 · ·xn
stand for the expansion by the atoms of Boolean algebra of Boolean functions.
The ai ’s are as follows:
a1 = p1 + ... + pn + pn+1 ,
a2 = p1 + ... + pn−1 + pn+1 ,
...
a2n−1 = p1 + pn+1 ,
a2n−1 +1 = p2 + p3 + ... + pn−1 + pn + pn+1 ,
...
a2n −1 = pn + pn+1 ,
a2n = pn+1 .
Proof: The following formula holds.
p1 x1 + ... + pn xn + pn+1 = a1 x1 · ·xn + a2 x1 · ·xn + ... + a2n x1 · ·xn .
Each ai can be easily calculated as follows. For example, let
x1 = x2 = ·· = xn = 1.
Then the right-hand side of the above formula is
a1
and the left-hand side is
p1 + ... + pn + pn+1 .
Thus,
a1 = p1 + ... + pn + pn+1
is obtained. Similarly, let
x1 = x2 = ·· = xn−1 = 1, xn = 0,
then
a2 = p1 + ... + pn−1 + pn+1
is obtained. The others can be calculated in the same manner. Thus, the
theorem has been proved.
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Theorem 5. Let
p1 x1 + ... + pn xn + pn+1
stand for a linear function. The condition that xi1 · ·xik xik+1 · ·xil exists in the
Boolean function after approximation is as follows:
ik
X
i1

X

pj + pn+1 +

pj ≥ 0.5.

1≤j≤n,j6=i1 ,..,il ,pj <0

Proof: Consider the existence condition of x1 in the Boolean function after approximation. For simplification, this condition is called the existence
condition. Because
x1 = x1 x2 · ·xn ∨ x1 x2 · ·xn ∨ ... ∨ x1 x2 · ·xn ,
the existence of x1 equals the existence of the following terms:
x1 x2 · ·xn ,
x1 x2 · ·xn ,
...
x1 x2 · ·xn .
The existence of the above terms means that all coefficients of these terms
a1 , a2 , ..., a2n−1 are greater than or equal to 0.5 (See 4.2). That is,
M IN {ai } ≥ 0.5(1 ≤ i ≤ 2n−1 ).
M IN {ai } will be denoted by M IN ai for simplification. Because ai ’s (1 ≤ i ≤
2n−1 ) are
a1 = p1 + ... + pn + pn+1 ,
a2 = p1 + ... + pn−1 + pn+1 ,
...
a2n−1 = p1 + pn+1 ,
each ai (1 ≤ i ≤ 2n−1 ) contains p1 . If each pj is non-negative, a2n−1 (= p1 +
pn+1 ) is the minimum because the other ai ’s contain other pj ’s, and therefore
the other ai ’s are greater than or equal to a2n−1 (= p1 +pn+1 ). Generally, since
each pj is not necessarily non-negative, the M IN ai is ai which contains all
negative pj . That is,
X
M IN ai = p1 + pn+1 +
pj ,
1≤j≤n,j6=1,pj <0

which necessarily exists in ai (1 ≤ i ≤ 2n−1 ), because ai (1 ≤ i ≤ 2n−1 ) is
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p1 + pn+1 + arbitrary sum of pj (2 ≤ j ≤ n)).
¿From the above arguments, the existence condition of x1 , M IN ai ≥ 0.5, is
as follows:
X
p1 + pn+1 +
pj ≥ 0.5.
1≤j≤n,j6=1,pj <0

Since
p1 x1 + ... + pn xn + pn+1
is symmetric for xi , the above formula holds for other variables; that is, the
existence condition of xi is
X
pi + pn+1 +
pj ≥ 0.5.
1≤j≤n,j6=i,pj <0

Similar discussions hold for xi , and so we have the following formula:
X
pn+1 +
pj ≥ 0.5.
1≤j≤n,j6=i,pj <0

Similar discussions hold for higher order terms xi1 · ·xik xik+1 · ·xil , and so we
have the following formula:
ik
X

X

pj + pn+1 +

i1

pj ≥ 0.5.

1≤j≤n,j6=i1 ,..,il ,pj <0

Generation of DNF formulas
The algorithm generates terms using the above formula from the lowest order
up to a certain order. A DNF formula can be generated by taking the disjunction of the terms generated by the above formula. A term whose existence
has been confirmed does not need to be rechecked in higher order terms. For
example, if the existence of x is confirmed, then it also implies the existence
of xy, xz ,..., because x = x ∨ xy ∨ xz; hence, it is unnecessary to check the existence of xy, xz,.... As can be seen from the above discussion, the generation
method of DNF formulas includes reductions such as xy ∨ xz = x.
Let
f = 0.65x1 + 0.23x2 + 0.15x3 + 0.20x4 + 0.02x5
be the linear function. The existence condition of xi1 · ·xik xik+1 · ·xil is
ik
X
i1

pj + pn+1 +

X

pj ≥ 0.5.

1≤j≤n,j6=i1 ,..,il ,pj <0

In this case, each pi is positive and pn+1 = 0; therefore the above formula can
be simplified to
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ik
X

pj ≥ 0.5.

i1

For xi , the existence condition is
pi ≥ 0.5.
For i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
p1 ≥ 0.5,
therefore
x1
exists.
For xi xj , the existence condition is
pi + pj ≥ 0.5.
For i, j = 2, 3, 4, 5,
pi + pj < 0.5,
therefore no
xi xj
exists.
For xi xj xk , the existence condition is
pi + pj + pk ≥ 0.5.
For i, j, k = 2, 3, 4, 5,
p2 + p3 + p4 ≥ 0.5,
therefore
x2 x3 x4
exists. Because higher order terms cannot be generated from x5 , the algorithm
stops. Therefore, x1 and x2 x3 x4 exist and the DNF formula is the disjunction
of these terms, that is,
x1 ∨ x2 x3 x4 .
4.5 Polynomial-time algorithms for neural networks
The basic algorithm is exponential in computational complexity, and therefore, polynomial algorithms are needed. The authors have presented polynomial algorithms. The details can be found in [27], [28], [33]. The outline of the
polynomial algorithms follows.
Let a unit of a neural network be as follows:
S(p1 x1 + ... + pn xn + pn+1 ),
where S(·) is a sigmoid function. The Boolean function is obtained by the
following algorithm.
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1. Check if
xi1 · ·xik xik+1 · ·xil
exists in the Boolean function after the approximation by the following
formula:
ik
X
X
pj +
pj ) ≥ 0.5
S(pn+1 +
i1

1≤j≤n,j6=i1 ,..,il ,pj ≤0

.
2. Connect the terms existing after the approximation by logical disjunction
to make a DNF formula.
3. Execute the above procedures up to a certain (usually two or three) order.
After Boolean functions are extracted from all units, the Boolean functions
are aggregated into a Boolean function(rule) for the network.
An example follows. Let
S(0.65x1 + 0.23x2 + 0.15x3 + 0.20x4 + 0.02x5 − 0.5)
be a unit of a neural network.
For xi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5),
S(p1 + p6 ) ≥ 0.5,
and therefore
x1
exists.
For xi xj (i, j = 2, 3, 4, 5),
S(pi + pj + p6 ) < 0.5,
and therefore no
xi xj
exists.
For xi xj xk (i, j, k = 2, 3, 4, 5),
S(p2 + p3 + p4 + p6 ) ≥ 0.5,
and therefore
x2 x3 x4
exists. Because higher order terms cannot be generated from x5 , the algorithm
stops. Therefore, x1 and x2 x3 x4 exist and the DNF formula is the disjunction
of these terms, that is,
x1 ∨ x2 x3 x4 .
If accurate rules are obtained, the rules are complicated, and if simple rules
are obtained, the rules are not accurate. It is difficult to obtain rules which
are simple and accurate at the same time. We have presented a few techniques
to obtain simple and accurate rules. For example, attribute selection works
well for obtaining simple rules[28],[33].
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4.6 Computational complexity of the algorithm and error analysis
The computational
complexity of generating the mth order terms is a polyno¡n¢
mial of m
, that is, a polynomial of n. Thus, the computational complexity
Pm=k ¡ n ¢
of generating up to the kth order terms is m=1 m
, which is a polynomial
of n. Therefore, the computational complexity of generating DNF formulas
from trained neural networks is a polynomial of n.
the sum of the
PHowever,
m=n ¡ n ¢
number of up to the highest (=nth) order terms is m=1 m
= 2n ; therefore,
the computational complexity of generating up to the highest order terms is
exponential. If it is desired that the computational complexity be reduced to a
polynomial, the terms are generated only up to a certain order. If it is desired
that understandable rules are obtained from trained neural networks, higher
order terms are unnecessary. Therefore, actual computational complexity is a
low order polynomial.
In the case of the domain {0, 1}, the following theorem holds[13].:
X
1/2
fˆ(S)2 ≤ 2M 2−k /20 ,
|S|>k

where f is a Boolean function, S is a term, |S| is the order of S, k is any
integer, fˆ(S) denotes the Fourier Transform of f at S and M is the circuit’s
size of the function.
The above formula shows that the high order terms have very little power;
that is, low order terms are informative. Therefore, a good approximation can
be obtained by generating up to a certain order; that is, the computational
complexity can be reduced to a polynomial by adding small errors.

5 The Approximation Method in the continuous domain
When classes are continuous, extracting rules from neural networks is important. However, in the continuous domain, few algorithms have been proposed.
For example, algorithms for extracting fuzzy rules have been presented[4], but
fuzzy rules are described by linear functions, and so fuzzy rules are incomprehensible.
5.1 The basic idea
In this section, the algorithm is extended to continuous domains. Continuous
domains can be normalized to [0,1] domains by some normalization method,
so only these domains have to be discussed. First, we have to present a system
of qualitative expressions corresponding to Boolean functions, in the [0,1] domain. The author presents the expression system generated by direct proportion, inverse proportion, conjunction and disjunction. Fig.6 shows the direct
proportion and the inverse proportion. The inverse proportion (y = 1 − x) is
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a little different from the conventional one (y = −x), because y = 1 − x is the
natural extension of the negation in Boolean functions. The conjunction and
disjunction will also be obtained by a natural extension. The functions generated by direct proportion, inverse proportion, conjunction and disjunction
are called continuous Boolean functions, because they satisfy the axioms of
Boolean algebra.
Since it is desired that a qualitative expression be obtained, some quantitative values should be ignored. For example, function “A” in Fig. 7 is different
from direct proportion x but the function is a proportion. So the two functions should be identified as the same in the qualitative expression. That is,
in [0,1], xk (k ≥ 2) should be identified with x in the qualitative expression.
Mathematically, a norm is necessary, by which the distance among the two
functions is 0. The qualitative norm can be introduced.
In {0,1}, a unit of a neural network is a multilinear function. The multilinear function space is a Euclidean space. See Section 4. So the unit can be
approximated to a Boolean function by Euclidean norm. In [0,1], similar facts
hold, that is, a unit of a neural network is a multilinear function in the qualitative expression, that is, the qualitative norm, and the space of multilinear
functions is a Euclidean space in the qualitative norm. Thus the unit can be
approximated to a continuous Boolean function by Euclidean norm.

y
1
1-x

x

0

x
0

1

Fig. 6. Direct proportion and inverse proportion

5.2 Continuous Boolean functions
This subsection briefly describes continuous Boolean functions [25], [31]. First,
τ is defined, which is necessary for the definition of the qualitative norm.
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(1,1)
1
x
A
0
0

1
Fig. 7. Qualitative norm

Definition 5 τx is defined as follows:
Let f (x) be a real polynomial function. Consider the following formula:
f (x) = p(x)(x − x2 ) + q(x),
where q(x) = ax + b, where a and b are real, that is, q(x) is the remainder. τx
is defined as follows:
τx : f (x) → q(x).
The above definition implies the following property:
τx (xk ) = x,
where k ≥ 2.
Definition 6 In the case of n variables,
τ is defined as follows:
n
Y
τ=
τxi .
i=1

For example,

τ (x2 y 3 + y + 1) = xy + y + 1.

Theorem 6. The functions obtained from Boolean functions by extending the
domain from {0, 1} to [0, 1] can satisfy all axioms of Boolean algebra with the
logical operations defined below. Proof can be found in [25] and [31].
AND : τ (f g),
OR : τ (f + g − f g),
NOT : τ (1 − f ).
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Therefore, the functions obtained from Boolean functions by extending the
domain from {0, 1} to [0,1] are called continuous Boolean functions. For
example,xy and 1 − y(= y) are Boolean functions, where x, y ∈ [0, 1]. We
show a simple example for logical operation.
(X ∨ Y ) ∧ (X ∨ Y ) = X ∨ Y
is calculated as follows:
τ ((x + y − xy)(x + y − xy))
= τ (x2 + y 2 + x2 y 2 + 2xy − 2x2 y − 2xy 2 )
= x + y + xy + 2xy − 2xy − 2xy
= x + y − xy.
In the continuous domain, fuzzy rules can be obtained from trained neural
networks by some algorithms [1] . The expression by continuous Boolean functions is more understandable than fuzzy rules, whereas continuous Boolean
functions are worse than fuzzy rules in accuracy.
5.3 The multilinear function space of the domain [0,1]
Multilinear functions of the domain [0,1] are considered. In the domain [0,1],
a qualitative norm has to be introduced.
Definition 7 An inner product in the case of n variables is defined as follows:
Z 1
< f, g >= 2n
τ (f g)dx,
0

where f and g are multilinear functions. The above definition can satisfy the
properties of inner product[23],[24],[31].
Definition 8 Norm |f | is defined as follows:
p
|f | = < f, f >.
The distance between functions is roughly measured by the norm. For example, function A in Fig. 7, which stands for xk , is different from x. However,
by the norm, the distance between the two functions is 0, because τ in the
norm
s
Z 1
p
n
< f, g > = 2
τ (f g)dx
0
k

identifies x (k ≥ 2) with x. Therefore, the two functions are identified as
being the same one in the norm. The norm can be regarded as a qualitative
norm, because, roughly speaking, the norm identifies increasing functions as
direct proportions, identifies decreasing functions as inverse proportions, and
ignores the function values in the intermediate domain between 0 and 1.
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Theorem 7. The multilinear function space in the domain [0,1] is a Euclidean space with the above inner product: Proof can be found in [23], [24]
and [31].
The orthonormal system is as follows:
φi =

n
Y

e(xj ) (i = 1, ..., 2n ),

j=1

where e(xj ) = 1 − xj or xj . It is easily understood that these orthonormal
functions are the expansion of atoms in Boolean algebra of Boolean functions.
In addition, it can easily be verified that the orthonormal system satisfies the
following properties:
½
0(i 6= j),
< φi , φj >=
1(i = j),
n

f=

2
X

< f, φi > φi .

i=1

Example In the case of 2 variables, the orthonormal functions are as follows:
xy, x(1 − y), (1 − x)y, (1 − x)(1 − y).
and the representation by orthonormal functions of x + y − xy of two variables
(dimension 4) is as follows:
f = 1 · xy + 1 · x(1 − y) + 1 · (1 − x)y + 0 · (1 − x)(1 − y).
When the domain is [0,1], neural networks are approximated to multilinear
functions with the following:
½
x(n ≤ a)
n
x =
0(n > a),
where a is a natural number. When a = 1, the above approximation is the
linear approximation.
5.4 The polynomial algorithm in the continuous domain
The polynomial algorithm for the continuous domain is the same as that for
the discrete domain, because the multilinear function space of [0,1] is the same
as the multilinear function space of {0, 1}. The rules obtained are continuous
Boolean functions.
A theoretical analysis of the error in the case of the [0,1] domain will be included in future work. However, experimental results show that the algorithm
works well in the continuous domains, as explained in [28] and [33].
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6 Discussions
6.1 On the continuous domain
When classes are continuous, other techniques such as decision tree do not
work well as explained in Section 2. Therefore, rule extraction from mathematical formulas with continuous classes is important. Continuous Boolean
functions work well for linear formulas, but cannot express the detailed information on neural networks, because the neural networks are nonlinear. The
continuous Boolean functions are insufficient, and therefore, extracting rules
described by intervals such as
(200 ≤ t ≤ 300) ∨ (p ≤ 2.5) ∨ (70 ≤ h ≤ 90) → q ≤ 0.2
from neural networks is needed.
Usual real data consist of discrete data and continuous data. Therefore,
rule extraction from a mixture of discrete attributes and continuous attributes
is needed.
6.2 On the prediction domain
Training domains are much smaller than prediction domains. For example,
in the case of voting-records, which consist of 16 binary attributes, the number of possible training data is 216 (= 65536), while the number of training
data is about 500. The outputs of a neural network are almost 100% accurate for about 500 training data, and are predicted values for the other
approximately 65000 data. These predicted values are probabilistic, because
the parameters for the neural network are initialized probabilistically. 65000
is much greater than 400, that is, the probabilistic part is much larger than
the non-probabilistic part. Therefore, when a rule is extracted from a neural
network, the predicted values of the neural network have to be dealt with
probabilistically.
We have developed two types of algorithms. The first one deals with the
whole domain equally [27]. The second one deals with only the training domain and basically ignores the prediction domain [28],[33]. Both algorithms
can be regarded as opposite extremes. We also have developed an algorithm
which deals with the prediction domains probabilistically[16]. Future work
includes the development of algorithms dealing with the prediction domains
appropriately.
6.3 Logical Regression Analysis
There are several mathematical formulas obtained by regression analyses. It is
desired that rule extraction techniques from mathematical formulas be applied
to nonparametric regression analysis, (multivariate) autoregression analysis,
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regression trees, differential equations (difference equations), and so on. See
Fig.8.
The data mining technique consisting of regression analysis and the Approximation Method is called Logical Regression Analysis(LRA). We have applied the Approximation Method to nonparametric regression analysis, that
is, we have developed LRA using nonparametric regression analysis. We have
been applying LRA using nonparametric regression analysis to fMRI images
to discover the rules of brain functions.

neural networks
multivariate autoregression
linear
formulas

nonparametric regression
regression trees
differential equations
(diffence equations)

Fig. 8. The development of LRA

7 On the data mining from fMRI images
The rest of the paper describes the data mining from fMRI images by LRA.
This section explains the data mining from fMRI images.
The analysis of brain functions using functional magnetic resonance imaging(fMRI), positron emission tomography(PET), magnetoencephalography(MEG)
and so on is called non-invasive analysis of brain functions[18]. As a result of
the ongoing development of non-invasive analysis of brain functions, detailed
functional brain images can be obtained, from which the relations between
brain areas and brain functions can be understood, for example, a relation
between a few areas in the brain and an auditory function[10].
Several brain areas are responsible for a brain function. Some of them are
connected in series, and others are connected in parallel. Brain areas connected
in series are described by “AND” and brain areas connected in parallel are
described by “OR”. Therefore, the relations between brain areas and brain
functions are described by rules.
Researchers are trying to heuristically discover the rules from functional
brain images. Several statistical methods such as principal component analysis, have been developed. However, the statistical methods can only present
some principal areas for a brain function. They cannot discover rules.
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fMRI images can be dealt with by supervised inductive learning. However,
the conventional inductive learning algorithms[19] do not work well for fMRI
images, because there are strong correlations between attributes(pixels) and
a small number of samples.
There are two solutions for the above two problems. The first one is the
modification of the conventional inductive learning algorithms. The other one
is nonparametric regression analysis. The modification of the conventional inductive learning algorithms would require a lot of effort. On the other hand,
nonparametric regression analysis has been developed for the above two problems. Therefore, we have been using nonparametric regression analysis for the
data mining from fMRI images.
The outputs of nonparametric regression analysis are linear formulas,
which are not rules. However, we have already developed a rule extraction
algorithm from regression formulas[26],[29],[16], that is, we have developed
Logical Regression Analysis(LRA) as described above.
Since brains are three dimensional, three dimensional LRA is appropriate.
However, the three dimensional LRA needs a huge computation time, for
example, many years. Therefore, we applied two dimensional LRA to fMRI
images as the first step.
We applied LRA to artificial data, and we confirmed that LRA works well
for artificial data[30]. We applied LRA to several experimental tasks such as
finger tappings and calculations. In the experiments of finger tapping, we compared the results of LRA with z-score[39], which is the typical conventional
method. In the experiments, LRA could rediscover a little complicated relation, but z-score could not rediscover the relation. As the result, we confirmed
that LRA works better than z-score. The details can be found in [37]. In the
experiments of calculations, we confirmed that LRA worked well, that is, LRA
rediscovered well-known facts regarding calculations, and discovered new facts
regarding calculations. This paper reports the experiments of calculations.

8 The data mining from fMRI images by Logical
Regression Analysis
First, the data mining from fMRI images by Logical Regression Analysis is
outlined. Second, nonparametric regression analysis is briefly explained. Finally, related techniques are described[34], [36],[37].
8.1 The outline of data mining from fMRI images by Logical
Regression Analysis
The brain is 3-dimensional. In fMRI images, a set of 2-dimensional images(slices) represents a brain. See Fig.9. 5 slices are obtained in Fig.9. Fig.10
shows a real fMRI image. When an image consists of 64 × 64(= 4096) pixels,
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Fig. 10. A fMRI image

Fig. 9. fMRI images(3 dimension)

1

2

3

64

...

65 66 67

128

129 130 131

ON

OFF

Fig. 12. Measurement
4033

4096

Fig. 11. An example of fMRI image

Fig.10 can be represented as Fig.11. In Fig.11, white pixels mean activations
and dot pixels mean inactivations. Each pixel has the value of the activation.
Table 2. fMRI Data
S1
S2
···
S24

1
10
21
···
16

2
20
16
···
39

···
···
···
···
···

4096 class
11
Y
49
N
··· ···
98
N
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Data
Preprocessing
Mapping to standard brain

Extracting brain part

Logical regression analysis
Nonparametric regression

Rule extraction
Comparison
Rule

z-score

Fig. 13. Processing flow

An experiment consists of several measurements. Fig.12 means that a subject repeats a task(for example, finger tapping) three times. “ON” in the upper
part of the figure means that a subject executes the task and “OFF” means
that the subject does not execute the task, which is called rest. Bars in the
lower part of the figure mean measurements. The figure means 24 measurements. When 24 images(samples) have been obtained, the data of a slice can
be represented as Table 2.
Y(N) in the class stand for on(off) of an experimental task. From Table
2, machine learning algorithms can be applied to fMRI images. In the case of
Table 2, the attributes are continuous and the class is discrete.
Attributes(pixels) in image data have strong correlations between adjacent
pixels. Moreover it is very difficult or impossible to obtain sufficient fMRI
brain samples, and so there are few samples compared with the number of
attributes (pixels). Therefore, the conventional supervised inductive learning
algorithms such as C4.5[19] do not work well, which was confirmed in [30].
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Nonparametric regression analysis works well for strong correlations between attributes and a small number of samples. LRA using nonparametric
regression analysis works well for the data mining from fMRI images.
Fig.13 shows the processing flow. First, the data is mapped to the standard
brain[22]. Second, the brain parts of fMRI images are extracted using Standard
Parametric Mapping:SPM(a software for brain images analysis[39]) Finally,
LRA is applied to each slice.
8.2 Nonparametric regression analysis
First, for simplification, the 1-dimensional case is explained[8].
1-dimensional nonparametric regression analysis
Nonparametric regression analysis is as follows: Let y stand for a dependent
variable and t stand for an independent variable and let tj (j = 1, .., m) stand
for measured values of t. Then, the regression formula is as follows:
X
y=
aj tj + e(j = 1, .., m),
where aj are real numbers and e is a zero-mean random variable. When there
are n measured values of y,
X
yi =
aj tij + ei (i = 1, .., n).
For example, in the case of Table 2, m = 4096, n = 24, t11 = 10, t12 =
20, t1 4096 = 11, and y1 = Y.
In usual linear regression, error is minimized, while, in nonparametric regression analysis, error plus continuity or smoothness is minimized. When
continuity is added to error, the evaluation value is as follows:
1/n

n
X
i=1

(yi − yˆi )2 + λ

n
X
(ŷi+1 − yˆi )2 ,
i=1

where ŷ is an estimated value. The second term in the above formula is the
difference of first order between the adjacent dependent variables, that is, the
continuity of the dependent variable. λ is the coefficient of continuity. When
λ is 0, the evaluation value consists of only the first term, that is, error, which
means the usual regression. When λ is very big, the evaluation value consists
of only the second term, that is, continuity, which means that the error is
ignored and the solution ŷ is a constant.
The above evaluation value is effective when the dependent variable has
continuity, for example, when the measured values of the dependent variable
are adjacent in space or in time. Otherwise, the above evaluation value is
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not effective. When the dependent variable does not have continuity, the continuity of coefficients aj s is effective, which means that adjacent measured
values of the independent variable have continuity in the influence over the
dependent variables. The evaluation value is as follows:
1/n

n
X

(yi − yˆi )2 + λ

i=1

m
X

(aj+1 − aj )2

j=1

When λ is fixed, the above formula is the function of ai (yˆi is the function of
ai ). Therefore, ai s are determined by minimizing the evaluation value, and
the optimal value of λ is determined by cross validation.
Calculation
Let X stand for n × m matrix. Let tij be an element of X. Let y stand for a
vector consisting of yi . m × m matrix C is as follows:


1 −1
 −1 2 −1


C=

−1 2 −1 
...
Cross validation CV is as follows:
CV = nỹt ỹ
ỹ = Diag(I − A)−1 (I − A)y
A = X(Xt X + (n − 1)λC)−1 Xt ,
where Diag(A) is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal components are A’s
diagonal components. The coefficients â are as follows:
â = (Xt X + nλo C)−1 Xt y,
where λo is the optimal λ determined by cross validation.
2-dimensional nonparametric regression analysis
In 2-dimensional nonparametric regression analysis, the evaluation value for
the continuity of coefficients aij is modified. In one dimension, there are two
adjacent measured values, while, in two dimensions, there are four adjacent
measured values. The evaluation value for the continuity of coefficients is not
(ai+1 − ai )2 ,
but the differences of first order between a pixel and the four adjacent pixels
in the image. For example, in the case of pixel 66 in Fig.11, the adjacent pixels
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are pixel 2, pixel 65, pixel 67, and pixel 130, and the evaluation value is as
follows:
(a2 − a66 )2 + (a65 − a66 )2 + (a67 − a66 )2 + (a130 − a66 )2 .
Consequently, in the case of two dimensions, C is modified in the way described above. When continuity is evaluated, four adjacent pixels are considered, while smoothness is evaluated, eight adjacent pixels are considered, for
example, in the case of pixel 66 in Fig.11, the adjacent pixels are pixel 1, pixel
2, pixel 3, pixel 65,pixel 67, pixel 129, pixel 130 and pixel 131.
8.3 Related techniques
This subsection briefly explains two popular techniques, z-score and independent component analysis, and compares them with LRA.
z-score
z-score is widely used in fMRI images. z-score is calculated pixel-wise as follows:
|M t − M c|
z − score = √
,
σt2 + σc2
where
M t : Average of task images
M c : Average of rest images
σt : Standard deviation of task images
σc : Standard deviation of rest images
Task images mean the images in which a subject performs an experimental
task. Rest images mean the images in which a subject does not perform an
experimental task.
When z-score is 0, the average of task images equals the average of rest
images. When z-score is 1 or 2, the difference between the average of task
images and the average of rest images is big.
The areas whose z-scores are big are related to the experimental task.
However, z-score does not tell which slices are related to the experimental task
and does not tell the connections among the areas such as serial connection
or parallel connection.
Independent component analysis
Independent component analysis(ICA)[12] can be roughly defined as follows.
Let n independent source signals at a time t be denoted by
S(t) = (S1 (t), .., Sn (t)).
Let m (mixed) observed signals at a time t be denoted by
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X(t) = (X1 (t), .., Xm (t)).
X(t) is assumed to be the linear mixture of S(t), that is,
X(t) = AS(t),
where A is a matrix.
ICA obtains source signals S(t) from observed signals X under the assumption of the independence of source signals. Notice that the matrix A is
unknown.
Independent Component Analysis(ICA) is applied to fMRI images. LRA
is advantageous compared with ICA respecting the following points:
1. LRA uses classes. That is, LRA uses task/rest information, while ICA
does not use task/rest information.
2. LRA conserves the spatial topologies in the images, while ICA cannot
conserve the spatial topologies in the images.
3. LRA works well in the case of small samples, while it is not sure if ICA
works well in the case of small samples.
4. LRA does not fall into a local minimum, while ICA falls into a local
minimum.
5. LRA’s outputs can represent the connections among areas, while ICA’s
outputs cannot represent the connections among the areas.

9 The experiments of calculations
In the experiments of calculations, we confirmed that LRA worked well, that
is, we rediscovered well-known facts regarding calculations, and discovered
new facts regarding calculations. In the experiment, a subject adds a number
repeatedly in the brain. The experimental conditions follow:
Magnetic field :
1.5tesla
Pixel number :
64×64
Subject number :
8
Task sample number : 34
Rest sample number : 36
Table 3 shows the errors of nonparametric regression analysis. Slice 0 is
the image of the bottom of brain and slice 31 is the image of the top of brain.
We focus on the slices whose errors are small, that is, the slices related to
calculation. 133, ...,336 in the table are the ID numbers of subjects.
Table4 summarizes the results of LRA. Numbers in parenthesis mean slice
numbers. Fig. 14,.., Fig. 19 show the main results
White indicates high activity, dark gray indicates low activity, and black
indicates non-brain parts. White and dark gray ares are connected by conjunction. For example, let A stand for the white area in Fig.14 and B stand
for the dark gray area in Fig.14. Then, Fig.14 is interpreted as A ∧ B̄, which
means area A is activated and area B is inactivated.
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The extracted rules are represented by conjunctions, disjunctions and
negations of areas. The conjunction of areas means the co-occurrent activation of the areas. The disjunction of areas means the parallel activation of
the areas. The negation of an area means a negative correlation.
LRA can generate rules including disjunctions. However, the rules including disjunctions are too complicated to be interpreted by human experts in
brain science, because they have paid little attention to the phenomena. Therefore, the rules including disjunctions are not generated in the experiments.
Researchers in brain science have paid attention to positive correlations,
and have not paid attention to negative correlations. LRA can detect negative
correlations, and so is expected to discover new facts.
Figures are taken from feet, and so the left side in the figures represents
the right side of the brain, and the right side in the figures represents the
left side of the brain. The upper side in the figures represents the front of the
brain, and the lower side in the figures represents the rear of the brain.
Activation in the left angular gyrus and supramarginal gyrus was observed
in 4 and 3 cases, respectively, and activation in the right angular gyrus and
supramarginal gyrus was observed in 3 cases and 1 case, respectively. Clinical
observations show that damage to the left angular and supramarginal gyrii
causes acalculia which is defined as an impairment of the ability to calculate.
Despite the strong association of acalculia and left posterior parietal lesions,
there are certain characteristics of acalculia that have led to the suggestion
of a right-hemispheric contribution. Clinical observations also suggest that
acalculia is caused by lesions not only in the left parietal region and frontal
cortex but also in the right parietal region. Fig.14 shows slice 18 of subject
331 and Fig.15 shows slice 26 of subject 331.
Significant activation was observed in the left inferior frontal gyrus in 6
out of 8 cases. On the other hand, none was observed in the right inferior
frontal gyrus. The result suggests that the left inferior frontal gyrus including
Broca’s area is activated in most subjects in connection with implicit verbal
processes required for the present calculation task. Furthermore, significant
activation in frontal region including middle and superior frontal regions was
found in 8 cases (100%) in the left hemisphere and in 3 cases in the right
hemisphere. The left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex may play an important
role as a working memory for calculation. Fig.16 shows slice 17 of 135 and
Fig.17 shows slice 18 of subject 317.
In addition to these activated regions, activation in cingulate gyrus, cerebellum, central regions and occipital regions was found. The activated regions
depended on individuals, suggesting different individual strategies. Occipital
regions are related to spatial processing, and the cingulate gyrus is related to
intensive attention. Central regions and the cerebellum are related to motor
imagery. 5 out of 8 subjects used their cingulate gyrus, which means that they
were intensively attentive. Fig.18 shows slice 17 of 133. 3 out of 8 subjects use
cerebellum, which is thought not to be related to calculation. Fig.19 shows
slice 1 of 332. The above two results are very interesting discoveries that have
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never been experimentally confirmed so far. The problem of whether these regions are specifically related to mental calculation or not is to be investigated
in further research with many subjects.
LRA has generated rules consisting of regions by conjunction and negation. As for conjunctions and negations, the results showed the inactivated
regions simultaneously occurred with the activated regions. In the present experiment, inactivation in the brain region contralateral to the activated region
was observed, suggesting inhibitory processes through corpus callosum. LRA
has the possibility of providing new evidence in brain hemodynamics.
Table 3. Results of nonparametric regression analysis
slice
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

133
0.924
0.418
0.375
0.016
0.456
0.120
0.965
1.001
1.001
0.968
1.001
1.001
1.001
0.828
0.550
0.528
0.571
0.009
0.089
0.642
0.887
0.282
0.281
0.521
0.814
0.336
0.603
0.535
0.719
0.942
0.898
0.746

135
0.882
0.030
0.538
0.510
0.437
0.469
0.434
0.230
0.388
0.473
0.008
0.066
0.736
0.793
0.822
0.805
0.778
0.007
0.060
0.238
0.514
0.532
0.415
0.422
0.270
0.394
0.008
0.062
0.010
0.310
0.360
0.026

312
0.444
0.546
0.337
0.585
0.519
0.473
0.602
0.430
0.434
0.362
0.447
0.383
0.302
0.525
0.349
0.298
0.494
0.159
0.663
0.573
0.383
0.256
0.613
0.229
0.401
0.411
0.390
0.324
0.371
0.400
0.547
0.023

317
0.547
0.587
0.435
0.430
0.446
0.376
0.138
0.309
0.222
0.281
0.357
0.380
0.312
0.222
0.523
0.569
0.509
0.615
0.010
0.405
0.376
0.028
0.167
0.227
0.439
0.195
0.180
0.191
0.271
0.257
0.283
0.445

321
0.0039
0.298
0.278
0.282
0.157
0.265
0.380
0.119
0.478
0.390
0.341
0.167
0.397
0.455
0.023
0.107
0.008
0.238
0.011
0.185
0.149
0.018
0.045
0.048
0.013
0.469
0.477
0.308
0.167
0.169
0.209
0.187

331
0.870
0.814
0.723
0.743
0.636
0.698
0.475
0.175
0.246
0.409
0.358
0.275
0.021
0.845
0.229
0.439
0.354
0.159
0.033
0.426
0.177
0.219
0.213
0.306
0.212
0.148
0.107
0.279
0.436
0.353
0.467
0.197

332
0.455
0.028
0.381
0.402
0.419
0.385
0.420
0.482
0.387
0.193
0.227
0.115
0.181
0.204
0.130
0.338
0.377
0.561
0.519
0.470
0.214
0.303
0.352
0.050
0.350
0.414
0.358
0.455
0.237
0.023
0.464
0.084

336
0.306
0.946
0.798
0.798
0.058
0.366
0.541
0.547
0.704
0.913
0.908
0.914
0.909
0.733
0.474
0.374
0.493
0.774
0.711
0.689
0.430
0.548
0.528
0.450
0.570
0.689
0.541
0.413
0.649
0.775
0.157
0.195
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Table 4. Results of LRA

NO.
133 cingulate gyrus(17)

Left
Cerebellum(3)
superior frontal gyrus(17)
inferior frontal gyrus(17)
superior temporal plane(17,18)
middle frontal gyrus(18,21)
angular gyrus(21,22)
135
inferior frontal gyrus(17,18)
superior temporal plane(17,18)
precuneus(26,28)
312 cingulate gyrus(21)
inferior frontal gyrus(15)
angular gyrus(21)
supramarginal gyrus(18,21)
middle frontal gyrus(23)
317 cingulate gyrus(27)
inferior frontal gyrus(18,21)
cuneus(21,22,26,27)
321 cingulate gyrus(16,22,24) inferior frontal gyrus(14)
postcentral gyrus(16,18)
cuneus(21)
parieto-occipital sulcus(22)
supramarginal gyrus(24)
331 cingulate gyrus(25,26)
inferior frontal gyrus(12,17,18)
angular gyrus(17,18,26)
supramarginal gyrus(17,18)
332
inferior temporal gyrus(1)
Cerebellum(1)
postcentral gyrus(33)
middle temporal gyrus(12)
pre-,post-central gyrus(14)
angular gyrus(23)
middle frontal gyrus(29)
336
Cerebellum(0,5)
middle temporal gyrus(4,5)
middle frontal gyrus(30,31)
precentral gyrus(31)
superior frontal gyrus(32)

Right
Cerebellum(0,5)
middle frontal gyrus(25)

superior frontal gyrus(26)
superior parietal gyrus(26,28)
angular gyrus(17)

angular gyrus(26)
cuneus(16,18)
parieto-occipital sulcus(21)
supramarginal gyrus(22,24)

angular gyrus(17,18,26)
middle temporal gyrus(7,12,17)
inferior temporal gyrus(1)
Cerebellum(1)
middle frontal gyrus(29)
superior parietal gyrus(29,43)

Cerebellum(0,5)
superior parietal gyrus(30)
occipital gyrus(11)

10 Conclusions
This paper has explained that rule extraction from mathematical formulas is
needed for perfect data mining techniques. This paper has briefly reviewed
the rule extraction techniques for neural networks and has briefly explained
the Approximation Method developed by the author.
The author has developed a data mining technique called Logical Regression Analysis(LRA), which consists of regression analysis and the Approxi-
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Fig. 14. Slice 18 331

Fig. 15. Slice 26 331

Fig. 16. Slice 17 135

Fig. 17. Slice 18 317

Fig. 18. Slice 17 133

Fig. 19. Slice 1 332
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mation Method. One of LRA’s merits is that LRA can deal with images. The
author has been applying LRA using nonparametric regression analysis to
fMRI images to discover the rules of brain functions.
The LRA works better than z-score and has discovered new “relations”
respecting brain functions.
In the experiments, LRA was applied to slices, that is, 2-dimensional fMRI
images. However, complicated tasks such as calculation are related to at least
a few areas, and so the application of LRA to a set of a few slices is necessary
for fruitful data mining from fMRI images. It is desired that LRA be applied to
3-dimensional fMRI images. However, the nonparametric regression analysis
of 3-dimensional fMRI images needs a huge computational time. Therefore,
the computational time should be reduced, which is included in future work.
There are a lot of open problems in the field of LRA, therefore the authors
hope that researchers will tackle this field.
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A Feature/Attribute Theory for Association Mining
and Constructing the Complete Feature Set
T. Y. Lin
Department of Computer Science
San Jose State University, San Jose, California 95192-0103
tylin@cs.berkeley.edu
Summary. A correct selection of features (attributes) is vital in data mining. For this
aim, the complete set of features is constructed. Here are some important results: (1)
Isomorphic relational tables have isomorphic patterns. Such an isomorphism classifies relational tables into isomorphic classes. (2) A unique canonical model for each
isomorphic class is constructed; the canonical model is the bitmap indexes or its variants. (3) All possible features (attributes) is generated in the canonical model. (4)
Through isomorphism theorem, all un-interpreted features of any table can be obtained.

Keywords: attributes, feature, data mining, granular, data model

1 Introduction
Traditional data mining algorithms search for patterns only in the given
set of attributes. Unfortunately, in a typical database environment, the attributes are selected primarily for record-keeping, not for understanding of
real world. Hence, it is highly possible that there are no visible patterns in the
given set of attributes; see Section 2.2. The fundamental question is: Is there
a suitable transformation of features/attributes so that
• The ”invisible” patterns become visible in this new set?
Fortunately, the answer is yes. To answer this question, we critically analyze
the essence of association mining. Based on it, we are able
• To construct the complete set of features for a given relational table.
Many applications will be in the forth coming volumes [10]. Here are some
important results:(Continue the count from the abstract) (5) all high frequency patterns (generalized association rules) of the canonical model can
be generated by a finite set of linear inequalities within polynomial time. (6)
Through isomorphism theorem, all high frequency patterns of any relational
table can be obtained.
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1.1 Basics terms in Association Mining (AM)
First, we recall (in fact, formalize) some basic terms. In traditional association
rule mining, two measures, called the support and confidence, are the main
criteria. Among the two, support is the essential measure. In this paper, we
will consider the support only. In other words, we will be interested in the
high frequency patterns that are not necessary in the form of rules. They
could be viewed as undirected association rules, or just associations.
Association mining is originated from the market basket data [1]. However,
in many software systems, the data mining tools are added to general DBMS.
So we will be interested in data mining on relational tables. To be definitive,
we have the following translations:
1.
2.
3.
4.

a relational table is a bag relation(i.e., repeated tuples are permitted [8])
an item is an attribute value,
a q-itemset is a subtuple of length q, or simply q-subtuple,
A q-subtuple is a q-association or (high frequency) q-pattern, if its occurrences are greater than or equal to a given threshold.

2 Background and Scope
2.1 Scope - a Feature Theory Based on the Finite Data
A feature is also called an attribute; the two terms have been used interchangeably. In the classical data model, an attribute is a representation of
property, characteristic, and so forth [17]. It represents a human view of the
universe (a slice of real world) - an intension view [5]. On the other hand,
in modern data mining (DM), we are extracting information from the data.
So in principle, the real world, including features (attributes), is encoded by
and only by a finite set of data. This is an extension view or data view of the
universe.
However, we should caution that each techniques of data mining often
use some information (background knowledge) other than data [6]. So the
encoding of the universe is different for different techniques. For examples
association mining (AM)(Section 3) uses only the relational table, while clustering techniques utilize not only the table (of points), but also the geometry
of the ambient space. So the respective feature theories will be different. In
this paper, we will focus on Association Mining.
Next, we will show some peculiar phenomena of the finite encoding. Let
Table 1θ and 2θ be the new tables derived from the tables in Section 2.2 by
rotating the coordinate systems θ degree. It should be easy to verify that (see
Section 4.1 for the notion of isomorphism).
Proposition 2.1.1. Table 1A, 1B and 1θ are isomorphic, so are the Table 2A, 2B
and 2θ.
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This proposition says even though the rotations of the coordinate system
generate infinitely many distinct features/attributes, they reduce to the same
feature/attribute if the universe is encoded by a relational table. The main
result of this paper is to determine all possible features of the encoded world.
2.2 Background - Mining Invisible Patterns
Let us consider a table of 5 points in X-Y-plane, as shown in Table 1A. The first
column is the universe of the geometric objects. It has two attributes, which
are the ”X-Y coordinates.” This table has no association rule of length 2. By
transforming, the ”X-Y coordinates” to ”Polar coordinate system” (Table 2A),
interestingly
Associations of length 2 appear.
The key question is how can we find such appropriate new features (polar
coordinates).
Segment#
Y
S1
2
0
√
S2
3
=
1.73
1
√
√
S3
2 = 1.41 √2
S4
1
3
S5
0
2
X-Y coordinate
Table 1A

X’
Y’
1.99
0.17
1.64
1.15
1.29
1.53
0.85
1.81
−0.17
1.99
Rotates -5 degree
Table 1B

Table 1. Ten point in (X,Y)-coordinate and Rotated coordinate

Segment# Length Direction Length Direction
S1
2.0
0
2.0
5
S2
2.0
30
2.0
35
S3
2.0
45
2.0
45
S4
2.0
60
2.0
65
S5
2.0
90
2.0
95
X-Y coordinate Rotates -5 degree
Table 2A
Table 2B
Table 2. Ten points in polar coordinate and rotated coordinate
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3 Formalizing Association Mining
In this section, we will critically analyze the association(rule) mining. Let us
start with a general question: What is data mining? There is no universally
accepted formal definition of data mining, however the following informal
description(paraphrase from [7]) is rather universal:
• Deriving useful patterns from data.
This ”definition” points out key ingredients: data, patterns, methodology of
derivations and the real world meaning of patterns(useful-ness). We will analyze each of them.
3.1 Key Terms ”word” and ”symbol”
First we need to precisely define some key terms.
A symbol is a string of ”bit and bytes.” It has no formal real world meaning,
more precisely, any real world interpretation (if there is one) does not participate in formal processing or computing. Mathematicians (in group theory,
more specifically) use the term ”word” for such purpose. However, in this
paper, a ”word” will be more than a symbol. A symbol is termed a word, if
the intended real world meaning does participate in the formal processing or
computing. In AI, there is a similar term, semantic primitive [2]; it is a symbol
whose real world interpretation is not implemented. So in automated computing, a semantic primitive is a symbol.

3.2 What are Data? -a Table of Symbols
To understand the nature of the data, we will examine how the data is created: In traditional data processing, (1) we select a set of attributes, called
relational schema. Then (2) we (knowledge) represent a set of real world entities by a table of words.
Kmap : V → Kword ; v −→ k
where Kword is a table of words (this is actually the usual relational table).
Each word, called an attribute value, represents a real world fact(to human);
however the real world semantic is not implemented. Since Kword is a bag
relation [8], it is more convenient to use the graph Kgraph = {(v, K(v) | v ∈
V }. If the context is clear, we may drop the subscript, so K is a map, an image
or a graph.
Next, how is the data processed? In traditional data processing environment,
for example, the attribute name COLOR means exactly what a human thinks.
Therefore its possible values are yellow, blue, and etc. More importantly,
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• DBMS processes these data under human commands, and carries out the
human perceived-semantics. Such processing is called Computing with
Words.
However, in the system, COLOR, yellow, blue, and etc are ”bits and bytes”
without any meaning, they are pure symbols.
The same relational table is used by Association Mining (AM). But, the data
are processed without human interventions, so the table of words Kword is
processed as a table Ksymbol of symbols.
DM : Kword ⇒ Ksymbol
In summary,
• The data (relational table) in AM is a table of symbols.
3.3 What are Patterns? and Computing with Symbols
What are the possible patterns? The notion depends on the methodology. So
we will examine the algorithms first. A typical AM algorithm treats words
as symbols. It just counts and does not consult human for any possible real
world meaning of any symbol. As we have observed in previous section no
real world meaning of any symbols is stored in the system. So an AM algorithm is merely a computing of pure symbols. AM transforms a table Ksymbol
of symbols into a set Asymbol of association(rules)s of symbols. These associations are ”expressions” of symbols. Therefore,
• All possible patterns of AM are expressions of the symbols of the relational table.
3.4 Interpretation and Realization of Patterns
The output of an AM algorithm is examined by human. So each symbol is
alive again. Its interpretation (to human only) is assigned at the data creation
time. So the patterns are interpreted by these interpretations of symbols.
1. Interpretation: A pattern, an expression of symbols, is an expression of
words (to human). So a pattern is a mathematical expression of real
world facts.
2. Realization: A mathematical expression of real world facts may or may
not correspond to a real world phenomenon.

4 Understanding the Data - A Table of Symbols
In the previous section, we have concluded that the input data to AM is a
table of symbols. In this section, we will explore the nature of such a table.
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4.1 Isomorphism - Syntactic Nature of AM
.
We have explained how data is processed in (automated) data mining:
The algorithms ”forget” the real world meaning of each word, and regard
the input data as pure symbols. Since no real world meaning of each symbol
participates in the computing process if we replace the given set of symbols
by a new set, then we can derive new patterns by simply replacing the symbols in ”old” patterns. Formally, we have (Theorem 4.1. of [12])
Theorem 4.1.1. Isomorphic relational tables have isomorphic patterns.
Though this is a very important theorem, its proof does not increase the understanding. Its proof is in the appendix. Isomorphism is an equivalence relation defined on the family of all relational tables, so it classifies the tables
into isomorphic classes.
Corollary 4.1.2. A pattern is a property of an isomorphic class.
The impacts of this simple theorem are rather far reaching. It essentially declares that patterns are syntactic in nature. They are patterns of the whole
isomorphic class, even though many somorphic relations may have very different semantics.
Corollary 4.1.3. The probability theory based on the item counting is a property of isomorphic class.
We will illustrate the idea by an example. The following example is adopted
from ([8], pp 702):
Example 4.1.4.
In this example, we will illustrate the notion of isomorphism of tables and
patterns. In Table 3, we present two ”copies” of relational tables; they are
obviously isomorphic (by adding prime ’ to one table you will get the other
one). For patterns (support = 2), we have the following:
Isomorphic tables K and K’ have isomorphic q-associations:
1.
2.
3.
4.

1-association in K: 30, 40, bar, baz,
1-association in K’: 300 , 400 , bar0 , baz 0 ,
2-association in K: (30, bar) and (40, baz),
2-association in K’: (300 , bar0 ) and (400 , baz 0 ).

Two sets of q-association (q=1,2) are obviously isomorphic in the sense that
adding prime ’ to associations in K become associations in K’.
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V
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e6
e7
e8

→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→

F
30
30
40
50
40
40
30
40

G
f oo
bar
baz
f oo
bar
bar
bar
baz

V
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e6
e7
e8

→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→

F0
300
300
400
500
400
400
300
400
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G0
f oo0
bar0
baz 0
f oo0
bar0
bar0
bar0
baz 0

Table 3. A Relational Table K and its Isomorphic Copy K’

4.2 Bitmaps and Granules - Intrinsic Representations
Due to the syntactic nature, as we have observed in last section, we can have
a more intrinsic representation, that is a representation in which only the
internal structure of the table is important, the real world meaning of each
attribute value can be ignored.
We will continue to use the same example. The following discussions essential excerpt from ([8], pp 702). Let us consider the bitmap indexes for K
(see Table 3) the first attributes, F , would have three bit-vectors. The first, for
value 30, is 11000110, because the first, second, sixth, and seventh tuple have
F =30. The other two, for 40 and 50, respectively, are 00101001 and 00010000.
A bitmap index for G would also have three bit-vectors: 10010000, 01001010,
and 00100101. It should be obvious that we will have the exact same bitmap
table for K 0 .
Next, we note that a bit vector can be interpreted as a subset of V , called an
elementary granule. For example, the bit vector, 11000110, of F = 30 represents the subset {e1 , e2 , e6 , e7 }. Similarly, 00101001, of F = 40 represents the
subset {e3 , e5 , e8 }, and etc. Let us summarize the discussions in the following
proposition:
Proposition 4.2.1. Using Table 4 as a translation table, we transform a table of
symbols (Table 3) into its respective
1. a bitmap table, and Table 5.
2. a granular table, Table 6.
Conversely,
Proposition 4.2.2. Using Table 4 as an interpretation table that interpret
1. Table 5 and Table 6 into Table 3, where (to human) each symbol corresponds to a real world fact.
2. Note that F -granules (and G-granules too) are mutually disjoints and
form a covering of V . So the granules of each attribute induces a partition
on V (an equivalence relation).
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3. Each elementary granule, for example,the elementary granule {e1 , e2 , e6 , e7 }
of F =30, consists of all entities that have (are mapped to) the same attribute value, in this case, F -value 30. In other words, F -granule {e1 , e2 , e6 , e7 }
is the inverse of the value F =30.
It should be obvious that these discussions can be generalized: They are summarize in Proposition 5.1.1.
F -Value
30
40
50
G-Value
F oo
Bar
Baz

Bit-Vectors
Granules
= 11000110 ({e1, e2, e6, e7})
= 00101001 ({e3, e5, e8})
= 00010000
({e4})
= Bit-Vectors
Granules
= 10010000
({e1, e4})
= 01001010 ({e2, e5, e7})
= 00100101 ({e3, e6, e8})

Table 4. Translation Table

Table K
V
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e6
e7
e8

→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→

F
30
30
40
50
40
30
30
40

Bitmap Table BK
G
f oo
bar
baz
f oo
bar
baz
bar
baz

F -bit
11000110
11000110
00101001
00010000
00101001
11000110
11000110
00101001

G-bit
10010000
01001010
00100101
10010000
01001010
00100101
01001010
00100101

Table 5. Contrasting Tables of Symbols and Bitmaps

5 The Model and Language of High Frequency Patterns
As we have observed in Section 3.3, informally patterns are expressions (subtuples) of the symbols of the relational table. Traditional association mining
considers only the ”conjunction of symbols.” Are there other possible expressions or formulas? A big Yes, if we look at a relational table as a logic system.
There are many such logic views, for example, deductive database systems,
Datalog [21], and Decision Logic [19] among others. For our purpose, such
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U
v1
v2
v3
v4
v5
v6
e7
e8

Table K
→ F
G
→ 30 f oo
→ 30 bar
→ 40 baz
→ 50 f oo
→ 40 bar
→ 30 baz
→ 30 bar
→ 40 baz
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Granular Table GK
EF
EG
{e1, e2, e6, e7}
{e1, e4}
{e1, e2, e6, e7} {e2, e5, e7}
{e3, e5, e8}
{e3, e6, e8}
{e4}
{e1, e4}
{e3, e5, e8}
{e2, e5, e7}
{e1, e2, e6, e7} {e3, e6, e8}
{e1, e2, e6, e7} {e2, e5, e7}
{e3, e5, e8}
{e3, e6, e8}

Table 6. Contrasting Tables of Symbols and Granules

views are too ”heavy”, instead, we will take an algebraic approach. The idea
is stated in [13] informally. There, the notion of ”logic language” was introduced informally by considering the ”logical formulas” of the names of
elementary granules. Each ”logical formula” (of names) corresponds to a set
theoretical formula of elementary granules. In this section, we shall re-visit
the idea more formally.

5.1 Granular Data Model(GDM) - Extending the Expressive Power
Based on example, we have discussed granular data model in Section 4.2.
Now we will discuss the general case.
Let V be set of real world entities, A = {A1 , A2 , . . . , An } be a set of attributes. Let their (active) attribute domains be C = {C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C n }, where
active is a database term to emphasize the fact that C j is the set of distinct
values that occur in the current representation. Each C j , often denoted by
Dom(Aj ), is a Cantor set.
A relational table K can be regarded as a map (knowledge representation)
Kmap : V −→ Dom(A) = Dom(A1 ) × . . . Dom(An )
Similarly, an attribute is also a map
Aj : V −→ Dom(Aj ) ; v −→ c.
The inverse of such an attribute map defines a partition on V (hence an
equivalence relation); we will denote it by Qj and list some of its properties in:
Proposition 5.1.1.
1. The inverse image S = (Aj )(−1) (c) is an equivalence class of Qj . We say
S is elementary granule, and c is the name of it.
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2. For a fixed order of V , S can be represented by a bit-vector. We also say c
is the name of the bit vector.
3. By replacing each attribute value of the table Ksymbol by its bit-vector or
elementary granule (equivalence class), we have the bitmap table BK or
granular table GK respectively.
4. The equivalence relations, Q = {Q1 , Q2 , . . . , Qn }, play the role of attributes in Table GK and BK .
5. For uniformity, we write V /Qj = Dom(Qj ), namely, we regard the quotient set as the attribute domain.
6. Theoretically, GK and BK conceptually represent the same granular data
model; the difference is only in representations and is an internal matter.
7. We will regard the table K as an interpretation of GK and BK . The interpretation is an isomorphism (via a table similar to Table 4) By Theorem 4.1.1., the patterns in K, GK , BK are isomorphic and hence is the
same (identified via interpretation).
• It is adequate to do the AM in GK .
The canonical model GK is uniquely determined by its universe V , and the
family Q of equivalence relations. In other words, the pair (V, Q) determines
and is determined by GK .
Definition 5.1.1. The pair (V, Q) is called granular data model(GDM).
(V, Q) is a model of some rather simple kind of logic, where the only predicates are equivalence predicates (predicates that satisfy the reflexive, symmetric and transitive properties). It was considered by both Pawlak and
Tony Lee and has been called knowledge base, relation lattice, granular
strucutre [19], [9] [13].
Note that the set of all elementary granule in (V, Q) generate a sub-Boolean
algebra of the power set of V . By abuse of notation, we will use (V, Q) to
denote this algebra. Since GK is a table format of (V, Q), we need to describe
how GK is ”embedded” into the Boolean algebra. We will extend Proposition 5.1.1,Item 7 into
Proposition 5.1.2. An attribute value of GK , which is an elementary granule, is
mapped to the same granule in (V, Q). A subtuple of GK , consisting of a set
of elementary granules is mapped into the granule that is the intersection of
those elementary granules; note two subtuples may be mapped to the same
granule.

5.2 Algebraic Language and Granular Boolean Algebra
The attribute values in K are pure symbols. Now we will introduce a new
Boolean algebra LK as follows: We will use ∪ and ∩ as the join and meet of
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this Boolean algebra. LK is a free Boolean algebra subject to the following
conditions:
The ∩ between symbols in the same columns are
Bij ∩ Bkj = ∀i 6= k ∀j
This condition reflects the fact that the elementary granules of the same column are mutually disjoint.
We can give a more algebraic description [3]. Let F be the free Boolean
Algebra generated by the symbols in K. Let I be the ideal generated by
Bij ∩ Bkj ∀ i, k, j
Then the quotient algebra F/I = LK .
We will regard this Boolean algebra as a language and call it
Granular algebraic language.
An attribute value in K can be regarded as the name of the corresponding
elementary granule in GK and the elementary granule is the meaning set
of the name. Recall that GDM (V, Q) can be regarded as Boolean algebra
of elementary granules, and GK is ”embedded” in (V, Q) (Proposition 5.1.2.)
So the name-to-meaning set assignment, K → GK , can be extended to a
homomorphism of Boolean algebras:
name-to-meaning: LK −→ (V, Q); formula → meaning set.
• High frequency patterns of AM are formulas with large meaning set(the
cardinality is large).

6 The Formal Theory of Features in AM
The theory developed here is heavily depended on the nature of association
mining (AM) that are formalized in Section 3.
6.1 Feature Extractions and Constructions
Let us examine some informal assertions, e.g., [18]: ”All new constructed features are defined in terms of original features, ..” and ”Feature extraction is a
process that extracts a set of new features from the original features through
some functional mapping.” In summary the new feature is derived (by construction or extraction) from the given set of attributes. We will formalize the
idea of features in association mining (AM). Perhaps, we should re-iterate
that we are not formalizing the general notion of features that involves human view.
Let K be the given relational table that has attributes A = {A1 , . . . An }. Next,
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let An+1 . . . An+m be the new attributes that are constructed or extracted. As
we remark in Section 5.1, an attribute is a mapping from the universe to a
domain, so we have the following new mappings.
An+k : V −→ Dom(An+k ).
Now, let us consider the extended table, Ka , that includes both old and additional new attributes {A1 , . . . An . . . An+m }. In this extended table, by the
meaning of feature construction, An+k , should be (extension) functionally
dependent (EFD) on A. This fact implies, by definition of EFD, there is a
mapping
f n+k : Dom(A1 ) × . . . × Dom(An ) −→ Dom(An+k ).
such that An+k = f n+k ◦ (A1 × . . . × An .
Those new extracted or constructed features, such as f n+k is called derived
feature.
6.2 Derived Features in GDM
Now we will consider the situation in GK , the granular table of K. In this
section, we will express EFD f n+k in granular format, in other words, the
granular form of f n+k is:
V /(Q1 ∩ . . . ∩ Qn ) = V /Q1 × . . . × V /Qn −→ V /Qn+k
The first equality is a simple property of quotient sets. The second map is
f n+k in its granular form. The granular form of f n+k implies that Qn+k is a
coarsening of (Q1 ∩ . . . ∩ Qk ). So we have the following
Proposition 6.2.
Qn+k is a derived feature of GK if and only if Qn+k is a coarsening of (Q1 ∩
. . . ∩ Qn ).
Let the original Table K have attributes A = {A1 , . . . An }. Let B ⊆ A and
Y ∈ A (e.g., Y = An+k and YE = Qn+k ).
Proposition 6.3. Y is a feature constructed from B if and only if the induced
equivalence relation YE is a coarsening of the induced equivalence relation
BE = (Qj1 ∩ . . . ∩ Qjm ), where Y ∈ A and B ⊆ A
The proposition says all the new constructed features are coarsening of
the intersection of the original features.

7 Universal Model - Capture the invisibles
Let ∆(V ) be the set of all partitions on V (equivalence relations); ∆(V ) forms
a lattice, where meet is the intersection of equivalence relations and join is
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the ”union,” where the ”union,” denoted by ∪j Qj , is the smallest coarsening
of all Qj , j = 1, 2, . . . ∆(V ) is called the partition lattice.
Let (V, Q = {Q1 , . . . , Qn }) be a GDM. Let L(Q) be the smallest sublattice
of ∆(V ) that contains Q, and L∗ (Q) be the set of all possible coarsenings of
(Q1 ∩ . . . ∩ Qn ). L∗ (Q) obviously forms a sublattice of ∆(V ); the intersection
and ”union” of two coarsenings is a coarsening. From Proposition 6.2., we can
easily establish
Main Theorem 7.1.
Let GK be a granular table; its GDM is (V, Q). Then (V, L∗ (Q)) is a GDM that
consists of all possible features for GK .
The set of all possible features of GK is the set D of all those derived features.
By Proposition 6.2., D is the set of all those coarsenings of (Q1 ∩ . . . ∩ Qn ). SO
(V, L∗ (Q)) is the desirable one.
Definition 7.2. The (V, L∗ (Q)) is the completion of (V, Q) and is called the
universal model of K.
We should point out that the cardinal number of L∗ (Q)) is enormous; it is
bounded by the Bell number Bn , where n is the cardinality of the smallest
partition in L∗ (Q) [4].

8 Conclusions
1. A feature/attribute, from human view, is a characteristic or property of
the universe (a set of entities). Traditional data processing takes such a
view and use them to represent the universe (knowledge representation).
2. A feature/attribute, in data mining, is defined and encoded by data. So a
feature in association mining is a partition of the universe. Under such a
view, we have shown that a set of infinite many distinct human-viewfeatures (rotations of coordinate systems) is reduced to a single dataencoded-feature (Section 2.1).
3. Such views are shared by those techniques, such as classification, that
utilize only the relational table of symbols in their algorithms. The other
techniques, such as clustering and neural network, that utilize additional
background knowledge, do not share the same view.
4. In association mining, we have the following applications [11] [10]: All
generalized associations can be generated by a finite set of integral linear
inequalities within polynomial time
5. Finally, we would like to note that by the isomorphism theorem, two isomorphic relations may have totally distinct semantics. So relations with
additional structures that capture some semantics may be worthwhile to
be explored; see [15, 13].
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9 Appendix
9.1 General Isomorphism
Attributes Ai and Aj are isomorphic if and only if there is a one-to-one and
onto map, s : Dom(Ai ) −→ Dom(Aj ) such that Aj (v) = s(Ai (v)) ∀ v ∈ V .
The map s is called an isomorphism. Intuitively, two attributes (columns) are
isomorphic if and only if one column turns into another one by properly renaming its attribute values.
Let K = (V, A) and H = (V, B) be two information tables, where A =
{A1 , A2 , . . . An } and B = {B 1 , B 2 , . . . B m }. Then, K and H are said to be
isomorphic if every Ai is isomorphic to some B j , and vice versa. The isomorphism of relations is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive, so it classifies
all relations into equivalence classes; we call them isomorphic classes.
Definition 9.1.1. H is a simplified relationaltable of K, if H is isomorphic to K
and only has non-isomorphic attributes.
Theorem 9.1.2. Let H be the simplified relational table of K. Then the patterns
(large itemsets) of K can be obtained from those of H by elementary operations that will be defined below.
To prove the Theorem, we will set up a lemma, in which we assume there are
two isomorphic attributes B and B 0 in K, that is, degree K - degree H =1.
Let s : Dom(B) −→ Dom(B 0 ) be the isomorphism and b0 = s(b). Let H be
the new table in which B 0 has been removed.
Lemma 9.1.3. The patterns of K can be generated from those of H by elementary operations, namely,
1. If b is a large itemset in H, then b’ and (b, b’) are large in K.
2. If (a. ., b, c. . .) is a large itemset in H, then (a. . , b’, c. . .) and (a. . , b, b’, c,.
. .) are large in K.
3. These are the only large itemsets in K.
The validity of this lemma is rather straightforward; and it provides the critical inductive step for Theorem; we ill skip the proof.
9.2 Semantics Issues
The two relations, Tables 7and 8, are isomorphic, but their semantics are
completely different. One table is about part, the other is about suppliers.
These two relations have Isomorphic association rules;
1.
2.
3.
4.

Length one: TEN, TWENTY, March, SJ, LA in Table 7 and
Length one: 10, 20, Screw, Brass, Alloy in Table 8
Length two: (TWENTY, MAR), (Mar, SJ), (TWENTY, SJ)in one Table 7,
Length two: (20, Screw), (screw, Brass),(20, Brass), Table 8
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v1
v2
v3
v4
v5
v6
v7
v8
v9

K (S#
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→

(S1
(S2
(S3
(S4
(S5
(S6
(S7
(S8
(S9

Business
Amount (in m.)
TWENTY
TEN
TEN
TEN
TWENTY
TWENTY
TWENTY
THIRTY
THIRTY

Birth
Day
MAR
MAR
FEB
FEB
MAR
MAR
APR
JAN
JAN
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CITY)
NY
SJ
NY
LA
SJ
SJ
SJ
LA
LA

Table 7. An RelationalTable K

V
v1
v2
v3
v4
v5
v6
v7
v8
v9

K (S# Weight
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→

(P1
(P2
(P3
(P4
(P5
(P6
(P7
(P8
(P9

20
10
10
10
20
20
20
30
30

Part
Name
SCREW
SCREW
NAIL
NAIL
SCREW
SCREW
PIN
HAMMER
HAMMER

Material
STEEL
BRASS
STEEL
ALLOY
BRASS
BRASS
BRASS
ALLOY
ALLOY

Table 8. An RelationalTable K’

However, they have very non-isomorphic semantics:
1. Table 7: (TWENTY, SJ), that is, the business amount at San Jose is likely
20 millions; it is isomorphic to (20, Brass), which is not interesting.
2. Table 8: (SCREW, BRASS), that is, the screw is most likely made from
Brass; it is isomorphic to (Mar, SJ), which is not interesting.
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A new theoretical framework for K-means-type
clustering
Jiming Peng? and Yu Xia
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pengj@mcmaster.ca, xiay@optlab.mcmaster.ca
Summary. One of the fundamental clustering problems is to assign n points into
k clusters based on the minimal sum-of-squares(MSSC), which is known to be NPhard. In this paper, by using matrix arguments, we first model MSSC as a socalled 0-1 semidefinite programming (SDP). The classical K-means algorithm can
be interpreted as a special heuristics for the underlying 0-1 SDP. Moreover, the 0-1
SDP model can be further approximated by the relaxed and polynomially solvable
linear and semidefinite programming. This opens new avenues for solving MSSC.
The 0-1 SDP model can be applied not only to MSSC, but also to other scenarios of
clustering as well. In particular, we show that the recently proposed normalized kcut and spectral clustering can also be embedded into the 0-1 SDP model in various
kernel spaces.

1.1 Introduction
Clustering is one of major issues in data mining and machine learning with
many applications arising from different disciplines including text retrieval,
pattern recognition and web mining[12, 15]. Roughly speaking, clustering involves partition a given data set into subsets based on the closeness or similarity among the data. Typically, the similarities among entities in a data set
are measured by a specific proximity function, which can be make precise in
many ways. This results in many clustering problems and algorithms as well.
Most clustering algorithms belong to two classes: hierarchical clustering
and partitioning. The hierarchical approach produces a nested series of partitions consisting of clusters either disjoint or included one into the other.
Those clustering algorithms are either agglomerative or divisive. An agglomerative clustering algorithm starts with every singleton entity as a cluster,
?
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and then proceeds by successively merging clusters until a stopping criterion
is reached. A divisive approach starts with an initial cluster with all the entities in it, and then performs splitting until a stopping criterion is reached. In
hierarchical clustering, an objective function is used locally as the merging or
splitting criterion. In general, hierarchical algorithms can not provide optimal
partitions for their criterion. In contrast, partitional methods assume given
the number of clusters to be found and then look for the optimal partition
based on the object function. Partitional methods produce only one partition. Most partitional methods can be further classified as deterministic or
stochastic, depending on whether the traditional optimization technique or
a random search of the state space is used in the process. There are several
different ways to separate various clustering algorithms, for a comprehensive
introduction to the topic, we refer to the book [12, 15], and for more recent
results, see survey papers [4] and [13].
Among various criterion in clustering, the minimum sum of squared Euclidean distance from each entity to its assigned cluster center is the most
intuitive and broadly used. Both hierarchical and partitional procedures for
MSSC have been investigated. For example, Ward’s [27] agglomerative approach for MSSC has a complexity of O(n2 log n) where n is the number of
entities. The divisive hierarchical approach is more difficult. In [9], the authors provided an algorithm running in O(nd+1 log n) time, where d is the
dimension of the space to which the entities belong.
However, in many applications, assuming a hierarchical structure in partitioning based on MSSC is unpractical. In such a circumstance, the partitional
approach directly minimizing the sum of squares distance is more applaudable. The traditional way to deal with this problem is to use some heuristics
such as the well-known K-means [18]. To describe the algorithm, let us go into
a bit more details.
Given a set S of n points in a d-dimensional Euclidean space, denoted by
T

S = {si = (si1 , · · · , sid ) ∈ Rd

i = 1, · · · , n}

the task of a partitional MSSC is to find an assignment of the n points into k
disjoint clusters S = (S1 , · · · , Sk ) centered at cluster centers cj (j = 1, · · · , k)
based on the total sum-of-squared Euclidean distances from each point si to
its assigned cluster centroid ci , i.e.,
f (S, S) =

|Sj | °
k X
°2
X
° (j)
°
°si − cj ° ,
j=1 i=1
(j)

where |Sj | is the number of points in Sj , and si is the ith point in Sj . Note
that if the cluster centers are known, then the function f (S, S) achieves its
minimum when each point is assigned to its closest cluster center. Therefore,
MSSC can be described by the following bilevel programming problem (see
for instance [2, 19]).
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(1.1)

min

n
X

c1 ,···,ck

2
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2

min{ksi − c1 k , · · · , ksi − ck k }.

i=1

Geometrically speaking, assigning each point to the nearest center fits into
a framework called Voronoi Program, and the resulting partition is named
Voronoi Partition. On the other hand, if the points in cluster Sj are fixed,
then the function
|Sj | °
°2
X
° (j)
°
f (Sj , Sj ) =
°si − cj °
i=1

is minimal when

|Sj |

cj =

1 X (j)
s .
|Sj | i=1 i

The classical K-means algorithm [18], based on the above two observations,
is described as follows:
K-means clustering algorithm
(1)Choose k cluster centers randomly generated in a domain containing all
the points,
(2)Assign each point to the closest cluster center,
(3)Recompute the cluster centers using the current cluster memberships,
(4)If a convergence criterion is met, stop; Otherwise go to step 2.
Another way to model MSSC is based on the assignment. Let X = [xij ] ∈
<n×k be the assignment matrix defined by
½
1 If si is assigned to Sj ;
xij =
0
Otherwise.
As a consequence, the cluster center of the cluster Sj , as the mean of all the
points in the cluster, is defined by
Pn
xlj sl
cj = Pl=1
.
n
l=1 xlj
Using this fact, we can represent (1.1) as
(1.2)

min

(1.3)

S.T.

(1.4)

xij

°
°2
Pn
°
°
l=1 xlj sl °
P
xij °
s
−
n
° i
°
l=1 xlj
j=1 i=1

k X
n
X

k
X
j=1
n
X

xij = 1 (i = 1, · · · , n)
xij ≥ 1 (j = 1, · · · , k)

i=1

(1.5)

xij ∈ {0, 1} (i = 1, · · · , n; j = 1, · · · , k)
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The constraint (1.3) ensures that each point si is assigned to one and only one
cluster, and (1.4) ensures that there are exactly k clusters. This is a mixed
integer programming with nonlinear objective [8], which is NP-hard. The difficulty of the problem consists of two parts. First, the constraints are discrete.
Secondly the objective is nonlinear and nonconvex. Both the difficulties in the
objective as well as in the constraints make MSSC extremely hard to solve.
Many different approaches have been proposed for attacking (1.2) both in
the communities of machine learning and optimization [1, 8, 3]. Most methods
for (1.2) are heuristics that can locate only a good local solution, not the exact
global solution for (1.2). Only a few works are dedicated to the exact algorithm
for (1.2) as listed in the references of [3].
Approximation methods provide a useful approach for (1.2). There are
several different ways to approximate (1.2). For example, by solving the socalled K-medians problem we can obtain a 2-approximately optimal solution
for (1.2) in O(nd+1 ) time [10]. In [22], Mutousek proposed a geometric approximation method that can find an (1 + ²) approximately optimal solution for
(1.2) in O(n logk n) time, where the constant hidden in the big-O notation depends polynomially on ². Another efficient way of approximation is to attack
the original problem (typically NP-hard) by solving a relaxed polynomially
solvable problem. This has been well studied in the field of optimization, in
particular, in the areas of combinatorial optimization and semidefinite programming [5]. We noted that recently, Xing and Jordan [29] considered the
SDP relaxation for the so-called normalized k-cut spectral clustering.
In the present paper, we focus on developing approximation methods for
(1.2) based on linear and semidefinite programming (LP/SDP) relaxation. A
crucial step in relaxing (1.2) is to rewrite the objective in (1.2) as a simple
convex function of matrix argument that can be tackled easily, while the
constraint set still enjoy certain geometric properties. This was possibly first
suggested in [6] where the authors owed the idea to an anonymous referee.
However, the authors of [6] did not explore the idea in depth to design any
usable algorithm. A similar effort was made in [30] where the authors rewrote
the objective in (1.2) as a convex quadratic function in which the argument
is a n × k orthonormal matrix.
Our model follows the same stream as in [6, 30]. However, different from the
approach [30] where the authors used only a quadratic objective and simple
spectral relaxation, we elaborate more on how to characterize (1.2) exactly
by means of matrix arguments. In particular, we show that MSSC can be
modelled as the so-called 0-1 semidefinite programming (SDP), which can be
further relaxed to polynomially solvable linear programming (LP) and SDP.
Several different relaxation forms are discussed. We also show that variants
of K-means can be viewed as heuristics for the underlying 0-1 SDP.
Our model provides novel avenues not only for solving MSSC, but also
for solving clustering problems based on some other criterions. For example, the clustering based on normalized cuts can also be embedded into our
model. Moreover, our investigation reveals some interesting links between the
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well-known K-means and some recently proposed algorithms like spectral clustering.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we show that MSSC can
be modelled as 0-1 SDP, which allows convex relaxation such as SDP and LP.
In Section 3, we discuss algorithms and challenges for solving our 0-1 SDP
model. Section 4 devotes to the discussion on the links between our model
and some other recent models for clustering. Finally we close the paper by
few concluding remarks.

1.2 Equivalence of MSSC to 0-1 SDP
In this section, we establish the equivalence between MSSC and 0-1 SDP. We
start with a brief introduction to SDP and 0-1 SDP.
In general, SDP refers to the problem of minimizing (or maximizing) a
linear function over the intersection of a polyhedron and the cone of symmetric
and positive semidefinite matrices. The canonical SDP takes the following
form

 min Tr(WZ)
(SDP) S.T. Tr(Bi Z) = bi fori = 1, · · · , m

Zº0
Here Tr(.) denotes the trace of the matrix, and Z º 0 means that Z is positive
semidefinite. If we replace the constraint Z º 0 by the requirement that
Z 2 = Z, then we end up with the following problem

 min Tr(WZ)
(0-1 SDP) S.T. Tr(Bi Z) = bi fori = 1, · · · , m

Z 2 = Z, Z = Z T
We call it 0-1 SDP owing to the similarity of the constraint Z 2 = Z to the
classical 0-1 requirement in integer programming.
We next show that MSSC can be modelled as 0-1 SDP. By rearranging
the items in the objective of (1.2), we have


Pn
n
k
k
2
X
X
X
k i=1 xij si k
2

Pn
f (S, S) =
ksi k
xij −
(1.6)
i=1 xij
i=1
j=1
j=1
Pn
k
2
¡
¢ X
k i=1 xij si k
Pn
= Tr WST WS −
,
i=1 xij
j=1
where WS ∈ <n×d denotes the matrix whose ith row is the vector si . Since X
is an assignment matrix, we have
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n
n
n
n
X
X
X
X
2
2
X X = diag (
xi1 , · · · ,
xik ) = diag (
xi1 , · · · ,
xik ).
T

i=1

i=1

i=1

i=1

Let

Z := [zij ] = X(X T X)−1 X T ,
¡
¢
¡
¢
¡
¢
we can write (1.6) as Tr WS WST (I − Z) = Tr WST WS − Tr WST WS Z . Obviously Z is a projection matrix satisfying Z 2 = Z with nonnegative elements.
For any integer m, let em be the all one vector in <m . We can write the
constraint (1.3) as
Xek = en .
It follows immediately
Zen = ZXek = Xek = en .
Moreover, the trace of Z should equal to k, the number of clusters, i.e.,
Tr(Z) = k.
Therefore, we have the following 0-1 SDP model for MSSC
¡
¢
(1.7)
min Tr WS WST (I − Z)
Ze = e, Tr(Z) = k,
Z ≥ 0, Z = Z T , Z 2 = Z.
We first give a technical result about positive semidefinite matrix that will be
used in our later analysis.
Lemma 1 For any symmetric positive semidefinite matrix Z ∈ <n×n , there
exists an index i0 ∈ {1, · · · , n} such that
Zi0 i0 = max Zij .
i,j

Proof: For any positive semidefinite matrix Z, it is easy to see that
Zii ≥ 0,

i = 1, · · · , n.

Suppose the statement of the lemma does not hold, i.e., there exists i0 6= j0
such that
Zi0 j0 = max Zij > 0.
i,j

Then the submatrix

µ

Zi0 i0 Zi0 jo
Zj0 i0 Zj0 j0

¶

is not positive semidefinite. This contradicts to the assumptuion in the lemma.
Now we are ready to establish the equivalence between the models (1.7)
and (1.2).
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Theorem 1.2.1 Solving the 0-1 SDP problem (1.7) is equivalent to finding
a global solution of the integer programming problem (1.2).
Proof: From the construction of the 0-1 SDP model (1.7), we know that
one can easily construct a feasible solution for (1.7) from a feasible solution
of (1.2). Therefore, it remains to show that from a global solution of (1.7), we
can obtain a feasible solution of (1.2).
Suppose that Z is a global minimum of (1.7). Obviously Z is positive
semidefinite. From Lemma 1 we conclude that there exists an index i1 such
that
Zi1 i1 = max{Zij : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n} > 0.
Let us define the index set
I1 = {j : Zi1 j > 0}.
Since Z 2 = Z, we have

X

(Zi1 j )2 = Zi1 i1 ,

j∈I1

which implies

X Zi j
1
Zi j = 1.
Zi1 i1 1

j∈I1

From the choice of i1 and the constraint
n
X
j=1

Zi 1 j =

X

Zi1 j = 1,

j∈I1

we can conclude that
Zi 1 j = Zi 1 i 1 ,

∀j ∈ I1 .

This further implies that the submatrix ZI1 I1 is a matrix whose elements are
all equivalent, and we can decompose the matrix Z into a bock matrix with
the following structure
µ
¶
ZJ1 J1 0
(1.8)
Z=
,
0 ZĪ1 Ī1
P
2
where Ī1 = {i : i 6∈ I1 }. Since i∈I1 Zii = 1 and (ZI1 I1 ) = ZI1 I1 , we can
consider the reduced 0-1 SDP as follows
³¡
´
¢
(1.9)
min Tr WS WST Ī Ī (I − Z)Ī1 Ī1
1 1
¡
¢
ZĪ1 Ī1 e = e, Tr ZĪ1 Ī1 = k − 1,
ZĪ1 Ī1 ≥ 0, ZĪ21 Ī1 = ZĪ1 Ī1 .
Repeating the above process, we can show that if Z is a global minimum of
the 0-1 SDP, then it can be decomposed into a diagonal block matrix as
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Z = diag (ZI1 I1 , · · · , ZIk Ik ),
where each block matrix ZIl Il is a nonnegative projection matrix whose elements are equal, and the sum of each column or each row equals to 1.
Now let us define the assignment matrix X ∈ <n×k
½
1 if i ∈ Ij
Xij =
0 otherwise
One can easily verify that Z = X(X T X)−1 X T . Our above discussion illustrates that from a feasible solution of (1.7), we can obtain an assignment
matrix that satisfies the condition in (1.2). This finishes the proof of the theorem.
By comparing (1.7) with (1.2), we find that the objective in (1.7) is linear,
while the constraint in (1.7) is still nonlinear, even more complex than the
0-1 constraint in (1.2). The most difficult part in the constraint of (1.7) is
the requirement that Z 2 = Z. Several different ways for solving (1.7) will be
discussed in the next section.

1.3 Algorithms for solving 0-1 SDP
In this section, we focus on various algorithms for solving the 0-1 SDP model
(1.7). From a viewpoint of the algorithm design, we can separate these algorithms into two groups. The first group consists of the so-called feasible iterative algorithms, while the second group contains approximation algorithms
(might be infeasible at some stage in the process) based on relaxation. It is
worthwhile pointing out that our discussion will focus on the design of the
algorithm as well as the links among various techniques, not on the implementation details of the algorithm and numerical testing.
1.3.1 Feasible Iterative Algorithms
We first discuss the so-called feasible iterative algorithms in which all the
iterates are feasible regarding the constraints in (1.7), while the objective is
reduced step by step until some termination criterion is reached. A general
procedure for feasible iterative algorithms can be described as follows:
Feasible Iterative Algorithm
Step
Choose
1: a starting matrix Z 0 satisfying all the constraints in (1.7),
Step
Use2:a heuristics to update the matrix Z k such that the value of the
objective function in (1.7) is decreased,
Check
Step
3: the termination criterion. If the criterion is reached, then stop;
Otherwise go to Step 2.
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We point out that the classical K-means algorithm described in the introduction can be interpreted as a special feasible iterative scheme for attacking
(1.7). To see this, let us recall our discussion on the equivalence between MSSC
and (1.7), one can verify that, at each iterate, all the constraints in (1.7) are
satisfied by the matrix transformed from the K-means algorithm. It is also
easy to see that, many variants of the K-means algorithm such as the variants
proposed in [11, 14], can also be interpreted as specific iterative schemes for
(1.7).
1.3.2 Approximation Algorithms Based on LP/SDP Relaxations
In the section we discuss the algorithms in the second group that are based on
LP/SDP relaxation. We starts with a general procedure for those algorithm.
Approximation Algorithm Based on Relaxation
Step
Choose
1: a relaxation model for (1.7),
Step
Solve
2: the relaxed problem for an approximate solution,
Step
Use3:a rounding procedure to extract a feasible solution to (1.7) from
the approximate solution.
The relaxation step has an important role in the whole algorithm. For example, if the approximation solution obtained from Step 2 is feasible for (1.7),
then it is exactly an optimal solution of (1.7). On the other hand, when the
approximation solution is not feasible regarding (1.7), we have to use a rounding procedure to extract a feasible solution. In what follows we discuss how
to design a rounding procedure.
First, we note that when Z ∗ is a solution of (1.7), it can be shown that the
matrix Z ∗ WS contains k different rows, and each of these k different rows represents one center in the final clusters. A good approximate solution, although
it might not be feasible for (1.7), should give us some indications on how to
locate a feasible solution. Motivated by the above-mentioned observation, we
can cast the rows of the matrix ZWS as a candidate set for the potential approximate centers in the final clustering. This leads to the following rounding
procedure.
A Rounding Procedure
Step
Input:
0: an approximate solution Z and the matrix WS ,
Step
Select
1: k rows from the rows of the matrix ZWS 2 as the initial centers,
Step
Apply
2: the classical K-means to the original MSSC using the selected
initial centers.
We mention that in [29], Xing and Jordan proposed a rounding procedure
based on the singular value decomposition Z = U T U of Z. In their approach,
Xing and Jordan first cast the rows of U T as points in the space, and then
they employed the classical K-means to cluster those points.
2

For example, we can select k rows from ZWS based on the frequency of the row
in the matrix, or arbitrarily select k centers.
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Another way for extracting a feasible solution is to utilize branch and cut.
In order to use branch and cut, we recall the fact that any feasible solution Z
of (1.7) satisfies the following condition
Zij (Zij − Zii ) = 0,

i, j = 1, · · · , n.

If an approximate solution meets the above requirement, then it is a feasible
solution and thus an optimal solution to (1.7). Otherwise, suppose that there
exist indices i, j such that
Zij (Zii − Zij ) 6= 0,
then we can add cut Zii = Zij or Zij = 0 to get two subproblems. By combining such a branch-cut procedure with our linear relaxation model, we can find
the exact solution to (1.7) in finite time, as the number of different branches
2
is at most 2n .
To summarize, as shown in our above discussion, finding a good approximation (or a nice relaxation) is essential for the success of approximation
algorithms. This will be the main focus in the following subsections.
Relaxations based on SDP
In this subsection, we describe few SDP-based relaxations for (1.7). First we
recall that in (1.7), the argument Z is stipulated to be a projection matrix,
i.e., Z 2 = Z, which implies that the matrix Z is a positive semidefinite matrix
whose eigenvalues are either 0 or 1. A straightforward relaxation to (1.7) is
replacing the requirement Z 2 = Z by the relaxed condition
I º Z º 0.
Note that in (1.7), we further stipulate that all the entries of Z are nonnegative, and the sum of each row(or each column) of Z equals to 1. This means
the eigenvalues of Z is always less than 1. In this circumstance, the constraint
Z ¹ I becomes superfluous and can be waived. Therefore, we obtain the
following SDP relaxation for MSSC
¡
¢
(1.10)
min Tr WS WST (I − Z)
Ze = e, Tr(Z) = k,
Z ≥ 0, Z º 0.
The above problem is feasible and bounded below. We can apply many existing
optimization solvers such as interior-point methods to solve (1.10). It is known
that an approximate solution to (1.10) can be found in polynomial time.
We noted that in [29], the model (1.10) with a slightly different linear constraint 3 was used as a relaxation to the so-called normalized k-cut clustering.
3

In [29], the constraint Ze = e in (1.7) is replaced by Zd = d where d is a positive
scaling vector associated with the affinity matrix, and the constraint Z ¹ I can
not be waived.
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As we shall show in section 4, the model (1.10) can always provides better
approximation to (1.7) than the spectral clustering. This was also observed
and pointed out by Xing and Jordan [29].
However, we would like to point out here that although there exist theoretically polynomial algorithm for solving (1.10), most of the present optimization
solvers are unable to handle the problem in large size efficiently.
Another interesting relaxation to (1.7) is to further relax (1.10) by dropping some constraints. For example, if we remove the nonnegative requirement
on the elements of Z, then we obtain the following simple SDP problem
¡
¢
(1.11)
min Tr WS WST (I − Z)
Ze = e, Tr(Z) = k,
I º Z º 0.
The above problem can be equivalently stated as
¡
¢
(1.12)
max Tr WS WST Z
Ze = e, Tr(Z) = k,
I º Z º 0.
In the sequel we discuss how to solve (1.12). Note that if Z is a feasible solution
for (1.12), then we have
1
1
√ Ze = √ e,
n
n
which implies √1n e is an eigenvector of Z with eigenvalue 1. Therefore, we can
write any feasible solution of (1.12) Z as
Z = QΓ QT +

1 T
ee ,
n

where Q ∈ <n×(n−1) is a matrix satisfying the condition:
C.1The matrix [Q :

√1 e]
n

is orthogonal,

and Γ = diag (γ1 , · · · , γn−1 ) is a nonnegative diagonal matrix. It follows
¡
¢
¡
¢
k − 1 = Tr(Z) − 1 = Tr QΓQT = Tr QT QΓ = Tr(Γ).
Therefore, we can reduce (1.12) to
¢
¡
¢
¡
(1.13)
max Tr WS WST QΓQT = Tr QT WS WST QΓ
Tr(Γ) = k − 1,
In−1 º Γ º 0.
Let λ1 (QT WS WST Q), · · · , λn−1 (QT WS WST Q) be the eigenvalues of the matrix
QT WS WST Q listed in the order of decreasing values. The optimal solution of
(1.13) can be achieved if and only if
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X
¡
¢ k−1
Tr QT WS WST QΓ =
λi (QT WS WST Q).
i=1

Note that for any matrix Q satisfying Condition C.1, the summation of the
first k − 1 largest eigenvalues of the matrix QT WS WST Q are independent of
the choice of Q. This gives us an easy way to solve (1.13) and correspondingly
(1.12). The algorithmic scheme for solving (1.12) can be described as follows:
Algorithm:
Step
1: a matrix Q satisfying C.1,
Choose
Step
Use2:singular value decomposition method to compute the first k − 1
largest eigenvalues of the matrix QT WS WST Q and their corresponding
eigenvectors v1 , · · · , vk−1 ,
Step
Set3:
k−1
X
1
Z = eT e +
(Qvi )T Qvi .
n
i=1
It should be mentioned that if k = 2, then Step 2 in the above algorithm
uses the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of QT WS WST Q.
This eigenvector has an important role in Shi and Malik’ work [25] (See also
[28]) for image segmentation where the clustering problem with k = 2 was
discussed.
LP Relaxation
In this subsection, we propose an LP relaxation for (1.7). First we observe
that if si and sj , sj nd sk belong to the same clusters, then si and sk belong
to the same cluster. In such a circumstance, from the definition of the matrix
Z we can conclude that
Zij = Zjk = Zik = Zii = Zjj = Zkk .
Such a relationship can be partially characterized by the following inequality
Zij + Zik ≤ Zii + Zjk .
Correspondingly, we can define a metric polyhedron MET4 by
MET = {Z = [zij ] : zij ≤ zii ,

zij + zik ≤ zii + zjk }.

Therefore, we have the following new model
4

A similar polyhedron MET had been used by Karisch and Rendl, Leisser and
Rendl in their works [16, 17] on graph partitioning. We changed slightly the
definition of MET in [17] to adapt to our problem.
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¡
¢
min Tr WS WST (I − Z)
Ze = e, Tr(Z) = k,
Z ≥ 0,
Z ∈ MET.

If the optimal solution of (1.14) is not a feasible solution of (1.7), then we
need to refer to the rounding procedure that we described earlier to extract a
feasible solution for (1.7).
Solving (1.14) directly for large-size data set is clearly unpractical due to
the huge amount (O(n3 )) of constraints. In what follows we report some preliminary numerical results for small-size data set. Our implementation is done
on an IBM RS-6000 workstation and the package CPLEX 7.1 with AMPL interface is used to solve the LP model (1.14).
The first data set we use to test our algorithm is the Soybean data (small)
from the UCI Machine Learning Repository 5 , see also [21]. This data set has
47 instances and each instance has 35 normalized attributes. It is known this
data set has 4 clusters. As shown by the following table, for k from 2 to 4, we
found the exact clusters by solving (1.14).
The Soybean data
k Objective CPU time(s)
2 404.4593
4.26
3 215.2593
1.51
4 205.9637
1.68
The second test set is the Ruspini data set from [24]. This data set, consisting of 75 points in <2 with four groups, is popular for illustrating clustering
techniques [15]. The numerical result is listed as follows:
The Ruspini’s data
k Objective CPU time(s)
2 893380
27.81
3 510630
66.58
4 12881
7.22
5 10127
9.47
We observed that in our experiments, for all cases k = 2, · · · , 5, the solution of
(1.14) is not feasible for (1.7). However, the resulting matrix is quite close to
a feasible solution of (1.7). Therefore, we use the classical K-means to get the
final clusters. After a few iterations, the algorithm terminated and reported
the numerical results that match the best known results in the literature for
the same problem.
The third test set is the Späth’s postal zones data [26]. This data set contains 89 entities and each entity has 3 features. Correspondingly, we transform
all the entities into points in <3 . It is known that the data set has 7 groups.
5

http://www.ics.uci.edu/ mlearn/MLRepository.html
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In all cases that k runs from 2 to 9, we were able to find the exact solution of
(1.7) via solving (1.14).
The Spath’s Postal Zone data
k Objective CPU time(s)
2 6.0255 ∗ 1011
283.26
3 2.9451 ∗ 1011
418.07
4 1.0447 ∗ 1011
99.54
5 5.9761 ∗ 1010
60.67
6 3.5908 ∗ 1010
52.55
7 2.1983 ∗ 1010
61.78
8 1.3385 ∗ 1010
26.91
9 7.8044 ∗ 109
18.04
It is worthwhile mentioning that, as shown in the tables, the running time
of the algorithm does not increase as the cluster number k increases. Actually,
from a theoretical viewpoint, the complexity of the algorithm for solving (1.14)
is independent of k. This indicates our algorithm is scalable to large data set,
while how to solve (1.14) efficiently still remains a challenge. In contrast, the
complexity of the approximation algorithms in [22] increases with respect to
k.

1.4 Relations to Other Clustering Methods
In the previous sections, we proposed and analyzed the 0-1 SDP model for
MSSC. In this section, we consider the more general 0-1 SDP model for clustering
(1.15)

max Tr(WZ)
Ze = e, Tr(Z) = k,
Z ≥ 0, Z 2 = Z, Z = Z T ,

where W is the so-called affinity matrix whose entries represent the similarities
or closeness among the entities in the data set. In the MSSC model, we use the
geometric distance between two points to characterize the similarity between
them. In this case, we have Wij = sTi sj . However, we can also use a general
function φ(si , sj ) to describe the similarity relationship between si and sj . For
example, let us choose
(1.16)

Wij = φ(si , sj ) = exp−

ksi −sj k2
σ

,

σ > 0.

In order to apply the classical K-means algorithm to (1.15), we first use the
singular eigenvalue decomposition method to decompose the matrix W into
the product of two matrices, i.e., W = U T U . In this case, each column of U
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can be cast as a point in a suitable space. Then, we can apply the classical
K-means method for MSSC model to solving problem (1.15). This is exactly
the procedure what the recently proposed spectral clustering follows. However,
now we can interpret the spectral clustering as a variant of MSSC in a different
kernel space. It is worthwhile mentioning that certain variants of K-means can
be adapted to solve (1.15) directly without using the SVD decomposition of
the affinity matrix.
We note that recently, the k-ways normalized cut and spectral clustering
received much attention in the machine learning community, and many interesting results about these two approaches have been reported [7, 20, 23, 25,
28, 29, 30]. In particular, Zha et’al [30] discussed the links between spectral
relaxation and K-means. Similar ideas was also used in [23]. An SDP relaxation for normalized k-cut was discussed [29]. The relaxed SDP in [29] takes a
form quite close to (1.10). As we pointed out in Section 3, the main difference
between the relaxed model in [29] and (1.10) lies in the constraint.
In fact, with a closer look at the model for normalized k-cut in [29], one
can find that it is a slight variant of the model (1.15). To see this, let us
recall the exact model for normalized k-cut [29]. Let W be the affinity matrix
defined by (1.16) and X be the assignment matrix in the set Fk defined by
Fk = {X : Xek = en , xij ∈ {0, 1}}.
Let d = W en and D = diag (d). The exact model for normalized k-cut in [29]
can be rewritten as
¡
¢
(1.17)
max Tr (XT DX)−1 XT WX
X∈Fk

If we define
then we have

1

1

Z = D 2 X(X T DX)−1 X T D 2 ,
1

1

Z 2 = Z, Z T = Z, Z ≥ 0, Zd 2 = d 2 .

Following a similar process as in the proof of Theorem 1.2.1, we can show that
the model (1.17) equals to the following 0-1 SDP:
³
´
1
1
max Tr D− 2 WD− 2 Z
(1.18)
1

1

Zd 2 = d 2 , Tr(Z) = k,
Z ≥ 0, Z 2 = Z, Z = Z T .
The only difference between (1.15) and (1.18) is the introduction of the scaling
matrix D. However, our new unified model (1.15) provides more insight for
clustering problem and opens new avenues for designing new efficient clustering methods. It is also interesting to note that when we use SDP relaxation
to solve (1.15), the constraint Z ¹ I can be waived without any influence on
the solution, while such a constraint should be kept in the SDP relaxation for
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(1.18). This will definitely impact the numerical efficiency of the approach. It
will be helpful to compare these two models in real application to see what is
the role of the scaling matrix D.

1.5 Conclusions
In this paper, we reformulated the classical MSSC as a 0-1 SDP. Our new
model not only provides a unified framework for several existing clustering
approaches, but also opens new avenues for clustering. Several LP/SDP relaxations are suggested to attack the underlying 0-1 SDP. Preliminary numerical
tests indicate that these approaches are feasible, and have a lot of potential
for further improvement.
Several important issues regarding the new framework remain open. The
first is how to estimate the approximate rate of the approximation solution
obtained from the relaxed LP/SDP problems. Secondly, the issue of how to
design a rounding procedure without using the classical K-means heuristics
to extract a feasible solution deserves further study. Thirdly, for specific clustering problem, how to choose a suitable affinity matrix, or in other words,
how to find a suitable kernel space needs to be investigated. The last, but also
the most important issue, is to develop efficient optimization algorithms for
solving the relaxed problems so that these techniques can be applied to large
size data set. We hope future study can help us to address these questions.
Acknowledgement The authors thank the two anonymous referees for their
useful comments.
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Clustering is an exploratory data analysis task. It aims to find the intrinsic
structure of data by organizing data objects into similarity groups or clusters. It is often called unsupervised learning because no class labels denoting
an a priori partition of the objects are given. This is in contrast with supervised learning (e.g., classification) for which the data objects are already
labeled with known classes. Past research in clustering has produced many
algorithms. However, these algorithms have some shortcomings. In this paper, we propose a novel clustering technique, which is based on a supervised
learning technique called decision tree construction. The new technique is able
to overcome many of these shortcomings. The key idea is to use a decision
tree to partition the data space into cluster (or dense) regions and empty (or
sparse) regions (which produce outliers and anomalies). We achieve this by
introducing virtual data points into the space and then applying a modified
decision tree algorithm for the purpose. The technique is able to find ”natural”
clusters in large high dimensional spaces efficiently. It is suitable for clustering
in the full dimensional space as well as in subspaces. It also provides easily
comprehensible descriptions of the resulting clusters. Experiments on both
synthetic data and real-life data show that the technique is effective and also
scales well for large high dimensional datasets.

1 Introduction
Clustering aims to find the intrinsic structure of data by organizing objects
(data records) into similarity groups or clusters. Clustering is often called unsupervised learning because no classes denoting an a priori partition of the
objects are known. This is in contrast with supervised learning, for which the
data records are already labeled with known classes. The objective of supervised learning is to find a set of characteristic descriptions of these classes.
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In this paper, we study clustering in a numerical space, where each dimension (or attribute) has a bounded and totally ordered domain. Each data
record is basically a point in the space. Clusters in such a space are commonly
defined as connected regions in the space containing a relatively high density
of points, separated from other such regions by a region containing a relatively
low density of points [12].
Clustering has been studied extensively in statistics [5], pattern recognition [16], machine learning [15], and database and data mining (e.g.,
[25, 32, 7, 14, 1, 2, 3, 8, 10, 11, 20, 21, 22, 23, 29, 30, 31]). Existing algorithms in the literature can be broadly classified into two categories [24]:
partitional clustering and hierarchical clustering. Partitional clustering determines a partitioning of data records into k groups or clusters such that the
data records in a cluster are more similar or nearer to one another than the
data records in different clusters. Hierarchical clustering is a nested sequence
of partitions. It keeps merging the closest (or splitting the farthest) groups of
data records to form clusters.
In this paper, we propose a novel clustering technique, which is based
on a supervised learning method called decision tree construction [26]. The
new technique, called CLTree (CLustering based on decision Trees), is quite
different from existing methods, and it has many distinctive advantages. To
distinguish from decision trees for classification, we call the trees produced by
CLTree the cluster trees.
Decision tree building is a popular technique for classifying data of various
classes (at least two classes). Its algorithm uses a purity function to partition
the data space into different class regions. The technique is not directly applicable to clustering because datasets for clustering have no pre-assigned class
labels. We present a method to solve this problem.
The basic idea is that we regard each data record (or point) in the dataset
to have a class Y . We then assume that the data space is uniformly distributed
with another type of points, called non-existing points. We give them the class,
N . With the N points added to the original data space, our problem of partitioning the data space into data (dense) regions and empty (sparse) regions
becomes a classification problem. A decision tree algorithm can be applied to
solve the problem. However, for the technique to work many important issues
have to be addressed (see Section 2). The key issue is that the purity function
used in decision tree building is not sufficient for clustering.
We use an example to show the intuition behind the proposed technique.
Figure 1(A) gives a 2-dimensional space, which has 24 data (Y ) points represented by filled rectangles. Two clusters exist in the space. We then add
some uniformly distributed N points (represented by ”o”) to the data space
(Figure 1(B)). With the augmented dataset, we can run a decision tree algorithm to obtain a partitioning of the space (Figure 1(B)). The two clusters
are identified.
The reason that this technique works is that if there are clusters in the
data, the data points cannot be uniformly distributed in the entire space.
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Fig. 1. Clustering using decision trees: an intuitive example

By adding some uniformly distributed N points, we can isolate the clusters
because within each cluster region there are more Y points than N points.
The decision tree technique is well known for this task.
We now answer two immediate questions: (1) how many N points should
we add, and (2) can the same task be performed without physically adding the
N points to the data? The answer to the first question is that it depends. The
number changes as the tree grows. It is insufficient to add a fixed number of N
points to the original dataset at the beginning (see Section 2.2). The answer
to the second question is yes. Physically adding N points increases the size
of the dataset and also the running time. A subtle but important issue is
that it is unlikely that we can have points truly uniformly distributed in a
very high dimensional space because we would need an exponential number
of points [23]. We propose a technique to solve the problem, which guarantees
the uniform distribution of the N points. This is done by not adding any N
point to the space but computing them when needed. Hence, CLTree is able
to produce the partition in Figure 1(C) with no N point added to the original
data.
The proposed CLTree technique consists of two steps:
1. Cluster tree construction: This step uses a modified decision tree algorithm
with a new purity function to construct a cluster tree to capture the
natural distribution of the data without making any prior assumptions.
2. Cluster tree pruning: After the tree is built, an interactive pruning step
is performed to simplify the tree to find meaningful/useful clusters. The
final clusters are expressed as a list of hyper-rectangular regions.
The rest of the paper develops the idea further. Experiment results on both
synthetic data and real-life application data show that the proposed technique
is very effective and scales well for large high dimensional datasets.
1.1 Our contributions
The main contribution of this paper is that it proposes a novel clustering
technique, which is based on a supervised learning method [26]. It is fundamentally different from existing clustering techniques. Existing techniques
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form clusters explicitly by grouping data points using some distance or density measures. The proposed technique, however, finds clusters implicitly by
separating data and empty (sparse) regions using a purity function based on
the information theory (the detailed comparison with related work appears in
Section 5). The new method has many distinctive advantages over the existing
methods (although some existing methods also have some of the advantages,
there is no system that has all the advantages):
•

•

•

•

•

CLTree is able to find ”natural” or ”true” clusters because its tree building
process classifies the space into data (dense) and empty (sparse) regions
without making any prior assumptions or using any input parameters.
Most existing methods require the user to specify the number of clusters to
be found and/or density thresholds (e.g., [25, 32, 21, 7, 14, 1, 2, 3, 10, 23]).
Such values are normally difficult to provide, and can be quite arbitrary. As
a result, the clusters found may not reflect the ”true” grouping structure
of the data.
CLTree is able to find clusters in the full dimension space as well as in
any subspaces. It is noted in [3] that many algorithms that work in the
full space do not work well in subspaces of a high dimensional space. The
opposite is also true, i.e., existing subspace clustering algorithms only find
clusters in low dimension subspaces [1, 2, 3]. Our technique is suitable
for both types of clustering because it aims to find simple descriptions of
the data (using as fewer dimensions as possible), which may use all the
dimensions or any subset.
It provides descriptions of the resulting clusters in terms of hyper-rectangle
regions. Most existing clustering methods only group data points together
and give a centroid for each cluster with no detailed description. Since
data mining applications typically require descriptions that can be easily
assimilated by the user as insight and explanations, interpretability of
clustering results is of critical importance.
It comes with an important by-product, the empty (sparse) regions. Although clusters are important, empty regions can also be useful. For example, in a marketing application, clusters may represent different segments
of existing customers of a company, while the empty regions are the profiles
of non-customers. Knowing the profiles of non-customers allows the company to probe into the possibilities of modifying the services or products
and/or of doing targeted marketing in order to attract these potential
customers. Sparse regions also reveal outliers and anomalies, which are
important for many applications.
It deals with outliers effectively. Outliers are data points in a relatively
empty region. CLTree is able to separate outliers from real clusters because it naturally identifies sparse and dense regions. When outliers are
concentrated in certain areas, it is possible that they will be identified as
small clusters. If such outlier clusters are undesirable, we can use a simple
threshold on the size of clusters to remove them. However, sometimes such
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small clusters can be very useful as they may represent exceptions (or unexpected cases) in the data. The interpretation of these small clusters is
dependent on applications.

2 Building Cluster Trees
This section presents our cluster tree algorithm. Since a cluster tree is basically
a decision tree for clustering, we first review the decision tree algorithm in [26].
We then modify the algorithm and its purity function for clustering.
2.1 Decision tree construction
Decision tree construction is a well-known technique for classification [26].
A database for decision tree classification consists of a set of data records,
which are pre-classified into q(≥ 2) known classes. The objective of decision
tree construction is to partition the data to separate the q classes. A decision
tree has two types of nodes, decision nodes and leaf nodes. A decision node
specifies some test on a single attribute. A leaf node indicates the class.
From a geometric point of view, a decision tree represents a partitioning
of the data space. A serial of tests (or cuts) from the root node to a leaf node
represents a hyper-rectangle. For example, the four hyper-rectangular regions
in Figure 2(A) are produced by the tree in Figure 2(B). A region represented
by a leaf can also be expressed as a rule, e.g., the upper right region in Figure
2(A) can be represented by X > 3.5, Y > 3.5 → O, which is also the right
most leaf in Figure 2(B). Note that for a numeric attribute, the decision tree
algorithm in [26] performs binary split, i.e., each cut splits the current space
into two parts (see Figure 2(B)).

Fig. 2. An example partition of the data space and its corresponding decision tree

The algorithm for building a decision tree typically uses the divide and
conquer strategy to recursively partition the data to produce the tree. Each
successive step greedily chooses the best cut to partition the space into two
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parts in order to obtain purer regions. A commonly used criterion (or purity
function) for choosing the best cut is the information gain [26]4 .
The information gain criterion is derived from information theory. The
essential idea of information theory is that the information conveyed by a
message depends on its probability and can be measured in bits as minus the
logarithm to base 2 of that probability.
Suppose we have a dataset D with q classes, C1 , ..., Cq . Suppose further
that we have a possible test x with m outcomes that partitions D into m
subsets D1 , ..., Dm . For a numeric attribute, m = 2, since we only perform
binary split. The probability that we select one record from the set D of data
records and announce that it belongs to some class Cj is given by:
f req(Cj , D)
|D|
where f req(Cj , D)represents the number of data records (points) of the class
Cj in D, while |D| is the total number of data records in D. So the information
that it conveys is:
¶
µ
f req (Cj , D)
bits
− log2
|D|
To find the expected information needed to identify the class of a data record
in D before partitioning occurs, we sum over the classes in proportion to their
frequencies in D, giving:
µ
¶
q
X
f req(Cj, D)
f req(Cj, D)
inf o(D) = −
× log 2
|D|
|D|
j=1
Now, suppose that the dataset D has been partitioned in accordance with
the m outcomes of the test x. The expected amount of information needed
to identify the class of a data record in D after the partitioning had occurred
can be found as the weighted sum over the subsets, as:
inf oX(D) = −

m
X
|Di|
i=1

|D|

× inf o(Di)

where |Di | represents the number of data records in the subset Di after the
partitioning had occurred. The information gained due to the partition is:
gain(X) = inf o(D) − inf ox (D)
Clearly, we should maximize the gain. The gain criterion is to select the test
or cut that maximizes the gain to partition the current data (or space).
The procedure for information gain evaluation is given in Figure 3. It
evaluates every possible value (or cut point) on all dimensions to find the cut
point that gives the best gain.
4
In [26], it can also use the information gain ratio criterion, which is the normalized gain. The normalization is used to avoid favoring a categorical attribute that
has many values. Since we have no categorical attribute, this is not a problem.
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1 for each attribute Ai ∈ {A1 , A2 , , Ad } do
/*A1 , A2 , ,and Ad are the attributes of D*/
for each value x of Ai in D do
2
/*each value is considered as a possible cut*/
3
compute the information gain at x
4
end
5 end
6 Select the test or cut that gives the best information gain to partition the
space
Fig. 3. The information gain evaluation

Scale-up decision tree algorithms: Traditionally, a decision tree algorithm requires the whole data to reside in memory. When the dataset is
too large, techniques from the database community can be used to scale up
the algorithm so that the entire dataset is not required in memory. [4] introduces an interval classifier that uses data indices to efficiently retrieve portions
of data. SPRINT [27]and RainForest [18] propose two scalable techniques
for decision tree building. For example, RainForest only keeps an AVC-set
(attribute-value, classLabel and count) for each attribute in memory. This is
sufficient for tree building and gain evaluation. It eliminates the need to have
the entire dataset in memory. BOAT [19] uses statistical techniques to construct the tree based on a small subset of the data, and correct inconsistency
due to sampling via a scan over the database.
2.2 Building cluster trees: Introducing N points
We now present the modifications made to the decision tree algorithm in [26]
for our clustering purpose. This sub-section focuses on introducing N points.
The next sub-section discusses two changes that need to be made to the
decision tree algorithm. The final sub-section describes the new cut selection
criterion or purity function.
As mentioned before, we give each data point in the original dataset the
class Y , and introduce some uniformly distributed ”non-existing” N points.
We do not physically add these N points to the original data, but only assume
their existence.
We now determine how many N points to add. We add a different number
of N points at each node in tree building. The number of N points for the
current node E is determined by the following rule (note that at the root node,
the number of inherited N points is 0):
Figure4 gives an example. The (parent) node P has two children nodes L
and R. Assume P has 1000 Y points and thus 1000 N points, stored in P.Y
and P.N respectively. Assume after splitting, L has 20 Y points and 500 N
points, and R has 980 Y points and 500 N points. According to the above
rule, for subsequent partitioning, we increase the number of N points at R to
980. The number of N points at L is unchanged.
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1 If the number of N points inherited from the parent node of E is less than
the number of Y points in E then
the number of N points for E is increased to the number of Y points
2
in E
3 else the number of inherited N points from its parent is used for E

Fig. 4. Distributing N points

Fig. 5. The effect of using a fixed number
of N points

The basic idea is that we use an equal number of N points to the number
of Y (data) points (in fact, 1:1 ratio is not necessary, see Section 4.2.2). This is
natural because it allows us to isolate those regions that are densely populated
with data points. The reason that we increase the number of N points of a
node (line 2) if it has more inherited Y points than N points is to avoid the
situation where there may be too few N points left after some cuts or splits.
If we fix the number of N points in the entire space to be the number of Y
points in the original data, the number of N points at a later node can easily
drop to a very small number for a high dimensional space. If there are too few
N points, further splits become difficult, but such splits may still be necessary.
Figure 5 gives an example.
In Figure 5, the original space contains 32 data (Y ) points. According
to the above rule, it also has 32 N points. After two cuts, we are left with
a smaller region (region 1). All the Y points are in this region. If we do
not increase the number of N points for the region, we are left with only
32/22 = 8N points in region 1. This is not so bad because the space has only
two dimensions. If we have a very high dimensional space, the number of N
points will drop drastically (close to 0) after some splits (as the number of N
points drops exponentially).
The number of N points is not reduced if the current node is an N node
(an N node has more N points than Y points) (line 3). A reduction may cause
outlier Y points to form Y nodes or regions (a Y node has an equal number of
Y points as N points or more). Then cluster regions and non-cluster regions
may not be separated.
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2.3 Building cluster trees: Two modifications to the decision tree
algorithm
Since the N points are not physically added to the data, we need to make two
modifications to the decision tree algorithm in [26] in order to build cluster
trees:
1. Compute the number of N points on the fly: From the formulas in Section
2.1, we see that the gain evaluation needs the frequency or the number
of points of each class on each side of a possible cut (or split). Since we
do not have the N points in the data, we need to compute them. This is
simple because we assume that the N points are uniformly distributed in
the space. Figure 6 shows an example. The space has 25 data (Y ) points
and 25 N points. Assume the system is evaluating a possible cut P . The
number of N points on the left-hand-side of P is 25 ∗ 4/10 = 10. The
number of Y points is 3. Likewise, the number of N points on the righthand-side of P is 15 (25 - 10), and the number of Y points is 22. With
these numbers, the information gain at P can be computed. Note that by
computing the number of N points, we essentially guarantee their uniform
distribution.

Fig. 6. Computing the number of N Fig. 7. Cutting on either side of data
points
points

2. Evaluate on both sides of data points: In the standard decision tree building, cuts only occur on one side of data points [26]. However, for our
purpose, this is not adequate as the example in Figure 7 shows. Figure
7 gives 3 possible cuts. cut1 and cut3 are on the right-hand-side of some
data points, while cut2 is on the left-hand-side. If we only allow cuts on
the right-hand-side of data points, we will not be able to obtain a good
cluster description. If we use cut1 , our cluster will contain a large empty
region. If we use cut3 , we lose many data points. In this case, cut2 is the
best. It cuts on the left-hand-side of the data points.
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2.4 Building cluster trees: The new criterion for selecting the best
cut
Decision tree building for classification uses the gain criterion to select the
best cut. For clustering, this is insufficient. The cut that gives the best gain
may not be the best cut for clustering. There are two main problems with the
gain criterion:
1. The cut with the best information gain tends to cut into clusters.
2. The gain criterion does not look ahead in deciding the best cut.
Let us see an example. Figure 8(A) shows a space with two clusters, which
illustrates the first problem. Through gain computation, we find the best cuts
for dimension 1 (d1 cut), and for dimension 2 (d2 cut) respectively. Clearly,
both cuts are undesirable because they cut into clusters. Assume d1 cut gives
a better information gain than d2 cut. We will use d1 cut to partition the
space. The cluster points on the right of d1 cut from both clusters are lost.
This problem occurs because at cluster boundaries there is normally a
higher proportion of N points than that of cluster centers for clusters whose
data points follow a normal-like distribution (cluster centers are much denser
than boundaries) as we assume that the N points are uniformly distributed in
the entire area. The gain criterion will find a balanced point for partitioning,
which tends to be somewhere inside the clusters.
Next, we look at the second problem using Figure 8(B) (same as Figure
8(A)). Ideally, in this situation, we should cut at d2 cut2 or d2 cut3, rather
than d1 cut (although it gives the highest gain). However, using the gain criterion, we are unable to obtain d2 cut2 or d2 cut3 because the gain criterion
does not look ahead to find better cuts. There is also another piece of important information that the gain criterion is unable to capture, the empty region
between d2 cut2 and d2 cut3. Recognizing the empty region is very important
for clustering.

Fig. 8. Problems with the gain criterion

Fig. 9. Determining the best cut

The two problems result in severe fragmentation of clusters (each cluster
is cut into many pieces) and loss of data points. To overcome these problems,
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we designed a new criterion, which still uses information gain as the basis, but
adds to it the ability to look ahead. We call the new criterion the lookahead
gain criterion. For the example in Figure 8(B), we aim to find a cut that is
very close to d2 cut2 or d2 cut3.
The basic idea is as follows: For each dimension i, based on the first cut
found using the gain criterion, we look ahead (at most 2 steps) along each
dimension to find a better cut ci that cuts less into cluster regions, and to find
an associated region ri that is relatively empty (measured by relative density,
see below). ci of the dimension i whose ri has the lowest relative density is
selected as the best cut. The intuition behind this modified criterion is clear.
It tries to find the emptiest region along each dimension to separate clusters.
Definition (relative density): The relative density of a region r is computed with r.Y /r.N , where r.Y and r.N are the number of Y points and the
number of N points in r respectively. We use the example in Figure 9 (a
reproduction of Figure 8(A)) to introduce the lookahead gain criterion. The
algorithm is given in Figure 10. The new criterion consists of 3 steps:
1. Find the initial cuts (line 2, Figure 10): For each dimension i, we use
the gain criterion to find the first best cut point di cut1. For example, in
Figure 9, for dimension 1 and 2, we find d1 cut1, and d2 cut1 respectively.
If we cannot find di cut1 with any gain for a dimension, we ignore this
dimension subsequently.
2. Look ahead to find better cuts (lines 3 and 6, Figure 10): Based
on the first cut, we find a better cut on each dimension by further gain
evaluation. Our objectives are to find:
a) a cut that cuts less into clusters (to reduce the number of lost points),
and
b) an associated region with a low relative density (relatively empty).
Let us denote the two regions separated by di cut1 along dimension i as Li
and Hi , where Li has a lower relative density than Hi . di cut1 forms one
boundary of Li along dimension i. We use bi to denote the other boundary
of Li . To achieve both 2a and 2b, we only find more cuts (at most two)
in Li . We do not go to Hi because it is unlikely that we can find better
cuts there to achieve our objectives (since Hi is denser). This step goes
as follows:
Along each dimension, we find another cut (di cut2) in Li that gives the
best gain. After di cut2 is found, if the relative density of the region between di cut1 and di cut2 is higher than that between di cut2 and bi , we
stop because both objectives are achieved. If not, we find the third cut
(di cut3) by applying the same strategy. We seek the additional cut in
this case because if the region between di cut2 and bi is denser, it means
that there may be clusters in that region. Then, di cut2 is likely to cut
into these clusters.
For example, in Figure 9, we first obtain d1 cut2 and d2 cut2. Since the
relative density of the region between d1 cut1 and d1 cut2 is higher than
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that between d1 cut2 and the boundary on the right (b1 ), we stop for
dimension 1. We have found a better cut d1 cut2 and also a low density
region between d1 cut2 and the right space boundary (b1 ).
However, for dimension 2, we now obtain a situation (in the region between
d2 cut1 and the bottom space boundary, b2 ) like that for dimension 1
before d1 cut2 is found. d2 cut2 cuts into another cluster. We then apply
the same method to the data points and the region between d2 cut1 and
d2 cut2 since the relative density is lower between them, another local
best cut d2 cut3 is found, which is a much better cut, i.e., cutting almost
at the cluster boundary. We now have two good cuts d1 cut2 and d2 cut3
for dimension 1 and 2 respectively. We also found two low density regions
associated with the cuts, i.e., the region between d1 cut2 and the right
space boundary (b1 ) for dimension 1, and the region between d2 cut2 and
d2 cut3 for dimension 2.
3. Select the overall best cut (line 5, 7 and 10): We compare the relative
densities (r densityi ) of the low density regions identified in step 2 of all
dimensions. The best cut in the dimension that gives the lowest r densityi
value is chosen as the best cut overall. In our example, the relative density
between d2 cut2 and d2 cut3 is clearly lower than that between d1 cut2
and the right space boundary, thus d2 cut3 is the overall best cut.
The reason that we use relative density to select the overall best cut is
because it is desirable to split at the cut point that may result in a big
empty (N ) region (e.g., between d2 cut2 and d2 cut3), which is more likely
to separate clusters.
This algorithm can also be scaled up using the existing decision tree scaleup techniques in [18, 27] since the essential computation here is the same
as that in decision tree building, i.e., the gain evaluation. Our new criterion
simply performs the gain evaluation more than once.

3 User-Oriented Pruning of Cluster Trees
The recursive partitioning method of building cluster trees will divide the
data space until each partition contains only points of a single class, or until
no test (or cut) offers any improvement5 . The result is often a very complex
tree that partitions the space more than necessary. This problem is the same
as that in classification [26]. There are basically two ways to produce simpler
trees:
1. Stopping: deciding not to divide a region any further, or
2. Pruning: removing some of the tree parts after the tree has been built.
The first approach has the attraction that time is not wasted in building the
complex tree. However, it is known in classification research that stopping
5

We use the same criterion as that in [26] to decide whether any improvement
can be made.
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Algorithm evaluateCut(D)
1 for each attribute Ai ∈ {A1, A2, , Ad} do
di cut1 = the value (cut) of Ai that gives the best gain on dimension
2
i;
3
di cut2 = the value (cut) of Ai that gives the best gain in the Li region
produced by di cut1;
4
if the relative density between di cut1 and di cut2 is higher than that
between di cut2 and bi then
5
r densityi = yi /ni , where yi and ni are the numbers of Y points
and N points between di cut2 and bi
6
else di cut3 = the value (cut) that gives the best gain in the Li region
produced by di cut2;
/* Li here is the region between di cut1 and di cut2 */
7
r densityi = yi /ni , where yi and ni are the numbers of Y points
and N points in the region between di cut1 and di cut3 or di cut2
and di cut3 that has a lower proportion of Y points (or a lower
relative density).
8
end
9 end
10 bestCut = di cut3 (or di cut2 if there is no di cut3) of dimension i whose
r densityi is the minimal among the d dimensions.
Fig. 10. Determining the best cut in CLTree

is often unreliable because it is very hard to get the stopping criterion right
[26]. This has also been our experience. Thus, we adopted the pruning strategy.
Pruning is more reliable because after tree building we have seen the complete
structure of data. It is much easier to decide which parts are unnecessary.
The pruning method used for classification, however, cannot be applied
here because clustering, to certain extent, is a subjective task. Whether a
clustering is good or bad depends on the application and the user’s subjective judgment of its usefulness [9, 24]. Thus, we use a subjective measure for
pruning. We use the example in Figure 11 to explain.
The original space is partitioned into 14 regions by the cluster tree. By
simply looking at Figure 11, it is not clear whether we should report one
cluster (the whole space) or two clusters. If we are to report two clusters,
should we report the region C1 and C2, or S1 and S2? The answers to these
questions depend on the specific application.
We propose two interactive approaches to allow the user to explore the
cluster tree to find meaningful/useful clusters.
Browsing: The user simply explores the tree him/herself to find meaningful
clusters (prune the rest). A user interface has been built to facilitate this
exploration. This is not a difficult task because the major clusters are identified
at the top levels of the tree.
User-oriented pruning: The tree is pruned using two user-specify parameters
(see below). After pruning, we summarize the clusters by extracting only those
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Fig. 11. How many clusters are there, and what are the cluster regions?

Y leaves from the tree and express them with hyper-rectangular regions (each
Y leaf naturally forms a region or a rule (see Section 2.1)). The user can then
view and study them. This is more convenient then viewing a tree, as a tree
with many internal nodes can be confusing.
The two parameters used in pruning are as follows:
min y: It specifies the minimal number of Y points that a region must contain
(to be considered interesting). min y is expressed as a percentage of |D|. That
is, a node with fewer than min y ∗ |D| number of Y points is not interesting.
For example, in Figure 11, if min y ∗ |D| = 6, the number of Y points (which
is 4) in S4 (before it is cut into three smaller regions) is too few. Thus, further
cuts will not be considered, i.e., the two cuts in S4 are pruned. However, S4
may join S2 (see below) to form a bigger cluster. min rd: It specifies whether
an N region (node) E should join an adjacent Y region F to form a bigger
cluster region. If the relative density of E, E.Y /E.N , is greater than min rd,
where E.Y (or E.N ) gives the number of Y (or N ) points contained in E,
then E and F should be combined to form a bigger cluster. For example, the
min rd value will decide whether S3 should join S1 to form a bigger cluster.
If so, more data points are included in the cluster.
The pruning algorithm is given in Figure 12. The basic idea is as follows:
It recursively descends down the tree in a depth first manner and then backs
up level-by-level to determine whether a cluster should be formed by a Y
node alone or by joining it with the neighboring node. If the two subtrees
below a node can be pruned, the algorithm assigns TRUE to the Stop field
(node.Stop) of the node data structure. Otherwise, it assigns FALSE to the
field.
Once the algorithm is completed, we simply descend down the tree again
along each branch to find the first Y node whose Stop field is TRUE (not
shown in Figure 12). These nodes are the clusters, which are presented to the
user as a list of cluster regions.
The evaluatePrune algorithm is linear to the number of nodes in the tree
as it traverses the tree only once.
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Algorithm evaluatePrune(N ode, min y, min rd)
/* N ode is the node being analyzed */
1 if N ode is a leaf then N ode.Stop = TRUE
2 else Lef tChild = N ode.lef t; RightChild = N ode.right;
3
if Lef tChild.Y < min y ∗ |D| then Lef tChild.Stop = TRUE
4
else evaluateP rune(Lef tChild, min y, min rd);
5
end
6
if RightChild.Y < min y ∗ |D| then RightChild.Stop = TRUE
7
else evaluateP rune(RightChild, min y, min rd);
end
8
9
if Lef tChild.Stop = TRUE then
/* We assume that the relative density of LeftChild is */
10
if RightChild.Stop = TRUE then
/* always higher than that of RightChild */
11
if RightChild.Y /RightChild.N > min rd then
12
N ode.Stop = TRUE
/* We can prune from Node either because we can join
or because both children are N nodes. */
13
elseif Lef tChild is an N node then N ode.Stop = TRUE
14
else N ode.Stop = FALSE
15
end
16
else N ode.Stop = FALSE
17
end
18
else N ode.Stop = FALSE
19
end
20 end
Fig. 12. The cluster tree pruning algorithm

4 Performance Experiments
In this section, we empirically evaluate CLTree using synthetic as well as
real-life datasets. Our experiments aim to establish the following:
•

•

Efficiency: Determine how the execution time scales with, dimensionality
of clusters, size of datasets, dimensionality of datasets, and number of
clusters in the data space.
Accuracy: Test if CLTree finds known clusters in subspaces as well as in the
full space of a high dimensional space. Since CLTree provides descriptions
of clusters, we test how accurate the descriptions are with different pruning
parameters. We also test how the ratio of the numbers of N and Y points
affect the accuracy.

All the experiments were run on SUN E450 with one 250MHZ cpu and 512MB
memory.
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4.1 Synthetic data generation
We implemented two data generators for our experiments. One generates
datasets following a normal distribution, and the other generates datasets
following a uniform distribution. For both generators, all data points have
coordinates in the range [0, 100] on each dimension. The percentage of noise
or outliers (noise level ) is a parameter. Outliers are distributed uniformly at
random throughout the entire space.
Normal distribution: The first data generator generates data points in
each cluster following a normal distribution. Each cluster is described by the
subset of dimensions, the number of data points, and the value range along
each cluster dimension. The data points for a given cluster are generated as
follows: The coordinates of the data points on the non-cluster dimensions are
generated uniformly at random. For a cluster dimension, the coordinates of
the data points projected onto the dimension follow a normal distribution.
The data generator is able to generate clusters of elliptical shape and also has
the flexibility to generate clusters of different sizes.
Uniform distribution: The second data generator generates data points
in each cluster following a uniform distribution. The clusters are hyperrectangles in a subset (including the full set) of the dimensions. The surfaces
of such a cluster are parallel to axes. The data points for a given cluster are
generated as follows: The coordinates of the data points on non-cluster dimensions are generated uniformly at random over the entire value ranges of
the dimensions. For a cluster dimension in the subspace in which the cluster is
embedded, the value is drawn at random from a uniform distribution within
the specified value range.
4.2 Synthetic data results
Scalability results
For our experiments reported below, the noise level is set at 10%. The execution times (in sec.) do not include the time for pruning, but only tree building.
Pruning is very efficient because we only need to traverse the tree once. The
datasets reside in memory.
Dimensionality of hidden clusters: CLTree can be used for finding
clusters in the full dimensional space as well as in any subspaces. Figure 13
shows the scalability as the dimensionality of the clusters is increased from
2 to 20 in a 20-dimensional space. In each case, 5 clusters are embedded in
different subspaces of the 20-dimensional space. In the last case, the clusters
are in the full space. Each dataset has 100,000 records. From the figure, we
see that when the clusters are hyper-rectangles (in which the data points
are uniformly distributed), CLTree takes less time to build the tree. This is
because CLTree can naturally find hyper-rectangular clusters, and thus tree
building stopped earlier. For both normal and uniform distribution data, we
obtain better than linear scale-up.
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Dataset size: Figure 14 shows the scalability as the size of the dataset is
increased from 100,000 to 500,000 records. The data space has 20 dimensions,
and 5 hidden clusters, each in a different 5-dimensional subspace. The execution time scales up linearly (although the time complexity of the algorithm is
O(nlogn)).
Dimensionality of the data space: Figure 15 shows the scalability as
the dimensionality of the data space is increased from 10 to 100. The dataset
has 100,000 records and 5 clusters, each in a different 5-dimensional subspace.
In both cases (normal distribution data and uniform distribution data), the
algorithm scales up linearly.
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Number of clusters in the space: Figure 16 shows the scalability as
the number of clusters in the space is increased from 2 to 20. The data space
has 20 dimensions and 100,000 records. Each cluster is embedded in a different
5-dimensional subspace. For both uniform and normal datasets, the execution
times do not vary a great deal as the number of clusters increases.
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Accuracy and sensitivity results
In all the above experiments, CLTree recovers all the original clusters embedded in the full dimensional space and subspaces. All cluster dimensions
and their boundaries are found without including any extra dimension. For
pruning, we use CLTree’s default settings of min y = 1% and min rd = 10%
(see below).
Since CLTree provides precise cluster descriptions, which are represented
by hyper-rectangles and the number of data (Y ) points contained in each of
them, below we show the percentage of data points recovered in the clusters using various min y and min rd values, and noise levels. Two sets of
experiments are conducted. In both sets, each data space has 20 dimensions,
and 100,000 data points. In the first set, the number of clusters is 5, and
in the other set, the number of clusters is 10. Each cluster is in a different
5-dimensional subspace. We will also show how the ratio of N and Y points
affects the accuracy. min y: We vary the value of min y from 0.05% to 5%,
and set min rd = 10% and noise level = 10%. Figure 17 gives the results. For
uniform distribution, even min y is very low, all the data points in the clusters
are found for both 5 and 10 cluster cases. All the clusters and their dimensions are also recovered. For normal distribution, the percentage of data points
found in the clusters is relatively low when min y is very small (0.05%, 0.1%
or 0.3%). It increases dramatically and stabilizes after min y passes 0.5%.
From min y = 0.5, the percentages of data points (outliers are not counted)
recovered are very high, around 95%.
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Fig. 17. Percentage of cluster data points Fig. 18. Percentage of cluster data points
found with min y
found with min rd

min rd: Figure 18 shows the percentages of data points found in the clusters with different values of min rd. The noise level is set at 10% and min y
at 1%. The min rd values in the range of 2-30% do not affect the number
of cluster data points found in the uniform distribution datasets. The reason
is that clusters in these datasets do not have the problem of low-density regions around the cluster boundaries as in the case of normal distribution. For
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the normal distribution datasets, when min rd is small, more data points are
found, 95% or more. When min rd is too small, i.e., below 2% (not shown in
Figure 18), some clusters are merged, which is not desirable. When min rd
is more than 15%, the number of data points recovered in the clusters starts
to drop and reaches 58-64% when min rd is 25% and 30%. That is, when the
min rd value is very high, we only find the core regions of the clusters. In all
these experiments (except those with min rd below 2%), pruning finds the
correct number of clusters, and also the cluster dimensions. Only the number
of data points contained in each cluster region changes with different min rd
values. The results shown in Figure 18 can be explained using Figure 11 (Section 3). If min rd is set low, we will find C1 and C2. If min rd is set too low
we will find the whole space as one cluster. If it is set very high, we only find
S1 and S2.
Noise level: Figure 19 shows how the noise level affects the percentage
of data points recovered in the cluster regions (the noise data or outliers are
not included in counting). We use min y = 1% and min rd = 10%, which are
the default settings for pruning as they perform very well. For the uniform
distribution datasets, the noise level in the range of 5-30% does not affect the
result. All data points are recovered. For the normal distribution datasets,
when the noise level goes up, the percentages of data points found do not
change a great deal for both 5 and 10 clusters. In all cases, the clusters are
found.
N:Y ratio: In Section 2.2, we assume an equal number of N points as
Y points. In fact, 1:1 ratio is not necessary. We experimented with different
N : Y ratios (using default min y and min rd values, and 10% noise). The
results are shown in Figure 20. In these experiments, all correct clusters are
found. The percentage of cluster data points found hardly change.
min y and min rd in applications: From the above experiment results,
we see that the clustering results are not very sensitive to the min y and
min rd values. Although when min rd is too high, we may lose many data
points, we can still find the core regions of the clusters. Thus, in a real-life
application, it is rather safe to give both parameters high values, e.g., min y
= 1-5% and min rd = 10-30%. After we have found the core of each cluster,
we can lower down the values to find bigger cluster regions. Alternatively,
we can explore the cluster tree ourselves from those nodes representing the
cluster cores.
4.3 Real-life data results
We applied CLTree to three real life datasets. Due to space limitations, we can
only describe one here. min y = 1% and min rd = 10% are used for pruning.
This dataset is obtained from an educational institution. It stores the
examination grades (in A, B, C, D, and F) of their students in 12 courses.
CLTree finds 4 main clusters (with some smaller ones). The descriptions of
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the 4 clusters and the dimensions used are shown in the table below. The last
column gives the percentage of students that falls into each cluster.
Clusters
1
2
3
4

C1 C2 C3
B-A C-A C-A
C-A
F-C D-D F-C
F-D F-D F-D

Courses
% of Students
C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12
C-A C-A C-A C-A C-A D-A B-A C-A B-A
14.2%
F-C
47.7%
F-D D-D F-D D-D F-C
D-D F-D F-D
6.5%
F-D F-D F-C C-A
F-C
8.1%

The first cluster clearly identifies those consistently good students. They
perform well in all courses except one, for which they may not do well. It turns
out that this course is not a technical course (C9), but a course on writing.
There are also two difficult courses (C1 and C10) that they do quite well. This
cluster is in the full space, involving all 12 dimensions. The value ranges in
the 12 dimensions give a precise description of the cluster. Note that although
using C10 alone can already separate this cluster from others, we cannot use
only B-A for C10 to describe the cluster because it is not precise enough.
The second cluster represents the average student population. Their examination scores can go up and down. This cluster is a subspace cluster, involving
only two dimensions. They tend to do reasonably well in C2 and poorly in
C10, which is a difficult course.
Cluster 3 and 4 identify two groups of poor students. Both groups perform
badly in courses that require strong logical thinking. However, one group is
bad consistently in every course except one, which happens to be the writing
course, C9. This cluster is a subspace cluster involving 11 dimensions. The
other cluster of students may do reasonably well in those courses that do not
require strong logical thinking (C8, C9, C11, and C12). This cluster is also a
subspace cluster involving 8 dimensions.
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5 Related Work
This section consists of two sub-sections. In the first sub-section, we compare
CLTree with existing clustering techniques. In the second sub-section, we compare the parameters used in CLTree with those used in existing methods.
5.1 Clustering techniques
Traditional clustering techniques can be broadly categorized into partitional
clustering and hierarchical clustering [24, 12]. Given n data records, partitional
clustering determines a partitioning of the records into k clusters such that
the data records in a cluster are nearer to one another than the records in
different clusters [24, 12]. The main problem with partitional techniques is
that they are often very sensitive to the initial seeds, outliers and the order in
which the data points are presented [24, 7, 14]. CLTree does not have these
problems.
Hierarchical clustering is a nested sequence of partitions. A clustering can
be created by building a tree (also called a dendrogram) either from leaves to
the root (agglomerative approach) or from the root down to the leaves (divisive
approach) by merging or dividing clusters at each step. Building a tree using
either an agglomerative or a divisive approach can be prohibitively expensive
for large datasets because the complexity of the algorithms is usually at least
O(n2 ), where n is the number of data points or records.
Both partitional and hierarchical methods are based on distance comparison. It is shown in [23] that distance-based approaches are not effective for
clustering in a very high dimensional space because it is unlikely that data
points are nearer to each other than the average distance between data points
[23, 6]. As a consequence, the difference between the distance to the nearest
and the farthest neighbor of a data point goes to zero [6].
CLTree is different from partitional clustering because it does not explicitly
group data points using distance comparison. It is different from hierarchical
clustering because it does not merge the closest (or split the farthest) groups
of records to form clusters. Instead, CLTree performs clustering by classifying
data regions (Y regions) and empty regions (N regions) in the space using a
purity function based on the information theory.
Most traditional clustering methods have very high computational complexities. They are not suitable for clustering of large high dimensional
datasets. In the past few years, a number of studies were made to scale up
these algorithms by using randomized search (CLARANS [25]), by condensing
the data (BIRCH [32] and the system in [7]), by using grids (e.g., DENCLUE
[22]), and by sampling (CURE [21]). These works are different from ours because our objective is not to scale up an existing algorithm, but to propose a
new clustering technique that can overcome many problems with the existing
methods.
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Recently, some clustering algorithms based on local density comparisons
and/or grids were reported, e.g., DBSCAN [10], DBCLASD [31], STING [30],
WaveCluster [28] and DENCLUE [22]. Density-based approaches, however,
are not effective in a high dimensional space because the space is too sparsely
filled (see [23] for more discussions). It is noted in [3] that DBSCAN only runs
with datasets having fewer than 10 dimensions. Furthermore, these methods
cannot be used to find subspace clusters. OptiGrid [23] finds clusters in high
dimension spaces by projecting the data onto each axis and then partitioning
the data using cutting planes at low-density points. The approach will not
work effectively in situations where some well-separated clusters in the full
space may overlap when they are projected onto each axis. OptiGrid also
cannot find subspace clusters.
CLIQUE [3] is a subspace clustering algorithm. It finds dense regions in
each subspace of a high dimensional space. The algorithm uses equal-size cells
and cell densities to determine clustering. The user needs to provide the cell
size and the density threshold. This approach does not work effectively for
clusters that involve many dimensions. According to the results reported in
[3], the highest dimensionality of subspace clusters is only 10. Furthermore,
CLIQUE does not produce disjoint clusters as normal clustering algorithms
do. Dense regions at different subspaces typically overlap. This is due to the
fact that for a given dense region all its projections on lower dimensionality
subspaces are also dense, and get reported. [8] presents a system that uses the
same approach as CLIQUE, but has a different measurement of good clustering. CLTree is different from this grid and density based approach because its
cluster tree building does not depend on any input parameter. It is also able
to find disjoint clusters of any dimensionality.
[1, 2] studies projected clustering, which is related to subspace clustering
in [3], but find disjoint clusters as traditional clustering algorithms do. Unlike traditional algorithms, it is able to find clusters that use only a subset of
the dimensions. The algorithm ORCLUS [2]is based on hierarchical merging
clustering. In each clustering iteration, it reduces the number of clusters (by
merging) and also reduces the number of dimensions. The algorithm assumes
that the number of clusters and the number of projected dimensions are given
beforehand. CLTree does not need such parameters. CLTree also does not
require all projected clusters to have the same number of dimensions, i.e., different clusters may involve different numbers of dimensions (see the clustering
results in Section 4.3).
Another body of existing work is on clustering of categorical data [29, 20,
15]. Since this paper focuses on clustering in a numerical space, we will not
discuss these works further.
5.2 Input parameters
Most existing cluster methods critically depend on input parameters, e.g., the
number of clusters (e.g., [25, 32, 1, 2, 7]), the size and density of grid cells
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(e.g., [22, 3, 8]), and density thresholds (e.g., [10, 23]). Different parameter
settings often result in completely different clustering. CLTree does not need
any input parameter in its main clustering process, i.e., cluster tree building.
It uses two parameters only in pruning. However, these parameters are quite
different in nature from the parameters used in the existing algorithms. They
only facilitate the user to explore the space of clusters in the cluster tree to
find useful clusters.
In traditional hierarchical clustering, one can also save which clusters are
merged and how far apart they are at each clustering step in a tree form.
This information can be used by the user in deciding which level of clustering
to make use of. However, as we discussed above, distance in a high dimensional space can be misleading. Furthermore, traditional hierarchical clustering methods do not give a precise description of each cluster. It is thus hard
for the user to interpret the saved information. CLTree, on the other hand,
gives precise cluster regions in terms of hyper-rectangles, which are easy to
understand.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a novel clustering technique, called CLTree, which
is based on decision trees in classification research. CLTree performs clustering by partitioning the data space into data and empty regions at various
levels of details. To make the decision tree algorithm work for clustering, we
proposed a technique to introduce non-existing points to the data space, and
also designed a new purity function that looks ahead in determining the best
partition. Additionally, we devised a user-oriented pruning method in order to
find subjectively interesting/useful clusters. The CLTree technique has many
advantages over existing clustering methods. It is able to find ”natural” clusters. It is suitable for subspace as well as full space clustering. It also provides
descriptions of the resulting clusters. Finally, it comes with an important byproduct, the empty (sparse) regions, which can be used to find outliers and
anomalies. Extensive experiments have been conducted with the proposed
technique. The results demonstrated its effectiveness.
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Summary. The discovery of association rules has been known to be useful in selective marketing, decision analysis, and business management. An important application area of mining association rules is the market basket analysis, which studies
the buying behaviors of customers by searching for sets of items that are frequently
purchased together. With the increasing use of the record-based databases whose
data is being continuously added, recent important applications have called for the
need of incremental mining. In dynamic transaction databases, new transactions are
appended and obsolete transactions are discarded as time advances. Several research
works have developed feasible algorithms for deriving precise association rules eﬃciently and eﬀectively in such dynamic databases. On the other hand, approaches
to generate approximations from data streams have received a significant amount
of research attention recently. In each scheme, previously proposed algorithms are
explored with examples to illustrate their concepts and techniques in this chapter.

1 Introduction
Due to the increasing use of computing for various applications, the importance of data mining is growing at rapid pace recently. It is noted that analysis of past transaction data can provide very valuable information on customer buying behavior, and thus improve the quality of business decisions. In
essence, it is necessary to collect and analyze a suﬃcient amount of sales data
before any meaningful conclusion can be drawn therefrom. Since the amount
of these processed data tends to be huge, it is important to devise eﬃcient
algorithms to conduct mining on these data. Various data mining capabilities
have been explored in the literature [2, 4, 5, 12, 10, 11, 20, 38, 50, 51]. Among
them, the one receiving a significant amount of research attention is on mining association rules over basket data [2, 3, 16, 21, 24, 32, 35, 40, 43, 49]. For
example, given a database of sales transactions, it is desirable to discover all
associations among items such that the presence of some items in a transaction will imply the presence of other items in the same transaction, e.g., 90%
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of customers that purchase milk and bread also purchase eggs at the same
time.
Recent important applications have called for the need of incremental mining. This is due to the increasing use of the record-based databases whose data
is being continuously added. Examples of such applications include Web log
records, stock market data, grocery sales data, transactions in electronic commerce, and daily weather/traﬃc records, to name a few. In many applications,
we would like to mine the transaction database for a fixed amount of most
recent data (say, data in the last 12 months). That is, in the incremental mining, one has to not only include new data (i.e., data in the new month) into,
but also remove the old data (i.e., data in the most obsolete month) from the
mining process.
A naive approach to solve the incremental mining problem is to re-run
the mining algorithm on the updated database. However, it obviously lacks of
eﬃciency since previous results are not utilized on supporting the discovering
of new results while the updated portion is usually small compared to the
whole dataset. Consequently, the eﬃciency and the eﬀectiveness of algorithms
for incremental mining are both crucial issues which will be discussed in details
in this chapter.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Preliminaries including the
mining of association rules and the need for performing incremental mining
are given in Section 1. Algorithms for mining association rules incrementally
from transactional databases that generate precise results are described in
Section 2. On the other hand, algorithms dealing with data streams (i.e., online
transaction flows) that generate approximate results are explored in Section 3.
In each scheme, the algorithms can be further categorized according to their
major principles. Namely, the Apriori-based algorithms, the partition-based
algorithms and the pattern growth algorithms. In Section 4, remarks on the
relationship between two schemes are made, giving the summary of the state
of the art for incremental mining on association rules.
1.1 Mining Association Rules
Mining association rules was first introduced in [2], where the goal is to discover interesting relationships among items in a given transactional dataset.
A mathematical model was proposed in [2] to address the problem of
mining association rules. Let I={i1 , i2 , ..., im } be a set of literals, called items.
Let D be a set of transactions, where each transaction T is a set of items such
that T ⊆ I. Note that the quantities of items bought in a transaction are
not considered, meaning that each item is a binary variable representing if
an item was bought. Each transaction is associated with an identifier, called
TID. Let X be an itemset, i.e., a set of items. A transaction T is said to
contain X if and only if X ⊆ T . An association
T rule is an implication of the
form X =⇒ Y , where X ⊂ I, Y ⊂ I and X Y = φ. The rule X =⇒ YShas
support s in the transaction set D if s% of transactions in D contain X Y .
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The rule X =⇒ Y holds in the transaction set D with conf idence c if c% of
transactions in D that contain X also contain Y . By utilizing the notation of
probability theory, the concepts of support and confidence for an association
rule can be formulated as
support(X =⇒ Y ) = P (X ∪ Y ) and,
conf idence(X =⇒ Y ) = P (Y |X).
For a given pair of support and confidence thresholds, namely the minimum support Smin and the minimum confidence Cmin , the problem of mining
association rules is to find out all the association rules that have confidence
and support greater than the corresponding thresholds. Moreover, the mining
of association rules is a two-step process:
1. Find all frequent itemsets: Frequent itemsets are itemsets satisfying the
support threshold, i.e., {X|X.support ≥ Smin }. In some earlier literatures,
frequent itemsets are also termed as large itemsets and the set of frequent
k-itemsets (which are composed of k items) is thus commonly denoted by Lk .
Consequently, the goal in this step is to discover the set {L1 , ...Lk }.
2. Generate association rules from the frequent itemsets: For any pair of
X.support
≥ Cmin , then
frequent itemsets W and X satisfying X ⊂ W , if W.support
X =⇒ Y (= W − X) is identified as a valid rule.
The overall performance of mining association rules is in fact determined
by the first step. After the frequent itemsets are identified, the corresponding
association rules can be derived in a straightforward manner [2] as shown in
the second step above. A numerous prior works including the Apriori [2], the
DHP [40], and partition-based ones [31, 43] are proposed to solve the first
subproblem eﬃciently. In addition, several novel mining techniques, including
TreeProjection [1], FP-tree [23, 24, 42], and constraint-based ones [22, 26, 41,
49] also received a significant amount of research attention. To clarify the idea
of the mining of association rules before formally introducing the incremental
mining, some representative algorithms along with illustrative examples are
provided in following sections.
Apriori-Based Algorithms
Algorithm Apriori [2] is an influential algorithm for mining association rules. It
uses prior knowledge of frequent itemset properties to help on narrowing the
search space of required frequent itemsets. Specifically, k-itemsets are used
to explore (k+1)-itemsets during the levelwise process of frequent itemset
generation. The set of frequent 1-itemsets (L1 ) is firstly found by scanning
the whole dataset once. L1 is then used by performing join and prune actions
to form the set of candidate 2-itemsets (C2 ). After another data scan, the set
of frequent 2-itemsets (L2 ) are identified and extracted from C2 . The whole
process continues iteratively until there is no more candidate itemsets which
can be formed from previous Lk .
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Fig. 1. An illustrative transaction database

Example 1: Consider an example transaction database given in Fig. 1. In
each iteration (or each pass), algorithm Apriori constructs a candidate set of
large itemsets, counts the number of occurrences of each candidate itemset,
and then determine large itemsets based on a predetermined minimum support
Smin . In the first iteration, Apriori simply scans all the transactions to count
the number of occurrences for each item. The set of candidate 1-itemsets,
C1 , obtained is shown in Fig. 2. Assuming that Smin =40%, the set of large
1-itemsets (L1 ) composed of candidate 1-itemsets with the minimum support
required, can then be determined. To discover the set of large 2-itemsets, in
view of the fact that any subset of a large itemset must also have minimum
support, Apriori uses L1 *L1 to generate a candidate set of itemsets C2 where
* is an operation for concatenation in this case. C2 consists of
µ
¶
|L1 |
2
2-itemsets. Next, the nine transactions in D are scanned and the support of
each candidate itemset in C2 is counted. The middle table of the second row
in Fig. 2 represents the result from such counting in C2 . The set of large 2itemsets, L2 , is therefore determined based on the support of each candidate
2-itemset in C2 .
The set of candidate 3-itemsets (C3 ) is generated from L2 as follows. From
L2 , two large 2-itemsets with the same first item, such as {AB} and {AC},
are identified first. Then, Apriori tests whether the 2-itemset {BC}, which
consists of their second items, contributes a frequent 2-itemset or not. Since
{BC} is a frequent itemset by itself, we know that all the subsets of {ABC}
are frequent and then {ABC} becomes a candidate 3-itemset. There is no
other candidate 3-itemset from L2 . Apriori then scans all the transactions
and discovers the large 3-itemsets L3 in Fig. 2. Since there is no candidate
4-itemset to be constituted from L3 , Apriori ends the process of discovering
frequent itemsets.
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Fig. 2. Generation of candidate itemsets and frequent itemsets using algorithm
Apriori

Similar to Apriori, another well known algorithm, DHP [39], also generates
candidate k-itemsets from Lk−1 . However, DHP employs a hash table, which
is built in the previous pass, to test the eligibility of a k-itemset. Instead of
including all k-itemset from Lk−1 *Lk−1 into Ck , DHP adds a k-itemset into
Ck only if that k-itemset is hashed into a hash entry whose value is larger
than equal to the minimum transaction support required. As a result, the size
of candidate set Ck can be reduced significantly. Such a filtering technique is
particularly powerful in reducing the size of C2 .
Example 2: The eﬀect of utilizing the hash table on helping to reduce the
size of C2 is provided in Fig. 3. It is noted that since the total counts for
buckets 1 and 3 cannot satisfy the minimum support constraint, itemsets in
these buckets, e.g., {A E}, should not be included in C2 . This improve the
computing eﬃciency while the number of candidate itemsets to be checked is
reduced.
DHP also reduces the database size progressively by not only trimming
each individual transaction size but also pruning the number of transactions
in the database. We note that both DHP and Apriori are iterative algorithms
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Fig. 3. An example hash table for reducing the size of C2 in previous example. The
corresponding hash function is h(x,y)=[(order of x)*10+(order of y)]mod 7 where
the order of item A is 1, the order of item B is 2, and so on.

on the frequent itemset size in the sense that the frequent k-itemset are derived
from the frequent (k-1)-itemsets.
Most of the previous studies, including those in [2, 7, 13, 14, 40, 44, 47],
belong to Apriori-based approaches. Basically, an Apriori-based approach is
based on an anti-monotone Apriori heuristic [2], i.e., if any itemset of length
k is not frequent in the database, its length ( k + 1) super-itemset will never
be frequent. The essential idea is to iteratively generate the set of candidate
itemsets of length (k +1) from the set of frequent itemsets of length k (for k ≥
1), and to check their corresponding occurrence frequencies in the database.
As a result, if the largest frequent itemset is a j-itemset, then an Apriori-based
algorithm may need to scan the database up to (j + 1) times.
In Apriori-based algorithms, C3 is generated from L2 ∗ L2 . In fact, a C2
can be used to generate the candidate 3-itemsets. This technique is referred
to as scan reduction in [10]. Clearly, a C30 generated from C2 ∗ C2 , instead of
from L2 ∗ L2 , will have a size greater than |C3 | where C3 is generated from
L2 ∗ L2 . However, if |C30 | is not much larger than |C3 |, and both C2 and C3
can be stored in main memory, we can find L2 and L3 together when the next
scan of the database is performed, thereby saving one round of database scan.
It can be seen that using this concept, one can determine all Lk s by as few
as two scans of the database (i.e., one initial scan to determine L1 and a final
scan to determine all other frequent itemsets), assuming that Ck0 for k ≥ 3 is
0
and all Ck0 for k > 2 can be kept in the memory. In [11],
generated from Ck−1
the technique of scan-reduction was utilized and shown to result in prominent
performance improvement.
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Partition-Based Algorithms
There are several techniques developed in prior works to improve the eﬃciency
of algorithm Apriori, e.g., hashing itemset counts, transaction reduction, data
sampling, data partitioning and so on. Among the various techniques, the data
partitioning is the one with great importance since the goal in this chapter is
on the incremental mining where bulks of transactions may be appended or
discarded as time advances.
The works in [31, 37, 43] are essentially based on a partition-based heuristic, i.e., if X is a frequent itemset in database D which is divided into n
partitions p 1 , p 2 , ..., p n , then X must be a frequent itemset in at least one of
the n partitions. The partition algorithm in [43] divides D into n partitions,
and processes one partition in main memory at a time. The algorithm first
scans partition pi , for i = 1 to n, to find the set of all local frequent itemsets
in pi , denoted as Lpi . Then, by taking the union of Lpi for i = 1 to n, a set of
candidate itemsets over D is constructed, denoted as C G . Based on the above
partition-based heuristic, C G is a superset of the set of all frequent itemsets in
D. Finally, the algorithm scans each partition for the second time to calculate
the support of each itemset in C G and to find out which candidate itemsets
are really frequent itemsets in D.
Example 3: The flow of algorithm Partition is shown in Fig. 4. In this example, D is divided into three partitions, i.e., P1 , P2 and P3 , and each partition
contains three transactions. The sets of locally frequent itemsets LPi are discovered based on transactions in each partition. For example, LP2 = {{A},
{B}, {C}, {F}, {A B}}. As is also shown in Fig. 4, the set of global candidate itemsets C G is then generated by taking the union of LPi . Finally, these
candidate itemsets are verified by scanning the whole dataset D once more.
1. Partition the whole dataset
D into partitions whose sizes
can fit into the main memory
P1
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Fig. 4. Generation of global candidate itemsets using algorithm Partition.
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Instead of constructing C G by taking the union of Lpi , for i = 1 to n, at
the end of the first scan, some variations of the above partition algorithm are
proposed in [31, 37]. In [37], algorithm SPINC constructs C G incrementally
by adding Lpi to C G whenever Lpi is available. SPINC starts the counting of
occurrences for each candidate itemset c ∈ C G as soon as c is added to C G . In
[31], algorithm AS-CPA employs prior knowledge collected during the mining
process to further reduce the number of candidate itemsets and to overcome
the problem of data skew. However, these works were not devised to handle
incremental updating of association rule.
Pattern Growth Algorithms
It is noted that the generation of frequent itemsets in both the Apriori-based
algorithms and the partition-based algorithms is in the style of candidate
generate-and-test. No matter how the search space for candidate itemsets
is narrowed, in some cases, it may still need to generate a huge number of
candidate itemsets. In addition, the number of database scans is limited to be
at least twice, and usually some extra scans are needed to avoid unreasonable
computing overheads. These two problems are nontrivial and are resulted from
the utilization of the Apriori approach.
To overcome these diﬃculties, the tree structure which stores projected information of large datasets are utilized in some prior works [1, 24]. In [1], the
algorithm TreeProjection constructs a lexicographical tree and has the whole
database projected based on the frequent itemsets mined so far. The transaction projection can limit the support counting in a relatively small space and
the lexicographical tree can facilitate the management of candidate itemsets.
These features of algorithm TreeProjection provide a great improvement in
computing eﬃciency when mining association rules.
An influential algorithm which further attempts to avoid the generation
of candidate itemsets is proposed in [24]. Specifically, the proposed algorithm
FP-growth (frequent pattern growth) adopts a divide-and-conquer strategy.
Firstly, all the transactions are projected into an FP-tree (frequent pattern
tree), which is a highly compressed structure, based on the frequent 1-itemsets
in descending order of their supports. Then, for each frequent item, the conditional FP-tree can be extracted to be mined for the generation of corresponding frequent itemsets. To further illustrate how algorithm FP-growth works,
an example is provided below.
Example 4: Consider the example transaction database given in Fig. 1. After scanning the whole database once, the frequent 1-itemsets discovered are
{A:6}, {B:6}, {C:4} and {E:4} where the numbers are occurrence counts for
the items. Note that the ordering of frequent items, which is the ordering of
item supports in descending order, is crucial when constructing the FP-tree.
The construction of the FP-tree is shown in Fig. 5. The first transaction
T1 :{A B C} is mapped to the single branch of the FP-tree in Fig. 5(a). In Fig.
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C:1

(e)

Fig. 5. Building the FP-tree based on the dataset in Fig. 1: (a) T1 is added; (b)
T2 , T3 and T4 are added; (c) T5 is added; (d) T6 and T7 are added; (e) T8 and T9
are added (final FP-tree)

5(b), the next three transactions are added by simply extending the branch
and increasing the corresponding counts of existing item nodes since these
transactions can fit into that branch when infrequent items, i.e., items D
and F, are discarded. However, the transaction T5 contains only one frequent
item C and a new branch is thus created. Note that the node-link (composing
of arrows with dotted line) for item C is extended in Fig. 5(c) for tracking
the information of frequent itemsets containing item C. Specifically, all the
possible frequent itemsets can be obtained by following the node-links for the
items. In Fig. 5(d), transaction T6 and T7 are added in a similar way as the
addition of transactions T2 to T4 . Finally, the complete FP-tree in Fig. 5(e)
is constructed by adding the last two transactions T8 and T9 . It can be noted
from this example that since the heuristic that popular items tend to occur
together works in most cases, the resulting FP-tree can achieve a very high
data compression ratio, showing the compactness of algorithm FP-growth.
To discover all the frequent itemsets, each frequent item along with its
conditional FP-tree are mined separately and iteratively, i.e., the divide-andconquer strategy. For example, by firstly tracking the node-link of item A,
the 3-itemset {A B C} is found to frequent if Smin =40%. Its subsets which
contain the item A, i.e., {A B} and {A C}, can then be discovered with correct
supports easily. In addition, by tracking the node-links of both items B and C,
only one more frequent itemset {B C} is generated, showing the completeness
of algorithm FP-growth.
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1.2 Incremental Mining Primitives
The mining of association rules on transactional database is usually an offline process since it is costly to find the association rules in large databases.
With usual market-basket applications, new transactions are generated and
old transactions may be obsolete as time advances. As a result, incremental
updating techniques should be developed for maintenance of the discovered
association rules to avoid redoing mining on the whole updated database.
A database may allow frequent or occasional updates and such updates
may not only invalidate existing association rules but also activate new rules.
Thus it is nontrivial to maintain such discovered rules in large databases. Note
that since the underlying transaction database has been changed as time advances, some algorithms, such as Apriori, may have to resort to the regeneration of candidate itemsets for the determination of new frequent itemsets,
which is, however, very costly even if the incremental data subset is small.
On the other hand, while FP-tree-based methods [23, 24, 42] are shown to
be eﬃcient for small databases, it is expected that their deficiency of memory overhead due to the need of keeping a portion of database in memory,
as indicated in [25], could become more severe in the presence of a large
database upon which an incremental mining process is usually performed.
Consequently, ordinary approaches for mining association rules are closely related to solving the problem of incremental mining. However, these algorithms
cannot be applied directly without taking the incremental characteristics into
consideration.
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Fig. 6. An illustrative transactional database for incremental mining

The concept of incremental mining on transaction databases in further illustrated in Fig. 6. For a dynamic database, old transactions (4− ) are deleted
from the database D and new transactions (4+ ) are added as time advances.
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Naturally, 4− ⊆ D. Denote the updated database by D0 , D0 = (D−4− )∪4+ .
We also denote the set of unchanged transactions by D− = D − 4− .
Generally speaking, the goal is to solve the eﬃcient update problem of
association rules after a nontrivial number of new records have been added
to or removed from a database. Assuming that the two thresholds, minimum
support Smin and minimum confidence Cmin , do not change, there are several
important characteristics in the update problem.
1. The update problem can be reduced to finding the new set of frequent
itemsets. After that, the new association rules can be computed from the new
frequent itemsets.
2. An old frequent itemset has the potential to become infrequent in the
updated database.
3. Similarly, an old infrequent itemset could become frequent in the new database.
4. In order to find the new frequent itemsets "exactly", all the records in
the updated database, including those from the original database, have to be
checked against every candidate set.
Note that the fourth characteristic is generally accepted when looking for
exact frequent itemsets (and thus the association rules) from updated databases. On the contrary, in the data stream environment, the approximation
of exact frequent itemsets is a key ingredient due to the high speed and huge
volume of input transactions. Consequently, only increment portion of data
rather than the whole unchanged portion has to be scanned, leading to an
eﬃcient way in performing updates of frequent itemsets. However, it is noted
that the quality of approximation should be guaranteed within a probabilistic
or deterministic error range, showing that the task of incremental mining on
data streams is of more challenge.
To further understand the incremental mining techniques from either
transaction databases or data streams, details are generally discussed in following sections. The algorithms of incremental mining which seek for exactly
updated association rules from transactional databases are presented in Section 2. The importance and approaches targeting at mining and maintaining
approximations incrementally from data streams are explored in Section 3.

2 Mining Association Rules Incrementally from
Transactional Databases
Since database updates may introduce new association rules and invalidate
some existing ones, it is important to study eﬃcient algorithms for incremental update of association rules in large databases. In this scheme, a major
portion of the whole dataset is remain unchanged while new transactions are
appended and obsolete transactions may be discarded. By utilizing diﬀerent
core techniques, algorithms for incremental mining from transactional data-
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bases can be categorized into Apriori-based, partition-based or pattern growth
algorithms, which will be fully explored in this section.
2.1 Apriori-Based Algorithms for Incremental Mining
As mentioned earlier, the Apriori heuristic is an anti-monotone principle.
Specifically, if any itemset is not frequent in the database, its super-itemset
will never be frequent. Consequently, algorithms belonging to this category
adopt a levelwise approach, i.e., from shorter itemsets to longer itemsets, on
generating frequent itemsets.
Algorithm FUP (Fast UPdate)
Algorithm FUP (Fast UPdate) [13] is the first algorithm proposed to solve the
problem of incremental mining of association rules. It handles databases with
transaction insertion only, but is not able to deal with transaction deletion.
Specifically, given the original database D and its corresponding frequent itemsets L = {L1 , ..., Lk }. The goal is to reuse the information to eﬃciently obtain
the new frequent itemsets L0 = {L01 , ..., L0k } on the new database D0 = D∪∆+ .
By utilizing the definition of support and the constraint of minimum support Smin . The following lemmas are generally used in algorithm FUP.
1. An original frequent itemset X, i.e., X ∈ L, becomes infrequent in D0 if
and only if X.supportD0 < Smin .
2. An original infrequent itemset X, i.e., X ∈
/ L, may become frequent in D0
only if X.support∆+ ≥ Smin .
3. If a k-itemset X whose (k-1)-subset(s) becomes infrequent, i.e., the subset
is in Lk−1 but not in L0k−1 , X must be infrequent in D0 .
Basically, similarly to that of Apriori, the framework of FUP, which can
update the association rules in a database when new transactions are added
to the database, contains a number of iterations [13, 14]. The candidate sets at
each iteration are generated based on the frequent itemsets found in the previous iteration. At the k-th iteration of FUP, ∆+ is scanned exactly once. For
the original frequent itemsets, i.e., {X|X ∈ Lk }, they only have to be checked
against the small increment ∆+ . To discover the new frequent itemsets, the
set of candidate itemsets Ck is firstly extracted from ∆+ , and then be pruned
according to the support count of each candidate itemset in ∆+ . Moreover,
the pool for candidate itemsets can be further reduced by discarding itemsets
whose (k-1)-subsets are becoming infrequent.
The flows of FUP can be best understood by the following example. The
dataset with the increment portion labeled as ∆+ is shown in Fig. 7. Note that
the first nine transactions are identical to those shown in earlier examples. In
addition, the frequent itemsets of the unchanged portion D is also shown in
Fig. 7, where the generation process is described earlier and is thus omitted
here.
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Fig. 7. An illustrative database for performing algorithm FUP, and the original
frequent itemsets generated using association rule mining algorithm(s)

Example 5: The first iteration of algorithm FUP when performing incremental mining is represented in Fig. 8. The original frequent 1-itemsets are firstly
verified on the increment portion ∆+ , and only itemsets with new supports no
less than Smin (=40%) is retained as a part of new frequent 1-itemsets L01 , i.e.,
{A}, {B} and {C}. Then the supports of other possible items are also checked
in ∆+ , leading to the construction of C1 :{{D}} to be further verified against
the unchanged portion D. Finally, the new L01 is generated by integrating the
results from both possible sources.
1. Check new
supports of L1

2. Check other
items in ∆+

3. Check C1 on D
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Fig. 8. The first iteration of algorithm FUP on the dataset in Fig. 6

The successive iterations work roughly the same as the first iteration.
However, since the shorter frequent itemsets have already been discovered, the
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information can be utilized to further reduce the pool of candidate itemsets.
Specifically, as shown in Fig. 9, since the 1-itemset {E} becomes infrequent as
0
∆+ is considered, i.e., {E}∈ (L1 − L1 ), all itemsets in L2 containing a subset
of {E} should be infrequent and are thus discarded with no doubt. Other
itemsets in L2 are then verified again ∆+ to see if they are still frequent. The
set of candidate 2-itemsets C2 is constructed by (L01 ∗ L01 − L2 ) since itemsets
in L2 are already checked. In this example, the 2-itemsets {A D}, {B D} and
{C D} are firstly checked against ∆+ . Afterward, only {B D} is being checked
against the unchanged portion D, since it is the only frequent itemset in ∆+ .
Finally, the new L02 is generated by integrating the results from both possible
sources. The generation of L0k is of analogous process to that of L02 , and it
works iteratively until no more longer candidate itemsets can be formed. In
this example, algorithm FUP stops when the only frequent 3-itemset {A B
C} is discovered.
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2. Check other 2itemsets in ∆+

3. Check C2 on D
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Fig. 9. The second iteration of algorithm FUP on the dataset in Fig. 6

Specifically, the key steps of FUP can be listed below. (1) At each iteration,
the supports of the size-k frequent itemsets in L are updated against ∆+
to filter out those that are no longer in D0 . (2) While scanning ∆+ , a set
of candidate itemsets, Ck , is extracted together with their supports in ∆+
counted. The supports of these sets in Ck are then updated against the original
database D to find the “new” frequent itemsets. (3) Many itemsets in Ck can
be pruned away by checking their supports in ∆+ before the update against
the original database starts. (4) The size of Ck is further reduced at each
iteration by pruning away a few original frequent itemsets in ∆+ .
The major idea is to reuse the information of the old frequent itemsets
and to integrate the support information of the new frequent itemsets in
order to substantially reduce the pool of candidate sets to be re-examined.
Consequently, as compared to that of Apriori or DHP, the number of candidate
itemsets to be checked against the whole database D0 = D ∪ ∆+ is much
smaller, showing the major advantage of algorithm FUP.
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Algorithms FUP2 and FUP2 H
The algorithm FUP [13] updates the association rules in a database when new
transactions are added to the database. An extension to algorithm FUP was
reported in [14] where the authors propose an algorithm FUP2 for updating
the existing association rules when transactions are added to and deleted from
the database. In essence, FUP2 is equivalent to FUP for the case of insertion,
and is, however, a complementary algorithm of FUP for the case of deletion.
For a general case that transactions are added and deleted, algorithm
FUP2 can work smoothly with both the deleted portion ∆− and the added
portion ∆+ of the whole dataset. A very feature is that the old frequent kitemsets Lk from the previous mining result is used for dividing the candidate
set Ck into two parts: Pk = Ck ∩Lk and Qk = Ck −Pk . In other words, Pk (Qk )
is the set of candidate itemsets that are previously frequent (infrequent) with
respect to D. For the candidate itemsets in Qk , their supports are unknown
since they were infrequent in the original database D, posing some diﬃculties
in generating new frequent itemsets. Fortunately, it is noted that if a candidate
itemset in Qk is frequent in ∆− , it must be infrequent in D− . This itemset
is further identified to be infrequent in the updated database D0 if it is also
infrequent in ∆+ . This technique helps on eﬀectively reducing the number of
candidate itemsets to be further checked against the unchanged portion D−
which is usually much larger than either ∆− or ∆+ .
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Fig. 10. Generation of new frequent itemsets from the dataset in Fig. 6 using
algorithm FUP2

Example 6: To further illustrate the flow of algorithm FUP2 , an example is
provided in Fig. 10. In the first iteration, C1 is exactly the set of all items.
In subsequent iterations, Ck is generated from L0k−1 , the frequent itemsets
found in the previous iteration. As shown in Fig. 10, the set of candidate
itemsets Ci can be further divided into Pi and Qi . For each itemset in Pi ,
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the corresponding support for D is known since the itemsets is previously
frequent. Therefore, by scanning only the deleted portion ∆− and the added
portion ∆+ , the new support can be obtained. For example, Count({A})D0 =
Count({A})D − Count({A})∆− + Count({A})∆+ = 6 − 3 + 1 = 4 where
Count(X)db represents the occurrence counts for itemset X in dataset db. On
the other hand, to verify if an itemset in Qi is frequent or not, the cost of scanning the unchanged (and usually large) portion D− could be required since
the corresponding support is previously unknown. Fortunately, in some cases,
only the scans of ∆− and ∆+ are required. For example, it can be easily observed that Count({F})∆+ − Count({F})∆− = 0 ≤ (|∆+ | − |∆− |) × Smin = 0,
showing that the support of itemset {F} could not be improved by introducing the updated transactions (both deleted and added transactions are
considered.) Consequently, fewer itemsets have to be further scanned against
the unchanged portion D− . An iteration is finished when all the itemsets in
Pi and Qi are all verified and therefore the new set of frequent itemsets L0i is
generated.
Another FUP-based algorithm, call FUP2 H, was also devised in [14] to
utilize the hash technique for performance improvement. In a similar way
to that of the algorithm DHP, the counts of itemsets in D− can be hashed,
leading to an immediate improvement on eﬃciency.
Algorithm UWEP (Update With Early Pruning)
As pointed out earlier, the existing FUP-based algorithms in general suﬀer
from two inherent problems, namely (1) the occurrence of a potentially huge
set of candidate itemsets, which is particularly critical for incremental mining
since the candidate sets for the original database and the incremental portion
are generated separately, and (2) the need of multiple scans of database.
In [6], algorithm UWEP is proposed using the technique of update with
early pruning. The major feature of algorithm UWEP over other FUP-based
algorithms is that it prunes the supersets of an originally frequent itemset in
D as soon as it becomes infrequent in the updated database D0 , rather than
waiting until the k-th iteration. In addition, only itemsets which are frequent
in both ∆+ and D0 (= D ∪ ∆+ ) are taken to generate candidate itemsets to
be further checked against ∆+ . Specifically, if a k-itemset is frequent in ∆+
but infrequent in D0 , it is not considered when generating Ck+1 . This can
significantly reduce the number of candidate itemsets in ∆+ with the tradeoﬀ that an additional set of unchecked itemsets has to be maintained during
the mining process. Consequently, these early pruning techniques can enhance
the eﬃciency of FUP-based algorithms.
Algorithm Utilizing Negative Borders
Furthermore, the concept of negative borders [47] is utilized in [46] to improve
the eﬃciency of FUP-based algorithms on incremental mining. Specifically,
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given a collection of frequent itemsets L, closed with respect to the set inclusion relation, the negative border Bd− (L) of L consists of the minimal
itemsets X ⊆ R not in L where R is the set of all items. In other words, the
negative border consists of all itemsets that were candidates of the level-wise
method which did not have enough support. That is, Bd− (Lk ) = Ck − Lk
where Bd− (Lk ) is the set of k-itemsets in Bd− (L). The intuition behind the
concept is that given a collection of frequent itemsets, the negative border
contains the "closest" itemsets that could be frequent, too. For example, assume the collection of frequent itemsets is L={{A}, {B}, {C}, {F}, {A B},
{A C}, {A F}, {C F}, {A C F}}, by definition the negative border of L is
Bd− (L)={{B C}, {B F}, {D}, {E}}.
The algorithm proposed in [46] first generate the frequent itemsets of the
increment portion ∆+ . A full scan of the whole dataset is required only if
the negative border of the frequent itemsets expands, that is, if an itemset
outside the negative border gets added to the frequent itemsets or its negative
border. Even in such cases, it requires only one scan over the whole dataset.
The possible drawback is that to compute the negative border closure may
increase the size of the candidate set. However, a majority of those itemsets
would have been present in the original negative border or frequent itemset.
Only those itemsets which were not covered by the negative border need to be
checked against the whole dataset. As a result, the size of the candidate set
in the final scan could potentially be much smaller as compared to algorithm
FUP.
Algorithm DELI (Diﬀerence Estimation for Large Itemsets)
To reduce the eﬀorts of applying algorithm FUP2 when database update occurs, the algorithm DELI which utilizes sampling techniques is proposed in
[30]. Algorithm DELI can estimate the diﬀerence between the old and the
new frequent itemsets. Only if the estimated diﬀerence is large enough, the
update operation using algorithm FUP2 has to be performed on the updated
database to get the exact frequent itemsets.
Recall that in each iteration of algorithm FUP2 , all candidate itemsets
in Qk (= Ck − Pk ), i.e., previously infrequent itemsets, have to be further
verified. For each candidate itemset X ∈ Qk , if X.support∆+ ≥ Smin , the
exact occurrence count of X in D− has to be further identified. This data
scan process is saved by algorithm DELI in the following way. By drawing m
transactions from D− with replacement to form the sample S, the support of
itemset X in D− , i.e., σc
X , can be estimated as
σc
X =

Tx ¯¯ − ¯¯
· D ,
m

where Tx is the occurrence count of X in S. With m suﬃciently large, the
normal distribution can be utilized to approximate the support of X in D−
with a 100(1 − α)% confidence interval [aX , bX ]:
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bX
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−
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X (|D | − σ
X)
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m
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−
σc
c
X (|D | − σ
X)
= σc
·
X + zα
2
m

aX = σc
X −z ·
α
2

where z α2 is the critical value such that the area under the standard normal
curve beyond z α2 is exactly α2 . In other words, there is 100(1 − α)% chance
that the actual value of X.supportD− lies on the interval [aX , bX ]. If the upper
bound does not exceed the support threshold, i.e., bX < Smin , itemset X is
very likely to be infrequent and is thus dropped. Consequently, the resulting
c0 and the previous set of
estimation for updated set of frequent itemsets L
k
frequent itemsets Lk are compared to see if algorithm FUP2 has to be resorted
to obtain an accurate update.
Algorithms MAAP (Maintaining Association rules with Apriori
Property) and PELICAN
Several other algorithms, including the MAAP algorithm [53], and the PELICAN algorithm [48], are proposed to solve the problem of incremental mining.
Algorithm MAAP firstly finds the frequent itemset(s) of the largest size based
on previously discovered frequent itemsets. If a k-itemset is found to be frequent, then all of its subsets are concluded to be frequent and are thus be
added to the new set of frequent itemsets L0 . This eliminates the need to
compute some frequent itemsets of shorter sizes. The other frequent itemsets
are then identified by following the levelwise style of itemset generation, i.e.,
from 1-itemsets to (k-1)-itemsets.
Both algorithms MAAP and PELICAN are similar to algorithm FUP2 ,
but they only focus on how to maintain maximum frequent itemsets when the
database are updated. In other words, they do not consider non-maximum frequent itemsets, and therefore, the counts of non-maximum frequent itemsets
cannot be calculated. The diﬀerence of these two algorithms is that MAAP calculates maximum frequent itemsets by Apriori-based framework while PELICAN calculates maximum frequent itemsets based on vertical database format
and lattice decomposition. Since these two algorithms maintain maximum frequent itemsets only, the storage space and the processing time for performing
each update can be thus reduced.
2.2 Partition-Based Algorithms for Incremental Mining
In contrast to the Apriori heuristic, the partition-based technique well utilizes the partitioning on the whole transactional dataset. Moreover, after the
partitioning, it is understood that if X is a frequent itemset in database D
which is divided into n partitions p 1 , p 2 , ..., p n , then X must be a frequent
itemset in at least one of the n partitions. Consequently, algorithms belonging
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to this category work on each partition of data iteratively and gather the information obtained from the processing of each partition to generate the final
(integrated) results.
Pi
dbi, j

Pi+1

Pj

dbi+1, j+1

Pj+1
Fig. 11. Incremental mining for an ongoing time-variant transaction database

Consider a partitioned transaction database in Fig. 11. Note that dbi,j
is the part of the transaction database formed by a continuous region from
partition Pi to partition Pj . Suppose we have conducted the mining for the
transaction database dbi,j . As time advances, we are given the new data of
Pj+1 , and are interested in conducting an incremental mining against the new
data. With the model of sliding window which is usually adopted in temporal
mining, our interest is limited to mining the data within a fixed period of
time rather than taking all the past data into consideration. As a result, the
mining of the transaction database dbi+1,j+1 is called for.
Algorithm SWF (Sliding—Window Filtering)
By partitioning a transaction database into several partitions, algorithm SWF
(sliding-window filtering) [27] employs a filtering threshold in each partition
to deal with the candidate itemset generation. Under SWF, the cumulative
information of mining previous partitions is selectively carried over toward
the generation of candidate itemsets for the subsequent partitions. After the
processing of a partition, algorithm SWF outputs a cumulative filter, which
consists of a progressive candidate set of itemsets, their occurrence counts
and the corresponding partial support required. Specifically, the cumulative
filter produced in processing each partition constitutes the key component to
realize the incremental mining.
The key idea of algorithm SWF is to compute a set of candidate 2-itemsets
as close to L2 as possible. The concept of this algorithm is described as follows.
Suppose the database is divided into n partitions P1 , P2 , ..., Pn , and processed
one by one. For each frequent itemset I, there must exist some partition Pk
such that I is frequent from partition Pk to Pn . A list of 2-itemsets CF is
maintained by algorithm SWF to track the possible frequent 2-itemsets. For
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each partition Pi , algorithm SWF adds (locally) frequent 2-itemsets (together
with its starting partition Pi and supports) that is not in CF and checks if
the present 2-itemsets are continually frequent from its stating partition to
the current partition. If a 2-itemset is no longer frequent, it is deleted from
CF . However, if a deleted itemset is indeed frequent in the whole database,
it must be frequent from some other partition Pj (j > i), where we can add
it to CF again.
It was shown that the number of the reserved candidate 2-itemsets will
be close to the number of the frequent 2-itemsets. For a moderate number of
candidate 2-itemsets, scan reduction technique [40] can be applied to generate
all candidate k-itemsets. Therefore, one database scan is enough to calculate
all candidate itemsets with their supports and to then determine frequent
ones. In summary, the total number of database scans can be kept as small
as two.
The flows of algorithm SWF is fully explored in the following example.
Example 7: Consider the transaction database in Fig. 6. A partitioned version is shown in Fig. 12.

△-

D

P1

P2
DP3

△+
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T1

ABCDEF
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T7

ABCDEF

T8

ABCDEF

T9

ABCDEF

T10

ABCDEF

T11

ABCDEF

T12

ABCDEF

D’

Fig. 12. A partitioned transaction database whose data records are identical to
those in Fig. 6

Firstly, the goal is to generate all frequent itemsets in the original database D, that is defined as the preprocessing step in algorithm SWF. With
Smin =40%, the generation of frequent 2-itemsets in each partition is shown
in Fig. 13. After scanning the first three transactions, partition P1 , 2-itemsets
{A B}, {A C} and {B C} are found to be frequent in P1 and are thus potential
candidates for D. It can be noted that each itemset shown in Fig. 13 has two
attributes, i.e., ”Start” contains the identity of the starting partition when the
itemset was added, and ”Count” contains the number of occurrences of this
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itemset since it was added. In addition the filtering threshold is d3 ∗ 0.4e = 2
which is the minimal count required in P1 .
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Frequent itemsets in db1,3:
{A} {B} {C} {E} {A B} {A C} {B C} {A B C}

Fig. 13. Generation of frequent 2-itemsets in each partition using algorithm SWF

Note that the frequent itemsets discovered in each partition are carried to
subsequent partitions. New itemsets could be added into the set of potential
candidate itemsets, i.e., C2 , in a new partition while the counts of existing
itemsets are increased and then be verified to see if these itemsets are still
frequent from their starting partition to the current one. For example, there is
no new 2-itemset added when processing P2 since no extra frequent 2-itemsets
in addition to the ones carried from P1 . Moreover, the counts for itemsets {A
B}, {A C} and {B C} are all increased, making these itemsets frequent since
their counts are no less than d6∗0.4e = 3 when there are total six transactions,
i.e., P1 ∪ P2 , are considered. Finally, after the analogous process for P3 , the
resulting C2 ={{A B}, {A C}, {B C}, {B E}, {C E}, {D E}} which are also
shown in Fig. 13.
After generating C2 from the first scan of database db1,3 , we employ the
scan reduction technique and use C2 to generate Ck (k = 2, 3, ..., n), where Cn
is the candidate last-itemsets. It can be verified that a C2 generated by SWF
0
can
can be used to generate the candidate 3-itemsets and its sequential Ck−1
0
0
be utilized to generate Ck . Clearly, a C3 generated from C2 ∗ C2 , instead of
from L2 ∗ L2 , will have a size greater than |C3 | where C3 is generated from
L2 ∗ L2 . However, since the |C2 | generated by SWF is very close to the theoretical minimum, i.e., |L2 |, the |C30 | is not much larger than |C3 |. Similarly,
the |Ck0 | is close to |Ck |. All Ck0 can be stored in main memory, and we can
find Lk (k = 1, 2, ..., n) together when the second scan of the database db1,3 is
performed. Thus, only two scans of the original database db1,3 are required in
the preprocessing step. In addition, instead of recording all Lk s in main mem-
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ory, we only have to keep C2 in main memory for the subsequent incremental
mining of an ongoing time variant transaction database. The itemsets of C2
and L2 in db1,3 are also shown in Fig. 13 for references.
The merit of SWF mainly lies in its incremental procedure. As depicted
in Fig. 12, the mining database will be moved from db1,3 to db2,4 . Thus, some
transactions, i.e., t1 , t2 , and t3 , are deleted from the mining database and
other transactions, i.e., t10 , t11 , and t12 , are added. For ease of exposition, this
incremental step can also be divided into three sub-steps: (1) generating C2
in D− = db1,3 − ∆− , (2) generating C2 in db2,4 = D− + ∆+ and (3) scanning
the database db2,4 only once for the generation of all frequent itemsets Lk .
The flows of these steps are presented in Fig. 14 where shaded itemsets are
identified to be infrequent and are thus discarded during the mining process.
Specifically, the counts of existing itemsets in ∆− are firstly subtracted, and
the processing of ∆+ is then trivial and easy to achieve. After the new potential candidates for D0 (= db2,4 ) are generated, algorithm SWF can obtain new
frequent itemsets with scanning db2,4 only once.
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D- + Δ+ = D’
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Fig. 14. Incremental mining using algorithm SWF where shaded itemsets are identified to be infrequent when ∆− is deleted or ∆+ is added

The advantages of algorithm SWF not only can be fully exploited in the
problem of incremental mining, but also are beneficial to the development of
weighted mining [28].
Algorithms FI_SWF and CI_SWF
In [8], the algorithm SWF is extended by incorporating previous discovered
information. Two enhancements are proposed, namely the algorithm FI_SWF
(SWF with Frequent Itemset) and the algorithm CI_SWF (SWF with Candidate Itemset). These two algorithms reuse either the frequent itemsets or
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the candidate itemsets of previous mining task to reduce the number of new
candidate itemsets. Therefore, the execution time for both algorithms can be
improved and is thus better than that of algorithm SWF.
Consider the example provided earlier, it is easily observed that there are
several (candidate or frequent) itemsets are identical for both the preprocessing procedure, and the incremental procedure. Therefore, if the previous mining result, i.e., the counts of the frequent itemsets, is incorporated, new counts
can be obtained by only scanning the changed portions of the whole dataset
in the incremental procedure.
2.3 Pattern Growth Algorithms for Incremental Mining
Both the Apriori-based algorithms and the partition-based algorithms aim at
the goal of reducing the number of scans on the entire dataset when updates
occur. Generally speaking, the updated portions, i.e., ∆− and ∆+ , could be
scanned several times during the levelwise generation of frequent itemsets in
works belonging to these two categories. On the contrary, the algorithm FPgrowth [24] (frequent pattern growth) along with the FP-tree structure adopts
the divide-and-conquer strategy to mine association rules. The major diﬃculties that FP-tree cannot be directly applied to the problem of incremental
mining are eased in some recent works [15, 18]. These works, in general, utilize alternative forms of FP-tree to store required data to achieve the goal of
avoiding the overhead resulting from extra database scans.
Algorithms DB-tree and PotFp-tree (Potential Frequent Pattern)
In [18], two alternative forms of FP-tree are proposed to solve the problem of
incremental mining. One is the algorithm DB-tree, which stores all the items
in an FP-tree rather than only frequent 1-itemsets in the database. Besides,
the construction of a DB-tree is exactly the same way as that of a FP-tree.
Consequently, the DB-tree can be seen as an FP-tree with Smin = 0, and is
thus a generalized form of FP-tree. When new transactions are added, corresponding branches of the DB-tree could be adjusted or new branches may be
created. On the other hand, when old transactions are deleted, corresponding
branches are also adjusted or removed. This retains the flexibility to accommodate the FP-tree to database changes when performing incremental mining.
However, since the whole dataset being considered could be quite large, a
much more space could be needed to maintain this DB-tree structure even
a high compression is made by the nature of tree projection. This drawback
may cause the problem of insuﬃcient memory even more severe when the size
of the DB-tree is far above the memory capacity.
The other algorithm proposed in [18] is the PotFp-tree, which stores
only some potentially frequent items in addition to the frequent 1-itemsets
at present. A tolerance parameter (or alternatively the watermark [24]) t is
proposed to decide if an item is with the potential. Namely, for items with
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supports s where t ≤ s ≤ Smin are defined to be potentially frequent items.
Therefore, the need to scan the whole old database in order to update the FPtree when updates occur is likely to be eﬀectively reduced. Generally speaking,
the PotFp-tree is seeking for the balance of required extra storage and possibility of re-scanning the dataset.
It is noted that the FP-tree is a subset of either the DB-tree or the PotFptree. To mine frequent itemsets, the FP-tree is firstly projected from either the
DB-tree or the PotFp-tree. The frequent itemsets are then extracted from the
FP-tree in the way described in [24]. The flows of utilizing algorithms DB-tree
and PotFp-tree to mine association rules incrementally are best understood
in the following example.
Example 8: Consider the transaction database in Fig. 6. By utilizing the
algorithm DB-tree, the resulting DB-tree is shown in Fig. 15 where all the
items, i.e., both the frequent ones (circles with solid lines) and the infrequent
ones (circles with dotted lines), are included. It is noted that the corresponding
FP-tree (which is shown in Fig. 5 earlier) forms a subset in the DB-tree and
is located in the top portion of the DB-tree. For a clearer presentation, the
node-links of individual items are ignored in Fig. 15.
root
A
B
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D
F

A:6

C:2

B:5

F:1

C:4

D:1

E:2

F:1

F:1

B:1
E:1

E:1

D:1

D:1

Fig. 15. Construction of the DB-tree based on the transaction database D in Fig.
6

On the other hand, by setting the tolerance t=30% which is slightly lower
than Smin , the PotFp-tree can be also built by including items with supports
no less than t. The resulting PotFp-tree happens to be identical to the DB-tree
in Fig. 15.
After constructing either the DB-tree or the PotFp-tree, the generation
of frequent itemsets is very simple. Firstly, the corresponding FP-tree is extracted. Then, the frequent itemsets can be then discovered from the FP-tree
in the way as described in earlier section.
When the updated database D0 in Fig. 6 is being considered, some old
transactions have to be removed from the DB-tree and some new transactions
have to be included in the DB-tree. Note that the operations of removal and
inclusion could cause the ordering of some items to be changed since some
originally frequent items become infrequent while some originally infrequent
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Fig. 16. Construction of the DB-tree based on the transaction database D 0 in Fig.
6

items become frequent. For example, the ordering of items D and E in Fig.
16 are exchanged since item D becomes frequent while item E becomes infrequent. On the other hand, it is not so necessary to change the item order in
the DB-tree when only the ordering of supports of frequent itemsets changes.
Algorithm FELINE (FrEquent/Large patterns mINing with CATS
trEe)
In [15], another alternative form of FP-tree is proposed to aim at the problem
of incremental mining. Namely, the CATS tree (compressed and arranged
transaction sequences tree) is with several common properties of FP-tree.
Also, the CATS tree and the DB-tree are very alike since they both store all
the items no matter they are frequent or not. This feature enables the CATS
tree to be capable of avoiding re-scans of databases when updates occur.
However, the construction of the CATS tree is diﬀerent to that of an FP-tree
and a DB-tree. The items along a path in the CATS-tree can be re-ordered
to achieve locally optimized. Specifically, the FP-tree is built based on the
ordering of global supports of all frequent items, while the CATS-tree is built
based on the ordering of local supports of items in its path. Consequently,
the CATS-tree is sensitive to the ordering of input transactions, making the
CATS-tree not optimal since no preliminary analysis is done before the tree
construction. This in turns can reduce the data scan required to only once,
showing the advantage of this algorithm.
Example 9: Consider the transaction database in Fig. 6. The construction
of CATS-tree for the nine transactions in D is shown in Fig. 17.
By removing ∆− (T1 ~T3 ) and adding ∆+ (T10 ~T12 ), the incremental
modification of the CATS-tree is shown in Fig. 18. Since no specific ordering
is required when there is no conflict among items in a path, the CATS-tree
can be built and modified easily.
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Fig. 17. Construction of the CATS-tree: (a) T1 is added; (b) T2 and T3 are added;
(c) T4 ~T9 are added
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Fig. 18. The modified CATS-tree when database updates occur

3 Mining Frequent Patterns from Data Streams
In several emerging applications, data is in the form of continuous data
streams, as opposed to finite stored databases. Examples include stock tickers, network traﬃc measurements, web logs, click streams, data captured from
sensor networks and call records. Consequently, mining association rules (or
frequent patterns) incrementally in such a data stream environment could
encounter more challenges than that in a static database with occasional updates. To explore related issues, several techniques proposed in recent works
are summarized in this section.
3.1 Mining from Online Transaction Flows
For data stream applications, the volume of data is usually too huge to be
stored on permanent devices or to be scanned thoroughly for more than once.
It is hence recognized that both approximation and adaptability are key ingredients for executing queries and performing mining tasks over rapid data
streams. With the computation model presented in Fig. 19 [19], a stream
processor and the synopsis maintenance in memory are two major components
for generating results in the data stream environment. Note that a buﬀer can
be optionally set for temporary storage of recent data from data streams.
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Fig. 20. An example of online transaction flows

For time-variant databases, there is a strong demand for developing an
eﬃcient and eﬀective method to mine frequent patterns [17]. However, most
methods which were designed for a traditional database cannot be directly
applied to a dynamic data stream due not only to the high complexity of
mining temporal patterns but also to the pass-through nature of data streams.
Without loss of generality, a typical market-basket application is used here
for illustrative purposes. The transaction flow in such an application is shown
in Fig. 20 where items a to g stand for items purchased by customers. For
example, the third customer bought item c during time t=[0, 1), items c, e
and g during t=[2, 3), and item g during t=[4, 5). It can be seen that in
such a data stream environment it is intrinsically very diﬃcult to conduct the
frequent pattern identification due to the limited time and space constraints.
3.2 Approximate Frequency Counts
As is mentioned in Section 1 in this chapter, the critical step to discover association rules lies in the frequency counting for all frequent itemsets. To obtain
precise supports for each itemset, the fastest algorithms to date must employ
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two data scans. However, for the data stream environment, it is required to
have only one data scan for online (and incremental) maintenance of association rules. Due to this limitation in processing data streams, two algorithms
are proposed in [34] to generate approximate frequency counts for itemsets.
One algorithm is based on the sampling technique to obtain a probabilistic
error bound while the other is based on the data partitioning technique to
obtain a deterministic error bound.
The approximation generated from both algorithms, i.e., the sticky sampling and the lossy counting, are with the following guarantees, i.e., the deficient synopsis:
1. There are no false positives, i.e., all itemsets whose true frequency exceed
the minimum support constraint are output.
2. No itemsets whose true frequency is less than (1- )Smin is output where
is a error parameter.
3. Estimated frequencies are less than the true frequencies by at most (in
percentage).
Note that the error is a user-specified parameter in both algorithms.
In addition, the input for both algorithms is assumed to be a data stream
of singleton items at first. The lossy counting algorithm is then extended to
handle data streams of transactions which contains a set of items.
Sticky Sampling Algorithm
This algorithm is probabilistic with a user-specified parameter δ, i.e., probability of failure that -deficient synopsis cannot be guaranteed. The elements
of the input stream is processed one by one and the current length of the
stream is denoted by N .
The data structure maintained is a set S of entries of the form (e, f ), where
f estimates the frequency of an element e belonging to the stream. Initially, S
is empty, and the sampling rate r = 1 is set. For each incoming element e, if
an entry for e already exists in S, the corresponding frequency f is increased
by one. Otherwise, if the element is selected (with probability 1r ) by sampling,
an entry (e, 1) is added to S.
1
).
The sampling rate r varies over the lifetime of a stream. Let t = 1 log( S×δ
The first 2t elements are sampled at rate r = 1, the next 2t elements are
sampled at rate r = 2, the next 4t elements are sampled at rate r = 4, and
so on. Whenever the sampling rate changes, the entries in S is scanned and
updated through a coin-tossing process, i.e., f is diminished by one for every
unsuccessful outcome until the repeatedly toss is successful. If f becomes 0
during this process, the corresponding entry is deleted from S.
When a user requests the list of frequent items, the entries in S with
f ≥ N (1 − )Smin are output. It is proved in [34] that true supports of these
frequent items are underestimated by at most with probability 1 − δ.
Intuitively, S sweeps over the stream like a magnet, attracting all elements
which already have an entry in S. The sample rate r increases logarithmically
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proportional to the size of the stream. The most advantage of this algorithm is
that the space complexity is independent of the current length of the stream.
Lossy Counting Algorithm
In contrast to the sticky sampling algorithm, the
§ ¨ incoming data stream is
conceptually divided into buckets of width w = 1 transactions in the lossy
counting algorithm. Each bucket is labeled with a bucket id, starting from
1. The data structure maintained is a set S of entries of the form (e, f, M),
where f estimates the frequency of an element e belonging to the stream and
M is the maximum possible error in f. Initially, S is empty. Whenever a new
element e arrives, if the corresponding entry already exists, its frequency f
is increased by one. Otherwise, a new entry of the form
¨ 1, bcurrent − 1) is
§ (e,
created where bcurrent denotes the current bucket id (= N
w ). The idea behind
the lossy counting algorithm is to set a criterion that a tracked item should
at least occur once (in average) in each bucket. Consequently, the maximum
possible error M= bcurrent − 1 for an entry added in bucket bcurrent . At bucket
boundaries, S is pruned by deleting entries satisfying f+ M≤ bcurrent .
When a user requests the list of frequent items, the entries in S with
f ≥ N (1 − )Smin are output. It is proved in [34] that true supports of these
frequent items are underestimated by at most .
To further discover frequent itemsets from data streams of transactions,
the lossy counting algorithm is also extended in [34]. A significant diﬀerence
is that the input stream is not processed transaction by transaction. Instead,
the available main memory is filled with as many buckets of transactions as
possible, and such a batch of transactions is processed together. If the number
of buckets in main memory in the current batch being processed is β, then the
new entry (set, 1, bcurrent − β) is created when the itemset set is not present
in S. Other methods are nearly identical to the original ones for streams of
singleton items. Similarly, when a user requests the list of frequent itemsets,
the entries in S with f ≥ N (1 − )Smin are output.
3.3 Finding Recent Frequent Itemsets Adaptively
In order to diﬀerentiate the information of recently generated transactions
from the obsolete information of old transactions, a weighting scheme and the
estDec method for discovering recent frequent itemsets from data streams are
developed in [9]. A delay rate d (0 < d < 1) is introduced in this weighting
scheme that the weight value of an old transaction Tk with id k (starting from
1) is d(current−k) where current is the current transaction id being processed.
Consequently, when the first transaction is looked up, the total number of
transactions is obviously 1 since there is no previous transaction whose weight
should be decayed. As time advances, when k transactions are processed, the
total number of transactions can be expressed by
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|D|k = dk−1 + dk−2 + · · · + d + 1 =

1 − dk
.
1−d

Also, it is obvious that
|D|k = {

1
if k = 1
.
|D|k−1 × d + 1 if k ≥ 2

Moreover, the estDec method proposed in [9] maintains a monitoring lattice to track frequent itemsets. Each node in this lattice is an entry of the
form (cnt, err, MRtid) for a corresponding itemset X, where cnt is the occurrence count, err is the maximum error count and MRtid is the transaction id of the most recent transaction containing X. The critical step in
this approach is to update occurrence counts for tracked itemsets. If an itemset X is contained in the current transaction Tk and the previous entry is
(cntpre , errpre , MRtidpre ), its current entry (cntk , errk , M Rtidk ) can be updated as
cntk = cntpre × d(k−MRtidpre ) + 1,

errk = errpre × d(k−MRtidpre ) , and
M Rtidk = k.
Therefore, when the updated support of an itemset becomes less than the
k
threshold, i.e., cnt
|D|k < Smin , the entry corresponding to this itemset is
dropped. The threshold for pruning here can be adjusted to be slightly less
than the minimum support to reduce the overhead of reinserting a previously
deleted itemset.
For inserting newly discovered itemsets, another feature of the estDec
method is that only when all of the (n-1)-subsets of an n-itemset are frequent,
this n-itemset is able to become a candidate. In other words, a frequent itemset
may not be identified immediately since all its subsets have to become frequent
first, leading to a possible delayed insertion.
3.4 A Scheme for Mining Temporal Patterns
In a temporal database, frequent patterns are usually targets of mining tasks.
In addition to the mining of association rules, similar techniques can be extended to facilitate the mining of other types of temporal patterns.
Mining of Temporal Patterns
Prior works have developed several models of temporal patterns, including the
inter-transaction association rule [33], the causality rule [29], the episode [36]
and the sequential pattern [4]. Note that the very diﬀerence among the above
temporal patterns lies the ordering of occurrences. Mining of sequences corresponds to the one with strict order of events, while mining inter-transaction
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associations corresponds to the one without limitation on order of events.
Between these two extremes, mining of causalities and episodes mainly emphasizes the ordering of triggering events and consequential events. Although
the mining procedures may vary when being applied to discover diﬀerent types
of temporal patterns, a typical Apriori framework is commonly adopted. By
utilizing the downward closure property in this framework [52], a fundamental issue of mining frequent temporal patterns is the frequency counting of
patterns.
In many applications, a time-constraint is usually imposed during the mining process to meet the respective constraint. Specifically, the sliding window
model is introduced here, i.e., data expires after exactly N time units after its
arrival where N is the user-specified window size. Consequently, a temporal
pattern is frequent if its support, i.e., occurrence frequency, in the current
window is no less than the threshold.
Support Framework for Temporal Patterns
To evaluate the importance of a temporal pattern, the support, i.e., occurrence
frequency, is a metric commonly used. However, the definition of support
for a pattern may vary from one application to another. Consider again the
market-basket database as an example. In mining sequential patterns [4], all
the transactions of a customer can be viewed as a sequence together and the
support for a sequential pattern is the fraction of customers whose purchasing
sequences contain that pattern. Analogously, we have the model of frequency
counting in mining causality rules [29]. On the other hand, in mining intertransaction association rules [33], the repetitive occurrences of a pattern from
an identical customer are counted cumulatively. Moreover, when the sliding
window constraint is introduced in mining episodes [36], the support is defined
to be the fraction of windows in which an episode occurs.
To deal with data streams, problems arise due to diﬀerent support definitions. Specifically, since it is not possible to store all the historical data in the
memory, to identify repetitive occurrences of a pattern is diﬃcult. As a result,
it is very important to properly formulate the support of temporal patterns.
With the sliding window model, the support or the occurrence frequency of a
temporal pattern X at a specific time t is denoted by the ratio of the number
of customers having pattern X in the current time window to the total number
of customers.
Example 10: Given the window size N=3, three sliding windows, i.e., w[0,3],
w[1,4] and w[2,5], are shown in Fig. 20 for the transaction flows. For example,
according to the support definition, supports of the inter-transaction itemset
{c, g} from TxTime t=1 to t=5 are obtained as in Table 1. Accordingly, the
support variations can be presented as a time series as shown in Fig. 21. For
simplicity, the total number of customers is a constant in this example, and
could be a variable as time advances in real applications.
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Table 1: The support values of the inter-transaction itemset {c, g}
TxTime Occurrence(s) of {c, g} Support
t=1 w[0,1] none
0
t=2 w[0,2] CustomerID={2, 4}
2/5=0.4
t=3 w[0,3] CustomerID={2, 3, 4} 3/5=0.6
t=4 w[1,4] CustomerID={2, 3}
2/5=0.4
t=5 w[2,5] CustomerID={1, 3, 5} 3/5=0.6

support

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

time
Fig. 21. Support variations of the inter-transaction itemset {c, g }

Algorithm FTP-DS (Frequent Temporal Patterns of Data
Streams)
Note that although the approaches proposed in [34] work successfully for
counting supports of singleton items, as the number of items increases, the
rapidly increasing number of temporal patterns can cause problems of prohibitive storage and computing overheads. Explicitly, if the lossy counting
scheme proposed in [34] is adopted, patterns with supports no less than
are maintained during the mining process to guarantee the error range to
be within . However, since the threshold , whose value could be one-tenth
of Smin , is usually too small to filter out uninteresting patterns, the storage
space could be quite large.
To address this point, the algorithm FTP-DS is developed in [45]. With the
sliding window model employed, only the occurrences of singleton items are
being counted in the first time window. After the counting iteration, frequent
items which have supports no less than the specified threshold are identified.
These frequent items can be joined to generate candidate patterns of size
two, which are then being counted in later iterations. After some patterns of
size two are identified frequent, the candidate patterns of size three are generated and counted subsequently. As a result, longer candidate patterns are
gradually generated, counted and verified to be frequent during the counting
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iterations. From the downward closure property [52], it follows that only patterns whose sub-patterns are all frequent are taken as candidates and to be
counted subsequently.
Example 11: Given the support threshold Smin =40%, the window size N=3
and the transaction flows in Fig. 20, suppose the frequent inter-transaction
associations are being generated. Since the temporal order is not required for
inter-transaction associations, we have the frequent temporal itemset generation shown in Table 2. The support calculation of each itemset is the same
as the process in Table 1. The averaged support value is represented by (accumulated supports over windows)/(number of recorded windows) in Table
2 where only itemsets with supports no less than Smin =40% are listed. In
addition, frequent itemsets generated in previous time window are used to
generate longer candidates to be examined later. For example, according to
Definition 1, the supports of itemset {d} during t=1 to t=5 are 0, 0.2, 0.4,
0.4 and 0.2, respectively. Not until t=3 does the support value satisfy the
threshold, meaning that itemset {d} is being tracked since t=3 as shown in
Table 2(c) and Table 2(d). However, the averaged support of itemset {d} is
(0.4+0.4+0.2)/3=1.0/3 which is less than the Smin =40%, making this itemset
discarded in Table 2(e). Moreover, the inclusion of itemset {d} at t=3 results
in the generation of related candidate itemsets, i.e., {c,d} and {d,g}, to be
examined at t=4. However, only itemset {d, g} satisfies the support threshold
and is included in Table 2(d).
Table 2: Generation of frequent temporal itemsets (Smin =40%)
t=1
t=2
t=3
{c} 0.6/1 {c} 1.2/2 {c} 2/3
(a)
{g} 0.4/1 {d} 0.4/1
(b)
{g} 1/2
t=4
{c,g} 0.6/1
{c} 2.8/4
(c)
{d} 0.8/2
t=5
{g} 1.6/3 {c} 3.4/5
{i} 0.4/1 {g} 2.4/4
{c,g} 1/2
{i} 0.8/2
{d,g} 0.4/1 {c,g} 1.6/3
(d)
(e)
It can be seen that this approach can generate patterns of various lengths
as time advances. However, as pointed out earlier, since a pattern is not taken
as a candidate to accumulate its occurrence counts before all its subsets are
found frequent, the phenomenon of delayed pattern recognition exists, i.e.,
some patterns are recognized with delays due to the candidate forming process
in the data stream. For example, since items c and g are not both identified
frequent until t=2, the candidate itemset {c, g} is generated and counted
at t=3. However, it can be verified from Table 1 that {c, g} is actually frequent at t=2. Therefore, a delay of one time unit is introduced for discovering
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this itemset {c, g}. It is worth mentioning that only long transient frequent
patterns could be neglected in this pattern generation process. As time advances, patterns with supports near the threshold will be further examined
and identified to be frequent if so qualified.
With a support threshold Smin to filter out uninteresting patterns, only
new patterns whose frequencies in the current time unit meet this threshold
are being recorded. Supports of existing patterns, i.e., patterns which were
already being recorded in previous time unit, are updated according to their
support values in the current time unit. Note that, as time advances, patterns whose averaged supports fall below the threshold are removed from the
records. Therefore, only frequent patterns are monitored and recorded. In
practice, since a frequent pattern is not always with a very steady frequency,
the above mentioned removal can be delayed to allow a pattern whose statistics are already recorded to stay in the system longer with an expectation
that this pattern will become frequent again soon. This will be an applicationdependent design alternative.

4 Concluding Remarks
The mining of association rules among huge amounts of transactional data
can provide very valuable in information on customer buying behavior, and
thus improve the quality of business decisions. This market basket analysis is
a crucial area of application when performing data mining techniques. Specifically, the mining of association rules is a two-step process where the first step
is to find all frequent itemsets satisfying the minimum support constraint, and
the second step is to generate association rules satisfying the minimum confidence constraint from the frequent itemsets. Since to identify the frequent
itemsets is of great computational complexity, usually the problem of mining association rules can be reduced to the problem of discovering frequent
itemsets.
According to the numerous works on mining association rules, the approaches utilized for eﬃciently and eﬀectively discovering frequent itemsets
can be categorized into three types. Namely, they are the Apriori-based algorithms, the partition-based algorithms and the pattern growth algorithms.
The Apriori-based algorithms adopt a levelwise style of itemset generation
while the database may need to be scanned for a few times. The partitionbased algorithms firstly divide the whole database into several partitions and
then perform the mining task on each partition separably and iteratively. The
pattern growth algorithms usually project the whole database into a highly
compressed tree structure and then utilize the divide-and-conquer strategy to
mine required frequent itemsets.
Recent important applications have called for the need of incremental mining. This is due to the increasing use of the record-based databases whose data
are being continuously added. As time advances, old transactions may become
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obsolete and are thus discarded from the database of interests to people. For
the purpose of maintaining the discovered association rules, some previously
valid rules may become invalid while some other new rules may show up. To
eﬃciently reflect these changes, how to utilize discovered information well is
undoubtedly an important issue. By extending the techniques used in mining
ordinary association rules, several works reached a great achievement by developing either the Apriori-based algorithms, the partition-based algorithms
and the pattern-growth algorithms.
Moreover, a challenging and interesting area of conducting the mining
capabilities in a data stream environment is becoming popular in data mining
society. To further extend the concept of mining and maintaining association
rules from data streams, some recent works are also included in this chapter.
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We propose the use of maximal frequent itemsets (MFIs) to derive association rules from tabular datasets. We first present an efficient method to
derive MFIs directly from tabular data using the information from previous
search, known as tail information. Then we utilize tabular format to derive
MFI, which can reduce the search space and the time needed for supportcounting. Tabular data allows us to use spreadsheet as a user interface. The
spreadsheet functions enable users to conveniently search and sort rules. To
effectively present large numbers of rules, we organize rules into hierarchical trees from general to specific on the spreadsheet Experimental results
reveal that our proposed method of using tail information to generate MFI
yields significant improvements over conventional methods. Using inverted
indices to compute supports for itemsets is faster than the hash tree counting
method. We have applied the proposed technique to a set of tabular data
that was collected from surgery outcomes and that contains a large number
of dependent attributes. The application of our technique was able to derive
rules for physicians in assisting their clinical decisions.

1 Introduction
Many algorithms have been proposed on mining association rules in the
past decade. Most of them are based on the transaction-type dataset. In
the real world, a huge amount of data has been collected and stored in
tabular datasets, which usually are dense datasets with a relatively small
number of rows but a large number of columns. To mine a tabular dataset,
previous approaches required transforming it into a transaction-type dataset in which column structures are removed. In contrast, we propose a new
method that takes advantage of the tabular structure and that can mine association rules directly from tabular data.
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Many previous approaches take four steps to generate association rules
from a tabular dataset: (1) transforming a tabular dataset T into a transaction-type dataset D; (2) mining frequent itemsets (FI) or frequent closed
itemsets (FCI) from D; (3) Generating rules from FI or FCI; (4) presenting
rules to the user. This strategy achieves a certain degree of success but has
three shortcomings:
First, transforming a tabular dataset into a transaction-type dataset increases the search space and the time required for support-counting, since
column structures are removed. Figure 1a shows a table with five rows
and five distinct columns, column A to E. The Occ column indicates the
number of occurrences of a row. Thus, the Occ value can be used to count
support of an itemset. For example, given a minimal support 3, “A=3” is
a frequent item since its support is 4, which can be obtained by adding the
Occ values of rows 3 and 4. Likewise, both “A=1” and “A=2” have a support of 2, so they are infrequent. Figure 1b shows the corresponding transaction-type dataset where each column value is mapped to an item, e.g.
A=1 to a1. There are 9 frequent items in Figure 1b. Since any combination
of the nine items can be a possible FI, FCI, or MFI, the search space is as
large as 29=512. In contrast, by keeping column structure, the search space
in Figure 1a can be significantly reduced to 162 (2*3*3*3*3) since the
combinations of items on the same column can be excluded. Note that in
Apriori-like level-wised approaches, keeping column structures reduces
the number of candidates generated at all levels. For instance, in Figure 1b,
Apriori-like approaches would generate b1d1d2 as a 3-item candidate since
b1d1 and b1d2 are frequent. By using column constraints, d1d2 are in the
same column, so any candidate containing d1d2 can be pruned. Furthermore, keeping column structure reduces the time needed for supportcounting. For example, in vertical data representation, the supports of all
items in one column can be counted in a single scan of the column.
Row No.
1
2
3
4
5
Frequent item#

A
1
2
3
3
2
1

B C D
2 1 1
1 2 1
2 2 2
1 2 2
1 1 2
2 2 2

E Occ
1 2
1 1
1 2
2 2
2 1
2

(a). A source tabular data
Fig. 1. Tabular data vs. transaction data

TID
Item set
Occ
1
a1 b2 c1 d1 e1
2
2
a2 b1 c2 d1 e1
1
3
2
a3 b2 c2 d2 e1
2
4
a3 b1 c2 d2 e2
5
a2 b1 c1 d2 e2
1
Totally 9 frequent items

(b). A transaction-type dataset

Second, in certain situations, mining frequent itemsets (FI) or frequent
closed itemsets (FCI) becomes difficult since the number of FIs or FCIs
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can be very large. Researchers have realized this problem and recently
proposed a number of algorithms for mining maximal frequent itemsets
(MFI) [3, 4, 6, 21], which achieve orders of magnitudes of improvement
over mining FI or FCI. When mining a dense tabular dataset, it is desirable to mine MFIs first and use them as a roadmap for rule mining.
Finally, a challenging problem is how to present a large number of rules
effectively to domain experts. Some approaches prune and summarize
rules into a small number of rules [10]; some cluster association rules into
groups [14]. While reducing the number of rules or putting them into several clusters is desirable in many situations, these approaches are inconvenient when an expert needs to inspect more details or view the rules in
different ways. Other approaches [17, 11] developed their own tools or a
new query language similar to SQL to select rules, which provides great
flexibility in studying rules. But, in some situations, domain experts are reluctant to learn such a query language.
In this Chapter, we present a new approach to address these problems.
• We propose a method that can generate MFIs directly from tabular
data, eliminating the need for conversion to transaction-type datasets. By taking advantage of column structures, our method can
significantly reduce the search space and the support counting time.
• We introduce a framework that uses MFIs as a roadmap for rule
mining. A user can select a subset of MFIs to including certain
attributes known as targets (e.g., surgery outcomes) in rule generation.
• To derive rules from MFIs, we propose an efficient method for
counting the supports for the subsets of user-selected MFIs. We
first build inverted indices for the collection of itemsets and then
use the indices for support counting. Experimental results show
that our approach is notably faster than the conventional hash tree
counting method.
• To handle the large number of rules generated, we hierarchically
organize rules into trees and use spreadsheet to present the rule
trees. In a rule tree, general rules can be extended into more specific rules. A user can first exam the general rules and then extend
to specific rules in the same tree. Based on spreadsheet’s rich functionality, domain experts can easily filter or extend branches in the
rule trees to create the best view for their interest.
The organization of this chapter is as follows. Section 1 discusses related works. Section 2 presents the framework of our proposed algorithm
called SmartRule and the method of mining MFIs directly from tabular
data. A new support counting method is introduced in Section 3. Then
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rule trees are developed in section 4 to represent a set of related rules and
their representations on the spreadsheet user interface. Performance comparison with transaction datasets is given in section 5. Finally, an application example of using this technique on a medical clinical dataset for
surgery consultation is given.
1.1 Related works
Let I be a set of items and D be a set of transactions, where each transaction is an itemset. The support of an itemset is the number of transactions
containing the itemset. An itemset is frequent if its support is at least a
user-specified minimum support. Let FI denote the set of all frequent itemsets. An itemset is closed if there is no superset with the same support. The
set of all frequent closed itemsets is denoted by FCI. A frequent itemset
is called maximal if it is not a subset of any other frequent itemset. Let
MFI denote the set of all maximal frequent itemsets. Any maximal frequent itemset X is a frequent closed itemset since no nontrivial superset of
X is frequent. Thus we have MFI ⊆ FCI ⊆ FI .
Many algorithms for association rule mining require discovering FI before forming rules. Most methods for generating FI can be classified into
three groups. First is the candidate set generate-and-test approach [1, 7,
12], which finds FI in a bottom up fashion. Second, the sampling approach
[16] reduces computation complexity but the results are incomplete. Third
is the data transformation approach [8, 20], which transforms a dataset to a
new form for efficient mining. Some algorithms [13, 19] use FCI to generate rules.
Recently many MFI mining algorithms have been proposed. MaxMiner
[4] uses a breadth-first search and performs look-ahead pruning on tree
branches. The developments in mining MFI, however, use a depth first
search with dynamic reordering as in DepthProject [2], Mafia [3], GenMax[6], and SmartMiner [21]. All of these methods for mining MFI have
reported orders of magnitudes faster than methods mining FI/FCI. SmartMiner uses tail information to prune the search space without superset
checking. Little research has been done on using MFIs for mining association rules since no rule can be generated from MFIs. However, MFIs can
serve as roadmaps for rule mining. For example, given the set of MFIs, we
can analyze many interesting properties of the dataset such as the longest
pattern, the distribution and the overlap of the MFIs.
Extensive research has been done on association rule mining. For example, there has been research on mining multi-level association rules [9], on
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selecting the right interestingness measure [15], on synthesizing high frequency rules [18], etc.
Association rule mining techniques often produce a large number of
rules that are hard to comprehend without further processing. Many
techniques [10, 11, 14, 17] are proposed to prune, cluster, or query rules.
The rules are usually presented in free text format, where it is easy to read
a single rule but difficult to compare multiple rules at the same time. In
this chapter, we propose using spreadsheets to present hierarchically organized rules to remedy this problem.

2 Methodology
Figure 2 illustrates SmartRule using an Excel book (or other spreadsheet
software) to store data and mining results. The Excel book also serves as
an interface for interacting with users. There are three functions in the system: TMaxMiner, InvertCount, and RuleTree. TMaxMiner directly mines
MFIs for a given minimal support from tabular data. InvertCount builds
the FI list contained by the user-selected MFIs and counts the supports for
the FIs (Section 3). RuleTree is used to generate rules and to organize
them hierarchically (Section 4).
In this chapter, we asExcel Book
TMaxMiner:
sume that our data only
1
3
Compute MFI
• Data
Domain
contains categorical valexperts
• MFI
2 from tabular
6
ues. In the situation that a
data.
• Rules
column contains continu• Config
5
4
ous values, we use clustering technique (e.g., [5,
22]) to partition the values
InvertCount:
RuleTree:
FI Supports
- MFIsÆFIs
- Generate
into several groups.
- Count sup

- Organize

Fig. 2. System overview of SmartRule

2.1 Tail Information
Let N=X:Y be a node where X is the head of N and Y is the tail of N.
Let M be known frequent itemsets and N=X:Y be a node. The tail
information of M to N is denoted as Inf (N|M), and is defined as the tail
parts of the frequent itemsets in {X:Y} that can be inferred from M, that is,
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the frequent itemsets in {X:Y} that can be inferred from M, that is,
Inf (N | M) = {Y ∩ Z | ∀Z ∈ M, X ⊆ Z} .
For example, Inf (e:bcd|{abcd,abe,ace})={b,c}, which means that eb
and ec are frequent given {abcd,abe,ace} frequent. For simplicity, we call
tail information “information”.
Since the tail of a node may contain many infrequent items, pure depthfirst search is inefficient. Hence, dynamic reordering is used to prune
away infrequent items from the tail of a node before exploring its sub
nodes.
2.2 Mining MFI from tabular data
We now present TmaxMiner, which computes MFIs directly from a tabular dataset. TMaxMiner uses tail information to eliminate superset checking. TMaxMiner uses tables as its data model and selects the column with
the least entropy for the next search.
To process the tabular data more efficiently, we start with the column of
the least entropy. The entropy of a column can be computed by the probability of each item in that column. For example, for column A in Figure
4a, the probability of a3 is {P(a3)=1} where empty cells are ignored; thus
the entropy of column A is I({P(a3)=1}) is 0. The entropy of column B is
I({P(b1)=0.6, P(b2)=0.4}) = -0.6*log20.6-0.4* log20.4 ≈ 0.97. So we start
mining MFI from column A.
As shown in Figure 3, TMaxMiner takes two parameters, a table T and
information inf. It returns the discovered MFI in a depth-first fashion.
The parameter T is the current table for processing and inf specifies the
known frequent itemsets from the previous search. The TMaxMiner algorithm that uses tail information to derive MFIs is shown in Figure 3. Line 1
computes the support for each item in T and then removes infrequent
items. Parent equivalence pruning (PEP) [3] is defined as follows: Let x be
a node’s head and y be an element in its tail, if any transaction containing x
also contains y, then move item y from the tail to the head. Line 2 finds the
PEP items that appear in every row of T and remove the corresponding
columns. Line 3 selects an item x in the column with the least entropy.
Lines 4 to 10 find the MFIs containing x. Specifically, a new table T’ is
formed by selecting those rows of T containing x, and then removing the
column of x. At Line 5, the part of inf mentioned x is assigned to inf’.
Line 6 discovers MFI in the new table T’, which is extended by the item x
and added to mfi. Since we discovered the MFI containing x, we can remove x from T as in Line 8. Then mfi’ is added into inf to inform the
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succeeding steps of the known frequent itemsets. Finally, the answer is
returned at Line 11.
TMaxMiner(table T, inf)
1 Count sup and remove infrequent items from T;
2 Find pep, remove pep’s columns, update inf;;
3 while(select x on a column of least entropy){
4
Rows in T containing x Ætable T’;
5
The part of inf relevant to T’Æinf’;
6
mfi’= TMaxMiner(T’, inf’);
7
Add (x + mfi’) to mfi;
8
Remove x from T;
9
Update inf with mfi’;
10 }
11 return (pep + mfi);
Fig. 3. TMaxMiner — a depth-first method that discovers MFI directly from a table guided by tail information.

2.3 An example of TMaxMiner
We shall show how TMaxMiner derives MFIs from the table as shown in
Figure 4a. Let minimum support threshold be equal to 3, we first select
item a3 as the first node since column A has the least entropy, and then
yield the table T(a3), where items c2 and d2 appear in every row, i.e.,
pep=c2d2, and all other items are infrequent. Therefore we obtain MFI
a3c2d2 for T(a3). Removing column A from Figure 4a, we have Figure 4b
with the tail information c2d2.
Next, column C in Figure 4b is selected. We find a MFI c1 from T(c1)
and two MFIs b1c2 and c2e1 from T(c2). After removing column C, we have
Figure 4c with the tail information {d2, b1, e1}. The rows 4 and 5 contain
the same items and can be combined to form a MFI b1d2e2. Then the two
rows can be removed and the table shown in Figure 4d is formed.
We find two more MFIs, b2e1 and d1e1, from Figure 4d and the search
process is now completed. The final results are the union of the MFIs in
Figure 4a~4d. They are a3c2d2, c1, b1c2, c2e1, b1d2e2, b2e1, and d1e1.
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(a). inf=nil
A B C D
2 1 1
1 2 1
3 2 2 2
3 1 2 2
1 1 2

E
1
1
1
2
2

(b). inf=c2d2
B C D E Occ
1 2 1 1 1 2
2 1 2 1 1 1
3 2 2 2 1 2
4 1 2 2 2 2
5 1 1 2 2 1

Occ
2
1
2
2
1

inf=nil
mfi=a3c2d2

T(a3)
pep=c2d2

B C D E Occ
3 2 2 2 1 2
4 1 2 2 2 2

T(c1)

inf=nil
mfi=c1

Inf=nil
B D E Occ
1 2 1 1 2
5 1 2 2 1

T(c2)

(c). inf=d2,b1,e1
B D E Occ
1 2 1 1 2
2 1 1 1 1
3 2 2 1 2
4 1 2 2 2
5 1 2 2 1
inf=d2 mfi=b1d2e2
mfi= b1c2,c2e1

inf=d2
B D E
2 1 1 1
3 2 2 1
4 1 2 2

Occ
1
2
2

(d). inf=e1
B D E Occ
1 2 1 1 2
2 1 1 1 1
3 2 2 1 2
mfi= b2e1, d1e1

MFI Results
a3c2d2
c1, b1c2, c2e1
b1d2e2
b2e1, d1e1

Fig. 4. An example of TMaxMiner: discover MFI directly from the tabular dataset.

3

Counting support for targeted association rules

Domain experts often wish to derive rules that contain a particular attribute. This can be accomplished by selecting a set of MFIs that contain such
a target column. When the MFIs are very long, columns of less interest
can be excluded.
The counting itemset C can be formed from the selected MFIs. For
example, if the target column is column E in Figure 1a, we can select the
MFIs containing e1 or e2 and have {b1d2e2, b2e1, c2e1, d1e1}. Then the
counting itemsets C are all the subsets of the selected MFIs, C={ b1, b2, c2,
d1, d2, e1, e2, b1d2, b1e2, b2e1, c2e1, d1e1, d2e2, d2b1e2}.
In order to generate rules, we need to count the support ∅ b1 d2 e2
for the counting itemsets C from the source table T.
e2
There are two ways to determine which itemsets in C are
b2 e1
contained in a row i in T: (1) for each subset s of i, check
c2 e1
if s exists in C; (2) for each itemset c in C, check if c is
contained in i. Clearly, both approaches are not effid1 e1
cient.
d2 e2
To solve this problem, some previous works build a
e1
hash tree from a prefix tree for the counting itemsets C.
e2
Figure 5 shows the prefix tree containing all the 14 itemFig.
5.
Prefix
sets in C. Then a hash table is added to each internal node
tree for counting FIs
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to facilitate the search for a particular child. To find the itemset in C contained in a row i in T, we need to determine all the nodes in the prefix tree
that match i. This approach is faster than the above two approaches, but the
tree operations are relatively expensive.
We propose an algorithm InvertCount for counting supports that use
only native CPU instructions such as “+1” and “mov”.
Figure 6 illustrates that InvertCount employs inverted indices to count
supports. Figure 6a shows the 14 itemsets for counting where the column
len is the number of items in an itemid itemset sup len cnt item
ids
set. The column sup stores the current
0
b1
4 1
b1 0, 7, 8, 13
counting results. The column cnt re1
b2
4 1 1
b2 1, 9
sets to 0 whenever the counting for one
2
c2
5 1
c2 2, 10
row is done. Figure 6b is the inverted 3 d
3
1
1
d
1
1 3, 11
indices itm2ids that map an item to a 4 d
5 1
d2 4, 7, 12, 13
2
list of itemsets’ identifiers ids.
5
e1
5 1 1
e1 5, 9, 10, 11
For a given row i, we can quickly de- 6
e2
3 1
e2 6, 8, 12, 13
termine the itemsets contained in i and 7 b1d2 3 2
b. itm2ids
increase their support by Occ(i). For 8 b1e2 3 2
Example:
example, for the first row of Figure 1a, 9 b2e1 4 2 2 Count from row 1:
i=a1b2c1d1e1, we get the inverted indi- 10 c2e1 3 2 1
a1b2c1d1e1: occ=2
ces (b2:1, 9), (d1:3, 11), and (e1:5, 9, 10, 11 d1e1 3 2 2 Get inverted index
b2: 1, 9
11). There is no inverted index for a1 12 d2e2 3 2
d1: 3, 11
and c1. Then we use the column cnt to 13 b1d2e2 3 3
e1: 5, 9, 10, 11
count the occurrence of each id in the
a. FI-table
above three indices, e.g., 9 occurring
twice.
Finally we determine that Fig. 6. Example of InvertCount for efficient computing FI supports.
itemsets 1, 3, 5, 9, 11 are contained in i
since their occurrences are equal to the values on column len (itemsets’
lengths). Therefore we increase their support by Occ(i), i.e. 2, as shown
on the column sup.
The algorithm InvertCount (shown in Figure 7) counts the support for
itemsets in C from source tabular data T without any expensive function
calls. Line 1 builds the data structure as shown in Figure 6. For each row
i in T, we first find the itemsets in C that are contained in i and then increase their support by Occ(i). Specifically, Lines 3 and 4 count the
occurrence of ids in the inverted lists of the items in i. Line 7 increases the
support of an itemset by Occ(i) if the itemset is a subset of i. Line 8
clears the count for item id in FI-table for later use. We return the counting results at Line 9.
Our preliminary experimental results reveal that InvertCount is notably
faster than previous hash tree counting.
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InvertCount(table T, C)
1 build FI-table F and itm2ids from C;
2 foreach(row i in T) do
3
foreach(item x in i) do
4
foreach(id in itm2ids[x].ids) do
F.cnt[id]++;
5
foreach(item x in i) do
6
foreach(id in itm2ids[x].ids) do
7
if(F.cnt[id]>=F.len[id])
F.sup[id]+=Occ(i);
8
F.cnt[id]=0;
9 return F.sup;
Fig. 7. The InvertCount Algorithm — using inverted indices to count supports for
the itemsets in C

4

Generating Rule Trees

Using the final support counting results, we are able to generate association rules. For example, Figure 6a shows the final counting results in the
column sup. Since we are looking for rules with e1 or e2 as rule head, we
can build a rule for every itemset containing e1 or e2. For instance, for
itemset b1d2e2 containing e2, a rule b1d2Æe2 is created. Figure 8 shows the
list of rules created from Figure 6a.
The support and confidence of a rule can be
id
rule
Sup Conf easily derived from the final counting result. For
5 nilÆe1
5 1.0
example, for the itemset d1e1 in Figure 6a, we cre6 nilÆe2
3 1.0
ated a rule d1→e1 whose support is 3 and whose
8 b1Æe2
3 0.75
confidence is the support of d1e1 divided by that of
9 b2Æe1
4 1.0
d1, which is equal to 1.0.
10 c2Æe1
3 0.6
Association rule mining usually generates too
11 d1Æe1
3 1.0
many rules for the user to comprehend, so we
12 d2Æe2
3 0.6
need to organize rules into a hierarchical structure
13 b1d2Æe2 3 1.0
Fig. 8. A table of rules so that users can study the rules at different levels
with varying degrees of specificity. Trees are built
from the list of rules, where each tree represents rules sharing the same
rule head. The hierarchical relationship on a tree is determined by the
containment relationship among rules’ bodies. A rule r1 is an ancestor of
r2 if and only if the head of r1 is equal to the head of r2 and where the body
of r1 is a subset of the body of r2.
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Figure 9 shows the algorithm TreeRule that takes a list of rules R as input, sorted by increasing length, and returns trees with hierarchically organized rules. Specifically, it builds a tree for each target column value,
as shown in Lines 2 and 3 where rules have empty bodies.
For a rule
with a non-empty body, we add it into the tree corresponding with its head,
as shown in Lines 4 to 5.
vector TreeRule(List R)
1 int i=0;
2 for(; R[i].body.len==0; i++) //nilÆh
3
new Tree(R[i]) Æ tr[R[i].head];
4 for(; i<R.Count; i++)
5
tr[R[i].head].AddRule(R[i]);
6 return tr;
Fig. 9. TreeRule — building a forest of trees from a list of rules

Figure 10 shows a recursive method AddRule that adds a rule r into a
tree. If a more specific rule r has similar support and confidence with the
current rule node referred by this, then we simply add the extra items as
optional items (optItms) without creating a new node as in Lines 1 to 3.
If the rule r is not similar to the current rule node, then we add r into
sub-trees of this whose bodies are subsets of r.body as in Lines 5 and 6.
If no such sub tree exists, we create a new tree and add it into this.subTree
as in Lines 7 to 9. Line 10 returns the updated tree r.
AddRule(rule r)
1 if(r.sup, r.conf)≈(this.sup, this.conf);
2
this.optItms += r.body-this.body;
3
return;
4 r.body -= this.optItms;
5 foreach(subtree t & t.body is a subset of
r.body)
6
t.AddRule(r);
7 if(no such a subtree)
8
t’=new Tree(r);
9
Add t’ to this.subTrees;
10 return;
Fig. 10. AddRule — recursively adding a rule into a rule tree
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nilÆe1 (sup=5, conf=1.0)
b2Æe1 (sup=4, conf=1.0)
d1Æe1 (sup=3, conf=1.0)
c2Æe1 (sup=3, conf=0.6)
nilÆe2 (sup=3, conf=1.0)
b1Æe2 (sup=4, conf=1.0)
b1d2Æe2 (sup=3,conf=1.0)
d2Æe2 (sup=3, conf=0.6)

a. Example of rule trees.

Rules
nilÆe1
b2Æe1
d1Æe1
c2Æe1
nilÆe2
b1Æe2
b1d2Æe2
d2Æe2

Sup
5
4
3
3
3
3
3
3

Conf Depth Num
1.0
0
0
1.0
1
1
1.0
1
2
0.6
1
3
1.0
0
4
0.75 1
5
1.0
2
6
0.6
1
7

b. Rule trees represented by node
Depth and Number

Fig. 11. Example of rule trees and their tabular representation

For example, Figure 11a shows the rule trees for the rules in Figure 8.
Two rule trees are built: one for e1 with 3 branches, another for e2 with two
levels of children. The second level node b1→e2 is the parent of b1d2→e2
because they both have the same head e2, and b1 is a subset of b1d2. In general, a more specific rule gives higher confidence but lower support. Figure
11b represents the tree in table format, in which each node is represented
as a row with its support, confidence, node depth and number information.
To output trees into tabular format, we number nodes in the trees by their
preorders. The node’s number plus its depth can be used to represent the
hierarchical relationship of the specific rules in a rule tree.

5. Hybrid Clustering Technique for Partitioning
Continuous Attributes
The number of cells and the cell size will affect the clustering results and
the data mining outcome, both in support and confidence.
When the sample size is very small and number of attributes is large,
conventional statistical classification techniques such as CART [22] fail to
classify the continuous value of an attribute into cells. Using unsupervised
clustering techniques [5] has the problem of not knowing the optimal
number of cells to represent the variables. Therefore, we developed a hybrid technique that combines both statistical and data mining techniques iteratively in determining the optimal number of cells as well as the cell
sizes.
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The basic idea is to use data mining technique to select a small set of
key attributes, and then use a statistical classification technique such as
CART to determine the cell sizes and number of cells from the training set.
Then we use the partitioning result for data mining. The procedure works
as follows:
Perform the mining on the training set, and select a set of attributes with
high confidence and support for statistical classification.
Perform statistical classification based on the training set for the selected attributes set from step (1). Since the attribute set is greatly reduced, statistical classification techniques such as CART [22] can be used
to determine the optimal number of cells and their corresponding cell sizes
for attribute.
Based on the optimal cell sizes for each attribute from step (2), data
mining algorithms can then be used to generate the rules for this set of attributes.
With this hybrid clustering approach, we are able to generate optimal
partitioning for the set of continuous attributes. Our experimental results
reveal that deriving rules based on such partitioning yield better mining results than conventional unsupervised clustering techniques [5].

6.

Performance Comparisons

SmartRule was implemented using Microsoft .Net C# and the Office XP
primary interop assemblies so that our program could directly read from
and write to Excel workbooks. Experimental results have shown that
SmartMiner is close to one order of magnitude faster than Mafia and
Genmax in generating MFI from transaction dataset [21]. Note SmartMiner, Mafia and GenMax do not keep column constraints during generating MFIs. By taking advantage of column constraints in tabular data format, TmaxMiner achieves performance gains over SmartMiner as shown
in Fig. 12. Further, we note that the gain increases as the support decreases. The dataset Mushroom used for performance comparison is in
tabular format and was downloaded from the UCI machine learning repository [23].
To evaluate the performance of InvertCount, we used the Mushroom
dataset and selected the MFIs containing the class attributes (edible or poisonous) to generate counting itemsets. Before testing, we build a hash
tree and inverted indices for these itemsets. Then we compared the
counting time of InvertCount and HashTree in the source Mushroom table.
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Time (sec)

3

1.5

SmartMiner
TMaxMiner

2.5
2

Relative time
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1.5
1
0.5
0

HashTree
InvertCount

1
0.5
0

10

5

1

0.5

0.1

10

Minimal Support (%)

Fig. 12. Comparison of TMaxMiner
with SmartMiner

5

1

0.5

0.1

Minimal Support (%)

Fig. 13. Comparison of InvertCount
with Hashtree

Figure 13 shows the relative time of Hash Tree and InvertCount for the
tests at varying minimal supports. When minimal support is 10%, they
have similar performances because of the small number of counting itemsets. As the minimal support decreases, MFIs become longer, which results in an increase in the number of counting itemsets. In such a case, InvertCount is notably faster than HashTree.

7

An Application Example

We have applied SmartRule to mine a set of clinical data that was collected from urology surgeries during 1995 to 2002 at the UCLA Pediatric
Urology Clinic. The dataset contains 130 rows (each row represents a patient) and 28 columns, which describe patient pre-operative conditions,
type of surgery performed, post-op complications and final outcome of the
surgeries. The pre-operative conditions include patient ambulatory status
(A), catheterizing skills (CS), amount of creatinine in the blood (SerumCrPre), leak point pressure (LPP), and urodynamics, such as minimum
volume infused into bladder when pressure reached 20 cm of water
(20%min). The data mining goal is to derive a set of rules from the clinical
data set (training set) that summarize the outcome based on patients’ preop data. This knowledge base can then be used to examine a given patient pre-op profile and decide which operation should be performed to
achieve the best outcome.
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This set of clinical data represents four types of surgery operations as
shown in Table 1. We separate the patients into four groups based on the
type of surgery they were treated with. For a given surgery type, we partitioned the continuous value attributes, e.g., patient urodynamics data, into
discrete intervals or cells. To achieve best mining results, an attribute may
partition into different cell sizes for different types of operations, as shown
in Table 2. Since our sample size is very small, especially after subgrouping the dataset into different operations, we used the hybrid technique that
combines both statistical and data mining techniques iteratively in determining the optimal number of cells as well as the cell sizes.
For the training set, we are able to generate optimal partitioning for the
set of continuous attributes from each operation type as shown in Table 2.
Sets of rules are generated based on the discretized variables for each type
of operation, which can be viewed as the knowledge base for this type of
operation. Our experimental results reveal that deriving rules based on
such partitioning yield better mining results than conventional unsupervised clustering techniques [5].
For a given patient with a specific set of pre-op conditions, the generated rules from the training set can be used to predict success or failure
rate for a specific operation.
To provide the user with a family of rules, SmartRule can organize
matched rules into rule trees from general to specific rules. The rules
closer to the root are more general, contain fewer constraints and yield
higher support; the rules closer to the leaves are more specific, which contain more constraints and yield lower support. In case of multiple match
rules, the quality of the rules in terms of confidence and support may be
used in rule selection.
Given patient Matt’s pre-op conditions as shown in Table 3(a), since the
attributes in the rules are represented in discrete values, the continuous
pre-op conditions are transformed into discrete values (Table 3(b)) based
on the partitioning done on the attributes of operation types as shown in
Table 2. Based on these attributes values of a given patient such as “Ambulatory Status=4” and “CathSkills=1”, we can search for rules from the
knowledge base that were generated from the training set to match Matt’s
pre-op profile as shown in Table 4.
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Table 1. Four types of surgeries
Operation
Type

Operation Description

Op-1

Bladder Neck Reconstruction with Augmentation

Op-2

Bladder Neck Reconstruction without Augmentation

Op-3

Bladder Neck Closure without Augmentation

Op-4

Bladder Neck Closure with Augmentation

Table 2. Partition of continuous variables into optimal number of discrete
intervals (cells) and cell sizes for four types of operations. Each table presents the
partitioning for a specific operation type. The optimal number of cells for an
attribute is represented by the number of rows in each table. The size for each cell
is represented in the column. Since different attributes have different optimal
number of cells, certain attributes may contain no values in certain rows, and we
use n/a to designate such a undefined cell sizes.
(a) Operation Type 1
Cell#
1
2
3
4

LPP
[0, 19]
(19, 33.5]
(33.5,40]

normal

SerumCrPre
[0, 0.75]
[0.75, 2.2]
n/a
n/a

(b) Operation Type 2
Cell#
1
2
3

20%min 20%mean 30%min 30%mean
[80, 118]
[50, 77] [100, 170] [51, 51]
[145, 178] [88, 104] [206, 241] [94, 113]
[221, 264] [135, 135]
n/a
[135, 135]

LPP SerumCrPre
[12, 20]
[0, 0.5]
[24, 36]
[0.7, 1.4]
normal
n/a

(c) Operation Type 3
Cell#
1
2

20%min 20%mean 30%min 30%mean
[103,130] [57, 75]
[129, 157] [86, 93]
[156,225] [92, 105] [188, 223] [100,121]

LPP SerumCrPre
[6, 29]
[0.3, 0.7]
[30,40]
[1.0, 1.5]
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(d) Operation Type 4
Cell#
1
2
3
4

LPP
[0, 19]
(19, 69]

normal
n/a

20% mean
[0, 33.37]
(33.37, 37.5]
(37.5, 52]
(52, 110]

Table 3. (a) Patient Matt’s pre-operative conditions
Ambulatory
Cath
Serum
Status (A) Skills (CS) CrPre
4
1
0.5

20%
20%
30% 30%
LPP
min mean(M) min mean
31
20
50
33
27

UPP
unkown

Table 3. (b) Discretized pre-operative conditions of patient Matt’s pre-op
conditions. The attributes not used in rule generation are denoted as n/a.

Op-1
Op-2
Op-3
Op-4

Ambulatory
Cath
Serum
Status (A) Skills (CS) CrPre
4
1
1
4
1
1
4
1
1
4
1
n/a

20%
20%
30% 30%
LPP
min mean(M) min mean
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
2
<1
<1
<1
<1
2
<1
<1
<1
<1
1
n/a
1
n/a
n/a
2

Table 4. Rule trees selected from the knowledge base (derived form the training
set) that match patient Matt’s pre-op profile
Surgery
Op-1
Op-2
Op-3

Op-4

Conditions
CS=1
CS=1 and LPP=2
CS=1 and LPP=2
20%min=1 and LPP=2
CS=1 and SerumCrPre=1
CS=1, SerumCrPre=1 and LPP=1
A=4
A=4 and CS=1
A=4, CS=1 and LPP=2
A=4, CS=1 and M=1
A=4, CS=1, M=1 and LPP=2

Outcome
Success
Success
Fail
Fail
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success

Support Support(%)
10
3
2
2
5
2
14
11
8
6
6

41.67
12.5
16.67
16.67
50
20
32.55
25.58
18.6
13.95
13.95

Confidence
0.77
0.75
0.67
0.67
0.83
1
0.78
0.79
0.8
1
1
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sup=32.55%,conf=0.78
A4ÆSuccess
sup=25.58%,conf=0.79
A4CS1ÆSuccess
sup=18.6%,conf=0.8
A4CS1Lpp2ÆSuccess
sup=13.95%,conf=1
A4CS1M1ÆSuccess
sup=13.95%,conf=1
A4CS1M1Lpp2ÆSuccess

(a) Represent rule trees for Op-4 by spreadsheet
Op-4

(b) Rule tree for

Fig. 14. Representing rules in a hierarchical structure for the example

Based on the rule tree, we note that Operations 3 and 4 both match patient Matt’s pre-op conditions. However, Operation 4 matches more attributes in Matt’s pre-op conditions than Operation 3. Thus, Operation 4 is
more desirable for patient Matt. A screen shot of the corresponding
spreadsheet user interface is shown in Fig 14a and the corresponding rule
tree representation is shown in Fig 14b. We have received favorable user
feedback in using the spreadsheet interface because of its ease in rule
searching and sorting.

8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have proposed a method to derive association rules directly from tabular data with a large number of dependent variables. The
SmartRule algorithm is able to use table structures to reduce the search
space and the counting time for mining maximal frequent itemsets (MFI).
Our experimental results reveal that using tabular data rather than transforming to transaction-type data can significantly improve the performance
of mining MFIs. Using simple data structures and native CPU instructions,
the proposed InvertCount is faster than hash tree for support counting. Finally, SmartRule organizes rules into hierarchical rule trees and uses
spreadsheet as a user interface to sort, filter and select rules so that users
can browse only a small number of interesting rules that they wish to
study. We have successfully applied SmartRule to a set of medical clinical
data and have derived useful rules for recommending the type of surgical
operation for patients based on their pre-operative conditions and demography information.
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Summary. Sequential pattern mining is an important data mining problem with
broad applications. However, it is also a challenging problem since the mining may
have to generate or examine a combinatorially explosive number of intermediate
subsequences. Recent studies have developed two major classes of sequential pattern
mining methods: (1) a candidate generation-and-test approach, represented by (i)
GSP [30], a horizontal format-based sequential pattern mining method, and (ii)
SPADE [36], a vertical format-based method; and (2) a sequential pattern growth
method, represented by PrefixSpan [26] and its further extensions, such as CloSpan
for mining closed sequential patterns [35].
In this study, we perform a systematic introduction and presentation of the
pattern-growth methodology and study its principles and extensions. We ﬁrst introduce two interesting pattern growth algorithms, FreeSpan [11] and PrefixSpan
[26], for eﬃcient sequential pattern mining. Then we introduce CloSpan for mining
closed sequential patterns. Their relative performance in large sequence databases is
presented and analyzed. The various kinds of extension of these methods for (1) mining constraint-based sequential patterns, (2) mining multi-level, multi-dimensional
sequential patterns, (3) mining top-k closed sequential patterns, and (4) their applications in bio-sequence pattern analysis and clustering sequences are also discussed
in the paper.
Index terms. Data mining, sequential pattern mining algorithm, sequence database,
scalability, performance analysis, application.
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1.1 Introduction
Sequential pattern mining, which discovers frequent subsequences as patterns
in a sequence database, is an important data mining problem with broad
applications, including the analysis of customer purchase patterns or Web
access patterns, the analysis of sequencing or time-related processes such as
scientiﬁc experiments, natural disasters, and disease treatments, the analysis
of DNA sequences, and so on.
The sequential pattern mining problem was ﬁrst introduced by Agrawal
and Srikant in [2] based on their study of customer purchase sequences, as
follows: Given a set of sequences, where each sequence consists of a list of elements and each element consists of a set of items, and given a user-speciﬁed
min support threshold, sequential pattern mining is to ﬁnd all frequent subsequences, i.e., the subsequences whose occurrence frequency in the set of sequences is no less than min support.
This problem is introduced from the examination of potential patterns in
sequence databases, as follows.
Let I = {i1 , i2 , . . . , in } be a set of all items. An itemset is a subset of
items. A sequence is an ordered list of itemsets. A sequence s is denoted
by s1 s2 · · · sl , where sj is an itemset. sj is also called an element of the
sequence, and denoted as (x1 x2 · · · xm ), where xk is an item. For brevity, the
brackets are omitted if an element has only one item, i.e., element (x) is written
as x. An item can occur at most once in an element of a sequence, but can occur
multiple times in diﬀerent elements of a sequence. The number of instances
of items in a sequence is called the length of the sequence. A sequence with
length l is called an l-sequence. A sequence α = a1 a2 · · · an  is called a
subsequence of another sequence β = b1 b2 · · · bm  and β a super-sequence
of α, denoted as α  β, if there exist integers 1 ≤ j1 < j2 < · · · < jn ≤ m
such that a1 ⊆ bj1 , a2 ⊆ bj2 , . . . , an ⊆ bjn .
A sequence database S is a set of tuples sid, s, where sid is a
sequence id and s a sequence. A tuple sid, s is said to contain a sequence α, if α is a subsequence of s. The support of a sequence α in a sequence database S is the number of tuples in the database containing α, i.e.,
supportS (α) = | {sid, s|(sid, s ∈ S) ∧ (α  s)} |. It can be denoted as
support(α) if the sequence database is clear from the context. Given a positive integer min support as the support threshold, a sequence α is called a
sequential pattern in sequence database S if supportS (α) ≥ min support.
A sequential pattern with length l is called an l-pattern.
Example 1. Let our running sequence database be S given in Table 1.1 and
min support = 2. The set of items in the database is {a, b, c, d, e, f, g}.
A sequence a(abc)(ac)d(cf ) has ﬁve elements: (a), (abc), (ac), (d) and
(cf ), where items a and c appear more than once respectively in diﬀerent
elements. It is a 9-sequence since there are 9 instances appearing in that sequence. Item a happens three times in this sequence, so it contributes 3 to
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Sequence id
Sequence
1
a(abc)(ac)d(cf )
2
(ad)c(bc)(ae)
3
(ef )(ab)(df )cb
4
eg(af )cbc
Table 1.1. A sequence database

the length of the sequence. However, the whole sequence a(abc)(ac)d(cf )
contributes only one to the support of a. Also, sequence a(bc)df  is a subsequence of a(abc)(ac)d(cf ). Since both sequences 10 and 30 contain subsequence s = (ab)c, s is a sequential pattern of length 3 (i.e., 3-pattern).

From this example, one can see that sequential pattern mining problem
can be stated as “given a sequence database and the min support threshold,
sequential pattern mining is to ﬁnd the complete set of sequential patterns
in the database.”
Notice that this model of sequential pattern mining is an abstraction from
the customer shopping sequence analysis. However, this model may not cover
a large set of requirements in sequential pattern mining. For example, for
studying Web traversal sequences, gaps between traversals become important
if one wants to predict what could be the next Web pages to be clicked. Many
other applications may want to ﬁnd gap-free or gap-sensitive sequential patterns as well, such as weather prediction, scientiﬁc, engineering and production
processes, DNA sequence analysis, and so on. Moreover, one may like to ﬁnd
approximate sequential patterns instead of precise sequential patterns, such
as in DNA sequence analysis where DNA sequences may contain nontrivial
proportions of insertions, deletions, and mutations.
In our model of study, the gap between two consecutive elements in a
sequence is unimportant. However, the gap-free or gap-sensitive frequent sequential patterns can be treated as special cases of our model since gaps
are essentially constraints enforced on patterns. The eﬃcient mining of gapsensitive patterns will be discussed in our later section on constraint-based
sequential pattern mining. Moreover, the mining of approximate sequential
patterns is also treated as an extension of our basic mining methodology.
Those and other related issues will be discussed in the later part of the paper.
Many previous studies contributed to the eﬃcient mining of sequential
patterns or other frequent patterns in time-related data [2, 30, 21, 32, 37,
22, 20, 4, 24, 29, 8]. Srikant and Agrawal [30] generalized their deﬁnition
of sequential patterns in [2] to include time constraints, sliding time window, and user-deﬁned taxonomy and present an Apriori-based, improved algorithm GSP (i.e., generalized sequential patterns). Mannila, et al. [21] presented a problem of mining frequent episodes in a sequence of events, where
episodes are essentially acyclic graphs of events whose edges specify the tem-
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poral precedent-subsequent relationship without restriction on interval. Bettini, et al. [4] considered a generalization of inter-transaction association rules.
These are essentially rules whose left-hand and right-hand sides are episodes
with time-interval restrictions. Lu, et al. [20] proposed inter-transaction association rules that are implication rules whose two sides are totally-ordered
episodes with timing-interval restrictions. Garofalakis, et al. [7] proposed the
use of regular expressions as a ﬂexible constraint speciﬁcation tool that enables
user-controlled focus to be incorporated into the sequential pattern mining
process. Some other studies extended the scope from mining sequential patterns to mining partial periodic patterns. Özden, et al. [24] introduced cyclic
association rules that are essentially partial periodic patterns with perfect periodicity in the sense that each pattern reoccurs in every cycle, with 100%
conﬁdence. Han, et al. [8] developed a frequent pattern mining method for
mining partial periodicity patterns that are frequent maximal patterns where
each pattern appears in a ﬁxed period with a ﬁxed set of oﬀsets, and with
suﬃcient support. Zaki [36] developed a vertical format-based sequential pattern mining method, called SPADE, which can be considered as an extension
of vertical-format-based frequent itemset mining methods, such as [37, 39].
Almost all of the above proposed methods for mining sequential patterns
and other time-related frequent patterns are Apriori-like, i.e., based on the
Apriori principle, which states the fact that any super-pattern of an infrequent pattern cannot be frequent, and based on a candidate generation-andtest paradigm proposed in association mining [1].
In our recent studies, we have developed and systematically explored a
pattern-growth approach for eﬃcient mining of sequential patterns in large sequence database. The approach adopts a divide-and-conquer, pattern-growth
principle as follows, sequence databases are recursively projected into a set of
smaller projected databases based on the current sequential pattern(s), and sequential patterns are grown in each projected database by exploring only locally
frequent fragments. Based on this philosophy, we ﬁrst proposed a straightforward pattern growth method, FreeSpan (for Frequent pattern-projected
Sequential pattern mining) [11], which reduces the eﬀorts of candidate subsequence generation. Then, we introduced another and more eﬃcient method,
called PrefixSpan (for Preﬁx-projected Sequential pattern mining), which
oﬀers ordered growth and reduced projected databases. To further improve
the performance, a pseudo-projection technique is developed in PrefixSpan. A
comprehensive performance study shows that PrefixSpan in most cases outperforms the Apriori-based GSP algorithm, FreeSpan, and SPADE [36] (a sequential
pattern mining algorithm that adopts vertical data format), and PrefixSpan
integrated with pseudo-projection is the fastest among all the tested algorithms. Furthermore, our experiments show that PrefixSpan consumes a much
smaller memory space in comparison with GSP and SPADE.
PrefixSpan is an eﬃcient algorithm at mining the complete set of sequential
patterns. However, a long sequential pattern may contain a combinatorial
number of frequent subsequences. To avoid generating a large number by
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many of which are essentially redundant subsequences, our task becomes the
mining of closed sequential pattern instead of the complete set of sequential
patterns. An eﬃcient algorithm called CloSpan [35] is developed based on the
philosophy of (sequential) pattern-growth and by exploring sharing among
generated or to be generated sequences. Our performance study shows that
CloSpan may further reduce the cost at mining closed sequential patterns
substantially in comparison with PrefixSpan.
This pattern-growth methodology has been further extended in various
ways to cover the methods and applications of sequential and structured pattern mining. This includes (1) mining multi-level, multi-dimensional sequential patterns, (2) mining other structured patterns, such as graph patterns,
(3) constraint-based sequential pattern mining, (4) mining closed sequential
patterns, (5) mining top-k sequential patterns, (6) mining long sequences in
the noise environment, (7) mining approximate consensus sequential patterns,
and (8) clustering time-series gene expressions.
In this paper, we will systematically present the methods for patterngrowth-based sequential patterns, their principle and applications.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the Apriori-based sequential pattern mining methods, GSP and SPADE,
both relying on a candidate generation-and-test philosophy. In Section 3,
our approach, projection-based sequential pattern growth, is introduced, by
ﬁrst summarizing FreeSpan, and then presenting PrefixSpan, associated with
a pseudo-projection technique for performance improvement. In Section 4, we
introduce CloSpan, an eﬃcient method for mining closed sequential patterns.
Some experimental results and performance analysis are summarized in Section 5. The extensions of the method in diﬀerent directions are discussed in
Section 6. We conclude our study in Section 7.

1.2 Previous work: The Candidate Generation-and-Test
Approach
The candidate generation-and-test approach is an extension of the Aprioribased frequent pattern mining algorithm [1] to sequential pattern analysis.
Similar to frequent patterns, sequential patterns has the anti-monotone (i.e.,
downward closure) property as follows: every non-empty sub-sequence of a
sequential pattern is a sequential pattern.
Based on this property, there are two algorithms developed for eﬃcient sequential pattern mining: (1) a horizontal data format based sequential pattern
mining method: GSP [30], and (2) a vertical data format based sequential pattern mining method: SPADE [36]. We outline and analyze these two methods
in this section.
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1.2.1 GSP: A horizontal data format based sequential pattern
mining algorithm
From the sequential pattern mining point of view, a sequence database can
be represented in two data formats: (1) a horizontal data format, and (2) a
vertical data format. The former uses the natural representation of the data set
as sequence id : a sequence of objects, whereas the latter uses the vertical
representation of the sequence database: object : (sequence id, time stamp),
which can be obtained by transforming from a horizontal formatted sequence
database.
GSP is a horizontal data format based sequential pattern mining developed
by Srikant and Agrawal [30] by extension of their frequent itemset mining
algorithm, Apriori [1]. Based on the downward closure property of a sequential
pattern, GSP adopts a multiple-pass, candidate-generation-and-test approach
in sequential pattern mining. The algorithm is outlined as follows. The ﬁrst
scan ﬁnds all of the frequent items which form the set of single item frequent
sequences. Each subsequent pass starts with a seed set of sequential patterns,
which is the set of sequential patterns found in the previous pass. This seed set
is used to generate new potential patterns, called candidate sequences. Each
candidate sequence contains one more item than a seed sequential pattern,
where each element in the pattern may contain one or multiple items. The
number of items in a sequence is called the length of the sequence. So, all
the candidate sequences in a pass will have the same length. The scan of the
database in one pass ﬁnds the support for each candidate sequence. All of the
candidates whose support in the database is no less than min support form
the set of the newly found sequential patterns. This set then becomes the
seed set for the next pass. The algorithm terminates when no new sequential
pattern is found in a pass, or no candidate sequence can be generated.
The method is illustrated using the following example.
Example 2. (GSP) Given the database S and min support in Example 1, GSP
ﬁrst scans S, collects the support for each item, and ﬁnds the set of frequent
items, i.e., frequent length-1 subsequences (in the form of “item : support”):
a : 4, b : 4, c : 3, d : 3, e : 3, f  : 3, g : 1.
By ﬁltering the infrequent item g, we obtain the ﬁrst seed set L1 =
{a, b, c, d, e, f }, each member in the set representing a 1-element
sequential pattern. Each subsequent pass starts with the seed set found in the
previous pass and uses it to generate new potential sequential patterns, called
candidate sequences.
For L1 , a set of 6 length-1 sequential patterns generates a set of 6 × 6 +
6×5
2 = 51 candidate sequences, C2 = {aa, ab, . . . , af , ba, bb, . . . , f f ,
(ab), (ac), . . . , (ef )}.
The multi-scan mining process is shown in Figure 1.1. The set of candidates
is generated by a self-join of the sequential patterns found in the previous pass.
In the k-th pass, a sequence is a candidate only if each of its length-(k − 1)
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4th scan, 6 candidates
4 length-4 sequential patterns

3rd scan, 64 candidates
21 length-3 sequential patterns
13 candidates not appear in database at all

2nd scan, 51 candidates
22 length-2 sequential patterns
9 candidates not appear in database at all
1st scan, 7 candidates
6 length-1 sequential patterns

<a(bc)a>

<(ab)dc>

<efbc>

<aab>

<a(ab)>

<aac>

<aa> <ab> ......

<a>

<b>

<af>

<c>
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......

......

<ba> <bb> ......

<d>

<e> <f>

<ff>

<(ab)> ......

<(ef)>

<g>

Candidate cannot pass support threshold
Candidate does not appear in database at all

Fig. 1.1. Candidates, candidate generation, and sequential patterns in GSP

subsequences is a sequential pattern found at the (k − 1)-th pass. A new scan
of the database collects the support for each candidate sequence and ﬁnds the
new set of sequential patterns. This set becomes the seed for the next pass.
The algorithm terminates when no sequential pattern is found in a pass, or
when there is no candidate sequence generated. Clearly, the number of scans is
at least the maximum length of sequential patterns. It needs one more scan if
the sequential patterns obtained in the last scan still generate new candidates.
GSP, though beneﬁts from the Apriori pruning, still generates a large number of candidates. In this example, 6 length-1 sequential patterns generate
51 length-2 candidates, 22 length-2 sequential patterns generate 64 length-3
candidates, etc. Some candidates generated by GSP may not appear in the
database at all. For example, 13 out of 64 length-3 candidates do not appear
in the database.

The example shows that an Apriori-like sequential pattern mining method,
such as GSP, though reduces search space, bears three nontrivial, inherent
costs which are independent of detailed implementation techniques.
First, there are potentially huge sets of candidate sequences. Since the set
of candidate sequences includes all the possible permutations of the elements
and repetition of items in a sequence, an Apriori-based method may generate
a really large set of candidate sequences even for a moderate seed set. For
example, if there are 1000 frequent sequences of length-1, such as a1 , a2 ,
=
. . . , a1000 , an Apriori-like algorithm will generate 1000 × 1000 + 1000×999
2
1, 499, 500 candidate sequences, where the ﬁrst term is derived from the set
a1 a1 , a1 a2 , . . . , a1 a1000 , a2 a1 , a2 a2 , . . . , a1000 a1000 , and the second
term is derived from the set (a1 a2 ), (a1 a3 ), . . . , (a999 a1000 ).
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Second, multiple scans of databases could be costly. Since the length of each
candidate sequence grows by one at each database scan, to ﬁnd a sequential
pattern {(abc)(abc) (abc)(abc)(abc)}, an Apriori-based method must scan the
database at least 15 times.
Last, there are inherent diﬃculties at mining long sequential patterns. A
long sequential pattern must grow from a combination of short ones, but the
number of such candidate sequences is exponential to the length of the sequential patterns to be mined. For example, suppose there is only a single
sequence of length 100, a1 a2 . . . a100 , in the database, and the min support
threshold is 1 (i.e., every occurring pattern is frequent), to (re-)derive this
length-100 sequential pattern, the Apriori-based method has to generate 100
= 14, 950 length-2 candilength-1 candidate
100 × 100 + 100×99
2
 sequences,

date sequences,

100
3

= 161, 700 length-3 candidate sequences, and so on.

Obviously,the total
 number of candidate sequences to be generated is greater
100 100
than Σi=1
= 2100 − 1 ≈ 1030 .
i

In many applications, it is not rare that one may encounter a large number
of sequential patterns and long sequences, such as stock sequence analysis.
Therefore, it is important to re-examine the sequential pattern mining problem
to explore more eﬃcient and scalable methods. Based on our analysis, both
the thrust and the bottleneck of an Apriori-based sequential pattern mining
method come from its step-wise candidate sequence generation and test. Then
the problem becomes, “can we develop a method which may absorb the spirit
of Apriori but avoid or substantially reduce the expensive candidate generation
and test?”
1.2.2 SPADE: An Apriori-based vertical data format sequential
pattern mining algorithm
The Apriori-based sequential pattern mining can also be explored by mapping
a sequence database into the vertical data format which takes each item as the
center of observation and takes its associated sequence and event identiﬁers
as data sets. To ﬁnd sequence of length-2 items, one just needs to join two
single items if they are frequent and they share the same sequence identiﬁer
and their event identiﬁers (which are essentially relative timestamps) follow
the sequential ordering. Similarly, one can grow the length of itemsets from
length two to length three, and so on. Such an Apriori-based vertical data format sequential pattern mining algorithm, called SPADE (Sequential PAttern
Discovery using Equivalent classes) algorithm [36], is illustrated using the
following example.
Example 3. (SPADE) Given our running sequence database S and min support
in Example 1, SPADE ﬁrst scans S, transforms the database into the vertical format by introducing EID (event ID) which is a (local) timestamp for
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each event. Each single item is associated with a set of SID (sequence id)
and EID (event id) pairs. For example, item “b” is associated with (SID,
EID) pairs as follows: {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 2), (3, 5), (4, 5)}, as shown in Figure
1.2. This is because item b appears in sequence 1, event 2, and so on. Frequent single items “a” and “b” can be joined together to form a length-two
subsequence by joining the same sequence id with event ids following the corresponding sequence order. For example, subsequence ab contains a set of
triples (SID, EID(a), EID(b)), such as (1, 1, 2), and so on. Furthermore, the
frequent length-2 subsequences can be joined together based on the Apriori
heuristic to form length-3 subsequences, and so on. The process continuous
until no frequent sequences can be found or no such sequences can be formed
by such joins.
SID EID Items
1
1
a
1
2 abc
1
3
ac
1
4
d
1
5
cf
2
1
ad
2
2
c
2
3
bc
2
4
ae
3
1
ef
3
2
ab
3
3
df
3
4
c
3
5
b
4
1
e
4
2
g
4
3
af
4
4
c
4
5
b
4
6
c

a
b
···
SID EID SID EID · · ·
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
3
1
3
3
2
2
1
3
5
2
4
4
5
3
2
4
3
ab
ba
···
SID EID (a) EID(b) SID EID (b) EID(a) · · ·
1
1
2
1
2
3
2
1
3
2
3
4
3
2
5
4
3
5
aba
···
SID EID (a) EID(b) EID(a) · · ·
1
1
2
3
2
1
3
4

Fig. 1.2. Vertical format of the sequence database and fragments of the SPADE
mining process.

Some fragments of the SPADE mining process are illustrated in Figure 1.2.
The detailed analysis of the method can be found in [36].

The SPADE algorithm may reduce the access of sequence databases since
the information required to construct longer sequences are localized to the
related items and/or subsequences represented by their associated sequence
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and event identiﬁers. However, the basic search methodology of SPADE is
similar to GSP, exploring both breadth-ﬁrst search and Apriori pruning. It
has to generate a large set of candidates in breadth-ﬁrst manner in order to
grow longer subsequences. Thus most of the diﬃculties suﬀered in the GSP
algorithm will reoccur in SPADE as well.

1.3 The Pattern-growth Approach for Sequential
Pattern Mining
In this section, we introduce a pattern-growth methodology for mining sequential patterns. It is based on the methodology of pattern-growth mining of
frequent patterns in transaction databases developed in the FP-growth algorithm [12]. We introduce ﬁrst the FreeSpan algorithm and then a more eﬃcient
alternative, the PrefixSpan algorithm.
1.3.1 FreeSpan: Frequent Pattern-Projected Sequential Pattern
Mining
For a sequence α = s1 · · · sl , the itemset s1 ∪ · · · ∪ sl is called α’s projected
itemset. FreeSpan is based on the following property: if an itemset X is infrequent, any sequence whose projected itemset is a superset of X cannot be
a sequential pattern. FreeSpan mines sequential patterns by partitioning the
search space and projecting the sequence sub-databases recursively based on
the projected itemsets.
Let f list = x1 , . . . , xn  be a list of all frequent items in sequence database
S. Then, the complete set of sequential patterns in S can be divided into n
disjoint subsets: (1) the set of sequential patterns containing only item x1 , (2)
those containing item x2 but no item in {x3 , . . . , xn }, and so on. In general,
the ith subset (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is the set of sequential patterns containing item xi
but no item in {xi+1 , . . . , xn }.
Then, the database projection can be performed as follows. At the time
of deriving p’s projected database from DB, the set of frequent items X of
DB is already known. Only those items in X will need to be projected into
p’s projected database. This eﬀectively discards irrelevant information and
keeps the size of the projected database minimal. By recursively doing so, one
can mine the projected databases and generate the complete set of sequential
patterns in the given partition without duplication. The details are illustrated
in the following example.
Example 4 (FreeSpan). Given the database S and min support in Example 1,
FreeSpan ﬁrst scans S, collects the support for each item, and ﬁnds the set
of frequent items. This step is similar to GSP. Frequent items are listed in
support descending order (in the form of “item : support”), that is, f list =
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a : 4, b : 4, c : 4, d : 3, e : 3, f : 3. They form six length-one sequential
patterns: a:4, b:4, c:4, d:3, e:3, f :3.
According to the f list, the complete set of sequential patterns in S can be
divided into 6 disjoint subsets: (1) the ones containing only item a, (2) the
ones containing item b but no item after b in f list, (3) the ones containing item
c but no item after c in f list, and so on, and ﬁnally, (6) the ones containing
item f .
The sequential patterns related to the six partitioned subsets can be mined
by constructing six projected databases (obtained by one additional scan of the
original database). Infrequent items, such as g in this example, are removed
from the projected databases. The process for mining each projected database
is detailed as follows.
• Mining sequential patterns containing only item a.
The a-projected database is {aaa, aa, a, a}. By mining this projected database, only one additional sequential pattern containing only
item a, i.e., aa:2, is found.
• Mining sequential patterns containing item b but no item after b in the
f list.
By mining the b-projected database: {a(ab)a, aba, (ab)b, ab}, four
additional sequential patterns containing item b but no item after b in f list
are found. They are {ab:4, ba:2, (ab):2, aba:2}.
• Mining sequential patterns containing item c but no item after c in the
f list.
The mining of the c-projected database: {a(abc)(ac)c, ac(bc)a, (ab)cb,
acbc}, proceeds as follows. One scan of the projected database generates the set of length-2 frequent sequences, which are {ac:4, (bc):2,
bc:3,cc:3, ca:2, cb:3}. One additional scan of the c-projected database
generates all of its projected databases.
The mining of the ac-projected database: {a(abc)(ac)c, ac(bc)a, (ab)cb,
acbc} generates the set of length-3 patterns as follows: {acb:3, acc:3,
(ab)c:2, aca:2}. Four projected database will be generated from them.
The mining of the ﬁrst one, the acb-projected database: {ac(bc)a,
(ab)cb, acbc} generates no length-4 pattern. The mining along this
line terminates. Similarly, we can show that the mining of the other three
projected databases terminates without generating any length-4 patterns
for the ac-projected database.
• Mining other subsets of sequential patterns.
Other subsets of sequential patterns can be mined similarly on their corresponding projected databases. This mining process proceeds recursively,
which derives the complete set of sequential patterns.

The detailed presentation of the FreeSpan algorithm, the proof of its completeness and correctness, and the performance study of the algorithm are in
[11]. By the analysis of Example 4 and veriﬁed by our experimental study, we
have the following observations on the strength and weakness of FreeSpan:
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The strength of FreeSpan is that it searches a smaller projected database
than GSP in each subsequent database projection. This is because that FreeSpan
projects a large sequence database recursively into a set of small projected sequence databases based on the currently mined frequent item-patterns, and
the subsequent mining is conﬁned to each projected database relevant to a
smaller set of candidates.
The major overhead of FreeSpan is that it may have to generate many nontrivial projected databases. If a pattern appears in each sequence of a database,
its projected database does not shrink (except for the removal of some infrequent items). For example, the {f }-projected database in this example contains three same sequences as that in the original sequence database, except
for the removal of the infrequent item g in sequence 4. Moreover, since a
length-k subsequence may grow at any position, the search for length-(k + 1)
candidate sequence will need to check every possible combination, which is
costly.
1.3.2 PrefixSpan: Preﬁx-Projected Sequential Patterns Mining
Based on the analysis of the FreeSpan algorithm, one can see that one may
still have to pay high cost at handling projected databases. To avoid checking
every possible combination of a potential candidate sequence, one can ﬁrst ﬁx
the order of items within each element. Since items within an element of a
sequence can be listed in any order, without loss of generality, one can assume
that they are always listed alphabetically. For example, the sequence in S with
Sequence id 1 in our running example is listed as a(abc)(ac)d(cf ) instead
of a(bac)(ca)d(f c). With such a convention, the expression of a sequence is
unique.
Then, we examine whether one can ﬁx the order of item projection in
the generation of a projected database. Intuitively, if one follows the order
of the preﬁx of a sequence and projects only the suﬃx of a sequence, one
can examine in an orderly manner all the possible subsequences and their
associated projected database. Thus we ﬁrst introduce the concept of preﬁx
and suﬃx.
Suppose all the items within an element are listed alphabetically. Given a
sequence α = e1 e2 · · · en  (where each ei corresponds to a frequent element
in S), a sequence β = e1 e2 · · · em  (m ≤ n) is called a preﬁx of α if and only
if (1) ei = ei for (i ≤ m − 1); (2) em ⊆ em ; and (3) all the frequent items in
(em − em ) are alphabetically after those in em . Sequence γ = em em+1 · · · en 
is called the suﬃx of α w.r.t. preﬁx β, denoted as γ = α/β, where em =
(em − em ).3 We also denote α = β · γ. Note if β is not a subsequence of α, the
suﬃx of α w.r.t. β is empty.
Example 5. For a sequence s = a(abc)(ac)d(cf ), a, aa, a(ab) and
a(abc) are preﬁxes of sequence s = a(abc)(ac)d(cf ), but neither ab nor
3

If em is not empty, the suﬃx is also denoted as ( items in em )em+1 · · · en .
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a(bc) is considered as a preﬁx if every item in the preﬁx a(abc) of sequence
s is frequent in S. Also, (abc)(ac)d(cf ) is the suﬃx w.r.t. the preﬁx a,
( bc)(ac)d(cf ) is the suﬃx w.r.t. the preﬁx aa, and ( c)(ac)d(cf ) is the
suﬃx w.r.t. the preﬁx a(ab).

Based on the concepts of preﬁx and suﬃx, the problem of mining sequential
patterns can be decomposed into a set of subproblems as shown below.
1. Let {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } be the complete set of length-1 sequential patterns in a sequence database S. The complete set of sequential patterns
in S can be divided into n disjoint subsets. The ith subset (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is
the set of sequential patterns with preﬁx xi .
2. Let α be a length-l sequential pattern and {β1 , β2 , . . . , βm } be the set of
all length-(l + 1) sequential patterns with preﬁx α. The complete set of
sequential patterns with preﬁx α, except for α itself, can be divided into
m disjoint subsets. The j th subset (1 ≤ j ≤ m) is the set of sequential
patterns preﬁxed with βj .
Based on this observation, the problem can be partitioned recursively. That
is, each subset of sequential patterns can be further divided when necessary.
This forms a divide-and-conquer framework. To mine the subsets of sequential
patterns, the corresponding projected databases can be constructed.
Let α be a sequential pattern in a sequence database S. The α-projected
database, denoted as S|α , is the collection of suﬃxes of sequences in S w.r.t.
preﬁx α. Let β be a sequence with preﬁx α. The support count of β in αprojected database S|α , denoted as supportS|α (β), is the number of sequences
γ in S|α such that β  α · γ.
We have the following lemma regarding to the projected databases.
Lemma 1. (Projected database) Let α and β be two sequential patterns
in a sequence database S such that α is a preﬁx of β.
1. S|β = (S|α )|β ;
2. for any sequence γ with preﬁx α, supportS (γ) = supportS|α (γ); and
3. The size of α-projected database cannot exceed that of S.
Proof sketch. The ﬁrst part of the lemma follows the fact that, for a sequence
γ, the suﬃx of γ w.r.t. β, γ/β, equals to the sequence resulted from ﬁrst doing
projection of γ w.r.t. α, i.e., γ/α, and then doing projection γ/α w.r.t. β. That
is γ/β = (γ/α)/β.
The second part of the lemma states that to collect support count of a
sequence γ, only the sequences in the database sharing the same preﬁx should
be considered. Furthermore, only those suﬃxes with the preﬁx being a supersequence of γ should be counted. The claim follows the related deﬁnitions.
The third part of the lemma is on the size of a projected database. Obviously, the α-projected database can have the same number of sequences as
S only if α appears in every sequence in S. Otherwise, only those sequences
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in S which are super-sequences of α appear in the α-projected database. So,
the α-projected database cannot contain more sequences than S. For every
sequence γ in S such that γ is a super-sequence of α, γ appears in the αprojected database in whole only if α is a preﬁx of γ. Otherwise, only a
subsequence of γ appears in the α-projected database. Therefore, the size of
α-projected database cannot exceed that of S.

Let us examine how to use the preﬁx-based projection approach for mining
sequential patterns based our running example.
Example 6. (PrefixSpan) For the same sequence database S in Table 1.1 with
min sup = 2, sequential patterns in S can be mined by a preﬁx-projection
method in the following steps.
1. Find length-1 sequential patterns.
Scan S once to ﬁnd all the frequent items in sequences. Each of these
frequent items is a length-1 sequential pattern. They are a : 4, b : 4,
c : 4, d : 3, e : 3, and f  : 3, where the notation “pattern : count”
represents the pattern and its associated support count.
2. Divide search space.
The complete set of sequential patterns can be partitioned into the following six subsets according to the six preﬁxes: (1) the ones with preﬁx
a, (2) the ones with preﬁx b, . . . , and (6) the ones with preﬁx f .
preﬁx projected database
a (abc)(ac)d(cf ),
( d)c(bc)(ae),
( b)(df )cb, ( f )cbc
b
c
d
e
f 

sequential patterns
a, aa, ab, a(bc), a(bc)a, aba,
abc, (ab), (ab)c, (ab)d, (ab)f ,
(ab)dc, ac, aca, acb, acc, ad,
adc, af 
( c)(ac)d(cf ),
b, ba, bc, (bc), (bc)a, bd, bdc,
( c)(ae), (df )cb, bf 
c
(ac)d(cf ),
c, ca, cb, cc
(bc)(ae), b, bc
(cf ),
c(bc)(ae), d, db, dc, dcb
( f )cb
( f )(ab)(df )cb,
e, ea, eab, eac, eacb, eb, ebc,
(af )cbc
ec, ecb, ef , ef b, ef c, ef cb.
(ab)(df )cb, cbc
f , f b, f bc, f c, f cb

Table 1.2. Projected databases and sequential patterns

3. Find subsets of sequential patterns.
The subsets of sequential patterns can be mined by constructing the corresponding set of projected databases and mining each recursively. The
projected databases as well as sequential patterns found in them are listed
in Table 1.2, while the mining process is explained as follows.
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a) Find sequential patterns with preﬁx a.
Only the sequences containing a should be collected. Moreover, in
a sequence containing a, only the subsequence preﬁxed with the
ﬁrst occurrence of a should be considered. For example, in sequence
(ef )(ab)(df )cb, only the subsequence ( b)(df )cb should be considered for mining sequential patterns preﬁxed with a. Notice that ( b)
means that the last element in the preﬁx, which is a, together with b,
form one element.
The sequences in S containing a are projected w.r.t. a to form
the a-projected database, which consists of four suﬃx sequences:
(abc)(ac)d(cf ), ( d)c(bc)(ae), ( b)(df )cb and ( f )cbc.
By scanning the a-projected database once, its locally frequent items
are a : 2, b : 4, b : 2, c : 4, d : 2, and f : 2. Thus all the length-2
sequential patterns preﬁxed with a are found, and they are: aa : 2,
ab : 4, (ab) : 2, ac : 4, ad : 2, and af  : 2.
Recursively, all sequential patterns with preﬁx a can be partitioned
into 6 subsets: (1) those preﬁxed with aa, (2) those with ab, . . . ,
and ﬁnally, (6) those with af . These subsets can be mined by constructing respective projected databases and mining each recursively
as follows.
i. The aa-projected database consists of two non-empty (suﬃx)
subsequences preﬁxed with aa: {( bc)(ac)d(cf ), {( e)}. Since
there is no hope to generate any frequent subsequence from this
projected database, the processing of the aa-projected database
terminates.
ii. The ab-projected database consists of three suﬃx sequences:
( c)(ac)d(cf ), ( c)a, and c. Recursively mining the abprojected database returns four sequential patterns: ( c), ( c)a,
a, and c (i.e., a(bc), a(bc)a, aba, and abc.) They form
the complete set of sequential patterns preﬁxed with ab.
iii. The (ab)-projected database contains only two sequences: ( c)(ac)
d(cf ) and (df )cb, which leads to the ﬁnding of the following sequential patterns preﬁxed with (ab): c, d, f , and dc.
iv. The ac-, ad- and af - projected databases can be constructed
and recursively mined similarly. The sequential patterns found are
shown in Table 1.2.
b) Find sequential patterns with preﬁx b, c, d, e and f , respectively.
This can be done by constructing the b-, c- d-, e- and f projected databases and mining them respectively. The projected
databases as well as the sequential patterns found are shown in Table
1.2.
4. The set of sequential patterns is the collection of patterns found in the
above recursive mining process.
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One can verify that it returns exactly the same set of sequential patterns
as what GSP and FreeSpan do.

Based on the above discussion, the algorithm of PrefixSpan is presented as
follows.
Algorithm 1 (PrefixSpan) Preﬁx-projected sequential pattern mining.
Input: A sequence database S, and the minimum support threshold min support.
Output: The complete set of sequential patterns.
Method: Call PrefixSpan(, 0, S).
Subroutine PrefixSpan(α, l, S|α )
The parameters are (1) α is a sequential pattern; (2) l is the length of
α; and (3) S|α is the α-projected database if α = , otherwise, it is the
sequence database S.
Method:
1. Scan S|α once, ﬁnd each frequent item, b, such that
a) b can be assembled to the last element of α to form a new sequential
pattern; or
b) b can be appended to α to form a new sequential pattern.
2. For each new sequential pattern α , if α is frequent, output α , construct α -projected database S|α , and call PrefixSpan(α , l + 1, S|α ).
Analysis. The correctness and completeness of the algorithm can be justiﬁed
based on Lemma 1. Here, we analyze the eﬃciency of the algorithm as follows.
• No candidate sequence needs to be generated by PrefixSpan.
Unlike Apriori-like algorithms, PrefixSpan only grows longer sequential patterns from the shorter frequent ones. It neither generates nor tests any
candidate sequence non-existent in a projected database. Comparing with
GSP, which generates and tests a substantial number of candidate sequences, PrefixSpan searches a much smaller space.
• Projected databases keep shrinking.
As indicated in Lemma 1, a projected database is smaller than the original
one because only the suﬃx subsequences of a frequent preﬁx are projected
into a projected database. In practice, the shrinking factors can be signiﬁcant because (1) usually, only a small set of sequential patterns grow
quite long in a sequence database, and thus the number of sequences in a
projected database usually reduces substantially when preﬁx grows; and
(2) projection only takes the suﬃx portion with respect to a preﬁx. Notice
that FreeSpan also employs the idea of projected databases. However, the
projection there often takes the whole string (not just suﬃx) and thus the
shrinking factor is less than that of PrefixSpan.
• The major cost of PrefixSpan is the construction of projected databases.
In the worst case, PrefixSpan constructs a projected database for every
sequential pattern. If there exist a good number of sequential patterns,
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the cost is non-trivial. Techniques for reducing the number of projected
databases will be discussed in the next subsection.

1.3.3 Pseudo-Projection
The above analysis shows that the major cost of PrefixSpan is database projection, i.e., forming projected databases recursively. Usually, a large number
of projected databases will be generated in sequential pattern mining. If the
number and/or the size of projected databases can be reduced, the performance of sequential pattern mining can be further improved.
One technique which may reduce the number and size of projected databases
is pseudo-projection. The idea is outlined as follows. Instead of performing
physical projection, one can register the index (or identiﬁer) of the corresponding sequence and the starting position of the projected suﬃx in the
sequence. Then, a physical projection of a sequence is replaced by registering
a sequence identiﬁer and the projected position index point. Pseudo-projection
reduces the cost of projection substantially when the projected database can
ﬁt in main memory.
This method is based on the following observation. For any sequence s,
each projection can be represented by a corresponding projection position (an
index point) instead of copying the whole suﬃx as a projected subsequence.
Consider a sequence a(abc)(ac)d(cf ). Physical projections may lead to repeated copying of diﬀerent suﬃxes of the sequence. An index position pointer
may save physical projection of the suﬃx and thus save both space and time
of generating numerous physical projected databases.
Example 7. (Pseudo-projection) For the same sequence database S in Table
1.1 with min sup = 2, sequential patterns in S can be mined by pseudoprojection method as follows.
Suppose the sequence database S in Table 1.1 can be held in main memory. Instead of constructing the a-projected database, one can represent the
projected suﬃx sequences using pointer (sequence id) and oﬀset(s). For example, the projection of sequence s1 = a(abc)d(ae)(cf ) with regard to the
a-projection consists two pieces of information: (1) a pointer to s1 which
could be the string id s1 , and (2) the oﬀset(s), which should be a single integer, such as 2, if there is a single projection point; and a set of integers,
such as {2, 3, 6}, if there are multiple projection points. Each oﬀset indicates
at which position the projection starts in the sequence.
The projected databases for preﬁxes a-, b-, c-, d-, f -, and aaare shown in Table 1.3, where $ indicates the preﬁx has an occurrence in the
current sequence but its projected suﬃx is empty, whereas ∅ indicates that
there is no occurrence of the preﬁx in the corresponding sequence. From Table
1.3, one can see that the pseudo-projected database usually takes much less
space than its corresponding physically projected one.
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Sequence id
Sequence
a
10
a(abc)(ac)d(cf ) 2, 3, 6
20
(ad)c(bc)(ae)
2
30
(ef )(ab)(df )cb
4
40
eg(af )cbc
4

b
4
5
5
6

c
5, 7
4, 6
8
6

d
8
3
6
∅

f  aa . . .
$ 3, 6 . . .
∅
7 ...
3, 7 ∅ . . .
5
∅ ...

Table 1.3. A sequence database and some of its pseudo-projected databases

Pseudo-projection avoids physically copying suﬃxes. Thus, it is eﬃcient
in terms of both running time and space. However, it may not be eﬃcient
if the pseudo-projection is used for disk-based accessing since random access
disk space is costly. Based on this observation, the suggested approach is that
if the original sequence database or the projected databases is too big to ﬁt
in memory, the physical projection should be applied, however, the execution
should be swapped to pseudo-projection once the projected databases can ﬁt
in memory. This methodology is adopted in our PrefixSpan implementation.
Notice that the pseudo-projection works eﬃciently for PrefixSpan but not
so for FreeSpan. This is because for PrefixSpan, an oﬀset position clearly identiﬁes the suﬃx and thus the projected subsequence. However, for FreeSpan,
since the next step pattern-growth can be in both forward and backward directions, one needs to register more information on the possible extension
positions in order to identify the remainder of the projected subsequences.
Therefore, we only explore the pseudo-projection technique for PrefixSpan.

1.4 CloSpan: Mining Closed Frequent Sequential Patterns
The sequential pattern mining algorithms developed so far have good performance in databases consisting of short frequent sequences. Unfortunately,
when mining long frequent sequences, or when using very low support thresholds, the performance of such algorithms often degrades dramatically. This is
not surprising: Assume the database contains only one long frequent sequence
(a1 )(a2 ) . . . (a100 ), it will generate 2100 − 1 frequent subsequences if the minimum support is 1, although all of them except the longest one are redundant
because they have the same support as that of (a1 )(a2 ) . . . (a100 ).
We propose an alternative but equally powerful solution: instead of mining the complete set of frequent subsequences, we mine frequent closed subsequences only, i.e., those containing no super-sequence with the same support.
We develop CloSpan [35] (Closed Sequential pattern mining) to mine these
patterns. CloSpan can produce a signiﬁcantly less number of sequences than
the traditional (i.e., full-set) methods while preserving the same expressive
power since the whole set of frequent subsequences, together with their supports, can be derived easily from our mining results.
CloSpan ﬁrst mines a closed sequence candidate set which contains all
frequent closed sequences. The candidate set may contain some non-closed
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sequences. Thus, CloSpan needs a post-pruning step to ﬁlter out non-closed
sequences. In order to eﬃciently mine the candidate set, we introduce a search
space pruning condition: Whenever we ﬁnd two exactly same preﬁx-based
project databases, we can stop growing one preﬁx.
Let I(S) represent the total number of items in S, deﬁned by

l(α),
I(S) =
α∈S

where l(α) is α’s length. We call I(S) the the database size. For the sample
dataset in Table 1.1, I(S) = 31.
Theorem 1 (Equivalence of Projected Databases). Given two sequences,
α  β, then
S|α = S|β ⇔ I(S|α ) = I(S|β )

(1.1)

Proof. It is obvious that S|α = S|β ⇒ I(S|α ) = I(S|β ). Now we prove the
suﬃcient condition. Since α  β, then I(S|α )  I(S|β ). The equality between
I(S|α ) and I(S|β ) holds only if ∀γ ∈ S|β , γ ∈ S|α , and vice vera. Therefore,

S|α = S|β .
For the sample database in Table 1.1, S|ac = S|c = {(ac)d(cf ), (bc)
(ae), b, bc} and I(S|ac ) = I(S|c ) = 12. According to Theorem 1, the
search space can be pruned as follows.
Lemma 2 (Early Termination by Equivalence). Given two sequences,
α  β, if I(S|α ) = I(S|β ), then ∀γ, support(α  γ) = support(β  γ), where
αγ and β γ means γ is assembled to the last itemset of α and β (or appended
to them), respectively.
Considering the previous example, we have I(S|ac )=I(S|c ). Based on
Lemma 2, without calculating the supports of acb and cb, we can conclude
that they are the same.
<>

as
bi

cs

ds

bs

as bs
as

cs

cs

Fig. 1.3. Preﬁx Search Tree
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The search space of PrefixSpan, when mining frequent sequences in Table
1.1, is depicted in Figure 1.3. Each node in the ﬁgure represents one frequent
sequence. PrefixSpan performs depth-ﬁrst search by assembling one item to
the last itemset of the current frequent sequence or appending one item to it.
In Figure 1.3, we use subscript “i” to denote the assembling extension, and
“s” to denote the appending extension.
According to Lemma 2, it is recognized that if α and all of its descendants
(α  γ) in the preﬁx search tree have been discovered, it is unnecessary to
search the branch under β. The reason is α and β share the exactly same descendants in the preﬁx search tree. So we can directly transplant the branch
under α to β. The power of such transplanting is that only two operations
needed to detect such condition: ﬁrst, containment between α and β; second,
comparison between I(S|α ) and I(S|β ). Since I(S|α ) is just a number and
can be produced as a side-product when we project the database, the computation cost introduced by Lemma 2 is nearly negligible. We deﬁne projected
database closed set, LS = {α | support(s)  min support and β, s.t. α 
β and I(S|α ) = I(S|β )}. Obviously, LS is a superset of closed frequent sequences. In CloSpan, instead of mining closed frequent sequences directly, it
ﬁrst produces the complete set of LS and then applies the non-closed sequence
elimination in LS to generate the accurate set of closed frequent sequences.

a
c

a

c
c

(a) backward sub-pattern

b
c

e

e
b

b

b

(b) backward super-pattern

Fig. 1.4. Backward Sub-Pattern and Super-Pattern

Corollary 1 (Backward Sub-Pattern). If sequence α is discovered before
β, α  β, and the condition I(S|α ) = I(S|β ) holds, it is suﬃcient to stop
searching any descendant of β in the preﬁx search tree.
We call β a backward sub-pattern of α if α is discovered before β and
α  β. For the sample database in Table 1.1, if we know I(S|ac ) = I(S|c ),
we can conclude that S|ac = S|c . We even need not compare the sequences
in S|ac and S|c one by one to determine whether they are the same. This
is the advantage of only comparing their size. Just as proved in Theorem
1, if their size is equal, we can conclude S|c = S|ac . We need not grow
c anymore since all the children of c are the same as that of ac and
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vice versa under the condition of S|c = S|ac . Moreover, their supports
are the same. Therefore, any sequence beginning with c is absorbed by
the sequences beginning with ac. Figure 1.4(a) shows that their subtrees
(descendant branches) can be merged into one without mining the subtree
under c.
Corollary 2 (Backward Super-Pattern). If a sequence α is discovered
before β, α  β, and the condition I(S|α ) = I(S|β ) holds, it is suﬃcient to
transplanting the descendants of α to β instead of searching any descendant
of β in the preﬁx search tree.
We call β a backward super-pattern of α if α is discovered before β and
α  β). For example, if we know I(S|b ) = I(S|eb ), we can conclude that
S|eb = S|b . There is no need to grow eb since all the children of b are
the same as those of eb and vice versa. Furthermore, they have the same
support. Therefore, the sequences beginning with eb can absorb any sequence
beginning with b. Figure 1.4(b) shows that their subtrees can be merged into
one without discovering the subtree under eb.
Based on the above discussion, we formulate the algorithm of CloSpan as
follows.
Algorithm 2 (CloSpan) Closed frequent sequential pattern mining.
Input: A sequence database S, and the minimum support threshold min support.
Output: The candidate set of closed sequential patterns.
Method: Call CloSpan(, 0, S, L).
Subroutine CloSpan(α, l, S|α , L)
The parameters are (1) α is a sequential pattern; (2) l is the length of
α; and (3) S|α is the α-projected database if α = , otherwise, it is the
sequence database S. (4) L is the closed frequent sequence candidate set.
Method:
1. Check whether a discovered sequence β exists s.t. either α  β or β 
α, and I(S|α ) = I(S|β ); If such pattern exists, then apply Corollary 1
or 2 and return;
2. Insert α into L;
3. Scan S|α once, ﬁnd each frequent item, b, such that
a) b can be assembled to the last element of α to form a new sequential
pattern; or
b) b can be appended to α to form a new sequential pattern;
4. For each new sequential pattern α , if α is frequent, construct α projected database S|α , and call CloSpan(α , l + 1, S|α , L).
After we perform CloSpan(α, l, S|α , L), we get a closed frequent sequence
candidate set, L. A post-processing step is required in order to delete nonclosed sequential patterns existing in L.
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1.5 Experimental Results and Performance Analysis
Since GSP [30] and SPADE [36] are the two most inﬂuential sequential pattern mining algorithms, we conduct an extensive performance study to compare PrefixSpan with them. In this section, we ﬁrst report our experimental results on the performance of PrefixSpan in comparison with GSP and
SPADE and then present our performance results of CloSpan in comparison
with PrefixSpan.
1.5.1 Performance Comparison among PrefixSpan, FreeSpan, GSP and
SPADE
To evaluate the eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency of the PrefixSpan algorithm, we
performed an extensive performance study of four algorithms: PrefixSpan,
FreeSpan, GSP and SPADE, on both real and synthetic data sets, with various
kinds of sizes and data distributions.
All experiments were conducted on a 750MHz AMD PC with 512 megabytes
main memory, running Microsoft Windows-2000 Server. Three algorithms,
GSP, FreeSpan, and PrefixSpan, were implemented by us using Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0. The implementation of the fourth algorithm, SPADE, is obtained directly from the author of the algorithm [36].
For real data set, we obtained the Gazelle data set from Blue Martini
Software. This data set is used in KDD-CUP’2000. It contains customers’
web click-stream data from Gazelle.com, a legwear and legcare web retailer.
For each customer, there are several sessions of webpage click-stream and each
session can have multiple webpage views. Because each session is associated
with both starting and ending date/time, for each customer we can sort its
sessions of click-stream into a sequence of page views according to the viewing date/time. This dataset contains 29369 sequences (i.e., customers), 35722
sessions (i.e., transactions or events), and 87546 page views (i.e., products or
items). There are in total 1423 distinct page views. More detailed information
about this data set can be found in [16].
For synthetic data sets, we have also used a large set of synthetic sequence
data generated by a data generator similar in spirit to the IBM data generator [2] designed for testing sequential pattern mining algorithms. Various
kinds of sizes and data distributions of data sets are generated and tested
in this performance study. The convention for the data sets is as follows:
C200T 2.5S10I1.25 means that the data set contains 200k customers (i.e., sequences) and the number of items is 10000. The average number of items
in a transaction (i.e., event) is 2.5 and the average number of transactions
in a sequence is 10. On average, a frequent sequential pattern consists of 4
transactions, and each transaction is composed of 1.25 items.
To make our experiments fair to all the algorithms, our synthetic test data
sets are similar to that used in the performance study in [36]. Additional data
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sets are used for scalability study and for testing the algorithm behavior with
varied (and sometimes very low) support thresholds.
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Fig. 1.5. Distribution of frequent sequences of data set C10T 8S8I8.
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Fig. 1.6. Performance of the four algorithms on data set C10T 8S8I8.

The ﬁrst test of the four algorithms is on the data set C10T 8S8I8, which
contains 10k customers (i.e., sequences) and the number of items is 1000. Both
the average number of items in a transaction (i.e., event) and the average
number of transactions in a sequence are set to 8. On average, a frequent
sequential pattern consists of 4 transactions, and each transaction is composed
of 8 items. Figure 1.5 shows the distribution of frequent sequences of data set
C10T 8S8I8, from which one can see that when min support is no less than
1%, the length of frequent sequences is very short (only 2-3), and the maximum
number of frequent patterns in total is less than 10,000. Figure 1.6 shows
the processing time of the four algorithms at diﬀerent support thresholds.
The processing times are sorted in time ascending order as “PrefixSpan <
SPADE < FreeSpan < GSP”. When min support = 1%, PrefixSpan (runtime
= 6.8 seconds) is about two orders of magnitude faster than GSP (runtime =
772.72 seconds). When min support is reduced to 0.5%, the data set contains
a large number of frequent sequences, PrefixSpan takes 32.56 seconds, which
is more than 3.5 times faster than SPADE (116.35 seconds), while GSP never
terminates on our machine.
The performance study on the real data set Gazelle is reported as follows.
Figure 1.7 shows the distribution of frequent sequences of Gazelle dataset for
diﬀerent support thresholds. We can see that this dataset is a very sparse
dataset: only when the support threshold is lower than 0.05% are there some
long frequent sequences. Figure 1.8 shows the performance comparison among
the four algorithms for Gazelle dataset. From Figure 1.8 we can see that
PrefixSpan is much more eﬃcient than SPADE, FreeSpan and GSP. The SPADE
algorithm is faster than both FreeSpan and GSP when the support threshold
is no less than 0.025%, but once the support threshold is no greater than
0.018%, it cannot stop running.
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Fig. 1.8. Performance of the four algorithms on data set Gazelle

Finally, we compare the memory usage among the three algorithms,
PrefixSpan, SPADE, and GSP using both real data set Gazelle and synthetic
data set C200T5S10I2.5. Figure 1.9 shows the results for Gazelle dataset, from
which we can see that PrefixSpan is eﬃcient in memory usage. It consumes
almost one order of magnitude less memory than both SPADE and GSP. For
example, at support 0.018%, GSP consumes about 40 MB memory and SPADE
just cannot stop running after it has used more than 22 MB memory while
PrefixSpan only uses about 2.7 MB memory.
Figure 1.10 demonstrates the memory usage for dataset C200T5S10I2.5,
from which we can see that PrefixSpan is not only more eﬃcient but also
more stable in memory usage than both SPADE and GSP. At support 0.25%,
GSP cannot stop running after it has consumed about 362 MB memory and
SPADE reported an error message “memory:: Array: Not enough memory”
when it tried to allocate another bulk of memory after it has used about 262
MB memory, while PrefixSpan only uses 108 MB memory. This also explains
why in several cases in our previous experiments when the support threshold
becomes really low, only PrefixSpan can ﬁnish running.
Based on our analysis, PrefixSpan only needs memory space to hold the
sequence datasets plus a set of header tables and pseudo-projection tables.
Since the dataset C200T5S10I2.5 is about 46MB, which is much bigger than
Gazelle (less than 1MB), it consumes more memory space than Gazelle but
the memory usage is still quite stable (from 65 MB to 108 MB for diﬀerent
thresholds in our testing). However, both SPADE and GSP need memory space
to hold candidate sequence patterns as well as the sequence datasets. When
the min support threshold drops, the set of candidate subsequences grows
up quickly, which causes memory consumption upsurge, and sometimes both
GSP and SPADE cannot ﬁnish processing.
In summary, our performance study shows that PrefixSpan has the best
overall performance among the four algorithms tested. SPADE, though weaker
than PrefixSpan in most cases, outperforms GSP consistently, which is consistent with the performance study reported in [36]. GSP performs fairly well
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only when min support is rather high, with good scalability, which is consistent with the performance study reported in [30]. However, when there are a
large number of frequent sequences, its performance starts deteriorating. Our
memory usage analysis also shows part of the reason why some algorithms
becomes really slow because the huge number of candidate sets may consume
a tremendous amount of memory. Also, when there are a large number of
frequent subsequences, all the algorithms run slow. This problem can be partially solved by closed frequent sequential pattern mining. In the remaining
of this section, we will demonstrate the compactness of closed patterns and
the better performance achieved by CloSpan.
1.5.2 Performance comparison between CloSpan and PrefixSpan
The performance comparison between CloSpan and PrefixSpan are conducted
in a diﬀerent programming environment. All the experiments are done on a
1.7GHZ Intel Pentium-4 PC with 1GB main memory, running Windows XP
Professional. All two algorithms are written in C++ with STL library support
and compiled by g++ in cygwin environment with -O3 optimization.
The ﬁrst experiment was conducted on the dataset C10T 2.5S6I2.5 with
10k items. Figure 1.11 shows the run time of both PrefixSpan and CloSpan
with diﬀerent support threshold. PrefixSpan cannot complete the task below
support threshold 0.001 due to too long runtime. Figure 1.12 shows the distribution of discovered frequent closed sequences in terms of length. With
the decreasing minimum support, the maximum length of frequent closed sequences grows larger. Figure 1.13 shows the number of frequent sequences
which are discovered and checked in order to generate the frequent closed sequence set. This number is roughly equal to how many times the procedure,
CloSpan, is called and how many times projected databases are generated.
Surprisingly, this number accurately predicates the total running time as the
great similarity exists between Figure 1.11 and Figure 1.12. Therefore, for
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Fig. 1.12. The distribution of discovered frequent closed sequences in terms
of length.
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the same dataset, the number of checked frequent sequences approximately
determines the performance.
We then test the performance of these two algorithms as some major parameters in the synthetic data generator are varied. The impact of diﬀerent
parameters is presented on the runtime of each algorithm. We select the following parameters as varied ones: the number of sequences in the dataset,
the average number of transactions per sequence, and the average number of
items per transaction. For each experiment, only one parameter varies with
the others ﬁxed. The experimental results are shown in Figures 1.14 to 1.16.
We also discovered in other experiments, the speed-up decreases when the
number of distinct items in the dataset goes down. However, it is still faster
than PrefixSpan.
Direct mining of closed patterns leads to much fewer patterns, especially
when the patterns are long or when the minimum support threshold is low.
According to our analysis, the sets of patterns derived from CloSpan have
the same expressive power as the traditional sequential pattern mining algorithms. As indicated in Figure 1.13, CloSpan checks less frequent sequences
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Fig. 1.16. Performance vs. varying
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threshold 1.2%).

than PrefixSpan and generates less number of projected databases. CloSpan
clearly shows better performance than PrefixSpan in these cases. Our experimental results demonstrated this point since CloSpan often leads to savings in
computation time over one order of magnitude in comparison with PrefixSpan.
Based on the performance curves reported in Section 1.5.1 and the explosive number of subsequences generated for long sequences, it is expected that
CloSpan will outperform GSP and SPADE as well when the patterns to be
mined are long or when the support thresholds are low.
CloSpan has been successfully used to improve the performance of storage systems by mining correlated access patterns [19]. A further study is in
progress. Preliminary result shows that intelligent disk data layout using correlated access patterns can improve the average I/O response time by up to
25%.
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1.6 Extensions of Sequential Pattern Growth Approach
Comparing with mining (unordered) frequent patterns, mining sequential patterns is one step towards mining more sophisticated frequent patterns in
large databases. With the successful development of sequential pattern-growth
method, it is interesting to explore how such a method can be extended to
handle more sophisticated mining requests. In this section, we will discuss a
few extensions of the sequential pattern growth approach.
1.6.1 Mining multi-dimensional, multi-level sequential patterns
In many applications, sequences are often associated with diﬀerent circumstances, and such circumstances form a multiple dimensional space. For example, customer purchase sequences are associated with region, time, customer
group, and others. It is interesting and useful to mine sequential patterns
associated with multi-dimensional information. For example, one may ﬁnd
that retired customers (with age) over 60 may have very diﬀerent patterns in
shopping sequences from the professional customers younger than 40. Similarly, items in the sequences may also be associated with diﬀerent levels of
abstraction, and such multiple abstraction levels will form a multi-level space
for sequential pattern mining. For example, one may not be able to ﬁnd any
interesting buying patterns in an electronics store by examining the concrete
models of products that customers purchase. However, if the concept level
is raised a little high to brand-level, one may ﬁnd some interesting patterns,
such as “if one bought an IBM PC, it is likely s/he will buy a new IBM Laptop
and then a Cannon digital camera within the next six months.”
There have been numerous studies at mining frequent patterns or associations at multiple levels of abstraction, such as [2, 9], and mining association
or correlations at multiple dimensional space, such as [15, 6]. One may like
to see how to extend the framework to mining sequential patterns in multidimensional, multi-level spaces.
Interestingly, pattern growth-based methods, such as PrefixSpan, can be
naturally extended to mining such patterns. Here is an example illustrating
one such extension.
Example 8 (Mining multi-dimensional, multi-level sequential patterns). Consider a sequence database SDB in Table 1.4, where each sequence is associated with certain multi-dimensional, multi-level information. For example, it
may contain multi-dimensional circumstance information, such as cust-grp =
business, city = Boston, and age-grp = middle aged. Also, each item may be
associated with multiple-level information, such as item b being IBM Laptop
Thinkpad X30.
PrefixSpan can be extended to mining sequential patterns eﬃciently in
such a multi-dimensional, multi-level environment. One such solution which
we call uniform sequential (or Uni-Seq) [28] is outlined as follows. For each sequence, a set of multi-dimensional circumstance values can be treated as one
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cid cust-grp
city
age-grp
sequence
10 business
Boston middle aged (bd)cba
20 professional Chicago
young
(bf )(ce)(f g)
30 business
Chicago middle aged (ah)abf 
40 education New York
retired
(be)(ce)
Table 1.4. A multi-dimensional sequence database

added transaction in the sequence. For example, for cid = 10, (business,
Boston, middle aged) can be added into the sequence as one additional
transaction. Similarly, for each item b, its associated multi-level information can be added as additional items into the same transaction that b resides. Thus the ﬁrst sequence can be transformed into a sequence cid10 as,
cid10 :  (business, Boston, middle aged), ((IBM, Laptop, T hinkpad X30),
(Dell, P C, P recision 330)) (Canon, digital camera, CD420), (IBM , Laptop,
T hinkpad X30), (M icrosof t, RDBM S, SQLServer 2000). With such transformation, the database becomes a typical single-dimensional, single-level sequence database, and the PrefixSpan algorithm can be applied to eﬃcient
mining of multi-dimensional, multi-level sequential patterns.

The proposed embedding of multi-dimensional, multi-level information
into a transformed sequence database, and then extension of PrefixSpan to
mining sequential patterns, as shown in Example 8, has been studied and implemented in [28]. In the study, we propose a few alternative methods, which
integrate some eﬃcient cubing algorithms, such as BUC [5] and H-cubing [10],
with PrefixSpan. A detailed performance study in [28] shows that the Uni-Seq
is an eﬃcient algorithm. Another interesting algorithm, called Seq-Dim, which
ﬁrst mines sequential patterns, and then for each sequential pattern, forms
projected multi-dimensional database and ﬁnds multi-dimensional patterns
within the projected databases, also shows high performance in some situations. In both cases, PrefixSpan forms the kernel of the algorithm for eﬃcient
mining of multi-dimensional, multi-level sequential patterns.
1.6.2 Constraint-based mining of sequential patterns
For many sequential pattern mining applications, instead of ﬁnding all the
possible sequential patterns in a database, a user may often like to enforce
certain constraints to ﬁnd desired patterns. The mining process which incorporates user-speciﬁed constraints to reduce search space and derive only the
user-interested patterns is called constraint-based mining.
Constraint-based mining has been studied extensively in frequent pattern
mining, such as [23, 3, 25]. In general, constraints can be characterized based
on the notion of monotonicity, anti-monotonicity, succinctness, as well as convertible and inconvertible constraints respectively, depending on whether a
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constraint can be transformed into one of these categories if it does not naturally belong to one of them [25]. This has become a classical framework for
constraint-based frequent pattern mining.
Interestingly, such a constraint-based mining framework can be extended
to sequential pattern mining. Moreover, with pattern-growth framework, some
previously not-so-easy-to-push constraints, such as regular expression constraints [7] can be handled elegantly. Let’s examine one such example.
Example 9 (Constraint-based sequential pattern mining). Suppose our task is
to mine sequential patterns with a regular expression constraint C = a ∗
{bb|(bc)d|dd} with min support = 2, in a sequence database S (Table 1.1).
Since a regular expression constraint, like C, is neither anti-monotone, nor
monotone, nor succinct, the classical constraint-pushing framework [23] cannot push it deep. To overcome this diﬃculty, Garofalakis, et al. [7] develop
a set of four SPIRIT algorithms, each pushing a stronger relaxation of regular expression constraint R than its predecessor in the pattern mining loop.
However, the basic evaluation framework for sequential patterns is still based
on GSP [30], a typical candidate generation-and-test approach.
With the development of the pattern-growth methodology, such kinds of
constraints can be pushed deep easily and elegantly into the sequential pattern
mining process [27]. This is because in the context of PrefixSpan a regular
expression constraint has a nice property called growth-based anti-monotonic.
A constraint is growth-based anti-monotonic if it has the following property:
if a sequence α satisﬁes the constraint, α must be reachable by growing from
any component which matches part of the regular expression.
The constraint C = a ∗ {bb|(bc)d|dd} can be integrated with the patterngrowth mining process as follows. First, only the a-projected database needs
to be mined since the regular expression constraint C starting with a, and only
the sequences which contain frequent single item within the set of {b, c, d}
should retain in the a-projected database. Second, the remaining mining
can proceed from the suﬃx, which is essentially “Suﬃx-Span”, an algorithm
symmetric to PrefixSpan by growing suﬃxes from the end of the sequence
forward. The growth should match the suﬃx constraint “{bb|(bc)d|dd}”. For
the projected databases which matches these suﬃxes, one can grow sequential
patterns either in preﬁx- or suﬃx- expansion manner to ﬁnd all the remaining
sequential patterns.

Notice that the regular expression constraint C given in Example 9 is
in a special form “pref ix ∗ suf f ix” out of many possible general regular
expressions. In this special case, an integration of PrefixSpan and Suﬃx-Span
may achieve the best performance. In general, a regular expression could be
of the form “ ∗ α1 ∗ α2 ∗ α3 ∗ ”, where αi is a set of instantiated regular
expressions. In this case, FreeSpan should be applied to push the instantiated
items by expansion ﬁrst from the instantiated items. A detailed discussion of
constraint-based sequential pattern mining is in [27].
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1.6.3 Mining top-k closed sequential patterns
Mining closed patterns may signiﬁcantly reduce the number of patterns generated and is information lossless because it can be used to derive the complete
set of sequential patterns. However, setting min support is a subtle task: A
too small value may lead to the generation of thousands of patterns, whereas
a too big one may lead to no answer found. To come up with an appropriate min support, one needs prior knowledge about the mining query and the
task-speciﬁc data, and be able to estimate beforehand how many patterns will
be generated with a particular threshold.
As proposed in [13], a desirable solution is to change the task of mining
frequent patterns to mining top-k frequent closed patterns of minimum length
min , where k is the number of closed patterns to be mined, top-k refers to
the k most frequent patterns, and min  is the minimum length of the closed
patterns. We develop TSP [31] to discover top-k closed sequences. TSP is a
multi-pass search space traversal algorithm that ﬁnds the most frequent patterns early in the mining process and allows dynamic raising of min support
which is then used to prune unpromising branches in the search space. Also,
TSP devises an eﬃcient closed pattern veriﬁcation method which guarantees
that during the mining process the candidate result set consists of the desired number of closed sequential patterns. The eﬃciency of TSP is further
improved by applying the minimum length constraint in the mining and by
employing the early termination conditions developed in CloSpan [35].
1.6.4 Mining approximate consensus sequential patterns
As we discussed before, conventional sequential pattern mining methods may
meet inherent diﬃculties in mining databases with long sequences and noise.
They may generate a huge number of short and trivial patterns but fail to
ﬁnd interesting patterns approximately shared by many sequences. In many
applications, it is necessary to mine sequential patterns approximately shared
by many sequences.
To attack these problems, in [17], we propose the theme of approximate sequential pattern mining roughly deﬁned as identifying patterns approximately
shared by many sequences. We present an eﬃcient and eﬀective algorithm, ApproxMap (for APPROXimate Multiple Alignment Pattern mining), to mine
consensus patterns from large sequence databases. The method works in two
steps. First, the sequences are clustered by similarity. Then, the consensus
patterns are mined directly from each cluster through multiple alignments. A
novel structure called weighted sequence is used to compress the alignment
result. For each cluster, the longest consensus pattern best representing the
cluster is generated from its weighted sequence.
Our extensive experimental results on both synthetic and real data sets
show that ApproxMap is robust to noise and is both eﬀective and eﬃcient in
mining approximate sequential patterns from noisy sequence databases with
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lengthy sequences. In particular, we report a successful case of mining a real
data set which triggered important investigations in welfare services.
1.6.5 Clustering time series gene expression
Clustering the time series gene expression data is an important task in bioinformatics research and biomedical applications. Time series gene expression
data is also in the form of sequences. Recently, some clustering methods have
been adapted or proposed. However, some problems still remain, such as the
robustness of the mining methods, the quality and the interpretability of the
mining results.
In [14], we tackle the problem of eﬀectively clustering time series gene
expression data by proposing algorithm DHC, a density-based, hierarchical
clustering method aiming at time series gene expression data. We use a
density-based approach to identifying the clusters such that the clustering
results are with high quality and robustness. Moreover, The mining result is
in the form of a density tree, which uncovers the embedded clusters in a data
sets. The inner-structures, the borders and the outliers of the clusters can be
further investigated using the attraction tree, which is a intermediate result
of the mining. By these two trees, the internal structure of the data set can
be visualized eﬀectively. Our empirical evaluation using some real-world data
sets show that the method is eﬀective, robust and scalable. It matches the
ground truth given by bioinformatics experts very well in the sample data
sets.
1.6.6 Towards mining more complex kinds of structured patterns
Besides mining sequential patterns, another important task is the mining
of frequent sub-structures in a database composed of structured or semistructured data sets. The substructures may consist of trees, directed-acyclic
graphs (i.e., DAGs), or general graphs which may contain cycles. There are a
lot of applications related to mining frequent substructures since most human
activities and natural processes may contain certain structures, and a huge
amount of such data has been collected in large data/information repositories, such as molecule or bio-chemical structures, Web connection structures,
and so on. It is important to develop scalable and ﬂexible methods for mining
structured patterns in such databases. There have been some recent work on
mining frequent subtrees, such as [38], and frequent subgraphs, such as [18, 33]
in structured databases, where [33] shows that the pattern growth approach
has clear performance edge over a candidate generation-and-test approach.
Furthermore, as discussed above, is it is more desirable to mine closed frequent
subgraphs (a subgraph g is closed if there exists no super-graph of g carrying
the same support as g) than mining explicitly the complete set of frequent
subgraphs because a large graph inherently contains an exponential number
of subgraphs. A recent study [34] has developed an eﬃcient closed subgraph
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pattern method, called CloseGraph, which is also based on the pattern-growth
framework and inﬂuenced by this approach.

1.7 Conclusions
We have introduced a pattern-growth approach for eﬃcient and scalable mining
of sequential patterns in large sequence databases. Instead of reﬁnement of
the Apriori-like, candidate generation-and-test approach, such as GSP [30] and
SPADE[36], we promote a divide-and-conquer approach, called pattern-growth
approach, which is an extension of FP-growth [12], an eﬃcient pattern-growth
algorithm for mining frequent patterns without candidate generation.
An eﬃcient pattern-growth method is developed for mining frequent sequential patterns, represented by PrefixSpan, and mining closed sequential
patterns, represented by CloSpan, are presented and studied in this paper.
PrefixSpan recursively projects a sequence database into a set of smaller
projected sequence databases and grows sequential patterns in each projected
database by exploring only locally frequent fragments. It mines the complete
set of sequential patterns and substantially reduces the eﬀorts of candidate
subsequence generation. Since PrefixSpan explores ordered growth by preﬁxordered expansion, it results in less “growth points” and reduced projected
databases in comparison with our previously proposed pattern-growth algorithm, FreeSpan. Furthermore, a pseudo-projection technique is proposed for
PrefixSpan to reduce the number of physical projected databases to be generated.
CloSpan mines closed sequential patterns eﬃciently by discovery of sharing portions of the projected databases in the mining process and prune any
redundant search space and therefore substantially enhanced the mining eﬃciency and reduces the redundant patterns.
Our comprehensive performance study shows that PrefixSpan outperforms
the Apriori-based GSP algorithm, FreeSpan, and SPADE in most cases, and
PrefixSpan integrated with pseudo-projection is the fastest among all the
tested algorithms for mining the complete set of sequential patterns; whereas
CloSpan may substantially improve the mining eﬃciency over PrefixSpan and
returns a substantially smaller set of results while preserving the completeness
of the answer sets.
Based on our view, the implication of this method is far beyond yet another
eﬃcient sequential pattern mining algorithm. It demonstrates the strength of
the pattern-growth mining methodology since the methodology has achieved
high performance in both frequent-pattern mining and sequential pattern mining. Moreover, our discussion shows that the methodology can be extended to
mining multi-level, multi-dimensional sequential patterns, mining sequential
patterns with user-speciﬁed constraints, and a few interesting applications.
Therefore, it represents a promising approach for the applications that rely
on the discovery of frequent patterns and/or sequential patterns.
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There are many interesting issues that need to be studied further. Especially, the developments of specialized sequential pattern mining methods for
particular applications, such as DNA sequence mining that may admit faults,
such as allowing insertions, deletions and mutations in DNA sequences, and
handling industry/engineering sequential process analysis are interesting issues for future research.
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ABSTRACT
This chapter describes systems that automatically classify web pages into
meaningful categories. It first defines two types of web page classification:
subject based and genre based classifications. It then describes the state of
the art techniques and subsystems used to build automatic web page
classification systems, including web page representations, dimensionality
reductions, web page classifiers, and evaluation of web page classifiers.
Such systems are essential tools for Web Mining and for the future of
Semantic Web.

5.1 INTRODUCTION
5.1.1

Motivation

Over the past decade we have witnessed an explosive growth on the
Internet, with millions of web pages on every topic easily accessible
through the Web. The Internet is a powerful medium for communication
between computers and for accessing online documents all over the world
but it is not a tool for locating or organizing the mass of information. Tools
like search engines assist users in locating information on the Internet.
They perform excellently in locating but provide limited ability in
organizing the web pages. Internet users are now confronted with
thousands of web pages returned by a search engine using simple keyword
search. Searching through those web pages is in itself becoming
*
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impossible for users. Thus it has been of more interest in tools that can
help make a relevant and quick selection of information that we are
seeking. This chapter presents one of the most promising approaches: web
page classification, which can efficiently support diversified applications,
such as Web Mining, automatic web page categorization (Choi 2001),
information filtering, search engine, and user profile mining. It describes
the state of the art techniques and subsystems used to build automatic web
page classification systems. It starts with a definition of web page
classification and a description of two types of classifications.
5.1.2

A Definition of Web Page Classification

Web page classification, also known as web page categorization, may be
defined as the task of determining whether a web page belongs to a
category or categories. Formally, let C = {c1, …, cK} be a set of predefined
categories, D = {d1, …, dN} be a set of web pages to be classified, and
A = D × C be a decision matrix:
Web
Pages

Categories
c1

…

cj

…

cK

d1

a11

…

a1j

…

a1K

…

…

…

…

…

…

di

ai1

…

aij

…

aiK

…

…

…

…

…

…

dN

aN1

…

aNj

…

aNK

where, each entry aij (1≤i≤N, 1≤j≤K) represents whether web page di
belongs to category cj or not. Each aij ∈ {0, 1}, where 1 indicates web page
di belongs to category cj, and 0 for not belonging. A web page can belong
to more than one category. The task of web page classification is to
approximate the unknown assignment function f: D × C → {0,1} by means
of a learned function f’: D × C → {0,1} , called a classifier, a model, or a
hypothesis, such that f’ coincides to f as much as possible (Sebastiani
2002).
The function f’ is usually obtained by machine learning over a set of
training examples of web pages. Each training example is tagged with a
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category label. The function f’ is induced during the training phase and is
then used during the classification phase to assign web pages to categories.
Throughout this chapter, we use “document” to denote a text document
including web pages, and use “HTML page”, “web document”, or “web
page” to indicate a web page. We also emphasize the characteristics of
web page classification that are different from traditional text
classification.
5.1.3

Two Basic Approaches

Web page classification is in the area of machine learning, where learning
is over web pages. Using machine learning techniques on text databases is
referred to as text learning, which has been well studied during the last two
decades (Mladenic 1998a). Machine learning on web pages is similar to
text learning since web pages can be treated as text documents.
Nevertheless, it is clear in advance that learning over web pages has new
characteristics. First, web pages are semi-structured text documents that
are usually written in HTML. Secondly, web pages are connected to each
other forming direct graphs via hyperlinks. Thirdly, web pages are often
short and by using only text in those web pages may be insufficient to
analyze them. Finally, the sources of web pages are numerous, nonhomogeneous, distributed, and dynamically changing. In order to classify
such large and heterogeneous web domain, we present in this chapter two
basic classification approaches: subject-based classification and genrebased classification.
In subject-based classification (also called topic-based classification),
web pages are classified based on their contents or subjects. This approach
defines numerous topic categories. Some examples of categories, under the
“Science” domain used in Yahoo.com, are “Agriculture”, “Astronomy”,
“Biology”, “Chemistry”, “Cognitive Science”, “Complex Systems”, and
“Computer Science”. The subject-based classification can be applied to
build topic hierarchies of web pages, and subsequently to perform contextbased searches for web pages relating to specific subjects.
In genre-based classification (also called style-based classification),
web pages are classified depending on functional or genre related factors.
In a broad sense, the word “genre” is used here merely as a literary
substitute for “a kind of text”. Some examples of web page genres are
“product catalogue”, “online shopping”, “advertisement”, “call for paper”,
“frequently asked questions”, “home page”, and “bulletin board”. This
approach can help users find immediate interests. Although text genre has
been studied for a long history in linguistic literature, automatically text
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genre classification does not share much literature and fewer sophisticated
research work has been done on web page genre classification. One
important reason is that, up to recently, the digitized collections have been
for the most part generically homogeneous, such as collections of scientific
abstracts and newspaper articles. Thus the problem of genre identification
could be set aside (Kessler et. al. 1997). This problem does not become
salient until we are confronted with heterogeneous domain like the Web. In
fact, the Web is so diverse that no topic taxonomy can hope to capture all
topics in sufficiently detail. It is worth noticing that the genre-based
approach is not to reduce the importance of the subject-based approach,
but rather to add another dimension to web page classification as a whole.
5.1.4

Overview of this Chapter

This chapter addresses three main topics of web page classification: web
page representations, dimensionality reductions, and web page classifiers.
It then concludes with an evaluation of classification methods and a
summary. Section 5.2 describes how to encode or represent web pages for
facilitating machine learning and classification processes. Web pages are
usually represented by multi-dimensional vectors (Salton 1989), each
dimension of which encodes a feature of the web pages. If all features of
web pages are used in the representations, the number of dimensions of the
vectors will usually be very high (hundreds of thousands). To reduce both
time and space for computation, various methods are introduced to reduce
the dimensionality as described in Section 5.3. Machine learning methods
for classifying web pages are then applied to induce the classification
function f’ as defined in Section 5.1.2 or to induce representations for
categories from the representations of training web pages. Section 5.4
describes various classifiers that have been proven efficient for web page
classification. When a web page needed to be classified, the classifiers use
the learned function to assign the web page to categories. Some classifiers
compare the similarity of the representation of the web page to the
representations of the categories. The category having the highest
similarity is usually considered as the most appropriate category for
assigning the web page. Section 5.5 discusses how to evaluate web page
classification methods and provides experimental results for comparing
various classifiers. Finally, Section 5.6 provides a summary of this chapter.
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5.2 WEB PAGE REPRESENTATIONS
The first step in web page classification is to transform a web page, which
typically composes of strings of characters, hyperlinks, images, and HTML
tags, into a feature vector. This procedure is used to remove less important
information and to extract salient features from the web pages. Apparently,
the subject-based classification prefers features representing contents or
subjects of web pages and these features may not represent genres of the
web pages. Here we present different web page representations for the two
basic classification approaches.
5.2.1

Representations for Subject Based Classification

Most work for subject-based classifications believes the text source (e.g.
words, phases, and sentences) represents the content of a web page. In
order to retrieve important textual features, web pages are first
preprocessed to discard the less important data. The preprocessing consists
of the following steps:
• Removing HTML tags: HTML tags indicate the formats of web pages.
For instance, the content within <title> and </title> pair is the title of a
web page; the content enclosed by <table> and </table> pair is a table.
These HTML tags may indicate the importance of their enclosed content
and they can thus help weight their enclosed content. The tags
themselves are removed after weighting their enclosed content.
• Removing stop words: stop words are frequent words that carry little
information, such as prepositions, pronouns, and conjunctions. They are
removed by comparing the input text with a “stop list” of words.
• Removing rare words: low frequency words are also removed based
on Luhn’s idea that rare words do not contribute significantly to the
content of a text (Luhn 1958). This is to be done by removing words
whose number of occurrences in the text are less than a predefined
threshold.
• Performing word stemming: this is done by grouping words that have
the same stem or root, such as computer, compute, and computing. The
Porter stemmer is a well-known algorithm for performing this task.
After the preprocessing, we select features to represent each web page.
Before going into details of web page representations, we standardize to
use M to denote the dimension of a vector (or the number of features in the
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Plantation Country
Plantation homes are to Louisiana what
the crown jewels are to England – each is a
sparkling gem.
Some folks believe that if you’ve
seen one old house, you’ve seen them all.
To them, we ask, “Have you ever been to
Louisiana?” Austere portraits of the original owners of the house hung above the
fireplace or the piano. Perhaps more interesting are the tales your tour guides will
weave of star-crossed lovers, Confederate
spies, yellow fever victims, mad spinsters,
and the occasional playful ghost.

2
0
0
2
1
0
1
1
.
.
.
0
0
1
1
0

plantation
engine
Alabama
Louisiana
house
car
portrait
fireplace

Lincoln
computer
guide
spies
software

Fig. 5.1. Representing a web page in a vector space model. Each web page
is converted into a vector of words in this case.

training corpus), N for the total number of web pages in the training
collection, i for the ith vector, and j for the jth feature of a vector.
Bag-of-terms Representation
In the simplest way, a web page is represented by a vector of M weighted
index words (see Fig. 5.1). This is often referred to as bag-of-words
representation. The basic hypothesis behind the bag-of-words
representation is that each word in a document indicates a certain concept
in the document. Formally, a web page is represented by a vector di with
words t1, t2, …, tM as the features, each of which associates with a weight
wij. That is,

d i = (w i1 , w i2 , w i3 , ... , w iM )

(5.1)

where M is the number of indexing words and wij (1≤j≤M) is the
importance (or weight) of word tj in the web page di.
Since a phrase usually contain more information than a single word, the
bag-of-words representation can be enriched by adding new features
generated from word sequences, also known as n-grams. For example,
Mladenic (1998a) generated features that compose up to five words (5grams). By using n-grams we can capture some characteristic word
combinations. Here we refer to the enriched bag-of-words representation
as bag-of-terms, where a term can be a single word or any n-gram. The
process of feature generation is performed in passes over documents,
where i-grams are generated in the ith pass only from the features of length
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i-1 generated in the previous pass (Mladenic 1998a). Hereafter, we use
“word” to denote a single word and use “term” to name an n-gram.
Experiments showed that terms up to 3-grams are sufficient in most
classification systems.
Deciding the weights of terms in a web page is a term-weighting
problem. The simplest way to define the weight wj of term tj in a web page
is to consider the binary occurrence as following:

wj =

{

1,
0,

if
term
otherwise

tj

is

in

the

web

page

(5.2)

Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency. One of the most
successful term weighting methods is TFIDF (Term Frequency Inverse
Document Frequency) (Salton and Buckley 1988; Salton 1991), which is
obtained by the product of the local term importance (TF) and the global
term importance (IDF):

wij = TF (t j , d i ) ⋅ IDF (t j )

(5.3)

where term frequency TF(tj, di) is the number of times term tj occurs in
document di, and document frequency DF(tj) (in Eq. 5.4) is the number of
documents in which term tj occurs at least once.
N

DF (t j ) = ∑
i =1

{

1,
0,

if
di contains
otherwise

tj

(5.4)

The inverse document frequency IDF(tj) can be calculated from the
document frequency DF(tj):

IDF (t j ) = log(

N
)
DF (t j )

(5.5)

where N is the total number of documents. Intuitively, the inverse
document frequency of a term is low if it occurs in many documents and is
the highest if the term occurs in only one document. Many experiments
have supported the discriminant characteristic of the inverse document
frequency (Jones 1972). TFIDF term weighting expresses that a term is an
important feature for a document if it occurs frequently in the document,
i.e. the term frequency is high. On the other hand, a term becomes an
unimportant feature for the document if the term occurs in many
documents, i.e. the inverse document frequency is low (Joachims 1997).
Furthermore, the weight wij of term tj in document di can be normalized by
document length, e.g. Euclidian vector length (L2-norm) of the document:
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wij =

TF (t j , d i ) IDF (t j )
M

∑ (TF (t
j =1

j

, d i ) IDF (t j )) 2

(5.6)

where M is the number of features (unique terms) in all training web
pages. The normalization by document length can be considered as a part
of term weighting.
Joachims (1997) proposed a modified version of the inverse document
frequency. He modified the inverse document frequency as following:
N

TF (t j , d i )

i =1

| di |

DF ' (t j ) = ∑

IDF ' (t j ) = sqrt (

N
)
DF ' (t j )

(5.7)

(5.8)

where the document length |di| is the number of words in document di, and
N is the total number of web pages in the training collection. As we can
see, Joachims defined DF’(tj), document frequency of term tj, as the sum of
relative frequencies of term tj in each web page. He argued that IDF’(tj)
can make use of the frequency information instead of just considering
binary occurrence information of DF(tj) (Eq. 5.4). It can be noticed that the
interpretations of DF(tj) and DF’(tj) are similar. The more often a term tj
occurs throughout the corpus, the higher DF(tj) and DF’(tj) will be. A
difference is that the square root is used instead of the logarithm to dampen
the effect of document frequency. Joachims then used |di| for normalization
instead of using Euclidian length, i.e.

wij =

TF (t j , d i ) ⋅ IDF ' (t j )
| di |

(5.9)

The modified TFIDF term-weighting scheme applied in a probabilistic
variant of Rocchio classifier showed performance improvement of up to
40% reduction of error rate in comparing to Rocchio classifier (Joachims
1997).
Balanced Term-weighting. The balanced term-weighting scheme (Jung et
al. 2000) is optimized for similarity computation between documents,
since similarity computation is often required in classification tasks. While
the TFIDF term-weighting scheme only considers the terms that occur in
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documents, the basic premise under the balanced term-weighting scheme is
that similarity between two documents is maximized if there are high
number of matches not only in occurrence of terms but also in absence of
terms. The main procedure of this scheme consists of the following four
phases (Jung et al. 2000):
1. Local term-weighting phase: assigns term frequency to the present
terms, and assigns negative weights -1 for the absent terms. Use one
vector to represent the positive weights, and another vector to represent
the negative weights;
2. Global term-weighting phase: applies inverse document frequency for
the positive and the negative weights;
3. Normalization phase: normalizes the positive weight vector and the
negative weight vector independently by L2 –norm (Euclidean distance);
4. Merging phase: merges the positive and the negative weights into one
vector.
By assigning negative weights to absence terms, the balanced termweighting scheme resolves the masking-by-zero problem in the dot
product operation for calculating the similarity (or distance) of two
vectors. Thus the similarity of two documents is increased if high number
of same terms are absent in both documents. Experiments illustrated that
the balanced term-weighting scheme achieved higher average precisions
than other term-weighting schemes (Jung et al. 2000).
Web Structure Representation
The bag-of-terms web page representation does not exploit the structural
information on the Web. There are at least two different kinds of structural
information on the Web that could be used to enhance the performance of
classification:
• The structure of an HTML representation which allows to easily identify
important parts of a web page, such as its title and headings;
• The structure of the Web, where web pages are linked to each other via
hyperlinks.
In this section, we will exploit different web page representation
methods that are unique for the Web domain.
HTML Structure. For improving web page representation, exploiting
HTML structure will help us identify where the more representative terms
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can be found. For example, we can consider that a term enclosed within
the <title> and </title> tags is generally more representative for the topic
of a web page than a term enclosed within the <body> and </body> tags.
For instance, several sources (elements) for web page representation are:
•
•
•
•
•

BODY, the body part of a web page;
TITLE, the title of a web page;
H1~H6, section headings;
EM, emphasized content;
URL, hyperlinks that may contain descriptor for the linked web pages.
If keywords can be extracted from an URL, these keywords are
relatively important;
• META, the meta-description of a web page. It is invisible to users of
web browsing, but it may provide description, keywords, and date for a
web page.
A Structure-oriented Weighting Technique (SWT) (Riboni 2002) can be
used to weight the important features in web pages. The idea of SWT is to
assign greater weights to terms that belong to the elements that are more
suitable for representing web pages (such as terms enclosed in TITLE
tags). SWT is defined by the function (Riboni 2002):

SWTw (t j , d i ) = ∑ ( w(ek ) ⋅ TF (t j , ek , d i ))

(5.10)

ek

where ek is an HTML element, w(ek) denotes the weight assigned to the
element ek, and TF(ti, ek, dj) denotes the number of times term ti is present
in the element ek of HTML page dj. Riboni (2002) defined the function
w(e) as:

w (e) =

{

α,
1,

if
e
otherwise

is

META

or

TITLE

(5.11)

where, α=2, α=3, α=4, and α=6 were tested and compared with standard
TF(ti, di). The experimental results showed that using SWT can improve
classification accuracy.
A more sophisticated SWT was employed by Peng and Choi (2002).
They not only utilized the HTML elements but also the important
sentences in a web page. The important sentences are identified by using
Paice’s scheme (Paice 1990), such as,
• Sentences with most frequently used words;
• Sentences with words that occur within title or section headings;
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Table 5.1. Weights assigned to different elements in a web page.
w(e)
2
3
4
2
2
3
4
4
1

e (different elements)
First or last paragraph
The important sentences identified by cue words/phrases
<Title>
<H1>
<EM>
<Strong>
<Meta Name=”keywords” or “descriptions”>
URL
Otherwise

• Sentences using cue words, such as “greatest” and “significant”, or cue
phrases, such as “the main aim of”, “the paper describes” and “the
purpose of”;
• Sentences in the beginning or last part of the document; and
• Sentences at the beginning of each paragraph.
Peng and Choi (2002) defined w(e) function as shown in Table 5.1 and
applied the function in Eq. 5.10 to weight the terms. Obviously, their local
term-weighting scheme is more mature than the simple TF(ti, di) method.
It is then applied together with global term-weight, the inverse document
frequency, and normalization factor to weight the terms.
Hyper-textual Nature of Web Pages. Unlike the typical text database,
web pages maybe contain no obvious textually clues as to their subjects.
For example, the home page of Microsoft.com does not explicitly mention
the fact that Microsoft sells operating systems. Some web pages are very
short providing few text information and some are non-text based, such as
image, video, sound, or flash format. In addition to analyzing a web page
itself, a feasible way to represent a web page is to use hyperlinks that link
to other related web pages. The basic assumption made by link analysis is
that a link is often created because of a subjective connection between the
original web page and the linked web page.
Hyperlinks of web pages can be analyzed to extract additional
information about the web pages. A hyperlink in web page A that points to
or cite web page B is called an in-link (incoming link) of web page B;
meanwhile, this hyperlink is also an out-link (outgoing link) of web page
A. A hyperlink is associated with “anchortext” describing the link. For
instance, a web page creator may create a link pointing to Google.com, and
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<A HREF="http://www.fisita.com/">International Federation of Automotive Engineering Societies (FISITA)</A> - a global forum for transport
engineers promoting advances in automotive engineering technology and
working to create efficient, affordable, safe, and sustainable transportation
worldwide.
Fig. 5.2. An example of hyperlink in web pages from Yahoo.com. The words
between <A HREF=…> and </A> are anchortext. The anchortext and the text
nearby summarize the content of the cited web page.

define the associated anchortext to be “My favorite search engine”.
Anchortext, since it is chosen by people who are interested in the cited web
page, may better summarize the topic of the cited web page, such as the
example from Yahoo.com (Fig. 5.2).
By making use of the information provided by hyperlinks, a target web
page can be represented by not only its full text, but all terms in the web
pages linking the target page (including in-links and out-links). However,
the naïve combination of the local full text and the text in the linked web
pages does not help the classification. Experiments conducted by
Chakrabati et al. (1998) over the web pages of IBM patents and Yahoo
corpus showed that the combined features increased the error rate of their
system by 6% over the full text in the target page alone. Oh et al. (2000)
also showed similar results that the performance of their classifier
decreased by 24% when adding words in the linked web pages into the
target web page in a collection of online encyclopedia articles. Hyperlinks
clearly contain high quality semantic clues, but they are noisy. One reason
is that those linked web pages go to a diverse set of topics and worse
scenarios could be seen on the Web with completely unrelated topics.
Instead of adding all terms in the linked web pages into the target web
page, a more appropriate way for web page representation is to retrieve
only anchortext and text nearby anchortext in its in-linked web pages (the
web pages pointing to the target page). This relaxes the relationship
between the in-linked web pages and the target web page. For instance,
some of the in-linked web pages may have different topics, but the
anchortext in the in-linked web pages describes the hyperlinks and
therefore the anchortext should help represent the target web page.
Nevertheless, using anchortext alone to represent the target page is less
powerful than using the full text in the target page (Blum and Mitchell
1998; Glover et al. 2002). In many cases, the text nearby the anchortext is
more discriminant. We can retrieve terms from the anchortext, headings
preceding the anchortext, and paragraphs where the anchortext occurs in
the in-linked web pages to represent a target page, instead of the local full
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text. This representation method has been shown to improve the accuracy
by 20% compared to the performance of the same system when using full
text in the target web page (Furnkranz 1999). To make it simple, a window
can be used to define the neighborhood of the anchortext, e.g., up to 25
words before and after the anchortext. We define the anchortext and its
neighborhood as the extended anchortext (Blum and Mitchell 1998; Glover
et al. 2002). It has been reported that the best web page representation is
the combination of the full text in a web page and the extended anchortext
in its in-linked web pages, compared to the full text, anchortext, or
extended anchortext alone (Blum and Mitchell 1998; Glover et al. 2002).
Whereas the work cited in this subsection provides insights in exploiting
information in hyperlinks for web page classification, many questions still
remain unanswered. For example, even though most classification tasks
over the WebKB university corpus (see Section 5.5.2) reported good
performance results, it is not clear whether the performances will increase
over a more diverse web page corpus. Yang et al (2001) showed that
drawing general conclusions for using hyperlinks in web page
classification without examinations over multiple datasets can be seriously
misleading.
Link Based Representation. We believe that although hyperlinks are
noisy, there are still some linked web pages that show the subjective
connections with a target web page. Some linked web pages may share the
same topic or subject as the target web page. Based on this assumption, the
link based representation of web pages utilizes the neighborhood of a web
page (created by its in-links and out-links) where some neighbors share a
same topic. This representation method, making use of topics, differs from
the methods in the above subsection where they make use of the text (e.g.
anchortext) in the linked web pages.
For link based representation, the topics or class labels of the neighbors
of a web page are used to represent the web page. Among all its neighbors,
we should choose some of the neighbors who have the same topic as the
target web page. One solution is to compute the probability of class i of
some neighbors given all neighbors, Pr(ci|Ni), where ci is the class i to
which some neighbors belonged, and Ni represents the group of all the
known class labels of the neighbors (Chakrabati et al.1998). Ni includes
the in-links Ii and the out-links Oi, Ni={Ii, Oi}. The Pr(ci|Ni) can be
computed according to Bayes theorem as following:
Pr( c i | N i ) =

Pr( N i | c i ) ⋅ Pr( c i )
Pr( N i )

(5.12)
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where Pr(Ni) is no difference among classes of neighbors and thus can be
removed, and Pr(ci) is the proportion of training examples that belongs to
the class ci. We assume all classes in Ni are independent, so that

Pr( N i | c i ) = ∏ δ j ∈ I i Pr( c j | c i ) ⋅ ∏ δ k ∈O i Pr( c k | c i )

(5.13)

where δj is the neighbor in the in-links belonging to class cj, and δk is the
neighbor in the out-links belonging to class ck (Chakrabati et al.1998). The
class which maximizes the Pr(ci|Ni) is selected as the class of the target
web page. In order to get class labels for all neighbors, the neighbors
should first be classified by employing a text based classifier. This
procedure can be performed iteratively to assign the class labels to web
pages and finally converge to a locally consistent assignment. This method
significantly boosts classification accuracy by reducing error up to 70%
from text based classifiers (Chakrabati et al.1998).
A similar approach using the neighborhood around a web page is to
weight the categories (or classes) of its neighbors by the similarity between
the categories of the neighbors and the category of the target web page
(Choi and Guo 2003). The target web page and all its neighbors are first
classified by a text based classifier. Then the similarities between the
category of the target page and the categories of the neighbors are
computed to weight each category of the neighbors. Some neighbors
belonging to a same category are grouped. If the sum of similarities for a
group exceeds a predefined threshold, the target web page is assigned to
the category that the group belongs. This approach increases the accuracy
by 35% over a local text based classifier when it was tested using Yahoo
directory (Choi and Guo 2003).
Word Sense Representation
The problem with the bag-of-words or bag-of-terms representation is that
using word occurrence omits the fact that a word may have different word
senses (or meanings) in different web pages or in the same web page. For
instance, the word “bank” may have at least two different senses, as in the
“Bank” of America or the “bank” of Mississippi river. However using a
bag-of-words representation, these two “bank” are treated as a same
feature. Rather than using a bag-of-words, using word senses to represent a
web page can improve web page classification.
By using word senses to be features of a web page vector, a web page di
is represented as:

d i = (w i1 , w i2 , w i3 , ... , w iM )

(5.14)
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where wij is the weight of word sense sj (1≤j≤M) in web page di. Although
this representation has the same format as Eq. 5.1, which is a vector for
bag-of-words representation, the indexed features in Eq. 5.14 are word
senses rather than words (character patterns) in Eq. 5.1.
Using word senses to be features of a web page, and further be features
of each class, is more accurate than using words as features. However the
problem is how to find the correct word sense that each word refers. This
is also called word sense disambiguation (WSD). Although solutions to
WSD are provided in literature (Lesk 1986; Mihalcea and Moldovan
2001), semantic analysis has proved to be expensive to be implemented.
No work in the literature of classification domain has used this method
although initial attempt has been conducted by Choi and Li (2002). To
reduce the complexity of semantic analysis, they use a thesaurus to relate a
word to its synonyms. This approach does not address WSD; instead it
expands word senses to groups of words having similar meanings. It
extends the concept of term frequency (TF) to account for word senses. To
determine TF of a word, the number of occurrences of its synonyms is also
taken into account.
Employing word sense representation is still an open issue and it is not
clear whether it will be found more successfully than the statistical
approach, e.g. bag-of-terms representation which has been examined to be
moderately successful.
5.2.2

Representations for Genre Based Classification

Web page representations for genre based classification is quite different
from representations for subject based classification in that features
representing the genre of a web page are different from features
representing the subject of a web page. In order to retrieve important
features representing the genre of a web page, here we first discuss genres
of web pages.
Genre Taxonomy
Genre is necessarily a heterogeneous classification principle. While the
concept of genre has a long tradition in rhetorical and literary analysis
(Bakhtin 1986), a number of researches in cultural, rhetorical, and design
studies, have recently begun using it to refer to a typified social action
(Brown 1994; Bazerman 1998; Miller 1984). Orlikowski and Yates (1994)
defined genre as “a distinctive type of communicative action, characterized
by a socially recognized communicative purpose and common aspects of
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form”, taking into account three main aspects of genre: content, form, and
purpose. Yoshioka and Herman (1999) analyzed genres in terms of a
number of dimensions of communications, such as What, When, Where,
Why, Who, and How. Genre can be analyzed in terms of purposes,
contents, participants, timings, places, forms, structural devices, and
linguistic elements. How to define each genre of communicative actions is
beyond the scope of this chapter. Here we show some genre taxonomy in
Table 5.2, which may help us understand genre based web page
classification.
As we can see from Table 5.2, genre is a subtle and difficult to define
notion. One challenge is that it is difficult to know whether we have
considered all possible purposes and forms. Without a strong foundational
Table 5.2. Current contents in genre taxonomy
Sources

Genres

Widely recognized
genres (Yoshioka
and Herman 1999)

Business letter, memo, expense form, report,
dialogue, proposal, announcement, thank you note,
greeting card, face-to-face meeting system,
frequently-asked-questions
(FAQ),
personal
homepage, organizational homepage, bulletin board,
hot-list, and intranet homepage

Acorn Project
(Yates et al. 1999)

Official announcement, trip report, publication
notice, release note, reference, lost and found system,
team announcement, traditional memo, electronic
memo, dialogue, solicitation, and team report

Online Process
Handbook (Malone
et al. 1999)

Welcome page, login page, introduction (user
guide, reference), contents page, guide tour, search
(search request, result), process knowledge viewer
(process compass, process viewer, description,
attributes list, tradeoff table, mail), discussion, and
options

Web Page Types
(Haas and Grams
1998)

Organizational pages (table of contents, site
content pages, index pages), documentation (how-to
pages, FAQ pages, descriptions of services or
products), Text (article, scholarly paper, contract,
bibliography, resume, biography, list, copyright),
Homepage (organization homepage, personal
homepages), Multimedia (non-textual documents),
Tools (search tools, order forms, email or comment
forms), and Database entry.
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theory of genre to guide us, it is also problematic to construct a
classification structure that will accommodate all genres.
The problem that we can solve now is to focus on some genres in which
we are most interested and to identify salient features discriminating a
genre from others. Once we have found all features for discriminating
genres, we can represent a web page as a feature vector, as we have done
for subject based classification. The features most useful for genre based
classification can be broadly divided into two classes: presentation
features and lexical features (Kessler et al. 1997; Karlgren and Cutting
1994; Stamatatos et al. 2000; Burrows 1992; Argamon and Moshe 1998;
Lee and Myaeng 2002; Dewdney et. al 2001; Finn and Kushmerick 2003;
Rauber et al. 2001 ).
Presentation Features
There are many features that reflect the way in which a web is presented
and these features are called as presentation features (Dewdney et al.
2001). The presentation features can further be divided into syntactic
features, text complexity features, character-level features, and layout
features, as described in the following.
Syntactic Features. Syntactic features are a set of features directly
encoding information about the syntactic structure of the text. Syntactic
structure can be expected to be more revealing of genres than simple words
counts, as argued in the work by Biber (1995). The idea is that particular
document genre will favor certain syntactic constructions. Typical
syntactic features are passive count, nominalization count, and counts of
the frequency of various syntactic categories (e.g. part of speech tags, such
as noun, verb, and adjective) (Kessler et al. 1997). Previous work on
syntactic features was based on automated parsing of the input documents.
However, this is a time consuming and unreliable procedure. Whereas this
set of features was used in some recent work (Karlgren and Cutting 1994;
Biber 1995), others tried to avoid this set of features (Kessler et al. 1997;
Rauber et al. 2001).
Text Complexity Features. Text complexity features have been widely
used due to their ease of computation and their discriminant ability. These
features are based on text statistics, such as the average word length, the
long word count, the average sentence length, the number of sentences and
paragraphs, and the type-token ratio (the number of different words “type”
divided by the number of word tokens). Text complexity correlates in
certain ways with genre. For instance, long average word length may
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indicate documents containing technical terms. The complexity of certain
constructs turns out to be captured quite well by these simple measures,
such as the metrics for transforming all the counts into natural logarithms
used by Kessler et al. (1997). In addition to the mean measures, variation
measures (e.g. the standard deviation in sentence length) can also be used
(Kessler et al. 1997; Dewdney et. al 2001). Furthermore, other derived
measures, e.g. readability grade methods, such as Kincaid, Coleman-Liau,
Wheeler-Smith Index, and Flesh Index, may be used as more condensed
features. The readability measures are generated based on the above
mentioned basic measures by using various transformations to obtain
graded representations according to stylistic evaluation parameters.
Character Level Features. A wealth of genre information can be obtained
from specific character counts, among which the most prominent features
are punctuation marks (Dewdney et al. 2001; Stamatatos et al. 2000;
Rauber et al. 2001). For instances, exclamation marks seldom appear in
scientific articles; high number of question marks may indicate interviews;
high sentence lengths and high counts of commas or semicolon may
indicate complicated sentence structures (Rauber et al. 2001). Example
features include counts of quotation marks, exclamation marks, hyphens,
periods, apostrophe, acronyms, slash marks, and various brackets.
Other specific characters, such as financial symbols, mathematical
symbols, and copyright signs, can also be analyzed (Rauber et al. 2001).
These specific characters hint special genre categories. For instance, the
financial symbols, like $ and ₤, appear more often in the genre of online
shopping, while equations frequently occur in technical reports.
Layout Features. Layout features are formed from mark-up tags that can
be used to extract information from HTML documents. Mark-up tags
provide information, such as the amount of images presented in a given
web page, line spacing, and number of tables, equations, and links.
Furthermore, mark-up tags can be used to retrieve common layouts for
some specific genres like home pages and bulletin boards. Previous work
exploiting mark-up tags for genre analysis includes Dewdney et al. (2001),
Rauber et al. (2001), and others.
Lexical Features
Lexical features (or word features) are extracted from analyzing the use of
words. This is further described in terms of stop words and keywords as
following.
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Stop Words. Contrary to the principle of subject based classification, a lot
of genre information is conveyed by stop words, such as pronouns or
adverbs (Stamatatos et al. 2000; Rauber et al. 2001; Argamon and Koppel
1998). A list of stop words is added as features such as I, you, us, mine,
yours, little, large, very, mostly, which, that, and where. The rational
behind their use is that the frequency of such words is presumably not
driven by content and hence might be expected to remain invariant for a
given genre over different topics. For instance, pronoun frequencies can be
used to predict the formality or informality of a document; the word
“should” may appear frequently in editorials; and the word “today” may
appear frequently in news (Argamon and Koppel 1998).
Keywords. For some genre analyses, keywords or key phrases may
provide additional cues. For instance, keywords “resume”, “education”,
and “experience” are usually expected to appear in resume genre.
Keywords are retrieved in the same way as the subject based classification,
and are primarily based on how discriminant the words or phases are
among different genres. Selecting keywords as features is employed in
recent work of Dewdney et. al (2001), Finn and Kushmerick (2003), and
Lee and Myaeng (2002).
Focusing on the goal of genre analysis, only a small subset of the
available features may necessarily be selected for web page classification.
How to select the features of high discriminant abilities will be addressed
in the next section.

5.3 DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTIONS
In subject based classification, a web page may contain hundreds of unique
terms and the whole collection of web pages may contain a total of
hundreds of thousands of unique terms. If all the unique terms are included
as features for representing web pages, the dimension of the feature vectors
may be hundreds of thousands. Similarly, the total number of the
presentation features and lexical features in the genre based classification
may also be too large and superfluous for the genre classification. The high
dimensionality of the feature space could be problematic and expensive for
computation (Strehl 2002). On the other hand, it is always expected that
we can perform classification in a smaller feature space in order to reduce
the computational complexity. Thus, techniques for dimensionality
reduction should be employed, whose tasks are to reduce the
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dimensionality of feature vectors and also to insure that this process will
not reduce the accuracy of classification.
Dimensionality reduction is also beneficial in that it tends to reduce the
problem of over fitting, i.e. the phenomenon by which a classifier is tuned
to the training data, rather than generalized from necessary characteristics
of the training data (Sebastiani 1999). Classifiers that over fit the training
data tend to be very good at classifying the trained data, but are remarkably
worse at classifying other data (Mitchell 1997). Some experiments
suggested that to avoid over fitting, a number of training examples,
roughly proportional to the number of features, is needed (Sebastiani
1999). This means that, after dimensionality reduction is performed, over
fitting may be avoided by using a smaller number of training examples.
Numerous dimensionality reduction functions, either from information
theory or from linear algebra, have been proposed and their relative merits
have been experimentally evaluated. These functions can be divided, based
on what kinds of features are chosen, into feature selection and feature
extraction (Sebastiani 1999), as described below.
• Dimensionality Reduction by Feature Selection: Feature selection
selects a subset of the original feature space based on some criteria. Two
broad approaches for feature selection have been presented in the
literature: the wrapper approach and the filter approach (John et al.
1994). The wrapper approach (John et al. 1994; Kohavi and John 1997)
employs a search through the space of feature subsets. It uses an
estimated accuracy for a learning algorithm as the measure of goodness
for a particular feature subset. Thus the feature selection is being
“wrapped around” a learning algorithm. For example, for a neural
network algorithm the wrapper approach selects an initial subset of
features and measures the performance of the network; then it generates
an “improved set of features” and measures the performance of the
network. This process is repeated until it reaches a termination condition
(either a minimal value of error or a number of iterations). While some
wrapper based methods have encountered some success for
classification tasks, they are often prohibitively expensive to run and
can break down when a very large number of features are present
(Koller and Sahami 1996). For the filter approach, feature selection is
performed as a preprocessing step before applying machine learning.
Thus the method of feature selection is independent to the learning
algorithm. The filter algorithm does not incur the high computational
cost and is commonly used in classification systems even in a very high
feature space. Concerning the advantages of the filter approach over the
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wrapper approach and the requirement of feature reduction in a very
high feature space, the wrapper approaches are omitted in this chapter
while several filter approaches are to be discussed and evaluated in
Section 5.3.1.
• Dimensionality Reduction by Feature Extraction: For feature
extraction, the resulting features are not necessary a subset of the
original features. They are obtained by combinations or transformations
of the original feature space, as discussed in Section 5.3.2.
5.3.1

Feature Selection

The principle under dimensionality reduction by feature selection is that
the features that are more discriminant for some categories from others
should be selected. The whole process of feature selection is simplified by
the assumption of feature independence. All the features are independently
evaluated based on some criteria and a score is assigned to each of them.
Then a predefined threshold helps select the best features.
Many criteria have been employed to indicate the discriminant abilities
of features. In a broad view, feature selection criteria can be divided into
two sets: One set considers only the value denoting a feature occurred in
an example, such as the feature selection by using Document Frequency,
Mutual Information, Cross Entropy, and Odds Ratio, as described in the
following subsections. The other set considers all possible values of a
feature including both the present and the absent cases, such as the feature
selection by using Information Gain and Chi-square Statistic, as described
in the subsequent subsections. This section also describes special methods
used for feature selection in a category hierarchy and concludes with the
evaluations of the various feature selection techniques.
Document Frequency
A simple and surprising effective feature selection criterion is document
frequency. Document frequency of a feature is the number of documents
(or web pages) in which the feature occurs. The features whose document
frequencies are less than some predetermined threshold are removed. The
basic assumption is that rare features are either not informative for
classification or not influential in performance (Yang and Pederson 1997).
An important characteristic of document frequency is that it does not
require class labels of training examples.
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This method has a time complexity of O(n) where n is the number of
training examples. Because of its simple computation and good
performance, document frequency has been widely used in dimensionality
reduction. Yang and Pederson (1997) has shown that by using document
frequency as threshold, it is possible to reduce about 89% dimensionality
of the feature space and results in either an improvement or no less in
classification accuracy when tests were conducted over data from Reuters
collection and OHSUMED collection (see Section 5.5.2). Similar good
performance was also seen in Galavotti et al. (2000).
Mutual Information
Mutual information (Church and Hanks 1989; Yang and Pederson 1997) is
commonly used for word associations and can be used here for feature
selection. Within a collection of web pages, the mutual information for
each feature is computed and the features whose mutual information is less
than some predetermined threshold are removed.
The mutual information between feature f and category (or class) ci is
defined to be

MI ( f , ci ) = log

Pr( f ∧ ci )
Pr( f ) Pr( ci )

(5.15)

where Pr(f) is the proportion of examples containing feature f over all
training examples, Pr(ci) is the proportion of examples in category ci over
all training examples, and Pr(f ∧ ci) is the joint probability of feature f and
category ci, which is equal to the proportion of examples in which feature f
and category ci both occur (Yang and Pederson 1997). Eq. 5.15 can be
transformed to

MI ( f , c i ) = log

Pr( f | c i )
Pr( c i | f )
or MI ( f , c i ) = log
Pr( f )
Pr( c i )

(5.16)

where Pr(ci | f) is the conditional probability of category ci given feature f,
and Pr(f | ci) is the conditional probability of feature f given the category ci.
We can estimate MI(f, ci) by letting A be the number of times f and ci cooccur, B be the number of times f occurs without ci, C be the number of
times ci occurs without f, and N be the total number of examples (Yang
and Pederson 1997). Then MI(f, ci) can be estimated from Eq. 5.15 as:

MI ( f , ci ) ≈ log

AN
( A + B )( A + C )

(5.17)
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The average and the maximum of mutual information of feature f are
computed through all categories as:

MI avg ( f ) = ∑i =1 Pr(ci )MI ( f , ci )

(5.18)

MI max ( f ) = max iK=1{MI ( f , ci )}

(5.19)

K

where K is the total number of categories. The time complexity for
computing mutual information is O(MK), where M the size of feature
space and K is the number of categories (Yang and Pederson 1997).
A weakness of mutual information is that favors rare features (Yang and
Pederson 1997). From Eq. 5.16, for features with an equal conditional
probability Pr(f|ci), rare features will have a higher score than common
features since rare features have small values of Pr(f) at the denominator.
Cross Entropy
Cross entropy used in document classification (Koller and Sahami 1996;
Koller and Sahami 1997; Mladenic and Grobelnik 1999) employs
information theoretic measures (Cover and Thomas 1991) to determine a
subset from an original feature space. It can also be used as a method for
feature selection to remove redundant features. Formally, let µ and σ be
two distributions over some probability space Ω. The cross entropy of µ
and σ is defined as (Koller and Sahami 1996, 1997):

D( µ , σ ) = ∑ µ ( x) ⋅ log
x∈Ω

µ ( x)
σ ( x)

(5.20)

It provides us with a notion of “distance” between µ and σ (Koller and
Sahami 1996, 1997). We can transform the above equation to be used for
our feature selection as follows. For each feature f and a category set C={
c1, c2, …, cK }, Pr(C|f) is substituted for µ and Pr(C) for σ. Then, the
expected cross entropy CE(f) of feature f is determined as:
CE ( f ) = Pr( f ) ⋅ D (Pr( C | f ), Pr( C ))
= Pr( f ) ⋅ ∑ i =1 Pr( c i | f ) ⋅ log
K

Pr( c i | f )
Pr( c i )

(5.21)

where Pr(f) is a normalization component (Koller and Sahami 1997;
Mladenic and Grobelnik 1999). The features whose CE(f) are less than a
certain predefined threshold are eliminated. The time complexity for
computing cross entropy is O(MK), which is same as that for mutual
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information. Cross entropy overcomes a weakness of mutual information
by favoring common features instead of rare features.
Odd Ratio
Odds ratio is commonly used to indicate feature goodness in information
retrieval, where the task is to rank documents according to their relevance
(Rijsbergen et al. 1981; Mladenic 1998b; Mladenic and Grobelnik 1999;
Ruiz and Srinivasan 2002). It is based on the idea that the distribution of
features in the relevant documents is different from that in the non-relevant
documents. Used for feature selection, the odds ratio of feature f and
category ci captures the difference between the distribution of feature f on
its positive class ci and the distribution of feature f on its negative class c i .
It is defined as:
OR ( f , ci ) = log

odds ( f | c i )
Pr( f | c i )(1 − Pr( f | ci ))
= log
odds ( f | c i )
Pr( f | c i )(1 − Pr( f | ci ))

(5.22)

where Pr(f | ci) is the conditional probability of feature f given category ci,
and Pr(f | c i ) is the conditional probability of feature f given categories
c i (Mladenic 1998b; Mladenic and Grobelnik 1999). From the definition,
we can see that OR(f, ci) will have a high score if feature f appears
frequently in the positive training example set ci and infrequently in the
negative training example set c i . The average and the maximum odds
ratio of feature f are computed through all categories:

ORavg ( f ) = ∑i =1 Pr(ci )OR ( f , ci )

(5.23)

ORmax ( f ) = max iK=1{OR( f , ci )}

(5.24)

K

The features whose odds ratios are less than a certain predefined
threshold are removed. The time complexity for computing odds ratio is
O(MK), where M is the size of feature space and K is the number of
categories.
Information Gain
Information gain is frequently employed as a feature goodness criterion in
machine learning (Mitchell 1997). The information gain of a feature
measures the expected reduction in entropy caused by partitioning the
training examples according to the feature. Entropy characterizes the
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impurity of an arbitrary collection of training examples. Information gain
is also called expected entropy loss (Glover et al. 2002). More precisely,
the information gain IG(f) of a feature f is defined as:

IG( f ) ≡ Entropy( D) −

Dv
Entropy( Dv )
v∈( f , f ) | D |

∑

(5.25)

where D is a collection of training examples, and Dv is a subset of D which
is determined by binary feature value v (Mitchell 1997). For instance, Df is
a subset of D in which each example contains feature f, and D f is a subset
of D in which each example does not contain feature f. Entropy(D) is
defined as
K

Entropy( D) ≡ −∑ Pr(ci ) log Pr(ci )

(5.26)

i =1

where K is the total number of classes (or categories) in the collection D,
and Pr(ci) is the proportion of examples in category ci over total training
examples (Mitchell 1997). By substituting Eq. 5.26 into Eq. 5.25, the
information gain of feature f is

IG ( f ) = − ∑ i =1 Pr( c i ) log Pr( c i )
K

+ Pr( f ) ∑ i =1 Pr( c i | f ) log Pr( c i | f )
K

(5.27)

+ Pr( f ) ∑ i =1 Pr( c i | f ) log Pr( c i | f )
K

which is equivalent to
IG ( f ) = Pr( f ) ⋅ ∑ i =1 Pr( c i | f ) log
K

Pr( c i | f )
Pr( c i )

+ Pr( f ) ⋅ ∑ i =1 Pr( c i | f ) log
K

Pr( c i | f )
Pr( c i )

(5.28)

where Pr( f ) is the proportion of examples in which feature f is present,
Pr( f ) is the proportion of examples in which feature f is absent,

Pr( ci | f ) is the conditional probability of category ci given feature f, and
Pr( c i | f ) is the conditional probability of category ci given feature f is

absent.
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The information gain of each feature is computed and the features
whose information gain is less than a predetermined threshold are
removed. The computation includes the estimation of the conditional
probabilities of a category given a feature and the entropy computations.
The probability estimation has a time complexity of O(N) where N is the
number of training examples. The entropy computation has a time
complexity of O(MK) where M the size of feature space and K is the
number of categories (Yang and Pederson 1997).
It is worthy to note the difference between information gain and cross
entropy. As we can see from Eq. 5.21 and Eq. 5.28, the difference between
the information gain IG(f) and the cross entropy CE(f) of feature f is that
the former makes use of the feature presence and the feature absence, i.e.
IG(f ) = CE(f )+CE( f ). The similar difference exists between information
gain and mutual information. From Eq. 5.28, Information Gain of feature f
can be proven equivalent to:

IG ( f ) =

∑ ∑

Pr( X ∧ Y ) log

X ∈{ f , f }Y ∈{ c i }

=

K

∑ Pr( f
i =1

Pr( X ∧ Y )
Pr( X ) Pr( Y )

(5.29)

K

∧ c i ) MI ( f , c i ) + ∑ Pr( f ∧ c i ) MI ( f , c i )
i =1

This shows that information gain is the weighted average of the mutual
information MI ( f , c) and MI ( f , c) (see Eq. 5.15). Thus information
gain is also called average mutual information (Yang and Pederson 1997).
Chi-Square Statistic
The Chi-Square (χ2) statistic measures the lack of independence between
feature f and category ci. The feature goodness metric by χ2 statistic is
defined as (Yang and Pederson 1997; Galavotti et al. 2000)

χ 2 ( f , ci ) =

N [Pr( f ∧ ci ) Pr( f ∧ ci ) − Pr( f ∧ ci ) Pr( f ∧ ci )]2
Pr( f ) Pr( f ) Pr(ci ) Pr(ci )

(5.30)

where N is the total number of training examples. The features f with the
high values of χ2(f, ci) are thus the more dependent (closely related) with
category ci, which are selected for the purpose of feature selection. We can
estimate the value of χ2(f, ci) by letting A be the number of times f and ci
co-occur, B be the number of time f occurs without ci, C be the number of
times ci occurs without f, and D be the number of times neither ci nor f
occurs, i.e.
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N ( AD − BC ) 2
( A + B )( C + D )( A + C )( B + D )
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(5.31)

The average and the maximum χ2 statistic values of feature f over all
categories are then computed as following (Yang and Pederson 1997):
2
χ avg
( f ) = ∑i =1 Pr(ci ) χ 2 ( f , ci )

(5.32)

2
χ max
( f ) = max iK=1{χ 2 ( f , ci )}

(5.33)

K

The computation of χ2 statistic has a time complexity of O(MK), where
M is the size of feature space and K is the number of categories. The
features with low χ2 statistic values are removed. Using χ2max(f) for feature
selection outperformed using χ2avg(f) as reported in Yang and Pederson
(1997) and Galavotti et al. (2000).
Rare features are emphasized by χ2 in the form of Pr(f) at the
denominator. This is not what we expected based on the fact that rare
features are not influential in performance as in the case of Document
Frequency. To avoid emphasizing rare features, a simplified χ2 statistics
was proposed in Galavotti et al. (2000):
s

χ 2 ( f , ci ) = Pr( f ∧ ci ) Pr( f ∧ ci ) − Pr( f ∧ ci ) Pr( f ∧ c )

(5.34)

It emphasizes the positive correlation between f and ci (i.e. Pr( f ∧ c i )
and Pr( f ∧ c i ) ) and de-emphasizes the negative correlation (i.e.
Pr( f ∧ c i ) and Pr( f ∧ c i ) ). Galavotti et al. (2000) showed that the

simplified χ2 outperformed the original χ2 when feature reduction above
95% is required. However, when below 95% reduction is required, the
simplified version is slight inferior to the original one.
Feature Selection in a Category Hierarchy

For a large corpus, we may have hundreds of categories and hundreds of
thousands of features. Even by applying the above feature selection
techniques, the computational cost for the remaining features may still
poses significant limitations. Another approach is to organize categories in
a hierarchy (e.g. Yahoo directory) and to divide the classification task into
a set of smaller classification tasks, each of which corresponds to some
splits in the classification hierarchy. The key insight is that within each of
the smaller subtasks and their corresponding smaller subset of feature
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Yahoo! directories

Business &
Economy

Internet

Computer
& Internet

Software

…

Society &
Culture

Game

…

Phone
number

Reference

… Dictionary

Top level
(or 1th level
)
2th level

Fig. 5.3. Top two levels of Yahoo directory

space, it is possible to use fewer features to differentiate among a smaller
number of categories (Koller and Sahami 1997). The approach requires
creating a category hierarchy and dividing a classification task into smaller
subtasks as described in following.
Creating a Category Hierarchy. The most representative example for
web page category hierarchy is provided by Yahoo.com. The top level of
the hierarchy consists of 14 main categories (see Fig. 5.3), such as
“Business and Economy”, “Computer and Internet”, “Society and
Culture”, “Education”, and “Reference”. Each main category contains
many sub-categories. For instance, “References” main category contains
129 sub-categories, “Education” contains 349 sub-categories, and
“Computer and Internet” contains 2652 sub-categories. To represent a
category, features are selected from the training web pages taken from the
category. To represent the hierarchy, the features in the low level
categories are added into the top level categories along the paths in the
category tree, which is based on the fact that the low level categories
belong to its more general top level categories. When propagating the
features upward from the lowest level categories among the paths in the
category tree to the root, the weights of the features are reduced and
normalized in proportional to the size of its category (Peng and Choi 2002;
Mladenic and Grobelnik 1998).
Dividing Classification Task into Smaller Subtasks. It is important to
note that the key here is not only the use of feature selection, but also the
integration of feature selection process within the hierarchical structure. As
we can see from Fig. 5.3, focusing on a main category at the top level, we
are only interested in those features that can discriminate its main category
from the other 13 main categories. In other words, when selecting features
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for one category, we only consider features that are discriminant from its
sibling categories, which share a same parent node. Among a category and
its sibling categories, this smaller feature selection task can be done by
applying any feature selection criterions discussed. For instance, Odds
Ratio was used to select features in a hierarchy in Mladenic and Grobelnik
(1998); Cross Entropy was employed in Koller and Sahami (1997); and
Information Gain was used in Dumais and Chen (2000).
Specially for selecting features among categories, Peng and Choi (2002)
proposed to use a Uniqueness criterion, which scored feature f in category
ci (or node ci) according to the uniqueness in comparing to its sibling
categories:

U ( f , ci ) =

Pr( SubT c i | T ) Pr( f | ci )

(5.35)

Pr( f | parent )

where parent is the parent node of node ci, T represents the tree rooted at
parent node, SubTci is a sub-tree located underneath tree T, and
Pr(SubTci|T) is a weight factor assigned to node ci which is equal to the
proportion of the size of node ci over the size of its parent node. The idea
of the uniqueness criterion is that if a feature is unique in one node, it is the
only source that can be propagated to the parent feature space. By
regarding the parent category C as a whole domain C={ci, csiblings}, the
U(f, ci) can be shown equivalent to

U ( f , ci ) =

Pr(ci | C ) Pr( f | ci ) Pr(ci ) Pr( f | ci )
=
= Pr(ci | f )
Pr( f | C )
Pr( f )

(5.36)

From the above equation, it can be noticed that the uniqueness criterion
U(f, ci) is comparable to the mutual information MI(f, ci) (Eq. 5.16); the
main difference is that the uniqueness criterion removes the factor Pr(ci) at
the denominator of MI(f, ci). Since Peng and Choi (2002) only selected
features whose uniqueness score is 1 for a category ci, the Pr(ci|f) alone
contains enough information to be a criterion for their feature selection.
Evaluations of Feature Selection Techniques

While many feature selection techniques have been proposed, thorough
evaluations have rarely carried out for classification in a large feature
space. The most impressive work on evaluating some feature selection
techniques can be found in Yang and Pederson (1997) and Mladenic and
Grobelnik (1998, 1999). To assess the effectiveness of feature selection
techniques, two classifiers, a k-nearest-neighbor (kNN) classifier and a
Linear Least Squares Fit mapping (LLSF) classifier (described Section
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5.4), were employed in Yang and Pederson (1997). The classifiers learned
over two text collections, the Reuters collection and the OHSUMED
collection.
Yang and Pederson (1997) found Information Gain and χ2 statistics most
effective in their experiments compared to Document Frequency, Mutual
Information, and Term Strength, which is omitted in this chapter. Using
Information Gain with a kNN classifier on the Reuters collection not only
achieved up to 98% reduction of feature space but also yielded
improvements in classification accuracy. They found strong correlation
between Document Frequency, Information Gain, and χ2 statistics. This
suggests that Document Frequency, the simplest method with the lowest
cost in computation, can be reliably used instead of Information Gain and
χ2 statistics when the computations of the later criterions are too expensive
(Yang and Pederson 1997). In contrast, Term Strength was not competitive
at high percentage of feature reduction. Mutual Information had relatively
poor performance due to its use of feature presence only and its bias
toward favoring rare features. However, the effect of favoring rare features
can be compensated by first removing those rare features and Mutual
Information showed no significant performance difference among other
feature selection techniques in Ruiz and Srinivasan (2002).
Mladenic and Grobelnik (1998, 1999) showed that the best performing
feature selection methods were Odds Ratio among eleven feature selection
methods tested. They employed a Naïve Bayes classifier for learning over
web pages derived from Yahoo directory. The next group of methods that
achieve good results favors common features (e.g. Cross Entropy). Mutual
Information differs from Cross Entropy only in favoring rare features and
achieved worse results than Cross Entropy. The worst feature selection
method was Information Gain, which on the other hand achieved the best
performance in experiments by Yang and Pederson (1997).
The differences in evaluation results reflect the differences in
classification algorithms and test domain used. We can observe that
Information Gain makes use of feature presence and feature absence while
Odds Ratio, Cross Entropy and Mutual Information only consider
information of feature presence. In experiments by Mladenic and
Grobelnik (1998, 1999), the data collection from Yahoo directory has
unbalanced class distribution and highly unbalanced feature distribution.
They observed that the prior probability of a feature in a web page, Pr(f), is
rather small. Most of the features selected by Information Gain are features
having high absent feature value Pr( f ). If Pr( f ) is much larger than
Pr(f), the high value of Information Gain in most cases means that the
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Pr(ci | f )
of the Information Gain
ci
formula (Eq. 5.28) is high. In other words, knowing that feature f does not
occur in a web page brings useful information about the category of the
web page. The problem is that a classification relied mostly on the absence
of features is usually more difficult and requires larger feature space than a
classification relied on feature presence (Mladenic and Grobelnik 1998,
1999). In contrast, Odds Ratio (Eq. 5.22) favors features from positive
examples (high Pr(f|ci)). Thus, Odds Ratio outperformed all other feature
selection techniques in Mladenic and Grobelnik (1998, 1999). Another
reason for the differences of evaluation results is that the classification
algorithm used by Mladenic and Grobelnik (1998, 1999) is a Naïve Bayes
classifier, which considers only features that occur in training examples.
This means that the selected features should be the features that will
probably occur in new web pages to be classified (Mladenic and Grobelnik
1998, 1999).
The common conclusions made by Yang and Pederson (1997) and
Mladenic and Grobelnik (1998, 1999) include the followings. When
choosing a feature selection method, both classification algorithm and data
domain should be taken into considerations. A rather small feature subset
should be used since it gives either better or as good results as large feature
space. A simple frequency count of features, such as document frequency,
achieves very good results. Feature selection methods favoring frequent
features achieve better results than methods favoring rare features. This
indicates that frequent features are informative for classification.
One limitation of using feature selection techniques as described in this
subsection is the inability to consider co-occurrence of features. Two or
more features individually may not be useful, but when combined may
become highly effective. This limitation is addressed by using feature
extraction.

second part Pr( f )∑ Pr(ci | f ) log
i =1
K

5.3.2

Feature Extraction

Feature extraction synthesizes a set of new features from the set of original
features where the number of new features is much smaller than the
number of original features. The rationale for using synthetic, rather than
naturally occurring, features is that the original features may not form an
optimal dimension for web page representation (Sebastiani 1999). Methods
for feature extraction aim at creating artificial features that do not suffer
the problems of polysemy, homonymy, and synonymy present in the
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original features. Several approaches have been reported and successfully
tested (Schutze et al. 1995; Wiener et al. 1995; Yang 1995). In the
following, we describe two approaches: latent semantic indexing and word
clustering.
Latent Semantic Indexing

Latent semantic indexing (LSI) is based on the assumption that there is an
underlying or latent semantic structure in the pattern of features used
across the web page corpus and some statistical techniques can be used to
estimate the structure (Deerwester et al. 1990; Berry et al., 1995; Schutze
et al., 1995; Wiener et al. 1995; Yang 1995). LSI uses singular value
decomposition (SVD), which is a technique related to eigenvector
decomposition and factor analysis.
The main idea in latent semantic indexing (see also Berry et al. (1995))
is to explicitly model the interrelationships among features by using SVD
and to exploit this to improve classification. The process begins by
constructing a M features by N documents matrix called A, where each
entry represents the weight of a feature in a document, i.e.,

A = (a ij )

(5.37)

where, aij is the weight of feature i (1≤i≤M) in document j (1≤j≤N). Since
not every feature normally appears in every document, the matrix A is
usually sparse. The singular value decomposition (SVD) of matrix A is
given by:

AM × N = U M ×R Σ R×RVRT×N

(3.38)

where R is the rank of A (R≤min(M, N)); U and V have orthogonal unitlength columns (UTU=I; VTV=I); and Σ is the diagonal matrix of singular
values of A (Σ=diag(σ1, …, σR)) which are the nonnegative square roots of
the eigenvalues of AAT . Table 1.3 outlines the definition of the terms.
Table 5.3. Interpretation of SVD components within LSI
A = matrix of M features × N documents
U = feature vectors
Σ = singular values
V = document vectors

M = number of features
N = number of documents
R = rank of A
k = number of factors (k highest
singular values)
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Fig. 5.4. Graphical interpretation of the matrix Ak

If the singular values in Σ are ordered by size, the k largest may be kept
and the remaining smaller ones set to zero, i.e. Σ=diag(σ1, σ2, …, σk, …,
σR), where σi>0 for 1≤i≤k and σi=0 for i>k. The product of the resulting
matrices is a matrix Ak which is an approximation to A with rank k, i.e.

Ak = U k ∑ k VkT

(3.39)

where k<<M, Σk is obtained by deleting the zero rows and columns of Σ,
and Uk and Vk are obtained by deleting the corresponding rows and
columns of U and V (showed in Fig. 5.4).
The resulting Ak captures most of the underlying structure in the
association of features and documents in A. The three matrices Uk, Σk, and
Vk reflect a breakdown of the original feature-document relationships into
linearly-independent vectors or factors. The use of k factors or k-largest
singular triplets is equivalent to approximate the original matrix. In
addition, a new document d can be represented as a vector in kdimensional space as:

~
d = d T U k ∑ −k 1

(3.40)

where d T U k reflects the sum of k-dimensional feature vectors and ∑ k−1
weights the separate dimensions (Berry et al., 1995; Golub and Loan
1989).
It is difficult to interpret the new smaller k-dimensional space although
it is assumed to work well in bringing out the latent semantic structure of
feature-document matrix. An example provided in (Berry et al., 1995) may
help us understand the new space: consider the words car, automobile,
driver and elephant. The words car and automobile are synonyms, driver
is a related concept and elephant is unrelated. The words car and
automobile will occur with many of the same words, such as motor, model,
vehicle, chassis, and engine. Thus, they will have similar representations in
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the k-dimensional space. The context for driver will overlap to a lesser
extent, and those for elephant will be quite dissimilar. This relates to the
fact that features which occur in similar documents will be near each other
in the k-dimensional space even if these features do not co-occur in the
same documents. This farther means that two documents may be similar
even if they do not share same keywords.
Word Clustering

Word clustering aims at grouping words or phrases into clusters based on
their semantic relatedness. The resulting clusters or their centroids are then
used in place of the original groups of words or phases (Sebastiani 1999).
A word clustering method can also be interpreted as a method for
converting the original representation of a document into a new
representation that has a much smaller dimensionality than the original
one.
One example of this approach is the work by Li and Jain (1998), who
view semantic relatedness between words in terms of their co-occurrence
and co-absence within training documents. By using the criteria in the
context of a hierarchical clustering algorithm, they witnessed only a
marginal improvement, which may not by conclusive due to the small size
of their experiments. Other works (Baker and McCallum 1998; Slonim and
Tishby 2001; Dhillon et al. 2002), such as distributional clustering of
words, has achieved improvements over feature selection methods in terms
of classification accuracy, especially at lower number of features.
Additional related research could be found in (Willett 1988; Kaufman and
Rousseeuw 1990; Cormen et al. 1990: ch. 24; Rasmussen 1992; Silverstein
and Pedersen 1997; Jain et al. 1999; Manning and Schutze 2001: ch. 14;
Everitt et al. 2001; Duda et al. 2001; Dillon et al. 2002; Berkhin 2000; Yao
and Choi 2003).

5.4 WEB PAGE CLASSIFIERS
After features of training web pages have been selected to form concise
representations of the web pages, various machine learning methods and
classification algorithms can be applied to induce the classification
function f’ as defined in Section 1.1.2 or to induce representations for
categories from the representations of training web pages. When a new
web page is to be classified, the classifiers use the learned function to
assign the web page to categories.
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In what follows we discuss the state of the art classifiers in terms of web
page classification. We partition classifiers appeared in literature into
profile, rule learning, direct example, and parameter based classifiers,
where the first three are called non-parametric approaches and the last one
is called parametric approach (Duda and Hart 1973; Lewis 1992). Here
first the definitions and some general notations are given. A web page is
usually represented by a vector di = {w1, w2 …, wM}, where each wi is the
weight of a feature of the web page and M is the size of feature space.
Predefined categories are denoted by a set C={ c1, c2 …, cK }, where each
ci is a category label and there are K categories. Training examples
consists of N web pages represented by vectors d1, d2… dN, which are
tagged with true category labels y1, y2… yN, respectively. Let Nj be the
number of training web pages for which the true category label is cj. In
general, the classification process consists of a training phase and a testing
phase: during the training phase, training examples are used to train the
classifiers; during the testing phase, the classifiers are applied to classify
web pages. Some rule learning classifiers also consist of a validation phase
for optimizing the rules.
5.4.1

Profile Based Classifiers

For profile based classifiers, a profile (or a representation) for each
category is extracted from a set of training web pages that has been
predefined as examples of the category. After training all categories, the
classifiers are used to classify new web pages. When a new web page is to
be classified, it is first represented in the form of a feature vector. The
feature vector is compared and scored with profiles of all the categories. In
general, the new web page may be assigned to more than one category by
thresholding on those webpage-category scores and the thresholding
methods used can influence the classification results significantly (Yang
2001). In the case where a web page has one and only one category, the
new web page is assigned to the category that has the highest resulting
score. Examples of classifiers using this approach are Rocchio classifier,
Support Vector Machine, Neural Network classifier, and Linear Least
Square Fit classifier, each of which is reviewed in the followings.
Rocchio Classifier

Rocchio algorithm is a classic algorithm for document routing and filtering
in information retrieval (Rocchio 1971; Buckley 1994; Ittner et al. 1995).
Rocchio algorithm employs TFIDF feature weighting method to create a
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feature vector for each document. Learning (or training) is achieved by
combining feature vectors into a prototype vector cv j for each class cj. The
normalized feature vectors of the positive examples for class cj and those
of the negative examples are first summed up. Then, the prototype vector
v
c j is calculated as a weighted difference as:

r
r
r
d
d
1
1
cj =α
∑ r − β | C − c | r ∑ || dr ||
| c j | dr∈c j || d ||
j d ∈C −c j

(5.41)

where α and β are parameters that adjust the relative impact of positive and
r
negative training examples, |cj| is the number of elements in set cj and || d ||
r
is the length of vector d (Joachims 1997). The resulting set of prototype
vectors, one vector for each class, represents the learned model.
Using cosine as a similarity metric and letting α = β =1, Rocchio shows
that each prototype vector maximizes the mean similarity of the positive
training examples minus the mean similarity of the negative training
examples (Joachims 1997), i.e.

r r
r r
1
1
−
c
d
cos(
c
cos(
,
)
∑
∑
j
j ,d)
| C − c j | dr∈C −c j
| c j | dr∈c j

(5.42)

After obtaining a prototype vector cv j for each of the predefined
categories C, the classifier is then used to classify a new document d’. To
classify document
d’ the cosine similarity measures of each prototype
r
v
vectors c j with d ' are calculated. The document d’ is assigned to the class
r
with which d ' has the highest cosine metric:

r
r
cj
r r
d'
H (d ' ) = arg max(cos(c j , d ' )) = arg max r ⋅ r
|| c j || || d '||
c j ∈C
c j ∈C

(5.43)

where argmax f(x) returns the argument x for which f(x) is maximum and
H(d’) is the category to which the algorithm assigns document d’
(Joachims 1997).
Note that the cosine similarity measure is nonlinear. However, this
model can be recast as linear classification by incorporating its length
normalization into each of the elements of its weight vector:
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→

→

and d ' ←

|| c j ||

d'
→

(5.44)

→

(5.45)

|| d ' ||

Thus H(d’) is transformed to be:
→

H (d ' ) = arg max c j . d '
c j ∈C

Previous work using the Rocchio algorithm in text classification could
be found in (Cohen et al. 1996; Lewis 1996; Ragas and Koster 1998; Yang
1999; Li and Yang 2003). More interesting, Joachims (1997) proposed a
probabilistic analysis of the Rocchio algorithm, which he called PrTFIDF
classifier and showed improvement compared to the original Rocchio
algorithm.
Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) have shown to yield good performance
on a wide variety of classification problems, most recently on text
classification (Osuna et al. 1997; Joachims 1998; Dumais et al. 1998; Yang
and Liu 1999; Sun et al. 2002; Dewdney et al. 2001; Li and Yang 2003).
They are based on Structural Risk Minimization principle from
computational learning theory (Vapnik 1995; Cortes and Vapnik 1995).
The idea of structural risk minimization is to find a hypothesis h which is
defined as the decision function with maximal margin between the vectors
of positive examples and the vectors of negative examples (Vapnik 1995),
see Fig. 5.5. It was shown that if the training set is separated without errors
by h, the expectation value of the probability of committing an error on a
test example is bounded by a very small number, i.e. 0.03 (Vapnik 1995).
In its simplest linear form, an SVM is a hyperplane that separates a set
of positive examples from a set of negative examples with a maximum
margin (see Fig. 5.5). Let D = {(yi,di)} denote the training set, and

r
yi ∈ {+1,−1} be the classification of a document vector d i , where +1

indicates a positive example and -1 indicates a negative example of a given
category. SVM learns linear threshold functions (Joachims 1998) of the
type:

r

r r
h(d ) = sign(w ⋅ d + b) = 


+ 1,
− 1,

if

r r
w⋅ d + b > 0

otherwise

(5.49)
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maximum margin

support vectors

Fig. 5.5. Linear support vector machine. This figure shows an example of a
simple two-dimensional problem that is linearly separable. The diamonds in the
figure represent positive examples and the circles represent negative examples.
SVM finds the hyperplane h (denoted by the solid line), which separates the
positive and negative training examples with a maximum margin that is the
distance between the two parallel dashed lines. The examples closest to the
hyperplane are called Support Vectors (indicated in the figure with arrows). In
other words, SVM finds h that maximizes distances to Support Vectors
(Vapnik 1995).

r

r

r

where h( d ) represents a hypotheses given d , and w represents a weight
vector, while b is a scalar to be defined in Eq. 5.54. Finding the hyperplane
having the maximum margin can be translated into the following
optimization problem (Vapnik 1995):

r
|| w ||

Minimizes:
so that:

(5.50)

r r
∀i : yi [ w ⋅ d i + b] ≥ 1
r

(5.51)

r

where || w || denotes the Enclidean length of a weight vector w . The
constraint expressed in Eq. 5.51 requires that all training examples are
classified correctly. In order to solve the above optimization problem,
Lagrange multipliers are used to translate the problem into an equivalent
quadratic optimization problem (Vapnik 1995; Joachims 1998):
N

Minimize: − ∑ α i +
i =1

r r
1 N
α iα j y i y j d i ⋅ d j
∑
2 i , j =1

(5.52)

so that:
N

∑α y
i =1

i

i

=0

and

∀i : α i ≥ 0

(5.53)
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For this quadratic optimization problem, efficient algorithms can be
used to find the global optimum (Osuna 1996). The result of the
optimization process is a set of coefficients α i* for which Eq. 5.52 is
minimized (Joachims 1998). These coefficients can be used to construct
the hyperplane as follows:
N
r r
r r
w ⋅ d = (∑ α i* yi d i ) ⋅ d
i =1

and

b=

r r
1 r r
(w ⋅ d + + w ⋅ d − )
2

(5.54)

From the above equation (Joachims 1998), we can see that the resulting
r
weight vector, w , is constructed as a linear combination of the training
examples. Only the training vectors, for which the coefficient α i is greater
than zero, contribute the combination. These vectors are called Support
Vectors, as shown in Figure 5.5. To calculate b, an arbitrary support vector
r
r
d + from positive examples and one d − from negative examples are used
(Joachims 1998).
Once the weight vector for each of the given categories is obtained, a
r r
new document d can be classified by computing w ⋅ d + b in Eq. 5.49,

r

r

where w is the learned weight vector of a given category, and d is the
vector representing the new document. If the value is larger than 0, then
the new document is assigned to this category.
Neural Network Classifier

Neural network (NNet) approaches to text classification were evaluated by
many researchers, such as Schutze et al. (1995), Wiener et al. (1995), Ng et
al. (1997), Kessler et al. (1997), and Dewdney et al. (2001). Wiener et al.
(1995) employed a perceptron approach (without a hidden layer) and a
three-layered neural network (with a hidden layer), while Ng et al. (1997)
evaluated only perceptrons. Since neural networks are among the top
ranking classifiers (Yang 1999; Li and Yang 2003), Perceptrons and Least
Mean Square rules will be briefly described in terms of web page
classification.
Perceptrons. For web page classification, a perceptron is used for a given
category. It takes a feature vector representing a web page as input,
calculates a linear combination of the features of the input vector, then
outputs a +1 if the result is greater than a threshold (that is automatically
learned during the training process) or -1 otherwise, which indicates
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whether the web page belongs to the category or not, respectively. For
illustration (see also Mitchell (1997)), we write a perceptron function as
→

M

→ →

o(d ) = sgn( w⋅ d + b) = sgn(∑ wi d i + b)

(5.55)

i =1

r

where w = (w1 , w2 ,...,wM ) is an M-dimensional weight vector and
r
d = ( f1 , f 2 ,..., f M ) is an M-dimensional input vector representing a web
page, in which each element fi is the ith feature value, b is a threshold, and
the function sgn is defined as


sgn( y ) = 


+ 1,
− 1,

if
y>0
otherwise

(5.56)

r

r

To simplify notation, we transform the vectors w and d to be M+1
dimensional vectors by adding w0=b and f0=1. This allows us to rewrite the
above Eq. 5.55 and Eq. 5.56 as

r r 
sgn( w ⋅ d ) = 


+ 1,
− 1,

if

r r
w⋅ d > 0
otherwise

(5.57)

We can view the perceptron as a hyperplane decision surface in an
M+1-dimensional space (Mitchell 1997). The perceptron outputs +1’s for
all positive examples on one side of the hyperplane and outputs -1’s for
negative examples on the other side. The equation for this decision

r r

hyperplane is w ⋅ d =0. Sets of web pages that can be separated by the
hyperplane are called linearly separable. We can also notice that the
hyperplane produced by the perceptron does not require the maximum
margin between the vectors of the two classes which is required by the
SVM.
When training a perceptron, the weights w1, w2,...,wM for the perceptron
are adjusted based on the training examples. The learning process begins
with a setup of random weights, then iteratively applies the perceptron to
each training example, and modifies the weights whenever the perceptron
misclassifies an example. The weights are modified at each step according
to a training rule, which revises the weights wi in associated with the
inputs fi according to the following learning rule:

wi ← wi + η ( yi − oi ) f i

(5.58)
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where η is the learning rate, yi is the actual class label (+1 or -1), oi is the
output generated by the perceptron (Mitchell 1997). This learning process
iterates through the training examples as many times as needed until the
perceptron classifies most training examples correctly as a result of
converging toward a set of weights. The learned weight vector is then used
to classify new web pages.
Least Mean Square Rule. Least Mean Square (LMS) training rule, also
known as Widrow-Hoff rule, was employed and showed good performance
for text classification (Lewis et al. 1996; Yang 1999). Although the
perceptron rule finds a successful weight vector when the training
examples are linearly separable, it may fail to converge if the examples are
not linearly separable. LMS training rule is designed to overcome this
difficulty.
LMS training rule is best understood by considering the task of training
a perceptron without the threshold (see also Mitchell (1997)); that is, a
linear unit (without threshold) for which the output o is given by
→

→ →

o ( d ) = w⋅ d

(5.59)

The basic principle under LMS rule is to minimize the error function
→

E i ( w ) defined for each individual training example di:
→

Ei ( w) =

1
( y i − oi ) 2
2

(5.60)

r

The negative of the gradient of E with respect to the weight vector w
gives the direction of steepest decrease (Mitchell 1997). Thus the weight
update rule for incremental gradient descent is:
→

∆ wi = −η

∂E
= η ( yi − oi ) ⋅ f i
∂wi

(5.61)

It can be seen that the expression of LMS rule appears to be identical
with the perceptron weight update rule (Eq. 5.58). These two training rules
are different in terms of that for LMS rule the output o refers to the linear
→

→ →

unit output o ( d ) = w⋅ d , whereas for perceptron rule the output o refers to
→

→ →

the threshold output o( d ) = sgn( w⋅ d ) . Similar to a perceptron, the learned
weight vectors can then be used to classify new web pages.
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Linear Least Squares Fit Classifier

Linear Least Squares Fit (LLSF) is a successful classifier for document
classification (Yang and Chute 1994; Yang 1995; Yang 1999; Yang and
Liu 1999; Zhang and Oles 2001; Li and Yang 2003). It is associated with a
linear regression model (Yang and Chute 1992; Yang and Chute 1994).
The training data are represented using two matrices D and C, where D is a
document matrix and C is a category matrix. An element of matrix D is the
weight of a feature in a corresponding document, and an element of matrix
C is the weight (+1 or -1) of a category in a corresponding document,
where +1 indicates belonging to the category and -1 for not belonging to
the category. The LLSF problem is defined as finding a matrix W that
minimizes the squared error of the Frobenius matrix norm of WD − C
(Yang 1995); in other words, the objective is to find W that minimizes the
squared error in the mapping from training documents to their categories.
The solution of W is then used to transform an arbitrary document,
r
r
represented by a feature vector d , to a category vector c by computing
v r
r
Wd = c (Yang 1995). The elements of vector c are interpreted as the

r

relevance scores of categories with respect to document d . By sorting the
scores, the most relevant categories are obtained, which are the output of
the LLSF mapping (Yang 1995).
A conventional method for solving a LLSF problem employs a Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) of the input matrix D as a part of the
computation (Yang and Chute 1992; Golub and Loan 1989). Compute an
SVD of D, yielding D=USVT (see Section 5.3.2). Then compute the
mapping function W=CVS-1UT (Yang and Chute 1992). Because of the
high time complexity of computing SVD, dimensionality of the document
vectors must be reduced before LLSF is employed.
It is worth noting that the linear classifiers (such as Perceptrons, LMS
rule, LLSF, and SVM) do not explicitly construct feature combinations but
use the context implicitly (Yang and Chute 1992; Yang and Chute 1994).
For instance, the classification function in LLSF is sensitive to weighted
linear combinations of features that co-occur in training examples (Yang
1999). This is a fundamental difference from the classification methods
based on the assumption of feature independence, such as Naïve Bayes
classifier (see Section 5.4.4).
5.4.2

Rule Learning Based Classifiers

The one of the most expressive and human readable representations for
learned hypotheses is sets of if-then rules. The most important property of
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rule induction algorithms is that they allow the interrelationships of
features to influence the outcome of the classification, whereas some other
classification schemes, e.g. Naïve Bayes, assume the features as
independent components. Hence, rule learning based classifiers are context
sensitive classifiers (Apte et al. 1994; Cohen and Singer 1996).
In general, for rule learning based classifiers, the training web pages for
a category are used to induce a set of rules for describing the category. A
web page to be classified is used to match the conditions of the rules. The
matched rules predict the class for the web page based on the consequents
of the rules. In this section we discuss three successful representatives of
the rule learning based classifiers: Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) rule,
Association rule, and Decision tree. Each of them uses a different rule
induction algorithm but they are theoretically equivalent because each
learned model is a disjunction of conjunction rules.
Disjunctive Normal Form Rule

An example of a classifier using Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) rules is
RIPPER (Cohen 1995; Cohen and Singer 1996), which performs quite well
for document classification (Yang 1999). DNF classifiers can be
interpreted as learning a disjunction of contexts, each of which defines a
conjunction of simple features. For instance, the context of a feature f1 in
document di is a conjunction of the form:

f1 and f 2 and f 3 … and f k

(5.62)

where f j ∈ d i for j = 1 to k. This means that the context of feature f1
consists of a number of other feature f2 , f3 , … fk that must co-occur with
f1. These features may occur in any order and in any location in the
document. The classifier constructed by RIPPER is a set of rules that can
be interpreted as a disjunction of conjunctions. For instance,
Document di belongs to category “Louisiana” IF AND ONLY IF
(“Louisiana” appears in di AND “Cajun” appears in di) OR
(“New Orleans” appears in di AND “French Quarter” appeared in di)
The classification of new documents is based on the learned rules that
test for the simultaneous presence or absence of features. The rule learning
process consists of two main stages. The first stage is a greedy process that
constructs an initial rule set. The second stage is an optimization process
that attempts to further improve the compactness and accuracy of the rule
set. These two main stages are briefly discussed as follows.
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The first stage is based on a variant of the rule learning algorithm called
incremental reduced error pruning (IREP) (Furnkranz and Widmer 1994).
To construct a rule (see also Cohen and Singer (1996)), the uncovered
examples are randomly partitioned into two subsets, a growing set
containing two-third of the examples and a pruning set containing the
remaining one-third. The algorithm will first grow a rule by repeatedly
adding conditions and then prune the rule. In the procedure of growing a
rule, at each step i, a single condition is added to the rule ri, producing a
more specialized rule ri+1. The added condition is the one that yields the
largest information gain (Quinlan 1995) for ri+1 relative to ri, which is
defined as

Gain(ri +1, ri ) = Ti ++1 ⋅ (log 2

Ti++1
T+
−
log
)
2
Ti ++1 + Ti +−1
Ti + + Ti −

(5.63)

where Ti + is the number of positive examples and Ti − is the number of
negative examples in the growing set covered by rule ri (Cohen and Singer
1996). The addition of new conditions continues until the rule covers no
negative examples in the growing set or until no condition results in a
positive information gain.
After growing a rule, as described in Cohen and Singer (1996), the rule
is then pruned or simplified. At each step, the algorithm considers deleting
a condition from a rule. It chooses a condition for deletion that maximizes
the function

f (ri ) =

U i++1 − U i−+1
U i++1 + U i−+1

(5.64)

where U i++1 is the number of positive examples and U i−+1 is the number
negative examples in the pruning set covered by the pruned rule (Cohen
and Singer 1996). After pruning conditions, the rule is added into the
initial rule set and the examples covered by the condition are removed.
The second stage by RIPPER is an optimization procedure in which it
optimizes each rule in the current rule set in order to avoid the over fitting
problem. For each rule r, two additional rules are constructed: a revised
rule r’ and a new replacement rule r”. The revised rule r’ is constructed by
greedily adding literals to r. The resulting r’ is then pruned to minimize
error of the current rule set. The new replacement rule r” is constructed
from an empty rule by growing. After growing, r” is also pruned to
minimize error of the current rule set. The final step is to select r, r’ or r”.
This selection is based on minimum description length principle. The rule
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that has the smallest description length and has no less descriptive power
than the other rules is selected (Cohen and Singer 1996).
After the optimization, the current rule set may not cover all positive
examples. For uncovered positive examples, additional rules are
constructed and added to cover them. The optimization step is then
repeated, occasionally resulting in further improvements in the current rule
set. Previous experiments show that two rounds of the optimization are
usually sufficient (Cohen and Singer 1996).
Association Rule

An example of a classifier that uses association rules is proposed by Zaiane
and Antonie (2002), who applied association rule mining in building a
document categorization system. Association rules mining (Agrawal and
Srikant 1994; Han 2000) is a data mining task aiming at discovering
relationships between items in a dataset. This approach has the advantage
of fast training and has the performance comparable to most well known
document classifiers.
For document classification, as described in (Zaiane and Antonie 2002),
a set of rules can be used to encode each category. A rule is represented in
“F => c” formal, where F is a conjunction (such as f1 ∧ f2 ∧ f3) of features
extracted from a set of training documents, which are taken from the same
category c. Once a set of rules is discovered for each category, the rule set
can be used to classifier new documents.
The process for discovering a set of rules for category c begins by
counting the number of occurrences (or frequency) of each feature in the
set D of training documents for the category. It then selects features that
have concurrent frequency larger than a threshold called support. The
selected features are paired to form 2-item features. Then, the process
counts frequency of each of the 2-item features, and selects the 2-item
features that have concurrent frequency larger the support threshold. The
resulting 2-item features are combined with 1-item features to form 3-item
features, and so on. This process is repeated until k-item features are
selected, where k is a predefined number. The set of k-item features are
transformed to a set of rules, each of which is in form of (f1 ∧ f2 ∧ … fk)
=> c. Only some of the rules are used for classification. These rules are
selected based on a confidence criterion. The confident of a rule (f1 ∧ f2 ∧
… fk) => c can be defined here as the proportion of documents which
belong to category c over those documents each of which contains features
f1 and f2 and … fk. A threshold of 70% for the confidence criterion was
used in (Zaiane and Antonie 2002).
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Fig. 5.6. A decision tree. Each node, except the leaf nodes, in the tree
represents a feature, each branch descending from the node corresponds to one
of the possible feature values (e.g. the TFIDF value of a term), and each leaf
node is a class label. A new test document is classified by traversing it through
the tree to the appropriate leaf node, and then returned the category associated
with the leaf node.

Decision Tree

Classifiers using decision tree are considered as rule learning based
classifiers since a decision tree can be converted into a disjunction of
conjunction rules (same as DNF). Decision trees have been employed for
document classifications (Lewis and Ringuette 1994; Moulinier 1997;
Yang 1999; Dewdney et al. 2001; Finn and Kushmerick 2003). However,
this approach contains no special mechanism to handle the large feature
sets encountered in document classification and probably accounts for its
relatively poor performance in experiments by Lewis and Ringuette
(1994), Moulinier (1997) and Yang (1999).

r

To classify a document d using a decision tree, the document vector d
is matched against the decision tree to determine to which category the
document d belongs (Quinlan 1986; Quinlan 1993; Breiman 1984;
Mitchell 1997; Aas and Eikvil 1999). The decision tree is constructed from
training documents. A popular approach is CART algorithm (Breiman
1984).
CART approach, as described in (Aas and Eikvil 1999), constructs a
binary decision tree (e.g. Fig. 5.6) from a set of training documents that are
represented as feature vectors. At each step, a feature is selected from the
set of feature vectors and is used to split the set of feature vectors into two
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subsets. A measure called diversity is used to determine which feature to
select. The best selection is done by maximizing:
diversity(before _ split ) − [diversity(left _ child ) + diversity(right _ child ) (5.65)

One of the commonly used diversity measures is entropy (see Eq. 5.26)
and another one is Gini Entropy (GE) which is used in CART. The Gini
Entropy of a node t is defined as
K

GE (t ) = 1 − ∑ Pr(c j | t )
j =1

(5.66)

where K is number of categories, and Pr(cj|t) is the probability of a training
example being in class cj that falls into node t. Pr(cj|t) can be estimated by
Pr( c j | t ) =

N j (t )
N (t )

(5.67)

where Nj(t) is the number of training examples of class cj at node t and N(t)
is the total number of training examples at node t.
To select a feature for a node (e.g. Fig. 5.6), each feature in all training
feature vectors is evaluated using Eq. 5.65 and Eq. 5.66. The feature
resulting in the maximum value in Eq. 5.65 is selected and used to split the
set of training feature vectors. This process is repeated until no training
feature vectors can be partitioned any further. Each training feature vector
can then be used to traverse the resulting binary tree from root to a leaf
node. The resulting leaf node is assigned a category label of the training
feature vector.
After building the initial binary tree using the above algorithm, the
resulting tree usually overfits the training documents and is not effective
for classifying new documents. Thus, the initial tree is pruned to remove
the branches that provide the least additional predictive power per leaf.
The result of each pruning is a new tree. The final task is to select a tree
that will best classify new documents. For this purpose, a new set of
labeled documents are used as the validation set of documents. Each of the
candidate trees is used to classify the validation set. The tree that has the
highest accuracy is selected as the final tree.
Another well known decision tree algorithm is C4.5 (Quinlan 1993). It
differs from CART in that it produces tree with varying numbers of
branches per node while CART produces a binary tree. It also uses a
different approach to prune the tree by converting the learned tree into an
equivalent set of rules, which are the result of creating one rule for each
path from the root to a leaf node. Each feature along the path becomes a
condition while the category label at the leaf node becomes the
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consequent. For instance, the leftmost path of the tree in Fig. 5.6 is
translated into the rule: IF (computer<=0.3) and (intelligent <=0.45)
THEN class label is “Rule-based”. Next, each such rule is pruned by
removing any condition, whose removal does not worsen the estimated
accuracy (see also Mitchell (1997)).
5.4.3

Direct Example Based Classifiers

For a direct example based classifier, a web page to be classified is used as
a query directly against a set of examples that identify categories. The web
page is assigned to the category whose set of examples has the highest
similarity with the web page. These classifiers are called lazy learning
systems. K-nearest-neighbors classifier is a representative.
K-Nearest-Neighbors Classifier

In contrast to “eager learning” classifiers (e.g. Rocchio classifier) that have
an explicit training phase before classify new documents, K-nearestneighbors (KNN) (Duda 1973; Mitchell 1997) is a lazy learning method
that delays the learning process until a new document must be classified.
KNN classifier has been successfully applied for document classification
(Masand et al. 1992; Yang 1994; Yang and Chute 1994; Yang 1999; Yang
and Liu 1999; Li and Yang 2003).
KNN classifier compares a new document directly with the given
training documents. It uses cosine metric to compute the similarity
between two document vectors. It ranks, in a descend order, the training
documents based on their similarities with the new document. The top k
training documents are k-nearest neighbors of the new document and the
k-nearest neighbors are used to predict the categories of the new document.
Yang (1999) showed that the performance of kNN is relatively stable for a
large range of k, and k = 30, 45 or 65 were tested in their experiments.
The similarity score of each neighbor document is used as a weight for
the associated category. To classify a new document, the likelihood score
of a category can be calculated as (Yang and Liu 1999)

r
y (d ' , c j ) =

r r
r
sim ( d ' , d i ) y ( d i , c j ) − b j
r∑

(5.68)

d i ∈KNN

r

r

where d i is one of k-nearest neighbors of the new document d ' ,

r
r
y (d i , c j ) ∈ {0,1} is the classification for the neighbor d i with respect to
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r r

category cj (y=1 for yes; and y=0 for no), and sim(d ' , d i ) is the similarity
(e.g. cosine similarity) between the new document d’ and its neighbor di,
and bj is the category specific threshold. The category specific threshold bj
is automatically learned by using a validation set of documents. That is,
KNN algorithm learns the optimal threshold bj for category cj in that it
yields the best performance on the validation documents (Yang and Liu
1999). The new document is assigned to those categories having likelihood
scores larger than a predefined threshold.
5.4.4

Parameter Based Classifiers

For parameter based classifiers, training examples are used to estimate
parameters of a probability distribution. Probabilistic Naïve Bayes
classifier is an example.
Naïve Bayes Classifiers

The naïve Bayes classifier, as described in (Joachims 1997; Mitchell
1997), is constructed by using training examples to estimate the probability
of each category given a new document d’, which is written as P(cj|d’):

Pr(c j | d ' ) =

Pr(c j ) ⋅ Pr( d '| c j )

(5.69)

Pr(d ' )

The denominator in the above equation does not differ between
categories and can be left out. The naïve Bayes classifier makes an
assumption of feature independence in order to estimate P(d’|cj) as

Pr(c j | d ' ) = Pr(c j ) ∏ Pr( f i | c j )

(5.70)

f i ∈d '

where Pr(cj) is the proportion of training examples in category cj, and fi is a
feature (or term) found in document d’. An estimate for Pr(fi|cj) is given by
(Mitchell 1997; Aas and Eikvil 1999):

~
Pr( f i | c j ) =

1 + N ij
M + ∑k =1 N kj
M

(5.71)

where Nij is the number of times feature fi occurring within documents
from category cj, and M is the total number of features in the training set.
The category with the maximum value of P(cj|d’) is the desired category
for document d’. The work of the Naïve Bayes classifier applied in text
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classification could be found in (Lewis 1992; Joachims 1997; Yang 1999;
Mladenic and Grobelnik 1998; Lewis 1998; Mladenic and Grobelnik 1999;
Li and Yang 2003). Because the fact that the assumption of feature
independence is general not true for documents, the Naïve Bayes classifier
showed relatively worse performance in Yang (1999) and Li and Yang
(2003).

5.5 EVALUATION OF WEB PAGE CLASSIFIERS
This section describes how to evaluate web page classifiers and reports
experimental results. While the above section concerns more about the
training phase for building a classifier, this section discusses how to
evaluate a classifier in the testing phase. The testing phase performs on the
testing examples, which are a part of all available examples. The other part
of available examples consists of training examples used in the training
phase and/or validation examples used for optimizing the model generated
from the training phase. Criteria for performance measures are first
described in the following. Results of experiments are then provided.
5.5.1

Performance Measures

The experimental evaluation of classifiers tries to evaluate the
effectiveness of the learned model, i.e. its capability of making the right
classification decision. The most frequently used measures of classification
effectiveness are presented as follows.
A classifier can be evaluated in terms of precision, recall, accuracy, and
error. Precision may be viewed as the degree of soundness of the classifier,
while recall may be viewed as its degree of completeness. The precision
and recall can be estimated in terms of the contingency table for category
ci on a given test set (see Table 5.4) (Sebastiani 1999; Aas and Eikvil
1999).
Table 5.4. The contingency table for category ci
a: the number of testing examples correctly assigned to this category
b: the number of testing examples incorrectly assigned to this category
c: the number of testing examples incorrectly rejected from this category
d: the number of testing examples correctly rejected from this category
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From the quantities in Table 5.4, precision and recall for a category are
defined as:
precision =

recall =

a
a+b

(5.72)

(5.73)

a
a+c

Precision has similar meaning as classification accuracy. But they are
difference in that precision considers only examples assigned to the
category, while accuracy considers both assigned and rejected cases.
Accuracy and error for a category are defined as:

accuracy =
error =

a+d
a+b+c+d

b+c
a+b+c+d

(5.74)

(5.75)

The above definitions are applicable for each category. To obtain
measures relating to all categories, two methods may be adopted: microaveraging and macro-averaging (Sebastiani 1999; Aas and Eikvil 1999;
Yang 1999):

• Micro-averaging: the performance measures are obtained by globally
summing over all individual decisions, i.e.
K

precision =

∑a
i =1

K

∑ (a
i =1

i

i

(5.76)

+ bi )

where K is the number of categories, ai is the number of testing
examples correctly assigned to category i, and bi is the number of testing
examples incorrectly assigned to category i.
• Macro-averaging: the performance measures are first evaluated
“locally” for each category, and then “globally” by averaging over the
results of the different categories, i.e.
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K

precision =

∑ precision
i =1

i

(5.77)

K

Recall, accuracy, and error for all categories can be computed similarly.
It is important to recognize that these two methods may give quite different
results, especially if the categories are unevenly populated.
Precision or recall may be misleading when considered alone since they
are interdependent. Thus, a combined measure is considered (Sebastiani
1999; Aas and Eikvil 1999). The effectiveness of a classifier is expressed
as a function Fα in terms of both precision and recall as follow:
Fα =

1

α⋅

1
1
+ (1 − α ) ⋅
precision
recall

(5.78)

where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 . A value of α = 0.5 is usually used, which attributes
equal importance to precision and recall and is usually referred to as F1
measure.
5.5.2

Experimental Settings and Results

A large number and diversity of document classifiers have been proposed.
Comparing the effectiveness of these classifiers has shown to be difficult.
Many of the classifiers were tested with different data sets and under
different experimental settings. However, only the evaluations of different
classifiers under same experimental setting and using same data set are
comparable. The following first outlines commonly used data sets and then
reports attempts to compare classifiers under same experimental settings.
Data Sets

For testing classifiers, standard text collections can be found in public
domain. Typical examples include (Yang 1999; Zhang and Oles 2001):
• The Reuters-21578 corpus: The documents are newswire stories
covering the period between 1987 and 1991.
• The OHSUMED corpus: The documents are title and abstract from
medical journals.
• The Yahoo corpus: It is provided by Yahoo.com consisting of a
directory of manually organized web pages.
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• The 20 Newsgroups collection: The documents are messages posted to
Usenet newsgroups, and the categories are the newsgroups themselves.
• The Hoovers corpora of company Web pages: It contains detailed
information about a large number of companies and is a reliable source
of corporate information.
• The WebKB collection: The documents are web pages that were
assembled for training an intelligent web crawler.
• The Brown text document collection: This dataset is used for genrebased classification.
Table 5.5. Test results for comparing fourteen classifiers (Yang 1999)
Reuters
Apte
BrkEvn

Reuters
PARC
BrkEvn

kNN(N)
LLSF(L)

0.85*
0.85*

NNets(N)
WH

-

0.82*
0.81*
(-1%)
0.82*
-

EG(L)

-

-

RIPPER(N)

OHSUMED
Full range
F(β=1)
0.51*
-

OHSUMED
HD big
F(β =1)
0.56
-

-

0.59*
(+5%)
0.54
(-4%)
-

-

Reuters
Lewis
BrkEvn

Reuters
CONS.
BrkEvn

0.69
-

-

-

-

-

-

0.80
0.72
(-6%)
DTree (N)
[0.79]
0.67
SWAP-1 (N) 0.79
(-7%)
CHARADE
0.78
(N)
(-8%)
EXPERTS
0.76
0.75*
(N)
(-11%)
Rocchio (L)
0.75
0.46
0.66
(-12%)
(-18%)
NaiveBayes
0.71
0.65
(L)
(-16%)
CONSTRUE 0.90*
WORD
0.29
0.25
0.27
0.44
0.15
(-66%)
(-69%)
(-47%)
(-21%)
L a linear method, N a non-linear model, * the local optimal on a fixed collection, (x%)
the performance improvement relative to kNN, [x] a F1 measure. kNN k-nearestneighbor algorithm, WH Widrow-Hoff learning algorithm (also known as Least Mean
Square), EG Exponential Gradient algorithm, DTree decision tree learning algorithm,
SWAP-1 an rule-based learning algorithm, CHARADE an expert system consisting of
manually developed categorization rules, EXPERTS Sleeping Experts, CONSTRUE a
rule learning system, WORD a non-learning algorithm as a baseline of the comparison.
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Experimental Comparison of Classifiers

An evaluation of fourteen classifiers for the subject-based classification
was reported in (Yang 1999). Here we cite the experimental results in
(Yang 1999) to show the performance difference among classifiers (see
Table 5.5). The results indicate that kNN classifier has the best
performance. Among the top classifiers are LLSF, NNet, and WH. The
next group is the rule induction algorithms, such as SWAP-1, RIPPER and
CHARADE, showing a similar performance. Rocchio and Naïve Bayes
had relatively worse performance.
Yang and Liu (1999) re-examined five document classifiers, SVM,
kNN, NNet, LLSF and Naïve Bayes and focused on the robustness of these
classifiers in dealing with a skewed category distribution. The
experimental results showed that SVM, kNN, and LLSF significantly
outperformed NNet and Naïve Bayes when the number of positive training
examples per category is less than ten.
Li and Yang (2003) evaluated eight classifiers, including SVM, linear
regression (LLSF), logistic regression (LR), NNet, Rocchio, Prototypes,
kNN, and Naïve Bayes. They used a loss function to analyze the
optimization criterion of each classifier. The reason for using a loss
function is that the optimization of a classifier is not only driven by the
training set error but also driven by the model complexity. The loss
function of a classifier Lc is defined as the training set loss + the
complexity penalty. Balancing between the two criteria has been referred
as the regularization of a classifier. The degree of regularization is
controlled by a parameter in the classifier. They showed that regularization
made significant improvement on the performances of LLSF and NNet,
and also showed that the performances of regularized LLSF, NNet, LR and
SVM were quite competitive. kNN was among the top classifiers that
include SVM, regularized LR, NNet and LLSF. Rocchio was second.
Naïve Bayes and Prototype were the last.
However, no such experiments have been conducted for the genre-based
classifiers. Most work for genre-based classification employed neural
network, decision tree, or rule-based learning methods (Dewdney et al.
2001; Finn and Kushmerick 2003). No such thorough evaluation of these
classifiers in terms of genre-based classification has been reported in the
literature.
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5.6 SUMMARY
Web page classification is the assignment of web pages to one or more
predefined categories based on their subjects or genres. A general
inductive process automatically builds a model by learning over a set of
previously classified web pages. This model is then used to classify new
web pages.
A typical web page classification process consists of the following
steps: extracting salient features from training web pages, creating a
feature vector for each web page, reducing dimensionality of the feature
vectors, creating a classifier by learning over the training feature vectors,
and then classifying new web pages using the classifier.
Web pages can be classified in terms of subjects or genres. For subjectbased classification, the salient features of web pages are the text contents,
such as words, phases, and sentences. For genre-based classification, the
salient features are the genre attributes, such as presentation characteristics
and functional words.
Dimensionality reduction methods, including feature selections and
extractions, are used to reduce the feature space of the training web pages.
Feature selection techniques are used to select subset from the original
feature space based on criterions, such as Information Gain, Cross
Entropy, and Odds Ratio. Feature extraction techniques, such as Latent
Semantic Indexing and Word Clustering, are used to transform the original
large feature space into a smaller feature space having possibly new set of
features.
Numerous classifiers proposed and used for machine learning can be
applied for web page classification. Various classifiers that have been
applied and to some extent proven efficient for web page classification are
described in this chapter.
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Abstract:
From its very beginning, the potential of extracting valuable knowledge from
the Web has been quite evident. Web mining, i.e. the application of data mining techniques to extract knowledge from Web content, structure, and usage,
is the collection of technologies to fulfill this potential. Interest in Web mining
has grown rapidly in its short history, both in the research and practitioner
communities. This paper provides a brief overview of the accomplishments
of the field, both in terms of technologies and applications, and outlines key
future research directions.

1 INTRODUCTION
Web mining is the application of data mining techniques to extract knowledge
from Web data, including Web documents, hyperlinks between documents,
usage logs of web sites, etc. A panel organized at ICTAI 1997 [91] asked the
question ”Is there anything distinct about Web mining (compared to data
mining in general)?” While no definitive conclusions were reached then, the
tremendous attention on Web mining in the past five years, and a number of
significant ideas that have been developed, have answered this question in the
affirmative in a big way. In addition, a fairly stable community of researchers
interested in the area has been formed, largely through the successful series of
WebKDD workshops, which have been held annually in conjunction with the
ACM SIGKDD Conference since 1999 [53, 63, 64, 81], and the Web Analytics
workshops, which have been held in conjunction with the SIAM data mining
conference [46, 47]. A good survey of the research in the field till the end of
1999 is provided in [82] and [62].
Two different approaches were taken in initially defining Web mining. First
was a ’process-centric view’, which defined Web mining as a sequence of tasks
[71]. Second was a ’data-centric view’, which defined Web mining in terms of
the types of Web data that was being used in the mining process [29]. The
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second definition has become more acceptable, as is evident from the approach
adopted in most recent papers [45, 62, 82] that have addressed the issue. In
this paper we follow the data-centric view of Web mining which is defined as,
Web mining is the application of data mining techniques to extract knowledge from Web data, i.e. Web Content, Web Structure and
Web Usage data.
The attention paid to Web mining, in research, software industry, and
Web-based organizations, has led to the accumulation of a lot of experiences.
It is our attempt in this paper to capture them in a systematic manner, and
identify directions for future research.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows : In Section 2 we provide a
taxonomy of Web mining, in Section 3 we summarize some of the key concepts in the field, and in Section 4we describe successful applications of Web
mining techniques. In 5 we present some directions for future research, and in
Section 6 we conclude the paper.

2 WEB MINING TAXONOMY
Web Mining can be broadly divided into three distinct categories, according
to the kinds of data to be mined. We provide a brief overview of the three
categories and a figure depicting the taxonomy is shown in Figure 1:
1. Web Content Mining: Web Content Mining is the process of extracting
useful information from the contents of Web documents. Content data
corresponds to the collection of facts a Web page was designed to convey
to the users. It may consist of text, images, audio, video, or structured
records such as lists and tables. Application of text mining to Web content
has been the most widely researched. Issues addressed in text mining
are, topic discovery, extracting association patterns , clustering of web
documents and classification of Web Pages. Research activities on this
topic have drawn heavily on techniques developed in other disciplines such
as Information Retrieval (IR) and Natural Language Processing (NLP).
While there exists a significant body of work in extracting knowledge
from images, in the fields of image processing and computer vision, the
application of these techniques to Web content mining has been limited.
2. Web Structure Mining: The structure of a typical Web graph consists
of Web pages as nodes , and hyperlinks as edges connecting related pages.
Web Structure Mining is the process of discovering structure information
from the Web. This can be further divided into two kinds based on the
kind of structure information used.
• Hyperlinks: A Hyperlink is a structural unit that connects a location
in a Web page to different location, either within the same Web page
or on a different Web page. A hyperlink that connects to a different
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part of the same page is called an Intra-Document Hyperlink, and a
hyperlink that connects two different pages is called an Inter-Document
Hyperlink. There has been a significant body of work on hyperlink
analysis, of which [75] provides an up-to-date survey.
• Document Structure: In addition, the content within a Web page can
also be organized in a tree-structured format, based on the various
HTML and XML tags within the page. Mining efforts here have focused on automatically extracting document object model (DOM)
structures out of documents [22, 55].
3. Web Usage Mining: Web Usage Mining is the application of data mining techniques to discover interesting usage patterns from Web data, in
order to understand and better serve the needs of Web-based applications [49]. Usage data captures the identity or origin of Web users along
with their browsing behavior at a Web site. Web usage mining itself can
be classified further depending on the kind of usage data considered:
• Web Server Data: The user logs are collected by Web server. Typical
data includes IP address, page reference and access time.
• Application Server Data: Commercial application servers, e.g. Weblogic [6], [11], StoryServer [94], etc. have significant features in the
framework to enable E-commerce applications to be built on top of
them with little effort. A key feature is the ability to track various
kinds of business events and log them in application server logs.
• Application Level Data: Finally, new kinds of events can always be
defined in an application, and logging can be turned on for them generating histories of these specially defined events.
The usage data can also be split into three different kinds on the basis
of the source of its collection: on the server side, the client side, and the
proxy side. The key issue is that on the server side there is an aggregate
picture of the usage of a service by all users, while on the client side there
is complete picture of usage of all services by a particular client, with the
proxy side being somewhere in the middle [49].

3 KEY CONCEPTS
In this section we briefly describe the key new concepts introduced by the
Web mining research community.
3.1 Ranking metrics - for page quality and relevance.
Searching the Web involves two main steps: Extracting the relevant pages to
a query and ranking them according to their quality. Ranking is important
as it helps the user look for “quality” pages that are relevant to the query.
Different metrics have been proposed to rank Web pages according to their
quality. We briefly discuss two of the prominent metrics.
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•

PageRank: PageRank is a metric for ranking hypertext documents that
determines the quality of these documents. Page et al. [61]developed this
metric for the popular search engine Google [41, 83]. The key idea is that
a page has a high rank if it is pointed to by many highly ranked pages.
So, the rank of a page depends upon the ranks of the pages pointing to it.
This process is done iteratively till the rank of all the pages is determined.
The rank of a page p can thus be written as:
P R(p) = d/n + (1 − d)

X
(q,p)∈G

(

P R(q)
)
Outdegree(q)

Here, n is the number of nodes in the graph and OutDegree(q) is the
number of hyperlinks on page q. Intuitively, the approach can be viewed
as a stochastic analysis of a random walk on the Web graph. The first
term in the right hand side of the equation corresponds to the probability
that a random Web surfer arrives at a page p by typing the URL or from a
bookmark, or may have a particular page as his/her homepage. Here ,d is
the probability that a random surfer chooses a URL directly, rather than
traversing a link1 and 1 − d is the probability that a person arrives at a
page by traversing a link.. The second term in the right hand side of the
equation corresponds to the probability of arriving at a page by traversing
1

The parameter d, called the dampening factor, is usually set between 0.1 and
0.2 [83]
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Fig. 2. PageRank -Markov Model for Random Web Surfer

a link. Figure 2 illustrates this concept , by showing how the PageRank of
the page p is calculated.
• Hubs and Authorities: Hubs and Authorities can be viewed as ’fans’
and ’centers’ in a bipartite core of a Web graph. This is depicted in Figure
3, where the nodes on the left represent the hubs and the nodes on the
right represent the authorities. The hub and authority scores computed
for each Web page indicate the extent to which the Web page serves as a
“hub” pointing to good “authority” pages or as an “authority” on a topic
pointed to by good hubs. The hub and authority scores are computed for
a set of pages related to a topic using an iterative procedure called HITS
[52]. First a query is submitted to a search engine and a set of relevant
documents is retrieved. This set, called the ‘root set’, is then expanded by
including Web pages that point to those in the ’root set’ and are pointed by
those in the ‘root set’. This new set is called the ‘Base Set’. An adjacency
matrix, A is formed such that if there exists at least one hyperlink from
page i to page j, then Ai,j = 1, otherwise Ai,j = 0.HITS algorithm is then
used to compute the “hub and “authority” scores for these set of pages.
There have been modifications and improvements to the basic PageRank and Hubs and Authorities approaches such as SALSA [59], Topic Sensitive PageRank [42] and Web page Reputations [65]. These different hyperlink
based metrics have been discussed in [75].
3.2 Robot Detection and Filtering - Separating human and
non-human Web behavior
Web robots are software programs that automatically traverse the hyperlink
structure of the Web to locate and retrieve information. The importance of
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Fig. 3. Hubs and Authorities

separating robot behavior from human behavior prior to building user behavior models has been illustrated by [80]. First of all, e-commerce retailers are
particularly concerned about the unauthorized deployment of robots for gathering business intelligence at their Web sites. In addition, Web robots tend to
consume considerable network bandwidth at the expense of other users. Sessions due to Web robots also make it difficult to perform click-stream analysis
effectively on the Web data. Conventional techniques for detecting Web robots
are often based on identifying the IP address and user agent of the Web clients.
While these techniques are applicable to many well-known robots, they are
not sufficient to detect camouflaged and previously unknown robots. [93] proposed an approach that uses the navigational patterns in click-stream data
to determine if it is due to a robot. Experimental results have shown that
highly accurate classification models can be built using this approach. Furthermore, these models are able to discover many camouflaged and previously
unidentified robots.
3.3 Information scent - Applying foraging theory to browsing
behavior
Information scent is a concept that uses the snippets and information presented around the links in a page as a “scent” to evaluate the quality of content of the page it points to, and the cost of accessing such a page [21]. The
key idea is to model a user at a given page as “foraging” for information,and
following a link with a stronger “scent”. The “scent” of a path depends on
how likely it is to lead the user to relevant information , and is determined by
a network flow algorithm called spreading activation. The snippets, graphics,
and other information around a link are called “proximal cues”. The user’s
desired information need is expressed as a weighted keyword vector. The simi-
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larity between the proximal cues and the user’s information need is computed
as “Proximal Scent”. With the proximal cues from all the links and the user’s
information need vector, a “Proximal Scent Matrix” is generated. Each element in the matrix reflects the extent of similarity between the link’s proximal
cues and the user’s information need. If enough information is not available
around the link, a “Distal Scent” is computed with the information about the
link described by the contents of the pages it points to. The “Proximal Scent”
and the “Distal Scent” are then combined to give the “Scent” Matrix. The
probability that a user would follow a link is decided by the “scent” or the
value of the element in the “Scent” matrix. Figure 4 depicts a high level view
of this model. Chi et al. [21] proposed two new algorithms called Web User
Flow by Information Scent (WUFIS) and Inferring User Need by Information
Scent (IUNIS) using the theory of information scent based on Information foraging concepts. WUFIS predicts user actions based on user needs, and IUNIS
infers user needs based on user actions.The concept is illustrated in 4.

Fig. 4. Information Scent

3.4 User profiles - Understanding how users behave
The Web has taken user profiling to completely new levels. For example, in a
’brick-and-mortar’ store, data collection happens only at the checkout counter,
usually called the ’point-of-sale’. This provides information only about the final outcome of a complex human decision making process, with no direct information about the process itself. In an on-line store, the complete click-stream
is recorded, which provides a detailed record of every single action taken by the
user, providing a much more detailed insight into the decision making process.
Adding such behavioral information to other kinds of information about users,
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e.g. demographic, psychographic, etc., allows a comprehensive user profile to
be built, which can be used for many different applications [64].
While most organizations build profiles of user behavior limited to visits
to their own sites, there are successful examples of building ’Web-wide’ behavioral profiles, e.g. Alexa Research [2] and DoubleClick [31]. These approaches
require browser cookies of some sort, and can provide a fairly detailed view
of a user’s browsing behavior across the Web.
3.5 Interestingness measures - When multiple sources provide
conflicting evidence
One of the significant impacts of publishing on the Web has been the close interaction now possible between authors and their readers. In the pre-Web era,
a reader’s level of interest in published material had to be inferred from indirect measures such as buying/borrowing, library checkout/renewal, opinion
surveys, and in rare cases feedback on the content. For material published on
the Web it is possible to track the precise click-stream of a reader to observe
the exact path taken through on-line published material.We can measure exact times spent on each page, the specific link taken to arrive at a page and to
leave it, etc. Much more accurate inferences about readers’ interest in content
can be drawn from these observations. Mining the user click-stream for user
behavior, and using it to adapt the ’look-and-feel’ of a site to a reader’s needs
was first proposed in [69].
While the usage data of any portion of a Web site can be analyzed, the
most significant, and thus ’interesting’, is the one where the usage pattern
differs significantly from the link structure. This is interesting because the
readers’ behavior, reflected by Web usage, is very different from what the
author would like it to be - reflected by the structure created by the author.
Treating knowledge extracted from structure data and usage data as evidence
from independent sources, and combining them in an evidential reasoning
framework to develop measures for interestingness has been proposed in [9,28].
3.6 Pre-processing - making Web data suitable for mining
In the panel discussion referred to earlier [91] , pre-processing of Web data
to make it suitable for mining was identified as one of the key issues for Web
mining. A significant amount of work has been done in this area for Web usage
data, including user identification [79] , session creation [79] , robot detection
and filtering [93] , extracting usage path patterns [89], etc. Cooley’s Ph.D.
thesis [28] provides a comprehensive overview of the work in Web usage data
preprocessing.
Preprocessing of Web structure data, especially link information, has been
carried out for some applications, the most notable being Google style Web
search [83]. An up-to-date survey of structure preprocessing is provided in [75].
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3.7 Topic Distillation
Topic Distillation is the identification of a set of documents or parts of document that are most relevant to a given topic. It has been defined [15]as
‘the process of finding authoritative Web pages and comprehensive
‘hubs’ which reciprocally endorse each other and are relevant to a
given query.’
Kleinberg ’s HITS approach [52] was one of early link based approach that addressed the issue of identifying Web pages related to a specific topic. Bharath
and Henzinger [8] and Chakrabarti et al [13, 24] used hyperlink analysis to
automatically identify the set of documents relevant to a given topic. Katz
and Li [95] used a three step approach - (i) Document Keyword Extraction,
(ii) Keyword propagation across pages connected by links, and (iii) keyword
propagation through category tree structure - to automatically distill topics
from the set of documents belonging to a category or to extract documents
related to certain topics. The FOCUS project [17,18,37] concentrates on building portals pertaining to a topic automatically. A ‘fine-grained model’ based
on the Document Object Model (DOM) of a page and the hyperlink structure
of hubs and authorities related to a topic has also been developed [16]. This
approach reduces topic drift and helps in identifying parts of a Web page
relevant to a query.
In recent work on identifying topics, Mendelzon and Rafiei [65] define a
new measure called ‘reputation’ of a page and compute the set of topics for
which a page will be rated high. Haveliwala [42] proposed a ‘Topic-Sensitive
PageRank’, which pre-computes a set of PageRank vectors corresponding to
different topics.
3.8 Web Page Categorization
Web page categorization determines the category or class a Web page belongs
to, from a pre-determined set of categories or classes. Topic Distillation is
similar but in Web page categorization, the categories can be based on topics
or other functionalities, e.g. home pages, content pages, research papers, etc,
whereas Topic Distillation is concerned mainly with content-oriented topics.
Pirolli et al [76] defined a set of 8 categories for nodes representing Web
pages and identified 7 different features based on which a Web page could
be categorized into these 8 categories. Chakrabarti et al [15] use a relaxation
labeling technique to model a class-conditional probability distribution for
assigning a category by looking at the neighboring documents that link to
the given document or linked by the given the document. Attardi et al [5]
proposed an automatic method of classifying Web pages based on the link
and context. The idea is that if a page is pointed to by another page, the link
would carry certain context weight since it induces someone to read the given
page from the page that is referring to it. Getoor et al [60] treat documents
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and links as entities in an Entity- Relationship model and use a Probabilistic
Relational Model to specify the probability distribution over the documentlink database, and classify the documents using belief propagation methods.
Chakrabarti et al [14]describe how topic taxonomies and automatic classifiers
can be used to estimate the distribution of broad topics in the whole Web.
3.9 Identifying Web Communities of information sources
The Web has had tremendous success in building communities of users and
information sources. Identifying such communities is useful for many purposes.We discuss here a few significant efforts in this direction.

Fig. 5. Maximal Flow Model for Web Commmunities

Gibson et al. [35] identified Web communities as “a core of central ’authoritative’ pages linked together by ’hub’ pages”.Their approach was extended by
Ravi Kumar et al. in [54] to discover emerging Web communities while crawling. A different approach to this problem was taken by Flake et al [38] who
applied the “maximum-flow minimum cut model” [48] to the Web graph for
identifying ”Web communities”. This principle is illustrated in Figure 5. Imafuji et al. [70]compare the HITS and the maximum flow approaches and
discuss the the strengths and weakness of the two methods. Reddy et al. [77]
propose a dense bipartite graph method, a relaxation to the complete bipartite method followed by HITS approach, to find Web communities.A related
concept of ”Friends and Neighbors” was introduced by Adamic and Adar in
[56]. They identified a group of individuals with similar interests, who in the
cyber-world would form a ”community”. Two people are termed ”friends” if
the similarity between their Web pages is high. The similarity is measured
using the features:text, out-links, in-Links and mailing lists.
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3.10 Online Bibiliometrics
With the Web having become the fastest growing and most upto date source
of information, the research community has found it extremely useful to have
online repository of publications. Lawerence et al. have observed in [86] that
having articles online makes them more easily accessible and hence more often
cited than articles that were offline. Such online repositories not only keep
the researchers updated on work carried out at different centers , but also
makes the interaction and exchange of information much easier.The concept
is illustrated in Figure 6

Fig. 6. Information Extraction in Online Bibiliometrics

With such information stored in the Web, it becomes easier to point to
the most frequent papers that are cited for a topic and also related papers
that have been published earlier or later than a given paper. This helps in
understanding the ’state of the art’ in a particular field, helping researchers
to explore new areas. Fundamental Web mining techniques are applied to
improve the search and categorization of research papers, and citing related
articles. Some of the prominent digital libraries are SCI [85], ACM portal [1],
CiteSeer [23] and DBLP [30].
3.11 Semantic Web Mining
The data in the World Wide Web is largely in an unstructured format which
makes information retrieval and navigation on the Web a difficult task. Automatic retrieval of information is an even more daunting task as the large
amount of data available in the web is written mostly for human interpretation with no semantic structure attached. With the amount of information
overload on the internet, it is necessary to develop automatic agents that can
perform the challenging task of extracting information from the web. Existing
search engines apply their own heuristics to arrive at the most relevant web
pages for a query. Though they are found to be very useful, there is lack of
preciseness as the search engines are not able to identify the exact semantics of the documents. Hence, there is a need for a more structured semantic
document that would help in better retrieval and exchange of information.
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At the highest level Semantic Web can be thought as adding certain semantic structures to the existing Web data. Semantic Web is also closely related
to other areas such as Semantic Networks [98] and Conceptual graphs [88]that
have been extensively studied and have been adopted to the web domain. In
Semantic Networks, the edges of such a graph represent the semantic relationship between the vertices. Among other techniques used for Semantic Web is
the RDF and XML Topic Maps. RDF data consists of nodes and attached
attribute/value pairs that can be modeled as labelled directed graphs. Topic
maps are used to organise large amount of information in an optimal way for
better management and navigation. Topic maps can be viewed as the online
versions of printed indices and catalogs. Topic Maps are essentially network of
the topics that can be formed using the semantics from the underlying data.
Tim Berners Lee [58] from W3C describes best the idea behind having such
structured well-defined documents as:
‘The concept of machine-understandable documents does not imply
some magical artificial intelligence which allows machines to comprehend human mumblings. It only indicates a machine’s ability to solve
a well-defined problem by performing well-defined operations on existing well-defined data. Instead of asking machines to understand
people’s language, it involves asking people to make the extra effort.’
Web Mining techniques can be applied to learn ontologies for the vast
source of unstructured web data available. Doing this manually for the whole
web is definitely not scalable or practical. Conversely, defining ontologies for
existing and future documents will help in faster and more accurate retrieval
of documents. Berendt et al [7] discuss in more detail about the integration
of the two topics -‘Semantic Web’ and ‘Web Mining’.
3.12 Visualization of the World Wide Web
Mining Web data provides a lot of information, which can be better understood with visualization tools. This makes concepts clearer than is possible
with pure textual representation. Hence,there is a need to develop tools that
provide a graphical interface that aids in visualizing results of Web mining.
Analyzing the web log data with visualization tools has evoked a lot of interest in the research community. Chi et al. in [20] developed a Web Ecology
and Evolution Visualization (WEEV) tool to understand the relationship between Web content, Web structure and Web Usage over a period of time. The
site hierarchy is represented in a circular form called the ”Disk Tree” and the
evolution of the Web is viewed as a ‘Time Tube’.Cadez et al. in [12] present
a tool called WebCANVAS that displays clusters of users with similar navigation behavior. Prasetyo et al. in [10] introduce N̈aviz,̈ a interactive web log
visualization tool that is designed to display the user browsing pattern on the
web site at a global level and then display each browsing path on the pattern
displayed earlier in an incremental manner. The support of each traversal is
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represented by the thickness of the edge between the pages. The user browsing path that is of interest can be displayed by specifying the pages, or the
number of intermediate nodes that have been traversed to reach a page. Such
a tool is very useful in analyzing user behavior and improving web sites.

Fig. 7. Time Tube consisting of four disk trees representing evolution of Web Ecology. Figure taken from [20]

4 PROMINENT APPLICATIONS
An outcome of the excitement about the Web in the past few years has been
that Web applications have been developed at a much faster rate in the industry than research in Web related technologies. Many of these are based on
the use of Web mining concepts,even though the organizations that developed
these applications, and invented the corresponding technologies, did not consider it as such. We describe some of the most successful applications in this
section. Clearly, realizing that these applications use Web mining is largely a
retrospective exercise.For each application category discussed below, we have
selected a prominent representative, purely for exemplary purposes. This in
no way implies that all the techniques described were developed by that organization alone. On the contrary, in most cases the successful techniques were
developed by a rapid ‘copy and improve’ approach to each other’s ideas.
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4.1 Personalized Customer Experience in B2C E-commerce Amazon.com
Early on in the life of Amazon.com, its visionary CEO Jeff Bezos observed,
‘In a traditional (brick-and-mortar) store, the main effort is in getting
a customer to the store. Once a customer is in the store they are likely
to make a purchase - since the cost of going to another store is high and thus the marketing budget (focused on getting the customer to the
store) is in general much higher than the in-store customer experience
budget (which keeps the customer in the store). In the case of an online store, getting in or out requires exactly one click, and thus the
main focus must be on customer experience in the store.’2
This fundamental observation has been the driving force behind Amazon’s
comprehensive approach to personalized customer experience, based on the
mantra ‘a personalized store for every customer’ [68]. A host of Web mining
techniques, e.g. associations between pages visited, click-path analysis, etc.,
are used to improve the customer’s experience during a ‘store visit’. Knowledge
gained from Web mining is the key intelligence behind Amazon’s features such
as ‘instant recommendations’, ‘purchase circles’, ‘wish-lists’, etc. [3].

Fig. 8. Amazon.com’s personalized Web page
2

The truth of this fundamental insight has been borne out by the phenomenon
of ‘shopping cart abandonment’, which happens frequently in on-line stores, but
practically never in a brick-and-mortar one.
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4.2 Web Search - Google
Google [41] is one of the most popular and widely used search engines. It
provides users access to information from over 2 billion web pages that it has
indexed on its server. The quality and quickness of the search facility, makes it
the most successful search engine. Earlier search engines concentrated on Web
content alone to return the relevant pages to a query. Google was the first to
introduce the importance of the link structure in mining the information from
the web. PageRank, that measures the importance of a page, is the underlying
technology in all Google search products,and uses structural information of
the Web graph to return high quality results.
The ‘Google Toolbar’ is another service provided by Google that seeks to
make search easier and informative by providing additional features such as
highlighting the query words on the returned web pages. The full version of
the toolbar, if installed, also sends the click-stream information of the user
to Google. The usage statistics thus obtained is used by Google to enhance
the quality of its results. Google also provides advanced search capabilities to
search images and find pages that have been updated within a specific date
range. Built on top of Netscape’s Open Directory project, Google’s web directory provides a fast and easy way to search within a certain topic or related
topics. The Advertising Programs introduced by Google targets users by providing advertisements that are relevant to a search query. This does not bother
users with irrelevant ads and has increased the clicks for the advertising companies by four or five times. According to BtoB, a leading national marketing
publication, Google was named a top 10 advertising property in the Media
Power 50 that recognizes the most powerful and targeted business-to-business
advertising outlets [39].
One of the latest services offered by Google is,‘ Google News’ [40]. It
integrates news from the online versions of all newspapers and organizes them
categorically to make it easier for users to read “the most relevant news”. It
seeks to provide latest information by constantly retrieving pages from news
site worldwide that are being updated on a regular basis. The key feature of
this news page, like any other Google service, is that it integrates information
from various Web news sources through purely algorithmic means, and thus
does not introduce any human bias or effort. However, the publishing industry
is not very convinced about a fully automated approach to news distillations
[90].
4.3 Web-wide tracking - DoubleClick
‘Web-wide tracking’, i.e. tracking an individual across all sites he visits is one
of the most intriguing and controversial technologies. It can provide an understanding of an individual’s lifestyle and habits to a level that is unprecedented,
which is clearly of tremendous interest to marketers. A successful example of
this is DoubleClick Inc.’s DART ad management technology [31]. DoubleClick
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Fig. 9. Web page returned by Google for query “Paul Wellstone”

serves advertisements, which can be targeted on demographic or behavioral
attributes, to end-user on behalf of the client, i.e. the Web site using DoubliClick’s service. Sites that use DoubleClick’s service are part of ‘The DoubleClick Network’ and the browsing behavior of a user can be tracked across
all sites in the network, using a cookie. This makes DoubleClick’s ad targeting
to be based on very sophisticated criteria. Alexa Research [2] has recruited a
panel of more than 500,000 users, who have voluntarily agreed to have their
every click tracked, in return for some freebies. This is achieved through having
a browser bar that can be downloaded by the panelist from Alexa’s website,
which gets attached to the browser and sends Alexa a complete click-stream
of the panelist’s Web usage. Alexa was purchased by Amazon for its tracking
technology.
Clearly Web-wide tracking is a very powerful idea. However, the invasion
of privacy it causes has not gone unnoticed, and both Alexa/Amazon and
DoubleClick have faced very visible lawsuits [32, 34]. Microsoft’s “Passport”
technology also falls into this category [66]. The value of this technology in
applications such a cyber-threat analysis and homeland defense is quite clear,
and it might be only a matter of time before these organizations are asked to
provide this information to law enforcement agencies.
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Fig. 10. DART system for Advertisers, DoubleClick

4.4 Understanding Web communities - AOL
One of the biggest successes of America Online (AOL) has been its sizeable
and loyal customer base [4]. A large portion of this customer base participates
in various ‘AOL communities’, which are collections of users with similar interests. In addition to providing a forum for each such community to interact
amongst themselves, AOL provides them with useful information and services.
Over time these communities have grown to be well-visited ‘waterholes’ for
AOL users with shared interests. Applying Web mining to the data collected
from community interactions provides AOL with a very good understanding
of its communities, which it has used for targeted marketing through ads
and e-mail solicitation. Recently, it has started the concept of ‘community
sponsorship’, whereby an organization, say Nike, may sponsor a community
called ‘Young Athletic TwentySomethings’. In return, consumer survey and
new product development experts of the sponsoring organization get to participate in the community, perhaps without the knowledge of other participants.
The idea is to treat the community as a highly specialized focus group, understand its needs and opinions on new and existing products; and also test
strategies for influencing opinions.
4.5 Understanding auction behavior - eBay
As individuals in a society where we have many more things than we need,
the allure of exchanging our ‘useless stuff’ for some cash, no matter how
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Fig. 11. Groups at AOL: Understanding user community

small, is quite powerful. This is evident from the success of flea markets,
garage sales and estate sales. The genius of eBay’s founders was to create
an infrastructure that gave this urge a global reach, with the convenience
of doing it from one’s home PC [36]. In addition, it popularized auctions as
a product selling/buying mechanism, which provides the thrill of gambling
without the trouble of having to go to Las Vegas. All of this has made eBay
as one of the most successful businesses of the Internet era. Unfortunately,
the anonymity of the Web has also created a significant problem for eBay
auctions, as it is impossible to distinguish real bids from fake ones. eBay is
now using Web mining techniques to analyze bidding behavior to determine if
a bid is fraudulent [25]. Recent efforts are towards understanding participants’
bidding behaviors/patterns to create a more efficient auction market.
4.6 Personalized Portal for the Web - MyYahoo
Yahoo [99] was the first to introduce the concept of a ‘personalized portal’, i.e.
a Web site designed to have the look-and-feel and content personalized to the
needs of an individual end-user. This has been an extremely popular concept
and has led to the creation of other personalized portals, e.g. Yodlee [100] for
private information, e.g bank and brokerage accounts.
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Fig. 13. My Yahoo: Personalized Webpage
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Mining MyYahoo usage logs provides Yahoo valuable insight into an individual’s Web usage habits, enabling Yahoo to provide personalized content,
which in turn has led to the tremendous popularity of the Yahoo Web site.3
4.7 CiteSeer - Digital Library and Autonomous Citation Indexing
NEC ResearchIndex,also known as CiteSeer [23, 51], is one of the most popular online bibiliographic indices related to Computer Science. The key contribution of the CiteSeer repository is the “Autonomous Citation Indexing”
(ACI) [87]. Citation indexingmakes it possible to extract information about
related articles. Automating such a process reduces a lot of human effort,and
makes it more effective and faster. The key concepts are depicted in Figure 14.

Fig. 14. CiteSeer - Autonomous Citation Indexing

CiteSeer works by crawling the Web and downloading research related
papers. Information about citations and the related context is stored for each
of these documents.The entire text and information about the document is
stored in different formats. Information about documents that are similar at
a sentence level (percentage of sentences that match between the documents),
at a text level or related due to co-citation is also given. Citation statistics
for documents are computed that enable the user to look at the most cited or
popular documents in the related field. They also a maintain a directory for
3

Yahoo has been consistently ranked as one of the top Web property for a number
of years [67].
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computer science related papers , to make search based on categories easier.
These documents are ordered by the number of citations.
4.8 i-MODE: Accessing the Web through Cell phones
i-MODE is a cell-phone service from NTT DoCoMo, Japan [43]. It has about
40 million users who access the internet from their cell phones. The internet
connections are continuous and the customers can access the specially tailored
web sites as long as they are in the area that receives the i-mode the signal.
Unlike the ‘circuit-switched’ based systems that require dial-up, i-mode is
‘packet-switched’ and hence continuous. This enables the download of information from the web sites to the cell phones faster, and without having to
worry about the connection time. Users can receive and send email, do online
shopping or banking, stock trading, receive traffic news and weather forecasts,
and search for restaurants and other local places.

Fig. 15. I-MODE: NTT DoCoMo’s mobile internet acccess system. The figure is
taken from the The Eurotechnology Website [43]

The usual speed for i-mode download ranges from 28.8 kbit/sec for top
range models to the order of 200 kbit/sec for FOMA (3rd Generation) services.
As a markup language, I-mode uses cHTML (compact HTML), which is in
an extended subset of ordinary HTML that concentrates on text and simple
graphics. The i-mode markup language also has certain special i-mode only
tags and image characters that are used as emoticon symbols. The size of
an i-mode page is limited to 5 kbytes. These set of web pages open a new
domain of information. they have their own structure, semantics and usage.
The content of these pages are alo restricted depending on the needs of the
end users. Such a domain provides usage data based on an individual and this
can be very useful to identify interesting user behavior patterns.
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4.9 OWL: Web Ontology Language
The OWL Web Ontology Language [72] is designed for automatic processing
of web content information to derive meaningful contexts without any human
intervention. OWL has three expressive sublanguages: OWL Lite, OWL DL,
and OWL Full. OWL is used to express the ontological information - meanings
and relationships among different words - from the Web content.
One succesful application of such a language is a web portal. The web
portal has an a single web page that is used as a starting point to search
among the listed topics on the page. The list of topics and the topics associated
with a web page is usally done manually and submitted. However, there has
also been extensive research on automatic ’topic distillation’ and ’web page
categorization’. OntoWeb and Open Directory Projects are typical examples
of such portals.
4.10 vTag Web Mining Server- Connotate Technologies
Connotate Technogies [26] was founded by Data Mining and Machine Learning
Scientists at Rutger’s Univeristy. They are the developers of Web Services
products that help users to browse and convert information from unstructured
documents on the Web to a more structured format like XML. This conversion
helps in providing better insight for personalizations, business intelligence
and other enterprise solutions. The overall architecture of the the vTag Web
Mining Server can be seen in Figure 16

Fig. 16. vTag Web MiningServer Architecture. Figure taken from white paper on
Web content and services mining [27]

The Web Mining Server supports information agents that monitor, extract
and summarise the information from the various web sources. These informa-
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tion agents are easy and quick to set up using a a graphical user interface.
The user can set it up according to the fatures they they think are essential
to keep track of. There is no special need for programmers. The automation
of this process helps busineeses and enterprises to better track the neccesary
information from the large amount of web pages and summarise them for further analysis and action. Information agents are also capable of converting
unstructured data iinto structured form and store it in a database. Creation
of such information agents requires no special skills and can be done easily
using the graphical user interface provided. The content that is converted to
a structured format like XML can be used for business intelligence, supply
chain integrations etc. The converted content can also be sent as an e-mail or
a message to a user in his mobile.

5 RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Even though we are going through an inevitable phase of ’irrational despair’
following a phase of ‘irrational exuberance’ about the commercial potential of
the Web, the adoption and usage of the Web continues to grow unabated [96].
As the Web and its usage grows, it will continue to generate evermore content,
structure, and usage data, and the value of Web mining will keep increasing.
Outlined here are some research directions that must be pursued to ensure
that we continue to develop Web mining technologies that will enable this
value to be realized.
5.1 Web metrics and measurements
From an experimental human behaviorist’s viewpoint, the Web is the perfect
experimental apparatus. Not only does it provides the ability of measuring
human behavior at a micro level, it eliminates the bias of the subjects knowing that they are participating in an experiment, and allows the number of
participants to be many orders of magnitude larger than conventional studies.
However, we have not yet begun to appreciate the true impact of a revolutionary experimental apparatus for human behavior studies. The Web Lab of
Amazon [3] is one of the early efforts in this direction. It is regularly used to
measure the user impact of various proposed changes - on operational metrics
such as site visits and visit/buy ratios, as well as on financial metrics such
as revenue and profit - before a deployment decision is made. For example,
during Spring 2000 a 48 hour long experiment on the live site was carried
out, involving over one million user sessions, before the decision to change
Amazon’s logo was made. Research needs to be done in developing the right
set of Web metrics, and their measurement procedures, so that various Web
phenomena can be studied.
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5.2 Process mining
Mining of ’market basket’ data, collected at the point-of-sale in any store, has
been one of the visible successes of data mining. However, this data provides
only the end result of the process, and that too decisions that ended up in
product purchase. Click-stream data provides the opportunity for a detailed
look at the decision making process itself, and knowledge extracted from it can
be used for optimizing the process, influencing the process, etc. [97]. Underhill
[78] has conclusively proven the value of process information in understanding
users’ behavior in traditional shops. Research needs to be carried out in (i)
extracting process models from usage data, (ii) understanding how different
parts of the process model impact various Web metrics of interest, and (iii)
how the process models change in response to various changes that are made,
i.e. changing stimuli to the user. Figure 17 shows an approach of modeling
online shopping as a state transition diagram.

Fig. 17. Shopping Pipeline modeled as State Transition Diagram

5.3 Temporal evolution of the Web
Society’s interaction with the Web is changing the Web as well as the way
people interact. While storing the history of all of this interaction in one
place is clearly too staggering a task, at least the changes to the Web are
being recorded by the pioneering Internet Archive project [44]. Research needs
to be carried out in extracting temporal models of how Web content, Web
structures, Web communities, authorities, hubs, etc. evolve over time. Large
organizations generally archive (at least portions of) usage data from there
Web sites. With these sources of data available, there is a large scope of
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research to develop techniques for analyzing of how the Web evolves over
time. Figure 18 shows how content, structure and usage of Web information
can evolve over time.

Fig. 18. Temporal Evolution for a single document in the World Wide Web

5.4 Web services optimization
As services over the Web continue to grow [50], there will be a continuing need
to make them robust, scalable and efficient. Web mining can be applied to
better understand the behavior of these services, and the knowledge extracted
can be useful for various kinds of optimizations. The successful application
of Web mining for predictive pre-fetching of pages by a browser has been
demonstrated in [73]. Research is needed in developing Web mining techniques
to improve various other aspects of Web services.
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Fig. 19. High Level Architecture of Different Web Services

5.5 Distributed Web Mining
The data on the World Wide Web is huge and distributed across different web
sites. To analuyse such a data one can integrate all the data to one site and
perform the required analysis. However, such an approach is time consuming
and not scalable. A better approach would be to analyse the data locally at
the different locations and build an overall model. This can be done in two
diffrent ways: surreptious and co-operative. Surreptious approaches are those
in which the user behavior across different web sites is tracked and integrated
without the user explicitly having to submit any information. In the more
co-operative approaches like the D-DOS attacks, such unusual behavior is
centrally reported to the CERT organisation. Chen et al [19] have developed
bayesian network model for mining web user logs from multiple sites.
Also with the increasing use of wireless netorks and accessing of of the
internet through the cell phones, a large amount of usage information can be
collected across different web server logs. With such information interesting
user behavioral patterns can be mined. Personalization of the Web sites depending on the user locations and interests would be more effective analysing
such data. Thus a concept of ‘Life on the Web’ for an individual can defined
by integrating such information. Hence there is a need to develop models for
the distributed data and efficient integration for extracting useful information.
The data distributed across different servers could have different nature and
also the computing resources at different locations may vary.Hence, there is a
need to develop different web mining algorithms to extract useful models [74].
5.6 Mining Information from E-mails-Discovering evolving user
trends
E-mails have found to contain a huge amount information both in terms of its
content, its usage and the evolving network built by sending e-mails. Target
marketing using e-mails is one field that has been proved to be very effective
according to a recent survey done by DoubleClick [33]. E-mails are a big
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Fig. 20. Distributed Web Mining Framework. Adopted from [74]

source for multi-channel purchases. E-mails provide very useful information
to track user interests and purchasing behavior and helps in increasing the
level of personalization that can be offered. For example, according to the
survey conducted by DoubleClick, women are more receptive to promotions
and discounts and their idea of spam differes from that of men. And hence
e-mail can serve as an excellent online source for marketing products related
to women. However, e-mail faces the problem of spam that annoys users. Both
consumers and companies providing free e-mail services are using tools to limit
the spam to make the web life of the user more comfortable. Limiting spam
helps in removing the removing the ‘noise’ from the data provided by e-mails.
While marketing is one such area where E-mail provides an excellent source
of information, this could be extended to other areas too. For example, there
are E-mail groups that consists of prospective graduate students. Such groups
would provide an excellent feedback of what the student interests are and
what are the universities that are popular. Mining this kind of information
would be useful for Universities that give admissions and also for porspective
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students in the later years. Mining information from such e-mail groups would
help to uderstand the user needs and the underlying trends.
E-mails also form a network of directed graphs with the nodes being people
or a work position(like operator@, webmaster@) and an e-mail sent from one
one node to the other represented as a directed edge. This kind of a network
is also dynamic and possesses a temporal dimension. The basic structure os
the netwrok and its usage will be very useful in providing information about
online communties, significant persons or abnormal user behavior.
5.7 Fraud and threat analysis
The anonymity provided by the Web has led to a significant increase in attempted fraud, from unauthorized use of individual credit cards to hacking
into credit card databases for blackmail purposes [84]. Yet another example is auction fraud, which has been increasing on popular sites like eBay
[USDoJ2002]. Since all these frauds are being perpetrated through the Internet, Web mining is the perfect analysis technique for detecting and preventing them. Research issues include developing techniques to recognize known
frauds, and characterize and then recognize unknown or novel frauds, etc.
The issues in cyber threat analysis and intrusion detection are quite similar
in nature [57].
5.8 Web mining and privacy
While there are many benefits to be gained from Web mining, a clear drawback is the potential for severe violations of privacy. Public attitude towards
privacy seems to be almost schizophrenic, i.e. people say one thing and do
quite the opposite. For example, famous case like [34] and [31] seem to indicate that people value their privacy, while experience at major e-commerce
portals shows that over 97% of all people accept cookies with no problems and most of them actually like the personalization features that can be provided based on it. Spiekerman et al [92] have demonstrated that people were
willing to provide fairly personal information about themselves, which was
completely irrelevant to the task at hand, if provided the right stimulus to do
so. Furthermore, explicitly bringing attention to information privacy policies
had practically no effect. One explanation of this seemingly contradictory attitude towards privacy may be that we have a bi-modal view of privacy, namely
that ”I’d be willing to share information about myself as long as I get some
(tangible or intangible) benefits from it, as long as there is an implicit guarantee that the information will not be abused”. The research issue generated
by this attitude is the need to develop approaches, methodologies and tools
that can be used to verify and validate that a Web service is indeed using an
end-user’s information in a manner consistent with its stated policies.
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6 CONCLUSIONS
As the Web and its usage continues to grow, so grows the opportunity to
analyze Web data and extract all manner of useful knowledge from it. The past
five years have seen the emergence of Web mining as a rapidly growing area,
due to the efforts of the research community as well as various organizations
that are practicing it. In this paper we have briefly described the key computer
science contributions made by the field, a number of prominent applications,
and outlined some promising areas of future research. Our hope is that this
overview provides a starting point for fruitful discussion.
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The growth of data mining has raised concerns among privacy advocates.
Some of this is based on a misunderstanding of what data mining does. The
previous chapters have shown how data mining concentrates on extraction of
rules, patterns and other such summary knowledge from large data sets. This
would not seem to inherently violate privacy, which is generally concerned
with the release of individual data values rather than summaries.
To some extent, this has been recognized by privacy advocates. For example, the Data-Mining Moratorium Act proposed in the U.S. Senate in January 2003 would have stopped all data-mining activity by the Department of
Defense[15]. A later version is more specific, defining ‘data-mining’ as searches
for individual information based on profiles[25]. While data mining may help
in the development of such profiles, with the possible exception of outlier
detection data mining would not be a forbidden activity under the later bill.
Although data mining results may have survived the scrutiny of privacy
advocates, the data mining process still faces challenges. For example, the Terrorism Information Awareness (TIA) program, formerly known as Total Information Awareness, proposed government use of privately held databases (e.g.,
credit records) to aid in the discovery and prevention of terrorist activity[9].
This raised justifiable concerns, leading to a shutdown of the program[22] and
proposals for restriction on government use of privately held databases[25].
The real problem is the potential for misuse of the information. The TIA
program did not propose collection of new data, only access to existing collections. However, providing a single point of access to many collections, and
linking individuals across these collections, provides a much more complete
view of individuals than can be gleaned from any individual collection. While
this could significantly improve capabilities to identify and track terrorists, it
also makes it easier to misuse this information for unethical or illegal harassment of political dissidents, unpopular officials, or even neighbors of a rogue
agent or hacker who manages to break into the system. Information gives
knowledge gives power, and many feel that the potential for misuse of this
power exceeds the benefit.
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Privacy-preserving data mining has emerged as an answer to this problem.
The goal of privacy-preserving data mining is to develop data mining models
without increasing the risk of misuse of the data used to generate those models.
This is accomplished by ensuring that nobody but the original possessor of
data sees individual data values. Since no real or virtual “data warehouse”
providing integrated access to data is used, the potential for misuse of data is
not increased by the data mining process. While the potential for misuse of
the produced data mining models is not eliminated, these are considered to
be sufficiently removed from individual data values (or perhaps so important)
that the threat to individual privacy is not an issue.
Privacy-preserving data mining work is divided into two broad classes.
One, first proposed in [3], is based on adding noise to the data before providing
it to the data miner. Since real data values are not revealed (the noise can
be added at the data source), individual privacy is preserved. The challenge
in this class is developing algorithms that achieve good results in spite of the
noise in the data. While these techniques have been shown effective, there is
growing concern about the potential for noise reduction and thus compromise
of individual privacy[1, 21, 10]. As a result, we will touch only briefly on this
approach, giving a summary of how the method of [3] works in Section 2.
The second class of privacy-preserving data mining comes out of the cryptography community[24]. The idea is that the data sources collaborate to obtain data mining results without revealing anything except those results. This
approach is based on the definitions and standards that have guided the cryptography community, in particular Secure Multiparty Computation[38, 16].
The disadvantage to this approach is that the algorithms are generally distributed, requiring active participation of the data sources. However, as this
model limits any privacy breach to that inherent in the results, this chapter
will emphasize this class of privacy-preserving data mining techniques.

1 Privacy-Preserving Distributed Data Mining
Privacy-preserving distributed data mining uses algorithms that require parties to collaborate to get results, while provably preventing disclosure of data
except the data mining results. As a simple example, assume several supermarkets wish to collaborate to obtain global “market basket” association rules,
without revealing individual purchases or even the rules that hold at individual
stores. To simplify, assume we only wish to compute the global support count
for a single itemset, e.g., “beer” and “diapers”. Each market first computes
the number of market baskets it has that contain both items. A designated
starting market also generates a random number R. The starting party adds
its support count S1 to R, and sends R + S1 to the second market. The second
market adds its support count, sending R + SP
1 + S2 to the third market. This
n
continues, with the nth market sending R + i=1 Si to the first market. The
first market subtracts R to obtain the desired result.
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A crucial assumption for security is that markets i + 1 and i − 1 do not
collude to learn Si . However, if we can assume no collusion, all operations take
place over a closed field, and the choice of R is uniformly distributed over the
field, we can see that no market learns anything about the other market’s
support counts except what can be inferred from the result and one’s own
data. While this does not guarantee that individual values are not revealed
(for example, if the global support count is 0, we know the count is 0 for
every market), it does preserve as much privacy as possible assuming we must
obtain the results (in this case, global support count.)
The concept of privacy in this approach is based on a solid body of theoretical work. We briefly discuss some of this work now, then describe several
techniques for privacy-preserving distributed data mining to demonstrate how
this theory can be applied in practice.
1.1 Privacy Definitions and Proof Techniques
Secure Multiparty Computation (SMC) originated with Yao’s Millionaires’
problem[38]. The basic problem is that two millionaires would like to know
who is richer, but neither wants to reveal their net worth. Abstractly, the
problem is simply comparing two numbers, each held by one party, without
either party revealing its number to the other. Yao presented a solution for
any efficiently computable function restricted to two parties and semi-honest
adversaries.
What do we mean by semi-honest? The secure multiparty computation
literature makes use of two models of what an adversary may do to try to
obtain information. These are:
Semi-Honest: Semi-honest (or Honest but Curious) adversaries will follow the
protocol faithfully, but are allowed to try to infer the secret information
of the other parties from the data they see during the execution of the
protocol.
Malicious: Malicious adversaries may do anything they like to try to infer secret information (within the bounds of polynomial computational power).
They can abort the protocol at any time, send spurious messages, spoof
messages, collude with other (malicious) parties, etc.
Goldreich et al. [16] extended Yao’s result to an arbitrary number of parties
as well as malicious adversaries. The basic idea is based on circuit evaluation:
The function is represented as a boolean circuit. Each party gives the other(s)
a randomly determined share of their input, such that the exclusive or of the
shares gives the actual value. The parties collaborate to compute a share of the
output of each gate. Although the exclusive or of the shares gives the output of
the gate, the individual shares are random in isolation. Since each party learns
nothing but its share, nothing is revealed, and these shares can be used in the
next gate in the circuit. At the end, the shares are combined to produce the
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final result. Since the intermediate shares were randomly determined, nothing
is revealed except the final result.
Informally, the definition of privacy is based on equivalence to having
a trusted third party perform the computation. Imagine that each of the
data sources gives their input to a (hypothetical) trusted third party. This
party, acting in complete isolation, computes the results and reveals them.
After revealing the results, the trusted party forgets everything it has seen. A
secure multiparty computation approximates this standard: no party learns
more than with the (hypothetical) trusted third party approach.
One fact is immediately obvious: no matter how secure the computation,
some information about the inputs may be revealed. If one’s net worth is
$100,000, and the other party is richer, one has a lower bound on their net
worth. This is captured in the formal SMC definitions: any information that
can be inferred from one’s own data and the result can be revealed by the
protocol. For example, assume one party attributes A and B for all individuals, and another party has attribute C. If mining for association rules, gives
that AB ⇒ C with 100% confidence, then if one knows that A and B hold for
some individual it is okay to learn C for that individual during the data mining process. Since this could be inferred from the result anyway, privacy is not
compromised by revealing it during the process of data mining. Thus, there
are two kinds of information leaks; the information leak from the function
computed irrespective of the process used to compute the function and the
information leak from the specific process of computing the function. Whatever is leaked from the function itself is unavoidable as long as the function
has to be computed. In secure computation the second kind of leak is provably prevented. There is no information leak whatsoever due to the process.
Some algorithms improve efficiency by trading off some security (leak a small
amount of information). Even if this is allowed, the SMC style of proof provides a tight bound on the information leaked; allowing one to determine if
the algorithm satisfies a privacy policy.
This leads to the primary proof technique used to demonstrate the security
of privacy-preserving distributed data mining: a simulation argument. Given
only its own input and the result, a party must be able to simulate what it sees
during execution of the protocol. Note that “what it sees” is not constant: for
example, what each party sees during the secure summation described above
is dependent on the first party’s choice of R. So the view to be simulated is
actually a distribution. The formal definition for secure multiparty computation captures this: the distribution of values produced by the simulator for a
given input and result must be equivalent to the distribution of values seen
during real executions on the same input. The key challenge is to simulate
this view without knowledge of the other party’s input (and based only on the
given party’s input and output). The ability to simulate shows that the view
of the party in a real protocol execution could actually have been generated
by itself (without any interaction and just been given the output). Therefore,
anything that the party can learn, it can learn from its input and output
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(because just running the simulation locally is equivalent to participating in
a real protocol).
This is captured in the following definition (based on that of [17], however
for readability we present it from the point of view of one party.)
Definition 1. Privacy with respect to semi-honest behavior.
∗
∗
∗
∗
Let f : {0, 1} × {0, 1} 7−→ {0, 1} × {0, 1} be a probabilistic, polynomialtime functionality. Let Π be a two-party protocol for computing f .
The view of a party during an execution of Π on (x, y), denoted V IEW Π (x, y)
is (x, r, m1 , . . . , mt ), where r represents the outcome of the party’s internal
coin tosses, and mi represents the ith message it has received. The final outputs of the parties during an execution are denoted OU T P U T1Π (x, y) and
OU T P U T2Π (x, y).
Π privately computes f if there exists a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm S such that
©¡
¢ª
{(S (x, f (x, y)) , )}x,y∈{0,1}∗ ≡C V IEW Π (x, y) , OU T P U T2Π (x, y) x,y∈{0,1}∗
where ≡C denotes computational indistinguishability. Note that a party’s own
output is implicit in its view.
The definition given above is restricted to two parties. The basic idea holds
for extension to more than two parties. Goldreich[17] proved that this definition is essentially equivalent to the “trusted third party” definition, showing
that any computation meeting this simulation argument in fact meets our
intuitive expectations of security. A similar, but considerably more complex,
definition exists for malicious adversaries. Because of the complexity, we will
stick to the semi-honest definition. However, many applications require something stronger than semi-honest protocols. Intermediate definitions are possible (e.g., the secure association rules discussed at the beginning of this section
is secure against malicious parties that do not collude), but formal frameworks
for such definitions remain to be developed.
One key point is the restriction of the simulator to polynomial time algorithms, and that the views only need to be computationally indistinguishable.
Algorithms meeting this definition need not be proof against an adversary
capable of trying an exponential number of possibilities in a reasonable time
frame. While some protocols (e.g., the secure sum described above) do not
require this restriction, most make use of cryptographic techniques that are
only secure against polynomial time adversaries. This is adequate in practice (as with cryptography); security parameters can be set to ensure that
the computing resources to break the protocol in any reasonable time do not
exist.
A second key contribution is the composition theorem of [17], stated informally here:
Theorem 1. Composition Theorem for the semi-honest model.
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Suppose that g is privately reducible to f and that there exists a protocol
for privately computing f . Then there exists a protocol for privately computing
g.
Informally, the theorem states that if a protocol is shown to be secure except
for several invocations of sub-protocols, and if the sub-protocols themselves
are proven to be secure, then the entire protocol is secure. The immediate
consequence is that, with care, we can combine secure protocols to produce
new secure protocols.
While the general circuit evaluation method has been proven secure by
the above definition, it poses significant computational problems. Given the
size and computational cost of data mining problems, representing algorithms
as a boolean circuit results in unrealistically large circuits. The challenge of
privacy-preserving distributed data mining is to develop algorithms that have
reasonable computation and communication costs on real-world problems, and
prove their security with respect to the above definition. While the secure
circuit evaluation technique may be used within these algorithms, use must
be limited to constrained sub-problems. For example, by adding secure comparison to the protocol at the beginning of this Section, the protocol can
simply reveal if support and confidence exceed a threshold without revealing actual values. This mitigates the 100% confidence privacy compromise
described above.
We now describe several techniques whose security properties have been
evaluated using the standards described above. These examples demonstrate
some key concepts that can be used to develop privacy-preserving distributed
data mining algorithms, as well as demonstrating how algorithms are proven
to be secure.
1.2 Association Rules
Association Rule mining is one of the most important data mining tools used
in many real life applications. It is used to reveal unexpected relationships in
the data. In this section, we will discuss the problem of computing association rules within a horizontally partitioned database framework. We assume
homogeneous databases: All sites have the same schema, but each site has
information on different entities. The goal is to produce association rules that
hold globally, while limiting the information shared about each site.
The association rules mining problem can formally be defined as follows[2]:
Let I = {i1 , i2 , . . . , in } be a set of items. Let DB be a set of transactions, where
each transaction T is an itemset such that T ⊆ I. Given an itemset X ⊆ I,
a transaction T contains X if and only if X ⊆ T . An association rule is an
implication of the form X ⇒ Y where X ⊆ I, Y ⊆ I and X ∩ Y = ∅. The rule
X ⇒ Y has support s in the transaction database DB if s% of transactions in
DB contain X ∪Y . The association rule holds in the transaction database DB
with confidence c if c% of transactions in DB that contain X also contains
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Y. An itemset X with k items is called a k-itemset. The problem of mining
association rules is to find all rules whose support and confidence are higher
than certain user specified minimum support and confidence.
Clearly, computing association rules without disclosing individual transactions is straightforward. We can compute the global support and confidence
of an association rule AB ⇒ C knowing only the local supports of AB and
ABC, and the size of each database:
P#sites
supportAB⇒C =

support countABC (i)
Psites
i=1 database size(i)

i=1

P#sites
supportAB =
conf idenceAB⇒C =

support countAB (i)
i=1
Psites
i=1 database size(i)

supportAB⇒C
supportAB

Note that this doesn’t require sharing any individual transactions. and protects individual data privacy, but it does require that each site disclose what
rules it supports, and how much it supports each potential global rule. What
if this information is sensitive? Clearly, such an approach will not be secure
under SMC definitions.
A trivial way to convert the above simple distributed method to a secure
method in SMC model is to use secure summation and comparison methods to
check whether threshold are satisfied for every potential itemset. For example,
for every possible candidate 1-itemset, we can use the secure summation and
comparison protocol to check whether the threshold is satisfied.
Figure 1 gives an example of testing if itemset ABC is globally supported.
Each site first computes its local support for ABC, or specifically the number
of itemsets by which its support exceeds the minimum support threshold
(which may be negative). The parties then use the previously described secure
summation algorithm (the first site adds a random to its local excess support,
then passes it to the next site to add its excess support, etc.) The only change
is the final step: the last site performs a secure comparison with the first site
to see if the sum ≥ R. In the example, R + 0 is passed to the second site,
which adds its excess support (−4) and passes it to site 3. Site 3 adds its
excess support; the resulting value (18) is tested using secure comparison to
see if it exceeds the Random value (17). It is, so itemset ABC is supported
globally.
Due to huge number of potential candidate itemsets, we need to have a
more efficient method. This can be done by observing the following lemma:
If a rule has support > k% globally, it must have support > k% on at least
one of the individual sites. A distributed algorithm for this would work as
follows: Request that each site send all rules with support at least k. For each
rule returned, request that all sites send the count of their transactions that
support the rule, and the total count of all transactions at the site. From
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R=17

Site 1
ABC: 5
DBSize = 100

R+count-5%*DBsize
= 17+5-5%*100

ABC: Yes!
18 ≥ R?

Site 3
ABC: 20
DBSize = 300

17

13

13+20-5%*300

Site 2
ABC: 6
DBSize=200
17+6-5%*200

Fig. 1. Determining if itemset support exceeds 5% threshold

this, we can compute the global support of each rule, and (from the lemma)
be certain that all rules with support at least k have been found. This has
been shown to be an effective pruning technique[7]. In order to use the above
lemma, we need to compute the union of locally large sets. We then use the
secure summation and comparison only on the candidate itemsets contained
in the union.
Revealing candidate itemsets means that the algorithm is no longer fully
secure: itemsets that are large at one site, but not globally large, would not
be disclosed by a fully secure algorithm. However, by computing the union
securely, we prevent disclosure of which site, or even how many sites, support a
particular itemset. This release of innocuous information (included in the final
result) enables a completely secure algorithm that approaches the efficiency
of insecure distributed association rule mining algorithms. The function now
being computed reveals more information than the original association rule
mining function. However, the key is that we have provable limits on what is
disclosed. We now demonstrate how to securely compute a union.
Secure union of locally large itemsets
One way to securely compute a union is to directly apply secure circuit evaluation as follows: For each possible large k-itemset, each site can create a 0/1
vector such that if the ith itemset is locally supported at the site, it will set
the ith bit of its vector to 1 otherwise it will set it to 0. Let’s denote this vector as vj for site j and let vj (i) be the ith bit of this vector. All the itemsets
are arranged according to lexicographic order. Now for any given itemset, we
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can find its index i, and evaluate ∨nj=1 vj (i) where ∨ is the or gate. Assuming
that we use a secure generic circuit evaluation for or gate (∨), the above protocol is secure and reveals nothing other than the set union result. However
expensive circuit evaluation is needed for each potential large k-itemset. This
secure method does not use the fact that local pruning eliminates some part
of the large itemsets. We will now give a much more efficient method for this
problem. Although the new method reveals a little more information than the
above protocol, a precise description of what is revealed is given, and we prove
that nothing else is revealed.
To obtain an efficient solution without revealing what each site supports,
we instead exchange locally large itemsets in a way that obscures the source
of each itemset. We assume a secure commutative encryption algorithm with
negligible collision probability. Intuitively, under commutative encryption, the
order of encryption does not matter. If a plaintext message is encrypted by two
different keys in a different order, it will be mapped to the same ciphertext.
Formally, commutativity ensures that Ek1 (Ek2 (x)) = Ek2 (Ek1 (x)). There are
several examples of commutative encryption schemes, RSA is perhaps the best
known.
The detailed algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. We now briefly explain
the key phases of the algorithm. The main idea is that each site encrypts
the locally supported itemsets, along with enough “fake” itemsets to hide the
actual number supported. Each site then encrypts the itemsets from other
sites. In Phases 2 and 3, the sets of encrypted itemsets are merged. Due to
commutative encryption, duplicates in the locally supported itemsets will be
duplicates in the encrypted itemsets, and can be deleted. The reason this occurs in two phases is that if a site knows which fully encrypted itemsets come
from which sites, it can compute the size of the intersection between any set
of sites. While generally innocuous, if it has this information for itself, it can
guess at the itemsets supported by other sites. Permuting the order after encryption in Phase 1 prevents knowing exactly which itemsets match, however
separately merging itemsets from odd and even sites in Phase 2 prevents any
site from knowing the fully encrypted values of its own itemsets.
Phase 4 decrypts the merged frequent itemsets. Commutativity of encryption allows us to decrypt all itemsets in the same order regardless of the order
they were encrypted in, preventing sites from tracking the source of each
itemset.
The detailed algorithm assumes the following representations: F represents
the data that can be used as fake itemsets. |LLei(k) | represents the set of the
encrypted k itemsets at site i. Ei is the encryption and Di is the decryption
by site i.
An illustration of the above protocol is given in figure 2. Using commutative encryption, each party encrypts its own frequent itemsets (e.g., Site 1
encrypts itemset C ). The encrypted itemsets are then passed to other parties,
until all parties have encrypted all itemsets. These are passed to a common
party to eliminate duplicates, and to begin decryption. (In the figure, the full
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Algorithm 1 [20] Finding secure union of large itemsets of size k
Require: N ≥ 3 sites numbered 0..N − 1, set F of non-itemsets.
Phase 0: Encryption of all the rules by all sites
for each site i do
generate LLi(k) (Locally Large k-itemsets)
LLei(k) = ∅
for each X ∈ LLi(k) do
LLei(k) = LLei(k) ∪ {Ei (X)}
end for
for j = |LLei(k) | + 1 to |CG(k) | do
LLei(k) = LLei(k) ∪ {Ei (random selection from F )}
end for
end for
Phase 1: Encryption by all sites
for Round j = 0 to N − 1 do
if Round j= 0 then
Each site i sends permuted LLei(k) to site (i + 1) mod N
else
Each site i encrypts all items in LLe(i−j mod N )(k) with Ei , permutes, and
sends it to site (i + 1) mod N
end if
end for{At the end of Phase 1, site i has the itemsets of site (i + 1) mod N
encrypted by every site}
Phase 2: Merge odd/even itemsets
Each site i sends LLei+1 mod N to site 1 − ((i + 1 mod N ) mod 2)
d(N −1)/2e
Site 0 sets RuleSet1 = ∪j=1
LLe(2j−1)(k)
b(N −1)/2c

Site 1 sets RuleSet0 = ∪j=0

LLe(2j)(k)

Phase 3: Merge all itemsets
Site 1 sends permuted RuleSet1 to site 0
Site 0 sets RuleSet = RuleSet0 ∪ RuleSet1
Phase 4: Decryption
for i = 0 to N − 1 do
Site i decrypts items in RuleSet using Di
Site i sends permuted RuleSet to site i + 1 mod N
end for
Site N − 1 decrypts items in RuleSet using DN −1
RuleSet(k) = RuleSet − F
Site N − 1 broadcasts RuleSet(k) to sites 0..N − 2
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set of itemsets are shown to the left of Site 1, after Site 1 decrypts.) This set
is then passed to each party, and each party decrypts each itemset. The final
result is the common itemsets (C and D in the figure).

E2(E3(C))
E2(E3(D))

Site 1
C

C
D
E3(E2(E1(C)))

Site 3
C

E1(C)

E3(C)
E3(D)
Site 2
D

E2(E1(C))

Fig. 2. Determining global candidate itemsets

Clearly, Algorithm 1 finds the union without revealing which itemset belongs to which site. It is not, however, secure under the definitions of secure
multi-party computation. It reveals the number of itemsets having common
support between sites, e.g., sites 3, 5, and 9 all support some itemset. It does
not reveal which itemsets these are, but a truly secure computation (as good
as giving all input to a “trusted party”) could not reveal even this count.
Allowing innocuous information leakage (the number of itemsets having common support) allows an algorithm that is sufficiently secure with much lower
cost than a fully secure approach.
If we deem leakage of the number of commonly supported itemsets as acceptable, we can prove that this method is secure under the definitions of
secure multi-party computation. The idea behind the proof is to show that
given the result, the leaked information, and a site’s own input, a site can simulate everything else seen during the protocol. Since the simulation generates
everything seen during execution of the protocol, the site clearly learns nothing new from the protocol beyond the input provided to the simulator. One
key is that the simulator does not need to generate exactly what is seen in any
particular run of the protocol. The exact content of messages passed during
the protocol is dependent on the random choice of keys; the simulator must
generate an equivalent distribution, based on random choices made by the
simulator, to the distribution of messages seen in real executions of the protocol. A formal proof that this proof technique shows that a protocol preserves
privacy can be found in [17]. We use this approach to prove that Algorithm
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1 reveals only the union of locally large itemsets and a clearly bounded set of
innocuous information.
Theorem 2. [20] Algorithm 1 privately computes the union of the locally large
itemsets assuming no collusion, revealing at most the result ∪N
i=1 LLi(k) and:
1. Size of intersection of locally supported itemsets between any subset of odd
numbered sites,
2. Size of intersection of locally supported itemsets between any subset of
even numbered sites, and
3. Number of itemsets supported by at least one odd and one even site.
Proof. Phase 0: Since no communication occurs in Phase 0, each site can
simulate its view by running the algorithm on its own input.
Phase 1: At the first step, each site sees LLei−1(k) . The size of this set
is the size of the global candidate set CG(k) , which is known to each site.
Assuming the security of encryption, each item in this set is computationally
indistinguishable from a number chosen from a uniform distribution. A site
can therefore simulate the set using a uniform random number generator. This
same argument holds for each subsequent round.
Phase 2: In Phase 2, site 0 gets the fully encrypted sets of itemsets from
the other even sites. Assuming that each site knows the source of a received
message, site 0 will know which fully encrypted set LLe(k) contains encrypted
itemsets from which (odd) site. Equal itemsets will now be equal in encrypted
form. Thus, site 0 learns if any odd sites had locally supported itemsets in
common. We can still build a simulator for this view, using the information
in point 1 above. If there are k itemsets known to be common among all
bN/2c odd sites (from point 1), generate k random numbers and put them
into the simulated LLei(k) . Repeat for each bN/2c − 1 subset, etc., down to 2
subsets of the odd sites. Then fill each LLei(k) with randomly chosen values
until it reaches size |CGi(k) |. The generated sets will have exactly the same
combinations of common items as the real sets, and since the values of the
items in the real sets are computationally indistinguishable from a uniform
distribution, their simulation matches the real values.
The same argument holds for site 1, using information from point 2 to
generate the simulator.
Phase 3: Site 1 eliminates duplicates from the LLei(k) to generate RuleSet1 .
We now demonstrate that Site 0 can simulate RuleSet1 . First, the size of
RuleSet1 can be simulated knowing point 2. There may be itemsets in common between RuleSet0 and RuleSet1 . These can be simulated using point
3: If there are k items in common between even and odd sites, site 0 selects
k random items from RuleSet0 and inserts them into RuleSet1 . RuleSet1 is
then filled with randomly generated values. Since the encryption guarantees
that the values are computationally indistinguishable from a uniform distribution, and the set sizes |RuleSet0 |, |RuleSet1 |, and |RuleSet0 ∩ RuleSet1 |
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(and thus |RuleSet|) are identical in the simulation and real execution, this
phase is secure.
Phase 4: Each site sees only the encrypted items after decryption by the
preceding site. Some of these may be identical to items seen in Phase 2, but
since all items must be in the union, this reveals nothing. The simulator for
site i is built as follows: take the values generated in Phase 2 step N −1−i, and
place them in the RuleSet. Then insert random values in RuleSet up to the
proper size (calculated as in the simulator for Phase 3). The values we have not
seen before are computationally indistinguishable from data from a uniform
distribution, and the simulator includes the values we have seen (and knew
would be there), so the simulated view is computationally indistinguishable
from the real values.
The simulator for site N − 1 is different, since it learns RuleSet(k) . To
simulate what it sees in Phase 4, site N − 1 takes each item in RuleSet(k) , the
final result, and encrypts it with EN −1 . These are placed in RuleSet. RuleSet
is then filled with items chosen from F , also encrypted with EN −1 . Since the
choice of items from F is random in both the real and simulated execution,
and the real items exactly match in the real and simulation, the RuleSet site
N − 1 receives in Phase 4 is computationally indistinguishable from the real
execution.
Therefore, we can conclude that above protocol is privacy-preserving in
the semi-honest model with the stated assumptions.
u
t
The information disclosed by points 1-3 could be relaxed to the number of
itemsets support by 1 site, 2 sites, ..., N sites if we assume anonymous message
transmission. The number of jointly supported itemsets can also be masked by
allowing sites to inject itemsets that are not really supported locally. These
fake itemsets will simply fail to be globally supported, and will be filtered
from the final result when global support is calculated as shown in the next
section. The jointly supported itemsets “leak” then becomes an upper bound
rather than exact, at an increased cost in the number of candidates that must
be checked for global support. While not truly zero-knowledge, it reduces the
confidence (and usefulness) of the leaked knowledge of the number of jointly
supported itemsets. In practical terms, revealing the size (but not content) of
intersections between sites is likely to be of little concern.
A complimentary problem of mining association rules over vertically partitioned data is addressed in [37, 34]. While we do not describe these techniques
here, we would like to emphasize that the different model of distribution requires very different solution techniques.
1.3 Decision Trees
The first paper discussing the use of Secure Multiparty Computation for data
mining gave a procedure for constructing decision trees[24], specifically running ID3 [31] between two parties, each containing a subset of the training
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entities. Of particular interest is the ability to maintain “perfect” security in
the SMC sense, while trading off efficiency for the quality of the resulting
decision tree.
Building an ID3 decision tree is a recursive process, operating on the decision attributes R, class attribute C, and training entities T . At each stage,
one of three things can happen:
1. R may be empty; i.e., the algorithm has no attributes on which to make
a choice. In this case a leaf node is created with the class of the leaf being
the majority class of the transactions in T .
2. All the transactions in T may have the same class c, in which case a leaf
is created with class c.
3. Otherwise, we recurse:
a) Find the attribute A that is the most effective classifier for transactions in T , specifically the attribute that gives the highest information
gain.
b) Partition T based on the values ai of A.
c) Return a tree with root labeled A and edges ai , with the node at the
end of edge ai constructed from calling ID3 with R − {A}, C, T (Ai ).
In step 3a, information gain is defined as the change in the entropy relative
to the class attribute. Specifically, the entropy
HC (T ) =

X

−

c∈C

|T (c)|
|T (c)|
log
.
|T |
|T |

Analogously, the entropy after classifying with A is
HC (T |A) =

X
a∈A

−

|T (a)|
HC (T (a)).
|T |

Information gain is
def

Gain(A) = HC (T ) − HC (T |A).
The goal, then, is to find A that maximizes Gain(A), or minimizes HC (T |A).
Expanding, we get:
HC (T |A) =

X |T (a)|
HC (T (A))
|T |

a∈A

µ
¶
X |T (a, c)|
1 X
|T (a, c)|
|T (a)|
−
log
|T |
|T (a)|
|T (A)|
a∈A
c∈C
Ã
!
XX
X
1
−
|T (a, c)| log(|T (a, c)|) +
|T (a)| log(|T (a)|)(1)
=
|T |

=

a∈A c∈C

a∈A
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Looking at this from the point of view of privacy preservation, we can
assume that R and C are known to both parties. T is divided. In Step 1 we
need only determine the class value of the majority of the transactions in
T . This can be done using circuit evaluation 1. Since each party is able to
compute the count of local items in each class, the input size of the circuit is
fixed by the number of classes, rather than growing with the (much larger)
training data set size.
Step 2 requires only that we determine if all of the items are of the same
class. This can again be done with circuit evaluation, here testing for equality.
Each party gives as input either the single class ci of all of its remaining items,
or the special symbol ⊥ if its items are of multiple classes. The circuit returns
the input if the input values are equal, else it returns ⊥.1
It is easy to prove that these two steps preserve privacy: Knowing the tree,
we know the majority class for Step 1. As for Step 2, if we see a tree that
has a “pruned” branch, we know that all items must be of the same class,
or else the branch would have continued. Interestingly, if we test if all items
are in the same class before testing if there are no more attributes (reversing
steps 1 and 2, as the original ID3 algorithm was written), the algorithm would
not be private. The problem is that Step 2 reveals if all of the items are of
the same class. The decision tree doesn’t contain this information. However,
if a branch is “pruned” (the tree outputs the class without looking at all the
attributes), we know that all the training data at that point are of the same
class – otherwise the tree would have another split/level. Thus Step 2 doesn’t
reveal any knowledge that can’t be inferred from the tree when the tree is
pruned – the given order ensures that this step will only be taken if pruning
is possible.
This leaves Step 3. Note that once A is known, steps 3b and 3c can be
computed locally – no information exchange is required, so no privacy breach
can occur. Since A can be determined by looking at the result tree, revealing
A is not a problem, provided nothing but the proper choice for A is revealed.
The hard part is Step 3a: computing the attribute that gives the highest
information gain. This comes down to finding the A that minimizes Equation
1.
Note that since the database is horizontally partitioned, |T (a)| is really
|T1 (a)| + |T2 (a)|, where T1 and T2 are the two databases. The idea is that the
parties will compute (random) shares of each (|T1 (a, c)|+|T2 (a, c)|) log(|T1 (a, c)|+
|T2 (a, c)|), and (|T1 (a)| + |T2 (a)|) log(|T1 (a)| + |T2 (a)|). The parties can then
locally add their shares to give each a random share of HC (T |A). This is repeated for each attribute A, and a (small) circuit, of size linear in the number
of attributes, is constructed to select the A that gives the largest value.
1

The paper by Lindell and Pinkas gives other methods for computing this step,
however circuit evaluation is sufficient – the readers are encouraged to read [24]
for the details.
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The problem, then is to efficiently compute (x + y) log(x + y). Lindell and
Pinkas actually give a protocol for computing (x+y) ln(x+y), giving shares of
HC (T |A)·|T |·ln 2. However, the constant factors are immaterial since the goal
is simply to find the A that minimizes the equation. In [24] three protocols are
given: Computing shares of ln(x+y), computing shares of x·y, and the protocol
for computing the final result. The last is straightforward: Given shares u1
and u2 of ln(x + y), the parties call the multiplication protocol twice to give
shares of u1 · y and u2 · x. Each party then sums three multiplications: the two
secure multiplications, and the result of multiplying its input (x or y) with
its share of the logarithm. This gives each shares of u1 yu2 x + u1 x + u2 y =
(x + y)(u1 + u2 ) = (x + y) ln(x + y).
The logarithm and multiplication protocols are based on oblivious polynomial evaluation[27]. The idea of oblivious polynomial evaluation is that one
party has a polynomial P , the other has a value for x, and the party holding
x obtains P (x) without learning P or revealing x. Given this, the multiplication protocol is simple: The first party chooses a random r and generates the
polynomial P (y) = xy − r. The resulting of evaluating this on y is the second
party’s share: xy − r. The first party’s share is simply r.
The challenge is computing shares of ln(x+y). The trick is to approximate
ln(x + y) with a polynomial, specifically the Taylor series:
ln(1 + ²) =

k
X
(−1)i−1 ²i
i=1

i

Let 2n be the closest power of 2 to (x + y). Then (x + y) = 2n (1 + ²) for some
−1/2 ≤ ² ≤ 1/2. Now
ln(x) = ln(2n (1 + ²)) = n ln 2 + ² −

²3
²2
+
− ...
2
3

We determine shares of 2N n ln 2 and 2N ² (where N is an upper bound on n)
using circuit evaluation. This is a simple circuit. ² · 2n = (x + y) − 2n , and n
is obtained by inspecting the two most significant bits of (x + y). There are a
small (logarithmic in the database size) number of possibilities for 2N n ln 2,
and ² · 2N is obtained by left shifting ² · 2n .
Assume the parties share of 2N n ln 2 are α1 and α2 , and the shares of 2N ²
are β1 and β2 . The first party defines
P (x) =

k
X
(−1)i−1 (α1 + x)i
i=1

2N (i−1)

i

−r

and defines it’s share u1 = β1 + r. The second party defines its share as
β2 + P (α2 ). Note that P (α2 ) computes the Taylor series approximation times
2N , minus the random r. Since 2N is public, it is easily divided out later, so
the parties do get random shares of an approximation of ln(x + y).
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As discussed in Section 1.2, all arithmetic is really done over a sufficiently
large field, so that the random values (e.g., shares) can be chosen from a
uniform distribution. In addition, the values in the Taylor series are multiplied
by the least common multiple of 2, ..., k to eliminate fractions.
The key points to remember are the use of oblivious polynomial evaluation, and the use of an efficiently computable (bounded) approximation when
efficiently and privately computing the real value is difficult.
There has also been a solution for constructing ID3 on vertically partitioned data[12]. This work assumes the class of the training data is shared,
but some the attributes are private. Thus most steps can be evaluated locally.
The main problem is computing which site has the best attribute to split on
– each can compute the gain of their own attributes without reference to the
other site.
1.4 Third party based solutions
The use of an outside party often enables more efficient solutions to secure
computations. The key issues are what level of trust is placed in this third,
outside party; and what level of effort is required of the third party. Generally
the trust issue is rooted in collusion: What happens if parties collude to violate
privacy? This gives us a hierarchy of types of protocols:
No trusted third party. The most general type of protocol meets the strong
statements of Definition 1: No party learns anything beyond what it can
infer from the results. If parties collude, they are treated as one from the
point of view of the definition: What can they infer from their combined
inputs and results?
Non-colluding untrusted third party protocol. These protocols allow all parties to utilize an untrusted third party to do part of the computation.
The third party learns nothing by itself (it need not even see the results).
Provided this third party does not collude with one or more of the other
parties, this method preserves privacy as well as a fully secure protocol.
Typically data is sent to this party in some “encrypted” form such that
it cannot make any sense of the data by itself. This party performs some
computations and replies to the local parties, which then remove the effect
of the encryption to get back the final result. The key is that the untrusted
third party does not see any “cleartext” data and is assumed to not collude
with any of the other parties.
Commodity server protocol. Commodity server protocols also requires a noncolluding third party. They differ from non-colluding untrusted third
party protocols in that only one way communication is allowed from the
commodity server to the other parties. Because of this, the commodity
server clearly learns nothing (absent collusion). The general approach is
to use the commodity server to generate complementary data (e.g., publicprivate encryption key pairs), each part of which is given to a different
party.
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The commodity server model has been proven to be powerful enough to do
all secure computation[5]. Thus, in terms of scope and power commodity
server protocols are equivalent to protocols with an untrusted third party.
They are simpler to prove secure though typically more complicated than
untrusted third party protocols.
Trusted third party protocol. The gold standard for security is the assumption that we have a trusted third party to whom we can give all data.
The third party performs the computation and delivers only the results
– except for the third party, it is clear that nobody learns anything not
inferable from its own input and the results. The goal of secure protocols
is to reach this same level of privacy preservation, without the (potentially
insoluble) problem of finding a third party that everyone trusts.
The complexity of fully secure protocols generally increases with an increasing number of parties. Simple (completely secure) solutions for two parties do not extend easily to more than two parties. In such scenarios, it is
often worthwhile to reduce the single complex problem to a series of twoparty sub-problems. One approach is to make use of untrusted non-colluding
third party protocols, using some of the participating parties to serve as “untrusted” parties for other parties in the protocol. If the target function consists
of additive sub-blocks, or the target function can be reduced to a combination
of associative functions, such an approach is possible. The key is to find an untrusted third party solution to the two-party problem, then securely combine
the two-party results in a way that gives the desired final result.
We now give a couple of examples typifying these cases, and show solutions that illuminate the basic concept. First consider the following geometric
function: Consider an n-dimensional space split between r different parties,
P1 , . . . , Pr . Pi owns a variable number ni of dimensions / axes such that
P
r
i=1 ni = n. A point X in this n-dimensional space would have its n coordinates split between the r parties. Thus, party i would know ni of the
co-ordinates of the point X. We assume that there is some way of linking the
co-ordinates of the same point together across all the parties (i.e., a join key).
Now, assume there are k points Y1 , . . . , Yk split between the r parties. The
target function is to jointly compute the index i of the point Yi that is the
“closest” to point X according to some distance metric D.
Why is this problem interesting? K-means clustering over vertically partitioned data can be easily reduced to this problem. K-means clustering is
an iterative procedure that starts with K arbitrary cluster means. In each
iteration, all of the points are assigned to the current closest cluster (based on
distance from mean). Once all the points are assigned, the cluster means are
recomputed based on the points assigned to each cluster. This procedure is
repeated until the clusters converge. One easy convergence condition is to stop
when the difference between the old means and the new means is sufficiently
small. The key step, assigning a point to a cluster, is done by finding the clos-
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est cluster to the point. This is solved by our earlier “abstract” geometrical
problem. 2
One possible distance metric is the Minkowski distance, dM . The Minkowski
distance dM between two points X and Y is defined as
dM =

( n
X

) m1
(xi − yi )

m

i=1

Note that m = 2 gives the Euclidean distance, while m = 1 gives the Manhattan distance. Instead of comparing two distances, we get the same result
by comparing the mth power of the distances. Note that if we do not take the
mth root, the target function is additive. We can exploit this additiveness to
get an efficient protocol.
The problem is formally defined as follows. Consider r parties P1 , . . . , Pr ,
each with their own k-element vector Xi :






x12
x1r
x11
 x2r 
 x22 
 x21 






P1 has X1 =  .  , P2 has  .  , . . . , Pr has  .  .
 .. 
 .. 
 .. 
xkr
xk2
xk1
The goal is to compute the index l that represents the row with the minimum
sum. Formally, find
X
argmin(
xij )
i=1..k

j=1..r

For use in k-means clustering, xij = |µij − pointj |, or site Pj ’s component of
the distance between a point and the cluster i with mean µi .
The security of the algorithm is based on three key ideas.
1. Disguise the site components of the distance with random values that
cancel out when combined.
2. Compare distances so only the comparison result is learned; no party
knows the distances being compared.
3. Permute the order of clusters so the real meaning of the comparison results
is unknown.
The algorithm also requires three non-colluding sites. These parties may be
among the parties holding data, but could be external as well. They need
only know the number of sites r and the number of clusters k. Assuming they
do not collude with each other, they learn nothing from the algorithm. For
simplicity of presentation, we will assume the non-colluding sites are P1 , P2 ,
and Pr among the data holders.
2

A solution for clustering in horizontally partitioned data has also been
developed[23], this relies heavily on secure summation.
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The algorithm proceeds as follows.
Pr Site P1 generates a length k random
vector Vi for each site i, such that i=1 Vi = 0. P1 also chooses a permutation
π of 1..k. P1 then engages each site Pi in the permutation algorithm (see
Section 1.4) to generate the sum of the vector Vi and Pi ’s distances Xi . The
resulting vector is known only to Pi , and is permuted by π known only to P1 ,
i.e., Pi has π(Vi + Xi ), but does not know π or Vi . P1 and P3 . . . Pr−1 send
their vectors to Pr .
Sites P2 and Pr now engage in a series of secure addition / comparisons to
find the (permuted)
indexPof the minimum distance.
Pr
PrSpecifically, they want
r
to
find
if
x
+
v
<
x
+
v
.
Since
∀l,
li
li
mi
mi
i=1
i=1
i=1 vli = 0, the result is
Pr
Pr
x
<
x
,
showing
which
cluster
(l
or
m)
is closest to the point.
li
mi
i=1
i=1
Pr has all components of the sum except X2 + V2 . For each comparison,
we use a secure circuit evaluation that calculates a2 + ar < b2 + br , without
disclosing anything but the comparison result. After k − 1 such comparisons,
keeping the minimum each time, the minimum cluster is known.
P2 and Pr now know the minimum cluster in the permutation π. They do
not know the real cluster it corresponds to (or the cluster that corresponds to
any of the others items in the comparisons.) For this, they send the minimum
i back to site P1 . P1 broadcasts the result π −1 (i), the proper cluster for the
point.
Algorithm 2 reproduces the full algorithm from [36]. We now describe
the two key building blocks borrowed from the Secure Multiparty Computation literature. The secure addition and comparison consists of a circuit
that has two inputs from each party, sums the first input of both parties and the second input of both parties, and returns the result of comparing the two sums. This (simple) circuit is evaluated securely using the
generic algorithm. Though the generic algorithm is impractical for large inputs and many parties, it is quite efficient for a limited number invocations
of the secure add and compare function. For two parties, the message cost
is O(circuit size), and the number of rounds is constant. We can add and
compare numbers with O(m = log(number of entities)) bits using an O(m)
size circuit. A graphical depiction of stages 1 and 2 is given in Figures 3(a)
and 3(b).
We now give the permutation algorithm of [11], which simultaneously computes a vector sum and permutes the order of the elements in the vector.
The permutation problem is an asymmetric two party algorithm, formally
defined as follows. There exist 2 parties, A and B. B has an n-dimensional
vector X = (x1 , . . . , xn ), and A has an n-dimensional vector V = (v1 , . . . , vn ).
A also has a permutation π of the n numbers. The goal is to give B the result
π(X + V), without disclosing anything else. In particular, neither A nor B
can learn the other’s vector, and B does not learn π. For our purposes, the V
is a vector of random numbers from a uniform random distribution, used to
hide the permutation of the other vector.
The solution makes use of a tool known as Homomorphic Encryption. An
encryption function H : R → S is called additively homomorphic if there is
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Algorithm 2 closest cluster[36]: Find minimum distance cluster
Require: r parties, each with a length k vector X of distances. Three of these
parties (trusted not to collude) are labeled P1 , P2 , and Pr .
1: {Stage 1: Between P1 and all other parties}
2: P1 generates r random vectors Vi summing to 0 (see Algorithm 3).
3: P1 generates a random permutation π over k elements
4: for all i = 2 . . . r do
5:
Ti (at Pi ) = add and permute(Vi , π(at P1 ), Xi (at Pi )) {This is the permutation algorithm described in Section 1.4}
6: end for
7: P1 computes T1 = π(X1 + V1 )
8:
9: {Stage 2: Between all but P2 and Pr }
10: for all i = 1, 3 . . . r − 1 do
11:
Pi sends Ti to Pr
12: end for
Pr
13: Pr computes Y = T1 + i=3 Ti
14:
15: {Stage 3: Involves only P2 and Pr }
16: minimal ← 1
17: for j=2..k do
18:
if secure add and compare(Yj + T2j < Yminimal + T2minimal ) then
19:
minimal ← j
20:
end if
21: end for
22:
23: {Stage 4: Between Pr (or P2 ) and P1 }
24: Party Pr sends minimal to P1
25: P1 broadcasts the result π −1 (minimal)

Algorithm 3 genRandom[36]: Generates a (somewhat) random matrix Vk×r
Require: Random number generator rand producing values uniformly distributed
over 0..n − 1 spanning (at least) the domain of the distance function −D .
Ensure: The sum of the resulting vectors is 0.
1: for all i = 1 . . . k do
2:
P artSumi ← 0
3:
for j = 2 . . . r do
4:
Vij ← rand()
5:
P artSumi ← P artSumi + Vij (mod n)
6:
end for
7:
Vi1 ← −P artSumi (mod n)
8: end for
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P2
E2(X 2), E 2

X2

P1

π (X 1+ V1)

π (E2(X 2+ V 2))

P3

P1
Vi , π

π (X 3+ V3)
Pr

Er (X r), E r

π (X r−1+ V r−1)

π (E r(X r+ V r))
Pr
Xr

(a) Stage 1

Pr−1

(b) Stage 2

Fig. 3. Closest Cluster Computation

an efficient algorithm Plus to compute H(x + y) from H(x) and H(y) that
does not reveal x or y. Many such systems exist; examples include systems by
Benaloh[6], Naccache and Stern [26], Okamoto and Uchiyama[28], and Paillier
[30]. This allows us to perform addition of encrypted data without decrypting
it.
The permutation algorithm consists of the following steps:
1. B generates a public-private keypair (Ek , Dk ) for a homomorphic encryption scheme.
2. B encrypts its vector X to generate the encrypted vector X0 = (x01 , . . . , x0n ), x0i =
Ek (xi ).
3. B sends X0 and the public key Ek to A.
4. A encrypts its vector V generating the encrypted vector V0 = (v10 , . . . , vn0 ), vi0 =
Ek (vi ).
5. A now multiplies the components of the vectors X0 and V0 to get T0 =
(t01 , . . . , t0n ), t0i = x0i ∗ vi0 .
Due to the homomorphic property of the encryption,
x0i ∗ vi0 = Ek (xi ) ∗ Ek (vi ) = Ek (xi + vi )
so T0 = (t01 , . . . , t0n ), t0i = Ek (xi + vi ).
6. A applies the permutation π to the vector T0 to get T0p = π(T0 ), and
sends T0p to B.
7. B decrypts the components of T0p giving the final result Tp = (tp 1 , . . . , tp n ), tp i =
xp i + vp i .
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Intersection
We now give an algorithm that demonstrates another way of using untrusted,
non-colluding third parties. The specific algorithm is for computing the size
of set intersection. This is useful for finding association rules in vertically
partitioned data.
Assume the database is a boolean matrix where a 1 in cell (i, j) represents
that the ith transaction contains feature j. The TID-list representation of
the database has a transaction identifier list associated with every feature /
attribute. This TID-list contains the identifiers of transactions that contain
the attribute. Now, to count a frequency of an itemset < AB > (where A and
B are at different sites), it is necessary to count the number of transactions
having both A and B. If we intersect the TID-lists for both A and B, we
get the transactions containing both A and B. The size of this intersection
set gives the (in)frequency of the itemset. Thus, the frequency of an itemset
can be computed by securely computing the size of the intersection set of the
TID-lists.
In addition to being useful for association rule mining, the algorithm illuminates a general technique that we can use to extend untrusted third party
solutions for two parties to multiple parties. This works whenever the target
function is associative. As in Section 1.2, the approach leaks some innocuous
information, but can be proven to leak no more than this information. We
start with the general technique, then discuss the specific application to set
intersection.
Given k parties, the goal is to compute a function y ∈ Fg , where
y = f (x1 , . . . , xk ), where x1 , . . . , xk are the local inputs of the k parties.
If the function can be decomposed into smaller invocations of an associative
function, we can rewrite y = x1 ⊗ x2 ⊗ . . . ⊗ xk . If we have a protocol fs to
securely compute the two-input function ⊗, we can construct a protocol to
compute y as follows.
The key idea is to create two partitions P0 and P1 . Split the k parties
equally into the two partitions. We can now use the parties in partition Pi as
untrusted third parties to evaluate partition P1−i . To visualize this, construct
a binary tree on the partition Pi with the leaves being the parties in Pi
(Figure 4).3 There can be at most |Pi | − 1 interior nodes in the binary tree.
Due to the (almost) equi-partitioning, the following invariant always holds:
|P1−i | ≥ |Pi | − 1, for both values of i. Thus, there are sufficient parties in the
other partition to act as interior nodes. The role of the parties in partition
P1−i is to act as the commodity server or untrusted third party for the parties
in partition Pi .
In the first round, the k/4 of the parties from the other partition act
as third parties for the k/2 parties in the first partition. For the remaining
log k/2 − 1 rounds the other k/4 parties of the 2nd partition act as third
3

While the example assumes k is a power of 2, a proper assignment of parties to
partitions is also possible if the tree is not complete. This is described in [37].
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parties upwards along the tree. Each third party receives some form of the
intermediate result, and utilizes it in the next round. It is important to analyze
the amount of data revealed to the third party at this point and modify the
protocol if necessary to limit the information disclosure. The entire process is
illustrated in Figure 4, where we show the process for partition P0 consisting
of the first k/2 parties. Thus, all of the parties Pk/2+1 , . . . Pk act as third
parties / commodity servers in a single call to the protocol fs when applied
to the parties at the leaf nodes. There are a total of log k/2 rounds in which
several calls to the protocol fs are made in parallel.
1,..,k/2 P k

Stage (log 2k/2)

P

1,2,3,4

k/2−2,..,k/2

P

P
1,2

P

3,4

k/2+1

P
P1

P k/2+2

P

P
P2

P3

k−2,k−3 P 3k/4−1

P4

Stage 2
...

P 3k/4

P
P k/2−1

Stage 1
P k/2

Fig. 4. The general protocol process applied on partition P0

Once a similar process is done for the other partition P1 , the two topmost
representatives of the two parties use a secure two party protocol f 0 to compute the final result. Every party possibly acquires some information about a
few of the other parties, which goes against the precept of secure multi-party
computation. But as long as the information revealed is held within strict
(and provable) bounds, it is often worthwhile to trade this limited information disclosure for efficiency and practicality.
We summarize the use of this approach to solve secure set intersection[35,
37]. The problem is defined as follows. There are k parties, P1 , . . . , Pk , each
with a local set Sk drawn from a common (global) universe U . They wish to
compute | ∩kj=1 Sj |, i.e., the cardinality of the common intersection set. This is
useful for several applications for example data mining association rules (see
[37] for details.)
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We now outline a two party protocol f∩ using a third untrusted party to
compute |Sa ∩ Sb | for two parties A and B. The key idea behind protocol
f∩ is to use commutative encryption (as described in Section 1.2) to allow
comparing items without revealing them. Parties A and B generate encryption
keys Ea and Eb respectively. A encrypts the items in its set Sa with Ea and
sends them to B. Similarly, B encrypts the items in Sb with Eb and sends them
to A. Each site now encrypts the received items with its own key, and sends the
doubly-encrypted sets Sa0 and Sb0 to U . U now finds the intersection of these
two sets. Because of commutativity of the encryption, an item x ∈ Sa ∩ Sb
will correspond to an item Ea (Eb (x)) = Eb (Ea (x)) that appears in both Sa0
and Sb0 . Therefore, the size of the intersection |Sa0 ∩ Sb0 | = |Sa ∩ Sb |. Thus U
learns the size of the intersection, but learns nothing about the items in the
intersection.
Extending this to more than two parties is simple. We use the tree based
evaluation for each partition. The lowest layer (consisting of leaves) proceeds
as above. At the higher layers, the parties encrypt with the keys of their
sibling’s children. Since a party never sees any of the values from the sibling’s
children (even after encryption), knowing the keys gives no information. More
details are given in [37].

2 Privacy Preservation through Noise Addition
The other approach to privacy-preserving data mining is based on adding
random noise to the data, then providing the noisy dataset as input to the
data mining algorithm. The privacy-preserving properties are a result of the
noise: Data values for individual entities are distorted, and thus individually
identifiable (private) values are not revealed. An example would be a survey:
A company wishes to mine data from a survey of private data values. While
the respondents may be unwilling to provide those data values directly, they
would be willing to provide randomized/distorted results.
What makes this work interesting is how the mining of the noisy data set
is done. Naı̈vely running a data mining algorithm on the data may work – for
example, adding noise from a gaussian distribution centered at 0 will preserve
averages – but does not always give good results. However, using knowledge
of how the noise was generated enables us to do better. In particular, what is
used is knowledge of the distribution that the noise came from (e.g., uniform
or gaussian and the appropriate parameters). Knowing the distribution the
random values came from does not reveal the specific values used to mask each
entity, so privacy is still preserved. However, as we shall see the knowledge of
the distribution of the noise does enable us to improve data mining results.
The problem addressed in [3] was building decision trees. If we return to the
description of ID3 in Section 1.3, we see that Steps 1 and 3c do not reference
the (noisy) data. Step 2 references only the class data, which is assumed to be
known (for example, the survey may be demographics of existing customers
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– the company already knows which are high-value customers, and wants to
know what demographics correspond to high-value customers.)
This leaves Steps 3a and 3b: Finding the attribute with the maximum
information gain and partitioning the tree based on that attribute. Looking
at Equation 1, the only thing needed is |T (a, c)| and |T (a)|.4 |T (a)| requires
partitioning the entities based on the attribute value, exactly what is needed
for Step 3b. The problem is that the attribute values are modified, so we don’t
know which entity really belongs in which partition.
Figure 5 demonstrates this problem graphically. There are clearly peaks
in the number of drivers under 25 and in the 25-35 age range, but this doesn’t
hold in the noisy data. The ID3 partitioning should reflect the peaks in the
data.

100

original
with noise

Number of Drivers

80

60

40

20

0
0

20

40

60

80

100

Age
Fig. 5. Original distribution vs. distribution after random noise addition.

A second problem comes from the fact that the data is assumed to be ordered (otherwise “adding” noise makes no sense.) As a result, where to divide
partitions is not obvious (as opposed to categorical data). Again, reconstructing the distribution can help. We can see that in Figure 5 partitioning the
data at ages 30 and 50 would make sense – there is a natural “break” in the
4

[3] actually uses the gini coefficient rather than information gain. While this may
affect the quality of the decision tree, it has no impact on the discussion here. We
stay with information gain for simplicity.
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data at those points anyway. However, we can only see this from the actual
distribution. The split points are not obvious in the noisy data.
Both these problems can be solved if we know the distribution of the
original data, even if we do not know the original values. The problem remains
that we may not get the right entities in each partition, but we are likely to
get enough that the statistics on the class of each partition will still hold (In
[3] experimental results are given demonstrating this fact.)
What remains is the problem of estimating the distribution of the real
data (X) given the noisy data (w) and the distribution of the noise (Y ). This
is accomplished through Bayes’ rule:
Z a
0
FX (a) ≡
fX (z|X + Y = w)dz
−∞
Z a
fX+Y (w|X = z)fX (z)
=
dz
fX+Y (w)
−∞
Z a
f
(w|X = z)fX (z)
R ∞ X+Y
=
dz
0
0
0
−∞ −∞ fX+Y (w|X = z )fX (z )dz
Ra
fX+Y (w|X = z)fX (z)dz
= R−∞
∞
f
(w|X = z)fX (z)dz
−∞ X+Y
Ra
fY (w − z)fX (z)dz
= R−∞
∞
f (w − z)fX (z)dz
−∞ Y
Given the actual data values wi = xi + yi , we use this to estimate the distribution function as follows:
Ra
n
n
1X 0
1 X −∞ fY (wi − z)fX (z)dz
0
R∞
FX (a) =
F =
n i=1 Xi
n i=1 −∞
fY (wi − z)fX (z)dz
Differentiating gives us the posterior density function:
n

0
fX
(a) =

1X
f (w − a)fX (a)
R∞ Y i
n i=1 −∞
fY (wi − z)fX (z)dz

(2)

The only problem is, we don’t know the real density function fX . However,
starting with an assumption of a uniform distribution, we can use Equation 2
to iteratively refine the density function estimate, converging on an estimate
of the real distribution for X.
In [3] several optimizations are given, for example partitioning the data
to convert the integration into sums. They also discuss tradeoffs in when to
compute distributions: Once for each attribute? Separately for each class? For
only the data that makes it to each split point? They found that reconstructing
each attribute separately for each class gave the best performance/accuracy
tradeoff, with classification accuracy substantially better than naı̈vely running
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on the noisy data, and approaching that of building a classifier directly on the
real data.
One question with this approach is how much privacy is given? With the
secure multiparty computation based approaches, the definition of privacy is
clear. However, given a value that is based on the real value, how do we know
how much noise is enough? Agrawal and Srikant proposed a metric based
the confidence in estimating a value within a specified width: If it can be
estimated with c% confidence that a value x lies in the interval [xl , xh ], then
the privacy at the c% confidence level is |xh − xl |. The quantify this in terms
of a percentage: The privacy metric for noise from a uniform distribution
is the confidence times twice the interval width of the noise: 100% privacy
corresponds to a 50% confidence that the values is within two distribution
widths of the real value, or nearly 100% confidence that it is within one width.
They have an equivalent definition for noise from a gaussian distribution.
Agrawal and Aggarwal (not the same Agrawal) pointed out problems with
this definition of privacy[1]. The very ability to reconstruct distributions may
give us less privacy than expected. Figure 5 demonstrates this. Assume the
noise is known to come from a uniform distribution over [−15, 15], and the
actual/reconstructed distribution is as shown by the bars. Since there are no
drivers under age 16 (as determined from the reconstructed distribution), a
driver whose age is given as 1 in the “privacy-preserving” dataset is known
to be 16 years old – all privacy for this individual is lost. They instead give a
definition based on entropy (discussed in Section 1.3). Specifically, if a random
variable Y has entropy H(Y ), the privacy is 2H(Y ) . This has the nice property
that for a uniform distribution, the privacy is equivalent to the width of the
interval from which the random value is chosen. This gives a meaningful way
to compare different sources of noise.
They also provide a solution to the loss of privacy obtained through reconstructing the original data distribution. The idea is based on conditional
entropy. Given the reconstructed distribution X, the privacy is now 2H (Y |X).
This naturally captures the expected privacy in terms of the interval width
description: a reconstruction distribution that eliminates part of an interval
(or makes it highly unlikely) gives a corresponding decrease in privacy.
There has been additional work in this area, such as techniques for association rules[14, 32]. Techniques from signal processing have also been applied
to distribution reconstruction [21], generalizing much of this work. One problem is the gap between known abilities to reconstruct distributions and lower
bounds on ability to reconstruct actual data values: the jury is still out on
how effective these techniques really are at preserving privacy.
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3 Conclusions and Recommendations
While privacy-preserving data mining does have the potential to reconcile the
concerns of data mining proponents and privacy advocates, it has not reached
the level of an effective panacea. Two issues remain.
First, the rigor required of the cryptography and security protocols communities must be brought to this field. While some of the work in this field
does approach this level of rigor, much of the work does not. For some work,
particularly with the noise addition approach, it is not clear if a determined
adversary could compromise privacy (and in some cases, it is clear that they
can [21, 10].) The distributed approach has a clear set of standards borrowed
from the cryptography community, it is important that work be judged against
these standards. In particular, work must move beyond the semi-honest model.
This could mean developing efficient solutions secure against malicious adversaries, or possibly new definitions such as “proof against collusion” that meet
practical needs and are defined with the rigor of the semi-honest and malicious
definitions.
The second problem may be more challenging. Privacy-preserving data
mining has operated under the assumption that data mining results do not of
themselves compromise privacy. This is not necessarily true. While there has
been some work on restricting data mining results [4, 18, 33, 29, 19], this has
emphasized protection against revealing specific results. This work does not
address connections between the results and compromise of source data items.
While work on limiting classification strength may address this issue[8], the
proposed method also prevents the data from being useful for data mining
in any form. Achieving a reasonable connection between individual privacy
and data mining results is still an open problem. Until this is solved, the full
concerns of privacy advocates will not have been addressed.
That said, privacy-preserving data mining in its current form does have
practical applications. In some circumstances, the value of the data mining
results may exceed the potential cost to individual privacy. This is most likely
true where the individual data items reflect commercial data (e.g., intellectual
property) rather than personal information. For example, U.S. antitrust law
frowns on the general sharing of information between competitors, however
if the shared information is limited to that absolutely necessary to achieve
some consumer benefit the sharing is likely to pass legal muster. The concept
that use of information is allowed when necessary also shows up in the European Community privacy recommendations[13], reconciling these laws with
the potential privacy breach of data mining results will be easier if privacypreserving data mining techniques are used to ensure that only the results are
disclosed.
In summary, while privacy-preserving data mining has achieved significant
success, many challenges remain.
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